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ENGLISH TEACHERS’ PERCEPTIONS REGARDING THEIR
PROFESSION
Leyla DENİZ ERTAŞOĞLU
School of Foreign Languages, Bursa Technical University & PhD student in ÇOMÜ
Esim GÜRSOY
Assoc. Prof. Dr. ELT Department, Uludag University
Introduction
It is clear that teachers have profound effects not only on students but also on society in a
broader sense as their influence goes beyond the walls of the classrooms and penetrates the
sociocultural fabric. Throughout history, teachers are believed to be the mirrors of the period
and culture they work in; consequently, education changes dramatically as culture changes
(Houston, 2009, p. 15). Therefore, teachers not only reflect what a society needs but also the
value system and collective consciousness a society has; consequently, education changes
dramatically as a culture changes (Houston, 2009).
In addition to this broad cultural and historical context, teachers’ self-perceptions and identity
construction are closely connected to teachers’ perceptions of their status in society (Radai,
Bernaus, Matei, Sassen, & Heyworth, 2003). Status is described as a person’s position in the
social stratification of a society (Hoyle, 2001); however, professional status in teaching is
comprised of the ranking compared to other occupations, the knowledge required in
comparison to other professions and the regard held for the profession by society.
(McGunnigle et al., 2015, p. 2). According to Radai et al. (2003), professional status is a
multifaceted concept interweaving internal and external images. He explains that internal
image is how teachers view themselves, while external image is how teachers are portrayed in
the eyes of society, including students, parents, colleagues, and so on. The concept of image is
essential when teachers construct their professional identities. To explore whether teachers
experience a status deficit in society, the discrepancy between perceived self-value and
perceived societal value requires measurement, which will illustrate if teachers are accorded the
social status they think they deserve (Radai et al., 2003).
The following research questions guided the research study:
1. What are the perceptions of English teachers on the status of their profession in
society?
2. What are the motivations of English teachers for choosing teaching as a career?
3. What makes English teachers happy and unhappy with teaching?
4. Are English teachers satisfied/content with their choice of career as teachers?
5. How do English teachers rank English as a school subject?
6. Is there a discrepancy between teachers’ perceived self-value and teachers’ perceived
value by others?
This study employed a mixed method research design with a synthesis of qualitative and
quantitative data analysis. A mixed methods study was implemented in order to handle the
research questions with a comprehensive understanding (Creswell, 2014). The research was
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carried out through a scale developed by the researchers. While 18 Likert-type questions of the
scale aimed to collect quantitative data to present a broader picture, three open-ended
questions aimed to collect qualitative data to be content analyzed, enabling a deeper analysis.
The study was conducted with English teachers in Bursa, Turkey. The participants of this
study consist of 123 randomly selected English teachers (94 female and 29 male) living in
Bursa, Turkey and working in state or private schools at different levels from primary school up
to high school.
While choosing the participants, a convenience sampling method was utilized. Following that,
snowball sampling was used, and accordingly the participants were asked to share the
instrument with the others. The data collection was completed in the fall term in 2018 online
via Google documents.
The aim of the present research study is to investigate the perceptions of English teachers
about their profession, career motivations and (dis)contentment factors along with a
comparison of perceived self-value and perceived value by others to comment on their
professional status in Turkish society. In the light of the collected data, English teachers bear
positive feelings about their professional status in the society regardless of their age, work
experience, and types of school they work in. Whereas English teachers are mostly happy with
students, they are predominantly unhappy with their working conditions. Teachers were highly
motivated by social utility values when they chose to be a teacher, and they report contentment
with their career choice regardless of their gender or type of school. Suffering from a status
deficit in Turkish society, English teachers believe that they are not accorded the value they
deserve.
This study may have several implications for policy makers interested in increasing the quality
of English language education. It is significant to make teachers happy first in order to have a
quality teaching system. For this reason, their feelings are to be studied in detail, and the
reasons causing demotivation to teachers need to be handled immediately.
References
Creswell, J. W. (2014). Research design: Qualitative, quantitative and mixed method approaches
(4th ed.). California: Sage Publications.
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ENGLISH VERBAL BORROWINGS INTO BANGLA: STRATEGIES
OF ACCOMMODATION
Sarwar Morshed
Associate Professor, Department of English, University of Chittagong
Chattograam, Bangladesh. Email: sarwarmorshed@hotmail.com
Abstract
Though chronologically the English rank third among the European colonizing powers that
crossed the seas to land on the shores of India, the late entrants completely outsmarted their
Portuguese, French and Dutch counterparts in terms of their subjugation of India. The English
colonization of India and their subsequent grip on the state power had left a tangible influence
on all the domains of Indian life. This omnipresent English influence is strongly felt in the
linguistic realm as well. Colonial Bengal was the power base for the British conquerors. They
launched their colonizing mission with phenomenal success from the Bengal delta and made
the rest of India their hinterland. Hence, the Bangalis are among the first Indians to come in
close contact with the English. This contact got intensified as the British traders elevated their
status to that of rulers. The longstanding tie between the Banglophones and Anglophones as
subjects and masters has left an indelible impression on Bangla. Bangla is super-saturated
with English loanwords. The lexical loans include nouns, verbs, adjectives etc. Among the
words, nouns outnumber other classes of English loanwords in Bangla. ‘Nouns are the most to
be borrowed while verbs are the least’. Anglicisms in Bangla conforms to this observation.
Despite numerical superiority of nominal loanwords, the number of English verbal borrowings
is not insignificant. This paper attempts to trace the mechanisms by which Bangla
accommodates English Loan Verbs (ELV) into the fabric of its own verbal system.
Key Words: Loan verbs, Light verb, Light verb strategy, Bilingual verbs, BCV, Lexical verbs, Doconstruction.
Introduction
Four European colonizing powers, namely, the Portuguese, the Dutch, the English and the
French treaded the vast Indian landmass. From the quartet, the group that emerged as the
ultimate winning side with a pyrrhic victory over their fellow European rivals are the English
colonizers. The unprecedented success of the English and their centuries long rule left their
marks in almost all the domains of Indian life. The linguistic domain is one of the spheres
where the English impression was strongly perceived.
The British rulers made Bengal the centre of gravity of their activities. From Bengal they
virtually transformed the rest of India as the hinterland of their colonizing mission. Because of
this serious involvement of Bengal with the British colonizers, the Bangalis were instrumentally
important to them. Initially trade and later colonial rule cemented the relationship between the
Anglophones and Banglophones.
As contact between the two groups kept maintaining an upward trend, the ambitious Bangalis
started to learn English. The Britons recruited the aspiring Bangalis in different clerical and
menial positions. The wealth, prestige and power accumulated by these people triggered a kind
of anglomania among the ambitious Bangalis.
Anglomania coupled with colonial contact kickstarted an influx of English loanwords in Bangla.
It was presumed that the torrent of Anglicism would come to a halt with the departure of the
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English rulers. But contrary to the assumption, the reverse has happened. Though the sun has
set on the British Empire, the lexical sun of the British linguistic empire has gone beyond the
diocese of temporal decadence. This can be attributed to a couple of factors – the status of
English as a global lingua franca and the insurmountable height achieved by English as the
language of science, technology, IT, business and diplomacy.
Among the bulk of English loanwords in Bangla, the majority belong to the nominal group.
Though adjectives and verbs are also borrowed into Bangla, numerically they enjoy a peripheral
status. Among the three categories, verbs are the least to be borrowed. As it is very difficult to
plug verbs into the grammatical system of the recipient language, their number is significantly
less than nouns and adjectives. Despite the difficulties, verbal loans are also taken by the
recipient languages across the global linguistic landscape. Bangla is no exception in this
regard.
Terminological Note
Loan verbs – All words that function as verbs in the donor language are treated as loan verbs.
Loan verbs also include nouns from source languages which shift their word class in the new
language. When transferred to a recipient language, in most of the cases, the loans are initially
treated as nouns and are subsequently verbalized.
Bilingual verbs – Bilingual verbs are composed of two elements – a lexical item from the donor
language and a helping or delexical item from the recipient language.
Light verb (LV) – A light verb is a verb which has very little semantic value. It usually forms a
predicate with a noun. Common examples of LV are ‘do’, ‘have’, ‘take’ etc. A light verb also goes
by the following names: Vector verb, empty verb, delexical verb, thin verb, operators, auxiliary
verbs, semi-auxiliary verbs etc. Credit for coining the term ‘Light Verb’ goes to Otto Jespersen.
Compound verb – A compound verb, also known as complex predicate, is a multi-word verb.
One constituent part of the compound verb is the LV and normally the LV carries inflection
indicating tense, mood or aspect. The main portion of the compound verb can be either a noun
or a verb and it carries the core meaning of the multi-word verb.
Light Verb Strategy – Light Verb Strategy is a popularly used way of integrating loan verbs into
the recipient language. It also goes by the name of ‘do’-strategy or ‘do’- construction as ‘do’ is
the most frequently used light verb. However, we use the broader term light verb as there are
some other light verbs.
Theoretical Background
Though there is a plethora of research works on lexical borrowing and contact-induced changes
in languages in contact, there is a paucity of researches on verbal borrowing. Among the
researchers who have contributed to the body of literature on loan verbs include Moravcsik
(1975), Muysken (2000), Myers-Scotten (2002), Wohlgemuth (2009), Pugh (1999) and Mifsud
(1995).
In his attempt to typologize verbal loans, Wohlgemuth (2009) has offered a rudimentary
taxonomy of mechanisms involved in integrating loan verbs into a recipient language. The
number of strategies attested by him include the following – Direct insertion, Indirect insertion,
Light verb strategy and Paradigm transfer.
Direct insertion refers to plugging the verb directly into the verbal system of the recipient
language. Indirect insertion is the strategy of accommodating a loan verb by attaching affixes.
The third type known as Light verb strategy is the most frequently used technique of borrowing
verbs into a recipient language. Normally a verb, noun or adjective from a donor language is
juxtaposed with a light verb (like ‘Do’, ‘Make’ etc.) from the recipient language and thus it forms
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a new bilingual verb. The last category which researchers claim to be very rare refers to the
cross-linguistic transfer of a verb along with its aspectual properties.
Rationale of the study
Verbal borrowings have been typologized by cross-linguistic research data from languages like
German, French, Spanish, Arabic, Turkish etc. From the subcontinent, researches have been
conducted on Panjabi, Urdu, Pashto and Hindi in relation to their verbal loans from English.
Even though Bangla is one of the few Indian languages to enjoy a privileged status from the
Britons, no researches have yet been conducted on the patterns of English verbal borrowings
into Bangla. Chatterji (1926) and Musa and Ilyas (2002) discussed the topic in their works
peripherally. This research aims at filling up that void and hopes to contribute to the existing
database for typologization of loan verbs.
Literature review
A pioneering research on verbal borrowings is the work of Moravscik (1975). She claimed that
verbs from one language cannot be borrowed into another language as verbs. If a verb is
transferred from one language, initially it is treated as a noun and with the help of verbalizers,
it regains the verbal status of the source language. Campbell’s (1993) research on borrowing
endorses the claim of Moravicsik.
Muysken (2000) has made a significant contribution to the loan verb literature. He has
confirmed that loan verbs are innovative and productive. According to him, the construction of
loan verbs display some distinctive qualities which are absent in both the matrix and embedded
languages.
Another outstanding research work that occupies a remarkable place in loan verb literature is
the work of Mifsud (1995). Here, the researcher has discussed the integration patterns of
English and Italian loan verbs into Maltese, a peripheral Arabic dialect severed from its source
language.
Pugh (1999) is an in-depth study of the structural properties of loan verbs.
Annamalai (1978) and Romaine (1986) have in their works shown how English has influenced
Tamil and Panjabi. They have shown that heavy lexical borrowings from English caused an
increase in the number of loan verbs in the two Indian languages.
Chatterjee (2014) is an interesting work on bilingualism, language contact and change. In her
research, she discusses on the behavior of Bilingual Complex Verbs (BCVs) in Bangla in a
passing manner.
Significance of the study
Subcontinental languages like Hindi, Urdu, Panjabi, Tamil and Pashto have contributed to the
projects aimed at typologization of loan verbs. This article can contribute to the attempts to
create a typlological database for verbal borrowing by presenting an organized discussion on
the integration patterns of ELVs into the verbal system of Bangla.
Materials and Methods
In conducting this research, I have used mixed method materials. I have used some diachronic
textual materials spanning from the early period of English colonial rule (the quotation from
Madhusudan Dutt’s Eke Ki Boley Sobhyota is the earliest among the samples used in this
paper. The play was first published in 1860) in the sub-continent to the year 2017. To make the
research representative and to ensure the validity of the research results, I have used some
online materials i.e. some selected posts written in Bangla from the globally popular social
media, Facebook. Resources from newspapers and FM Radio have also been used to diversify
the data.
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As there is a visible paucity of research materials on Bangla verbal borrowings, the researcher
has utilized his native speaking status in collecting data on English loan verbs in Bangla.
Researcher’s observation as an authentic source of data was introduced by Weinreich (1963).
According to him, the best data can be collected through the observation of a good researcher.
Lexicographic materials used in this study include Banglai Procholito Engrezi Shobder
Obhidhan (Musa and Ilyas, 2002), Chalti Shobder Obhidhan (Rashid, 2017), and Bangla
Academy Songkhipto Bangla Obhidhan (Sharif, ed. 2015).
The major sources of data on which this research is based are affixed with this paper in the
form of appendices. Appendix 1 is a mixed collection of textual and virtual data spanning from
1860 to 2017. Appendix 2 is, on the other hand, comprised of extracts from literary texts and
dictionaries. The last appendix is a collection of selected posts containing verbal loans from
Facebook.
Discussion


Let us first have a glimpse at the four extracts used in Appendix 1. In 1A, we see the
presence of an English noun (abbreviated form of ‘examination’) and this precedes the
Bangla light verb ‘dewa’ forming a bilingual verb ‘examine dibo’.
1B is composed of five verbal loans – ‘postpone kore disey’, ‘notice dile’, ‘investigate
korte’, ‘reveal korechchen’ and ‘punishment dite hobey’.
1C contains a bilingual verb – ‘helpan’.
The last extract in this section, 1D, has one verbal loan – ‘pass korle’.
In the example quartet used in Appendix1, we notice a common feature – the verbs have
been borrowed into Bangla with the aid of a dummy verb i.e. ‘do’ verb. We see the
presence of two verbal structures here – V+V (light verb) and N+V (light verb). The verb
in 1C is different from others.



Now, let us turn our attention to the extracts used in Appendix 2.
The extract in 2A occurs in Madhusudhan Dutt’s Ekei Ki Bole Sobhyota? It contains two
loan verbs with the V+V structure – ‘Excuse korte’ and ‘shoot korbo’.
2B is culled from Tagore’s Gorai Galad
which was first published in 1892 and it has
two English verbs, ‘select’ and ‘marry’. They precede the Bangla light verb ‘kora’ and
thus they have formed two bilingual verbs ‘select korbe’ and ‘marry korbo’.
2C is composed of the following three structures – In addition to the much used V+V
and N+V structures, here the writer has employed another pattern, Adj.+V ( Unwell
houate).
In 2D, all the ten examples contain the V+V combination. In each case, an English
lexical verb is combined with a Bangla light verb.
2E – The four examples here employ the V+V and N+V structures.
2 F – This extract has used the N+V and V+V structures.
2G – This quotation is a part of the announcement made by an RJ of a radio (FM)
channel and it contains the V+V structure used in the formation of a bilingual verb.



Now let us have a glimpse at the resources collected from Facebook.
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The statuses of Mr. Golam Hossain Habib contain N+V and V+V structures. The posts of
Mr. Tuhin and Dr. Rukan employ the V+V combination. The researcher’s statuses also
share the V+V structure with the trinity of facebookers. However, apart from using the
dominant structure, the paper writer has used another peripherally used mechanism,
i.e. morphological adaptation (Appendix 3 D iii & iv). The use of this technique, though
marginal, has been attested by Rashid (2017).
Findings
All the extracts excluding appendix 1C and appendix 3D (iii & iv), both actual and virtual,
employ the Light verb strategy in the form of three structures to borrow verbs from English. The
three structures are – V+V, N+V, and Adj+V. In all the three combinations, the first word (verb,
noun, adjective) is the lexical item and the second one is a light verb. It is worth noting that
while the inflectional and aspectual function is performed by the light verb, the lexical item
supplies the core semantic value.
A generalization can safely be reached from the data used in this paper. In the verbalization of
English loanwords, Bangla uses the V+V structure in most of the cases. The use of N+V
structure is also noticeable but the employment of Adj+V combination is infrequent.
Another process of ELV accommodation is what Wohlgemuth (2009) calls the Indirect insertion.
Data used in appendix 1C (helpan) and appendix 3 D (ii) and (iv) confirm this. English verbs
‘help’, ‘tag’, ‘comment’, and ‘share’ have been transformed into ‘helpan’, tegano’, ‘commentano’
and ‘shearano’ respectively by morphological processing. This integration pattern is colloquial
and only noticeable in the social media sites.
The patterns of loan verb accommodation that we find in this paper are in unison with the loan
verb taxonomy proposed by Wohlgemuth (2009). From the four types of loan verb
accommodation patterns confirmed by Wohlgemuth, we see that our corpus confirms the use of
the Light Verb Strategy and Indirect insertion in borrowing verbs into Bangla. Our data do not
record the use of Direct insertion and Paradigm insertion in verbal borrowing from English.
This is in line with the observation of Wohlgemuth. According to him, languages vary in terms
of their employment of loan verb accommodation strategy and a single language may not use all
the four techniques.
Limitations of the study
Although verbal borrowing from English is a common phenomenon in Bangla, during this
research it became evident that the extent of materials, both descriptive and research, on this
topic is rather modest, limited to very brief mentions in scholarly works. Loan verbs have not
received detailed treatment at the hands of Banglophone researchers, grammarians and
lexicographers. Contrary to the dearth of research materials on this topic in Bangla, English
has a substantial wealth of research works on loan verbs. This is attributable to the unique
status and global dispersal of English. Despite the profusion of works on loanword research in
English and other languages, studies in English and Bangla verbal loans have not so far been
done. As this is a beginning research on the topic, it requires further spade work.
The present study is not an exhaustive one. The database should be expanded in future
studies.
This is a small scale study of verbal borrowings from English to Bangla. As is the case with
small scale researches, it suffers from a number of limitations – time and space-constraints.
Exhaustive and rigorous researches on this topic will aid learners and practitioners of Bangla
and English.
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Pedagogic implications of the study
Teaching and learning of a foreign language is significantly affected by the knowledge of the
similarities and dissimilarities existing between the two languages concerned. The acquisition of
the target language is expedited by the knowledge of similarities. On the other hand, the
knowledge of dissimilarities helps students avoid the pitfalls. This study on the hitherto
neglected area of verbal borrowing will help English and Bangla language teachers to trace and
use identical verbal elements shared by the two languages.
Recommendations
Further researches on borrowing of verbs from English are needed to be conducted to account
for the patterns of accommodation of ELVs in Bangla. It is worth investigating why one pattern
(Light verb strategy) outweighs others in the hierarchy of loan verb integration into Bangla.
Another interesting topic connected with ELVs that warrants our attention is factor(s) triggering
verbal borrowings from English.
Some loan verbs in Bangla undergo semantic changes. For example, ‘line mara’ ‘size kora’, ‘part
loua’, ‘pose mara’, ‘system kora’, ‘fielding mara’ etc. Studies shedding light on why some
English loan verbs wear new semantic apparel will reveal the new life of some ELVs in Bangla.
Summary and Conclusion
The data used in this study show that Bangla uses two techniques to accommodate ELVs in its
verbal system. The dominant pattern, as manifest from the corpus, is the Light verb strategy. In
most of the cases, Bangla borrows loan verbs from English employing the ‘do’-construction. The
most frequently used verbalizer in Bangla is ‘kora’ (do). This confirms the claim of Moravsick
(1975) and justifies the nomenclature of the structure as the ‘’do’-construction’. Structurally
speaking, Bangla uses the V+V, N+V and Adj+V combinations in accommodating ELVs. Other
combination(s) are also possible. For example, Sey kibhabe amader doley in korlo? Batsman
runner khata kholar ageyi out hoey gelo (Prep+V; Prep+V+V). But the use of this structure is
very limited.
Another process of loan verb accommodation seen in Bangla is the Indirect insertion. Here, a
native grammatical particle is suffixed with the alien verb and through this morphological
processing the verb is Banglicized. For example, taggano, postano,shareano etc. This integration
pattern is, however, only seen in the social media sites like Facebook.
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Appendices:
Appendix 1
A. ছেলে ঘুল োে পোড়ো জুলড়োে
ফোস্ট বুক এে ছেলে
বোনোন-ভুলে

োথো ছেলেলে

একজামিন দেব া ককলে।
- Tagore (2011:18)
B. ঢোকো কবশ্বকবেযোেলের এক েোত্রী বলেলে, ‘আ োলের টিচোর হঠোৎ ক্লোে দ াস্টব ান কবে কেলে। ছেল ো
একিো দনাটিশ মেবে পোরল ো। অনয এক ভক চ্ছ
ি ু েোত্র কেক্ষকলক জজলেে করলে, ‘ ো ো, কিলনর
অকফেিো কুনহোলন?’
এক উকিগ্ন স্টক োলকিি কবলেষে একটি ছবেরকোকর টিকভ চযোলনলে বেলেন, ‘স্টক োলকিি ক্রোইকেলের
করজনগুলেো ইনবেমস্টবেি কেবে হলব। ছেেব কবগ এক্টর ও ছেেোর বযোকগ্রোউলে দোে দে কেবে,
েোলের নো ইব্রোকহ েোলহব োাঁর করলপোলিি মেমেে কবেবেন, োলের প্রপোর ামনশবিন্ট মেবে হলব’।
-

Islam (2012: 23)

C. ছিকক ভোইরো, দেল্পান।
- Rashid (2017: 64)
D. েোরো কে এই পরীক্ষোগুেো বোক ে কলরো, োরোই কনলজলগো ছপোেোপোইন
কবনোেো ছেই কথো বুক ফুেোেো জোনোে। নলিো বযোলিো।
-

াশ কেবে েরোেকর বো ইনোেো

Facebook status of Mr. Golam Hosain Habib (posted on

30.12.17)
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Appendix 2
A.
েকে : I admire your cheek, কবনু। ু ক

wife select করলব আর আক

marry করব?

- Tagore (Quoted in Sarkar, 2003:104)
B.
েকলে। (েকলে গোলত্রোত্থোন ককরেো) কহপ কহপ হুলর।
কোেী। (প্র ত্তভোলব) হুলর, হুলর।
নব। বলেো, ভোই, েকলে বলেো। (েকলের উপলবেন) ছেে ভোই, আজ আ োলের একেককউজ করল
আ োলের একিু ক ি কেে বলে োই আেল ছেকর হলে ছগলচ।

হলব,

কেবু। (প্র ত্তভোলব) েযোিে এ েোই।
নব। (করুদ্ধভোলব) ছহোেোি, ু ক
-

আ োলক েোইের বে? ু ক

জোননো, আক

ছ ো োলক এেন শুি করলবো?

Dutta (1860: 250)

C
আ োর father yesterday ককেু unwell হওেোল Doctorছক call করো ছগে, ক কন একটি physic কেলেন।
Physic ছবে operate কলরকেে, fourtimes motion হে, অেয ককেু better ছবোধ করলেন।
-

Anonymous (Quoted in Musa & Ilyas, 2002:09)

D
ছ ো োলক অলনকবোর িোেোে কলর পোইকন।
আপকন কবষেগুলেো একেোলথ পুি কুন।
োলক অনোর করো েথোথ ি হলেলে।
আ রো বোলজ েব্দ ইউজ ককরনো।
অপরোধীলক আইলিকিফোই করো হলেলে।
ছ ো োর বক্তবযিো আলরকিু

কিফোই কলর উপস্থোপন কলরো।

কবরোি বোড়ীিো ক কন একোই অকরু েপোই কলর আলেন।
চ ৎকোর পোরফর যোলের জনয ছ ো োলক কনগ্রোচুলেি করকে।
ইেটিটিউলির কহেোবপত্র অকিি করোর বযবস্থো করো হলব।
-

Musa & Ilyas (2002)

E
ওএ

আক্র ণোত্নক ছে ওলক আনলেে ছ ো কলরকেই , ব্লকও

আর অ

োইরো কেকে।

পোিি কনওনো …. আ রো েব জোকন।

কচন্তোর ছকোন কোরণ নোই, আক

েোইন কছর ছেব।
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ওলর এ ন েোইজ করবনো, আর একেলক আেলবনো।
- Rashid (2017)
F
….. ুণ োর ুণী বোন্ধবীলক পোলকির গোেগোেোেীর কনজিন োে বলে আেুলর গেোে বেলব – ‘একিো েং করল ো,
ককংবো কীলে েং ছে করলে।‘
Ahmed Rafik (Quoted in Bhattacharya, 2016:31)
G
একটি এফ এ ছরকিও ছথলক আর ছজ বেলে, ‘ছেেেরো, এই অফোর ককন্তু ভযোকেি টিে ছফোরটিন্থ। ছেো
ছরলেো। েোইক ইিে আ ফোিোফোটি ইলভি। ছেো ছেে কলরো…’

লন

Islam (2012:35)
Appendix 3
The following is a collection of Facebook posts containing ELVs.
A
Mr. Golam Hossain Habib
i.
েোত্র কো ককেগ বেে, আপনোর এল ো ছনক বোচক স্টযািাস দেবে ছ ো ুণরো অনুবোলে আেল ভে পোলব।
বেেো , ১. েকে গ ি নো ছেকেলে ছেই োহলে পলর ছেই গল ি পড়লে োরোই অকভলেোগ করলব ছেেলবর কথো নো
জোনোলনোর জনয! ২. োলের অলনলকই আ োর চোইল চোেোক; ছেেব অনুবোলে ভোলেো করিোন ি আলে ছেগুলেোই োরো
ছবকে করলে। ৩. েকর ফর ছেল্ফ এিভোিি োইজজং, েোকে ছনক বোচক স্টযোিোে ছেই নো, িুকিোক েুই অক্ষর অনুবোলের
ছচষ্টো ককর, অপোঠয হলেও, বই কবজক্র নো হলেও... (Posted on 12.01.18)
ii.
বোাঁচল

হলে আনফবো কেবে হলব... (04.01.18)

iii.
পকরবোর ছথলকই বোচ্চোরো জাজ কো ছেলে, েেন বোপ- ো বলে ছে ছেেল েুন্দর নো, ও ছেেল েুব েুন্দর, ও ওলক
কবলে করে ছকন, ওর েলে ছপ্র কলর ছকন? ছ লেলের কেগোলরি েোওেো উকচৎ নো, অ ুক েম্প্রেোলের ছেোলকর
চোইল আ রো ভোলেো... (12.12.17)
B
Mr. Tuhin Shuvra Sen
i.
ছগইলি েবোর এিক ি কোিি দেক কো হলচ্ছ। বযস্ত ো আর গোম্ভীলেরি ভোন ছচহোরোে কনলে েোলরোেোন আর পুকেলের
ুলেো ুকে হেো । িোন িোন উলত্তজনো লনর কভ র। ঘো কেলে জ্বর আলে আলে অবস্থো। পোর হল পোরব কক? এক
ছেলকে,েুই ছেলকে...
োরপর েোলরোেোন বেে," স্লো োেোইকু
কনলজর অকভনলে কনলজই

েযোর"।

ুগ্ধ! কনলজর কপঠ কনলজ চোপলড় কেলে িীন অকফলে কবজেীর ছবলে প্রলবে।

(এিক েন ছিস্ট কোকহকন-৪) (26.10.17)
ii.
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আজলকর কবকি আর েোউথ আকেকোর ছেেোর ছকোর ছেলে অলনক কেন আলগর আক
একিো চোেু ছস্লোগোন লন পড়েঃ
েেন েোউথ আকেকো

যাটিিং কবে, েন

েেন বোংেোলেে বযোটিং কলর, েন
(প্রথ িোর েোলথ

কনলজ ছেেোর ে েকোর

ন বলে,"বোজযোে ছে, বোজযোে ছে"।

ন বলে, "ঝোাঁেোকর ছে, ঝোাঁেোকর ছে"।

োরোর, আর পলররিোর েোলথ কুে গোে ছথলক কুে পোড়োর েম্পকি আলে।) (22.10.17)

C
Dr. Muhammad Rukan Uddin
i.
অবোক হই েেন ছেকে

োনুষ অপ্রলেোজনীে স্টযোিোলে োইক মেবে, কবিন্ট কেবে। (30.10.17)

ii.
বযস্ত রোস্তো ব্লক কবে

োরোকব পড়োর বযোপোলর েরঈ কবধোন কী? (11.06.17)

D
Mr. Sarwar Morshed
i.
োইক

বে িোপুর িুপুর, ছফবু নলে এে বোন। (19.08.17)

ii.
বোংেোলেলের অবস্থো হলেলে গরীলবর েুন্দরী বউলের
– েব েুলেোগ েন্ধোনীর ভোবী। Half-chance ছক Full
chance কলর কোলে আেলব, ছপেোরী ছপেোরী বো কলর flirt কেব । ককন্তু োর ইজ্জল ছকউ হো কেলে বেলব,
কুেিো েবোইলক নষ্ট কলর েোড়ে! চীন, ভোর , রোকেেোর কথো বেকে। (08.09.17)
iii.
ছ ো রো ে েোধ 'িযাোইবে' আে 'দশয়াোইবে' আে 'কবিন্টাইবে' আে 'মেএক্টাইবে' থাক, আক
এই বোংলরজজর ‘do construction’ এ। (22.08.17)

রলে েোব

iv.
আ োলক িযাোবে েকে এ

েোলগ ভোলেো…. (26.01.18)
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Abstract
This study aimed to explore mediational tools harnessed by EMI instructors at an IB high
school in İstanbul, Turkey. The participants were six math, physics, biology, and chemistry
instructors who teach the same groups in the same institution. Data were collected from twelve
videotaped lessons, stimulated recall interviews, and semi-structured interviews. The results of
the study showed that participants utilized 10 different types of mediation that are categorized
under the themes of self- and peer mediated, teacher mediated and technology-mediated tools.
It was also concluded that the EMI comes with challenges and these challenges are possibly
tackled with a set of mediational tools to assist higher order understanding and performance.
The study offers results to researchers and teachers who are interested in the area of bilingual
education, English-medium instruction and mediation.
Keywords: Mediation, English-medium instruction, Mediational tools
Özet
Bu çalışmada, İstanbul’da bir IB lisesinde çalışan EMI öğretmenlerinin kullandıkları aracılık
tekniklerini araştırmak hedeflenmiştir. Örneklem, aynı kurumda aynı öğrencilere ders veren
toplamda 6 matematik, fizik, biyoloji ve kimya öğretmenlerinden oluşmuştur. Veri, oniki
videkayıtlı ders, hatırlamayı sağlayan görüşme ve yarı yapılandırılmış görüşmelerden
toplanmıştır. Çalışmanın sonucunda katılımcıların bireysel-ikili aracılık, öğretmen aracılığı ve
teknoloji destekli aracılık olarak üç farklı kategoride 10 farklı aracılık türü kullandıkları
sonucuna varılmıştır. Buna ek olarak, EMI’ın zorluklar meydana getirdiği ve bu zorlukların bazı
aracılık teknikleriyle üstesinden gelinerek üst düzey anlama ve performans göstermenin
mümkün olacağı neticesine varılmıştır. Çalışma, iki dilli eğitim, EMI ve aracılık alanlarında ilgili
olan öğretmen ve araştırmacılar için önemli sonuçlar sunar.
INTRODUCTION
English-medium instruction (EMI) has become a global phenomenon; an increasing number of
countries use English as the medium of instruction in universities, high schools, and even in
primary schools (Dearden, 2015; Miligan and Tikly, 2016). It has widely been investigated in
concern with advantages, challenges, and strategies to tackle challenges predominantly in
undergraduate learners. In EMI classes where the subject content is the main objective,
students are expected to communicate about the content meaningfully (Soruc and Griffiths,
2017; Basturkmen, 2018), which comes with its challenges from the lens of students such as
lack of background knowledge (Kym and Hyun-Kym, 2014), language proficiency (Belhiah and
Elhami, 2015), instructional issues (He and Chiang, 2016). Strategies developed by students
(Soruc and Griffiths, 2017) and instructors (Vu and Burns, 2015; Kim, Kim and Kweon, 2018)
to cope with such challenges were also examined. Despite a large number of perception and
behavior-oriented qualitative studies, there have been no known attempts aimed at
investigating EMI instructors’ mediational tools they use when they are supposed to present
knowledge that is challenging to comprehend, which this study aimed to address.
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English-medium instruction
Dearden (2015) defines EMI as “the use of the English language to teach academic subjects in
countries or jurisdictions where the first language (L1) of the majority of the population is not
English.” (p. 4). The report prepared Julie Dearden and sponsored by British Council points out
that EMI’s presence is overwhelmingly higher in universities than lower grades. For the past
three decades, it has gained spreading popularity, which led it to be examined across Europe
(Aguilar, 2017; Dearden and Macaro, 2016), Middle East (İnan, Yüksel, and Gürkan, 2012;
Belhiah and Elhami, 2015; Soruç and Griffiths, 2017), and Asia (Byun, Chu, Kim, Park, Kim
and Jung, 2011; Lei and Hu, 2014). This interest is EMI derives from the desire for
globalization (Coleman, et al., 2018) as is recurrently stated in EMI-focused studies.
EMI started to receive attention in 1950s in Turkey. It was firstly adopted by Middle East
Technical University (METU) in 1956, and later by Boğaziçi University in 1971. Upon seeing its
success in the global arena, foundation universities brought it on the agenda with the
pioneering step of Bilkent University which took the decision of converting the medium of all
departments to English in 1984 since when adopting universities proliferated. According to
Coşkun (2013) twenty-three state universities offer EMI programs in their faculties (Macaro,
Akincioglu and Dearden, 2016). The EMI trend started to spread in high schools in 1994 with
Koç School’s authorization of International Baccalaureate Diploma Program (IBDP) – an
international program that assumes EMI in math and science subjects. Since Koç’s
authorization, a surging number of high schools has sought authorization of DP or at least EMI
in Turkey. In these schools EMI begins following a period of preparatory English in which
students undergo an intensive English program in an attempt to attain the level of proficiency
needed for managing EMI subjects in the years to come.
The growing interest in EMI in the literature is centered on the perception of EMI by tutors and
students, specifically in relation to its advantages, challenges, and strategies to face these
challenges. The following section deals with the investigated challenges stakeholders face in the
implementation of EMI.
English-medium instruction and challenges
The literature categorizes challenges as faced by instructors and students. The major
challenges faced by teachers are their language abilities (Vinke, Snippe and Jochems, 1998;
Shohamy, 2012; He and Chiang, 2016), students’ proficiency (Byun et al., 2011), appropriate
methodology (Wilkinson, 2005), and limited resources (Dang, Nguyen and Le, 2013). Wilkinson
(2005) found that EMI could lead to effective learning on condition that instructional techniques
such as codeswitching are adopted and more time is allocated. However, Kyeyune (2010),
Shohamy (2012) and Mohamed (2013) found unsupportive evidence for codeswitching by
pointing out that codeswitching negatively affects learners’ development of academic literacies.
Vu and Burns (2014) conducted a two-year project that looked into a new EMI undergraduate
program in Vietnam. The findings obtained through interviews revealed that instructors were
restrained by their own and students’ linguistic competence and learning styles, pedagogical
issues, and lack of adequate resources.
Challenges were also examined from the perspective of students. Soruç and Griffiths (2017) dug
into EMI learners’ challenges and self-developed strategies in two departments of a Turkish
university. Findings as understood from questionnaires and stimulated recall interviews
revealed that students reported issues related to language competence, teachers’ pace,
understanding technical terms, and speaking anxiety. According to the Korean EMI context,
students’ insufficient English ability a (Lee, 2010; Park and Min, 2014) was reported and
bilingual instruction was found common in the form of code-switching and translanguaging in
order to serve varied learning goals and activities. Lee (2010) suggested that for students with
English difficulties, EMI classes should be delivered in both English and Korean to help meet
the requirements of subject knowledge. Baker (2011) and Lin (2013, as cited in Kim et al.,
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2018) also seemed to support the idea of translanguaging in the hope of facilitating meaning
making and conveying the core meaning of courses.
As seen, the focus made itself clear as it assumed that EMI brings challenges due to a different
medium from the mother tongue, however, to the knowledge of the researcher, the naturally
emerging pedagogical strategies, namely mediational tools, have not been questioned and
investigated by treating EMI classes as a regular class in the former research. The following
section gives brief information about mediation.
Mediation
Mediation is simply defined as the assistance provided, usually by the instructors, to learners
to understand their potential for learning in one hand, and to assist them in developing their
skills on the other (Ahmadi, 2013). It lies in Vygotsky's (1978) proposal that it is needed for
child’s cognitive development and self-regulation. However, it should not be confused with lower
mental processes such as involuntary attention, which is direct. Mediation is provided in the
higher mental processes which is indirect and requires assistance (Lantolf and Thorne, 2006).
As is also emphasized by Poehner and Lantolf (2010), mediation is more than helping learner
solve a problem or get the correct answer, its primary focus is to help learner move forward in
the journey of independent performance, which is also known as self-regulation. Therefore, the
provided assistance is to be withdrawn as soon as the learner shows any signs of selfregulation, or independent control over the tasks (Johnson, 2004). Lantolf and Thorne (2006)
propose that “the relationship between people and the world is indirect or mediated, as well as
direct” (p. 62). They further suggest that the indirect relationship requires auxiliary means. The
mediate nature proposed by Lantolf and Thorne (2006) is given in the Figure 1:

Figure 1: The mediation nature of human/world relationship (Lantolf and Thorne, 2006, p. 62)
The goal of the mediation is thus to provide subjects (learners) with proper assistance for the
sake of facilitating their development in the ZPD. The provided mediational tools to help
learners achieve cognitively demanding tasks take various forms in learning such as teacher
language, peer language, gestures, demos, instructional technologies and the others. In this
study, the model of Lantolf and Thorne (2006) was taken as the frame to identify mediation
moments bearing in mind that not every moment of assistance was deemed as mediation
unless it helps learners develop in their ZPD.
With regard to studies that investigated mediation, there is a good amount of studies that took
place in EFL settings, whereas it is rather limited in bilingual programs. Ahmadi (2013) reached
that tutor mediation increases student achievement in Iranian EFL settings. . Dao and Iwashita
(2018) recently studied the impact of teacher task-related mediation and language mediation on
collaboration of 16 Chinese learners of English in Canada. The result revealed that provided
mediational tools impacted collaboration at varying degrees. Given studies conducted in
bilingual programs including EMI, Bendazzoli (2015) suggested that language mediation is
regarded useful in EMI program in Italian university as reported by the interview data
conducted with 45 Italian university academics. The other study that was found in the previous
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research studies the role of artefacts and gestures as mediational tools in CLIL programs at
French Polynesian primary schools (Gabillon and Ailincai, 2016). Data were collected from
classroom observations and video recordings and analyzed through discourse analysis. The
results indicated that artefacts and gestures facilitated learning and improved the quality of
classroom interaction. The review of the literature in concern with mediation showed a gap that
there are not any studies that explored or examined mediation in EMI settings, which was
plugged in this study.
METHOD
The aim of this collective case qualitative study was to explore mediation characteristics utilized
in EMI classes, make interpretations about the instructors’ choices and in the end provide
classroom implications. Based on a collective case study design, the study integrated multiple
data collection tools such as videotaped lessons, stimulated recall interviews and semistructured interviews. In line with the study goals, the following research question was
addressed in the study:
1. What are the characteristics of mediation in EMI classes?
Participants
The study was conducted at a private high school in İstanbul, Turkey. The school offers IB
Diploma Program for high school students, and in the program math, physics, chemistry and
biology are delivered in English. As the school requires IB Diploma Program for all students, it
entails a preparatory year at the onset of the school immediately after matriculation.
Participants were six EMI instructors working in math, physics, biology, and chemistry
departments. The colleagues voluntarily participated in the study by emphasizing their
enthusiasm to learn more about mediation and the findings of the study. All the participants
are ethnically Turkish along with two bilingual teachers. Participant 1, Turkey-born, is an MA
holder and has been teaching math in Turkey since 1997. Participant 2, Turkey-born, is an MA
student and has been teaching math in Turkey since 2016. Participant 3, Turkey-born, is an
MA holder and has been teaching physics overseas and in Turkey since 2005. Participant 4,
Turkey-born, is an MA holder and has been teaching physics in Turkey since 2014. Participant
5, the UK-born, is an MA holder and has been teaching chemistry overseas and in Turkey since
2005. Participant 6, the USA-born, is an MA holder and has been teaching English and biology
overseas and in Turkey since 2012. All the participants have excellent command of English and
are certified by IB organization. Their sole responsibility in the setting is to deliver math and
science in English to meet the IB outcomes. The following Figure 2 illustrates IB goals of
physics in order to give an insight into the program’s syllabus:
Through the overarching theme of the nature of science, the aims of the DP physics course are
to enable students to:
1. appreciate scientific study and creativity within a global context through stimulating
and challenging opportunities
2. acquire a body of knowledge, methods and techniques that characterize science and
technology
3. apply and use a body of knowledge, methods and techniques that characterize
science and technology
4. develop an ability to analyse, evaluate and synthesize scientific information
5. develop a critical awareness of the need for, and the value of, effective
collaboration and communication during scientific activities
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6. develop experimental and investigative scientific skills including the use of current
technologies
7. develop and apply 21st century communication skills in the study of science
8. become critically aware, as global citizens, of the ethical implications of using science
and technology
9. develop an appreciation of the possibilities and limitations of science and technology
10. develop an understanding of the relationships between scientific disciplines and
their influence on other areas of knowledge.
_______________________________________________________________
Figure 2: IB Diploma Program Physics Aims (ibo.org)
As shown in Figure 2, there is not a single statement implying development of English language
skills, on the contrary, it fully zeroes in on field-oriented outcomes. Therefore, the IB program is
a pure bilingual program in which academic and analytical thinking skills are intended to
develop with little emphasis on linguistic abilities.
Data Collection Tools
Multiple data collection tools were used to collect plenty of data in an attempt to make efficient
interpretations. First of all, two lessons of each participant were videotaped. Videotaping was
selected for the purpose of having a permanent record of the class and providing stimuli to
assist recall for subsequent SRI sessions. Videotaping was followed by SRI which was opted to
clarify and better understand the mediational tools and their characteristics as provided by the
video records. Finally, semi-structured interviews (Appendix A) were held with each participant
after seeing the necessity of having some SRI data verified.
Data Collection Procedure
The study lasted for 10 weeks including data collection and analysis. The procedure of each
data collection tool is explained in the following section.
Videotaping
The study was formally started after obtaining the consent firstly from the school’s DP
coordinator and the school directorate which granted the consent on condition of keeping
school’s names confidential. Following the consent, the researcher sought EMI teachers’
willingness to be a part of the study. All the EMI teachers working at the school accepted to be
videotaped and interviewed, and most of them stated their enthusiasm about the topic
(mediation) and the results of the study. The researcher pointed out that the identity of the
participants and the school is confidential. Then the researcher arranged brief meetings with
each participant to decide on the lessons to be video recorded. Following arranging dates, the
researcher provided a camera with its tripod and battery from the school’s IT department and
set in the back corner of the classrooms. The entire class was videotaped through camera for 40
minutes. No trouble was experienced during video recording and a clear view and sound quality
of the class was achieved due to high quality equipment and circle or half-circle seating
arrangement.
Stimulated Recall Interview
SRI sessions were conducted with all of the participants one or two days after the lesson due to
mismatching school schedules of the participants and the researcher. However, the period
between the videotaping and SRI allowed the researcher to watch and re-watch the video
records on his own and identify the moments to focus during the SRI sessions. After all, the
participants did not find it hard to recall the lesson. The SRI sessions which took place in a
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quiet classroom for 15-20 min were initiated and led by the researcher who provided prompts
over the video in order to elicit data related to mediation. Yet, the participants were also allowed
to initiate the recalls without the researcher’s prompts. All the sessions were administered in
English with the participants 2-3-5-6 and in Turkish with the participants 1 and 4 as preferred
by the participants. The sessions were audio recorded and then transcribed for data analysis.
Semi-structured Interviews
As the researcher was working on the data provided by SRI sessions, he decided to call the
participants for an open-ended semi-structured interviews upon finding out that some data
required clarification. The interviews which took place in a quiet room for 5-10 min offered
clarified and further data related to mediation in their classes. The interviews were conducted
in English with the participant 2-3-5 and 6 and in Turkish with the others. The sessions were
audio recorded and transcribed for analysis.
Data Analysis
Raw data out of each data collection instrument were analyzed inductively in relation to each
participant (Boyatzis, 1998) since there were not any pre-determined categories or pre-set
themes. Thus, the raw data were coded against the evidence of mediation which is informed by
the mediation model of Lantolf and Thorne (2006). The model stipulates that mediation be
provided to facilitate understanding of a concept and completing a task that requires higher
mental processes and is relatively demanding. Thus, while analyzing data not all sorts of
teacher aid were regarded as mediation unless they served for coping with higher order
understanding or performance. Having found the codes after open coding, the researcher
grouped them into categories (categorization) which was followed by finding main themes
(thematic analysis). The emerging codes and themes were then checked iteratively in order to
make meaningful explanations (Creswell, 2012). The following section breaks down the data
analysis process treating each instrument in isolation.
Video records
Video records did not suffice to code mediational tools per se, but the researcher identified
moments that were apparently mediated by a variety tools to be asked in SRI sessions. The
following Table 1 illustrates the number of identified moments (potential codes) in video records
of each participant.
Table 1
The number of identified mediation moments
Participant
Participant 1
Participant 2
Participant 3
Participant 4
Participant 5
Participant 6

(Math)
(Math)
(Physics)
(Physics)
(Chemistry)
(Biology)

The number of moments (Codes)
7
8
5
5
5
6

The identified possible mediational tools vary in terms of their types and manners. For
instance, participant 2 used Dynamic Geometry Software (DGS) tools such as GeoGebra and
Sketchapad to model problems and concepts visuals, while the participant 1 used self-drawn
trigonometric scales such as Unit circles for the same purpose. Table 2 displays the identified
potential moments of mediation that were used for SRI sessions in order to understand if they
were actually mediational tools.
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Table 2
Potential Mediational Tools
Participant
Participant 1
Participant 2
Participant 3
Participant 4
Participant 5
Participant 6

Potential mediational tools (codes)
Unit circles, videos, translanguaging, pairing,
a story, visuals, gestures
Think-pair-share, PhET simulation, TrigTour,
EdPuzzle,
translanguaging,
visuals,
Sketchpad, GeoGebra
Visuals, simulation, video, translanguaging,
vocabulary list
Visuals, simulation, translanguaging, gesture,
vocabulary list
Vocabulary
list,
visuals,
videos,
translanguaging, pairing
Visuals, videos, quizlet, gesture, concept
maps, guided reading

As illustrated in Table 2, there are a diversity of moments (codes) that might carry mediation
functions, yet the researcher’s lack of subject knowledge and limited perception of the
classroom gave rise to the necessity of SRI and interviews sessions to clarify the function of
these tools and its mediation value.
SRI and Semi-structured Interviews
SRI and follow-up interviews were conducted to confirm identified mediational tools. The
researcher met with each participant individually and directed generic questions such as Why
did you use this simulation?,- that were asked to clarify the function of the tool and the reason
behind its selection. Transcribed audio records provided data for thematic analysis. Thematic
analysis was conducted at four phases. First, confirmation of codes was sought. Second, they
were semantically grouped (categorization). Third, meaningful explanations and interpretations
were made having seen the confirmed mediational tools (thematic analysis). Finally, the results
were shared with each participant to check and confirm (member check).
Phase 1: Confirmation of mediational tools (Coding)
At this initial phase, the researcher and the participant watched the video records of the lesson
to identify the mediation moments. The researcher primarily drew attention to the moments he
pre-selected for a smooth session although he also allowed the participants to intervene and
make reflection over the video. The participants’ reflections facilitated understanding and
making sense of the lesson. The tools that served to facilitate understanding a concept or
completing a task were noted as mediational tools (codes), as was postulated by Lantolf and
Thorne (2006). At the end of the confirmation, the researcher grouped the codes into main
themes. There were 15 different types of potential mediational tools (codes), and 10 of them
were confirmed to have value of mediation, in other words, they were used to fulfill
comprehension or completion of a demanding concept or task. The others (N=4) (guided
reading, storytelling, quizlet and EdPuzzle) did not count as mediational tools as they were not
used to facilitate understanding a cognitively demanding concept but random classroom
activities. The following phase accounts for the thematic analysis process.
Phase 2: Semantic grouping
After getting potential codes verified in SRI and interview sessions, the researcher sought main
themes that would represent sets of codes, and he found three main themes that encompassed
twelve codes as shown in Table 3.
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Table F3
Themes
Main themes
Self- and peer mediated
Teacher mediated
Tech-based

Codes
Pairing, think-pair-share, unit circles
Concept
maps,
vocabulary
translanguaging, gestures
Visuals, videos, simulations

list,

As illustrated in Table 3, mediational tools were categorized into three main themes which are
self- and peer mediated, teacher mediated and tech-based. Under the self- and peer mediated
theme go pairing, think-pair-share and unit circles because pairing and think-pair-share are
driven by peer talk and include collaboration with a peer, while unit circles are prepared by
students individually to help them with mathematical formulas in trigonometry. Given teacher
mediated tools, concept maps, giving learners vocabulary to facilitated comprehension, the use
of L1 at times and gestures go under this theme since they are initiated and led by teachers
through either talking and drawing or listing and miming. The final theme is named as Techbased tools because the teachers tend to use the help of instructional technologies such as
visuals, simulations and videos. Having categorized the codes meaningfully, he researcher went
on with interpreting them.
Phase 3: Interpretation
At this final phase, the researcher intended to make explanations looking at the explored
themes and reach interpretations for classroom. The details of this phase are given in the
following findings section.
Phase 4: Member check
In qualitative research, researchers are recommended to improve the accuracy and internal
validity of the study by a technique called member check (Creswell, 2012). To this end, the
findings of the study were shared with each participant via email to check its authenticity. All
the participants affirmed the originality of the findings via email response.
Findings
Data collection instruments centered on the inductive analysis of mediation characteristics of
EMI instructors. As the study was constructive in design, constant iterative analysis between
data collection instruments was adopted in an attempt to gain an in-depth understanding of
mediation regardless of matching with pre-determined sets. The in-depth analysis of collected
data yielded 10 sub-themes and 3 main themes related to mediation in EMI classes. The main
themes were identified as (a) Self- and peer mediated tools, (b) teacher-mediated tools, and (c)
technology-mediated tools.
Self- and peer mediated tools
The analysis of video records, SRI and semi-structured interviews generated three mediational
tools that are categorized under self- and peer mediated tools. These tools are pairing, thinkpair-share, and unit circles.
P1: These are unit circles. Students prepared them on their own.
R: Why are they using it now?
P1: It helps them understand sines and cosines of angles more easily.
R: Is it hard to understand them?
P1: Students initially find it hard, so we have to develop ways to facilitate it.
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(Participant 1, SRI Extract, 17. 05. 2019)
As is evidently stated by the participant 1, unit circles, prepared by the students, function as a
mediation tool as they serve to work out trigonometric angles and make explanations about
them. It was also found that peers are deemed as mediators who help each other to complete
higher order tasks.
R: What are they doing here?
P5: They are doing an experiment on apple oxidation.
R: Do they have to do it in pairs?
P5: I generally pair or group them to discuss stages because they learn better from
each other.
(Participant 5, SRI Extract, 08.05.2019)
The extract revealed that apart from self-prepared tools, peers are regarded as mediators to
help better understand concepts and complete an experiment or a task.
As seen, mediational tools harnessed by EMI instructors take the form of student-prepared and
peer-mediated as evidenced by SRI data extracted from a math and chemistry class.
Teacher-mediated tools
Constant data analysis unearthed mediational tools that are teacher-fronted such as concept
maps, translanguaging, gestures, providing core vocabulary on the board or sheet.
R: Why did you speak in Turkish here?
P2: It is what I do almost in every lesson. Students need it.
R: Do you do it to save the time?
P2: Yes and No. Some topics like trigonometry are hard to understand and I
sometimes switch to Turkish and when I do that students experience “aha
moments”. So, it both saves time and helps understanding.
(Participant 2, SRI Extract, 14.05.2019)
Participant 2 (math) highlights the necessity of translanguaging both to figure out hard topics
and to get tricky points out of way during the delivery. Similarly, all the other participants
except participant 6 was observed to switch to L1 to make hard concepts grasped (either as
translanguaging or codeswitching)
[…] If the concepts are abstract and I have limited time I switch to L1 without a
doubt. I also studied at an EMI high school, it was the way teachers opted, and I
was able to understand abstract concepts more easily.
(Participant 4, Interview Report, 28.05.2019)
Besides, participants were observed to have given a vocabulary list with their definitions either
as a handout or on the boards before the lesson began.
R: What are these words and definitions for?
P3: To refer to unfamiliar words in case they are asked.
R: Do you always do that?
P3: No, I do it when I start a new topic that students are not familiar with. For
instance, here the topic is mechanics that we started a week ago, but they are not
familiar with projectile motion. It is new, so I anticipate core words that are hard to
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grasp and I put some words to assist understanding in the case of trouble caused
by unfamiliar words.
(Participant 3, SRI Extract, 09.05.2019)
As evidenced in SRI data with the participant 3 (physics instructor), providing core vocabulary
in advance rather than impromptu mediates and assists students’ comprehension and
advancement during the delivery.
Technology-based mediation
Data obtained from three qualitative data collection instruments also yielded codes that are
mediated by technological tools such as videos, visuals, simulations.
[…] I use English subtitled videos that are prepared to cast light on subtle topics
such as photosynthesis. It is not easy to explain this topic without visualizing.
Thus, videos facilitate visualizing and comprehension in the end.
(Participant 6, Interview Report, 28.05.2019)
Participant 6 (biology) points out that she uses videos that are designed to convey meaning of
difficult topics effectively by justifying that students need to visualize some points for which
videos prove as efficient mediators. The other participants also emphasized the role of videos as
mediation tools as well as some other instructional technologies such as simulations, visuals.
R: What is this application for?
P2: This is a simulation. I am experimenting it to see if it helps students better
understand the behavior of trigonometric ratios.
(Participant 2, SRI report, 14.05.2019)
Participant 2 (math) used a simulation application to deliver instruction related to trigonometric
rations. Her rationale lies in the fact that she experiments such tools as mediators to assist
students’ understanding the topics. Simulations were also stated by the other instructors such
as Participant 3 (physics).
[…] Simulations are helpful in our field. We teach a range of topics that are not
easy to demonstrate it physically. For that, we would need quite a lot of equipment
and installations. We replace them with simulation applications.
(Participant 3, Interview Report, 27.05.2019)
Findings showed that tech-based tools are popular among EMI instructors from different
departments, and the reason behind their preference is generally the necessity of making
content accessible to students in the easiest way possible. Therefore, tech-based tools such as
videos, simulations, apps are experimented by the instructors in the hope of facilitating the
delivery, in other words making the meaning conveyed.
DISCUSSION nad CONCLUSION
The present study aimed to examine mediational tools used in EMI classes. In line with this
goal answer to the research question, “What are the characteristics of mediation in EMI
classes?” was sought. Such being the case multiple qualitative data collection tools were
utilized to collect data. Meticulous analysis of the findings obtained from these tools revealed
that EMI instructors’ mediational tools are categorized as self- and peer mediated, teachermediated and technology-based. Specifically, EMI instructors employed a range of tools to
assist understanding cognitively demanding concepts or undertaking demanding tasks. For
instance, they used translanguaging and/or codeswitching to facilitate understanding, which
resonates with Wilkinson (2005), Lee (2010), Park and Min (2013) and Kim et al. (2018) who
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also found, if adopted, the significant role of translanguaging in EMI classes. This result is
somehow in dissonance with the findings of Kyeyune (2010), Shohamy (2012) and Mohamed
(2013) who emphasized the destructive role of translanguaging in students’ academic
achievement. Similarly, the present study found that teacher and peer mediation are used
among EM instructors, which was also explored and found effective in Ahmadi (2013) and Dao
and Iwashati (2018).
The mediational tools explored in this study might function as solutions to Soruç and Griffiths
(2018) who had studied tertiary level students’ challenges with EMI and found that students
had issues with comprehending technical terms. Specifically, the mediational tools such as
listing core vocabulary, translanguaging are direct solutions to the subject in their study, while
the rest of the tools such as simulations, pairing could indirectly facilitated understanding
technical terms since they help students visualize the concepts. Similarly, it found gesture as a
utilized mediational tool by half of the participants which was also found beneficial in the study
of Gabillon and Ailincai (2016) that looked into the role of gesture in CLIL program. This study
overall supports the descriptive findings of Bendazzoli (2015) that proposed that language
mediation was deemed useful in EMI programs of Italian universities.
To conclude, this study cast light on the present mediation in EMI classes at an IB high school.
Specifically, the characteristics of mediational tools that were exploited to achieve higher order
understanding and performance at four different EMI classes, namely math, physics, chemistry
and biology. In this regard, the results illustrated that EMI instructors of four different subject
used eleven mediational tools that are categorized under three overarching themes. The results
imply that EMI brings challenges that could be overcome through a diversity of mediational
tools at teachers’ disposal. The explored tools are mostly in harmony with the ones suggested in
the previous research, however, the study further yielded underexplored tools such as techbased tools (simulations, videos, visuals), self- and peer mediated tools (pairing, self-prepared
materials), which could pose a concern for further research. Moreover, unlike this study further
attention should be focused on the impact of these tools on student achievement.
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APPENDIX
A. Interview Questions
1. How do you manage teaching difficult concepts in EMI classes?
2. How do you manage demanding tasks in EMI classes?
3. Tell me about the use of …………. in your classes. What do you use them for?
4. Do you find ………… useful? Why?
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Abstract
The aim of this study is to ensure that today's education is handled in terms of post-truth.
Until recently, the book-centred education has become more versatile with the help of
technology. Undoubtedly, internet-based education is at the top of this versatility. It is
undoubtedly important that information is available from anywhere at any time. However, it is
also important that this information is auditable. Undoubtedly, who or by whom the
information we obtain is obtained and written is necessary for the reliability of the information.
However, unlike the books, the internet does not always provide the source of information, but
at the same time the competence of the person who transfers the information is controversial.
On the other hand, uncontrolled information on the Internet is more valuable than the
credibility of the person who explains it. Another problem is that the academic language has
become and transformed into an increasingly irregular and meaningless one and such vague
language has become widely used both in schools and in the Internet. As a result of this,
popularity rather than competence and internet language rather than academic language have
started to be standard and question marks arose in the field of academia for future
generations. Our study aims to reveal the limits of this controversial and unreliable
manipulative reality created by the concept of post-truth. It will be important to see how this
situation, which we have discussed, will affect the current and future education. In addition,
the rise of manipulative knowledge due to the concept of post-truth and the transformation of
correct knowledge from determination to manipulation and deviated information become a tool
on the path to the result constitute another important point of our discussion. Although the
unconfirmed information leads to the desired result, as long as the reliability of the information
is questionable, an academic collapse and decline may always be possible.
Key Words: Post-truth, the Internet language, academic language
Öz
Bu çalışmanın amacı günümüzde eğitimin post-gerçeklik açısından ele alınmasını sağlamaktır.
Yakın zamana kadar kitap merkezli olan eğitim, içinde bulunduğumuz günlerde teknolojinin
yardımıyla çok yönlü bir hale dönüşmüştür. Şüphesiz bu çok yönlülüğün başında internete
dayalı eğitim gelmektedir. Bilginin her an her yerden ulaşılabilir olması şüphesiz önemlidir.
Ancak bu bilginin denetlenebilir olması da önemlidir. Kuşkusuz elde ettiğimiz bilginin kim veya
kimler tarafından elde edildiği ve yazıldığı, bilginin güvenilebilirliği açısından gereklidir. Ancak
kitapların aksine internet her zaman bilginin kaynağını vermediği gibi aynı zamanda da bilgiyi
aktaran kişinin ehilliği tartışmalıdır. Öte yandan internetteki kontrolsüz bilgi bunu açıklayan
kişinin güvenilirliğinden çok popülaritesine göre kıymet görmektedir. Bir diğer sorun ise
akademik dil git gide kuralsız ve anlamsız bir dile dönüşmüş ve bu tip bir dil iternette hem de
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okullarda yaygın biçimde kullanılmaya başlanmıştır. Bunun sonucu olarak da ehillikten ziyade
popülarite, akademik dilden ziyade ise internet dili revaçta olmaya başlamış ve gelecek nesiller
için akademi alanında soru işaretleri doğmaya başlamıştır. Çalışmamız post-gerçeklik
kavramının yarattığı bu tartışmalı ve güvenilemez manipülatif gerçekliğin sınırlarını gözler
önüne sermeyi amaçlamaktadır. Tartışmaya açtığımız bu durumun mevcut ve gelecekteki
eğitimi nasıl etkileyeceği önemli bir nokta olacaktır. Ayrıca post-gerçeklik kavramı yüzünden
manipülatif bilginin yükselmesi, doğru bilginin amaç olmaktan çıkıp manipülatif ve saptırılmış
bilginin sonuca giden yolda araç olmasına dönüşmesi de tartışmamızın bir diğer önemli
noktasını oluşturmaktadır. Zira tasdik edilemeyen bilgi istenilen sonuca götürse de bilginin
güvenilirliği şüpheli olduğu sürece akademik açıdan bir çöküş ve gerileme her zaman mümkün
olabilir.
Anahtar Kelimeler: Post-gerçeklik, internet dili, akademik dil
Introduction
In 2016, when Oxford decided to choose ‘post-truth’ as the word of the year and add it to its
dictionaries, they actually named a concept that we were familiar with: “relating to or denoting
circumstances in which objective facts are less influential in shaping public opinion than
appeals to emotion and personal belief” (“Word of the Year 2016 is...”, 2019). Therefore, this
term did not actually explain what was true and why. Rather, this term is related to a situation
that contains what the society currently needs and wants to hear, although its exactness or
accuracy in the present situation cannot be fully substantiated by statistics nor with any
branches of science. In that respect, post-truth seems to be a blend of argumentum ad
ignorantiam, hasty generalization, emotional appeals as well as hyper-reality. Densely blended
in an argument, post-truth logic aims to get use of all necessary or some (sometimes even more
logical fallacies such as dogmatism, false dilemma and so on) fallacies to create a hybrid and
falsified claim whereby the truth fades away. In the first quarter of the 21 st century, this term,
whose influence is felt in almost every field, has been perhaps the most intense expression in
the area of education and communication (though not limited with only these). In fact, the very
structure of post-truth era popped up in a strange period in which more consumption is
demanded and people are evaluated and classified through that excessive consumption. As a
new paradox of the post-postmodern world, this new structure has emerged both by moving
away from the physical world and by creating a new materialism (not only on the basis of
consumption and purchase, but also as recognition and popularity in social media). Just like a
magic key (not Aladdin’s magic lamp, not Alice’s magic mixture, Gollum’s precious one ring is
not at all!), the number of people suffer from nomophobia has reached high levels as the mobile
phones and tablets open the doors of a secondary world. These people, who are both distant
from the outside world and unable to escape what is happening in the outside world,
experience some kind of double confinement. On the other hand, with Donald Trump winning
the elections in the US in 2016, the post-truth expression started to be discussed more
violently due to the policy pursued by Trump and his circle. The development of this discourse
has been very effective in replacing the truth with the claims that are tried to be accepted with
general valid arguments without relying on evidence or facts. Post-truth is, in a sense, not what
is right, but what we want to say, or exactly what needs to be told to mobilize the masses. The
question of what education is trying to do in these days- when the words of popular youtubers
or bloggers are more credible rather than the authorities in science- arouse a big question to be
sought. This article, which will try to explain that we are on the brink of a rebounding
intellectual disaster of the 21st century, will attempt to decipher the extent of the danger we
face in the field of education and communication. Moreover, this study, which will make a
critique of post-post modernism and post-truth approaches on education and communication,
will try to reach concrete possibilities through various hypotheses. At the end of the study,
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these findings of the discussions will be compared with predictions and the possible results will
be hypothesized and the probability of our premise will be confirmed.
The Collapse of Intellectualism in Education and Communication and the Rise of Posttruth?
The very aim of education should be or at best is supposed to be a way of leading students how
to think but not what to think. In the opening chapters of Charles Dickens’s novel Hard Times
(1854) Thomas Gradgrind depicts the concerns of his typical reliast school to the teachers and
pupils to avoid exercising their imaginations:
“Teach these boys and girls nothing but Facts. Facts alone are wanted in life,” exclaims
Mr. Gradgrind. To press his point, Mr. Gradgrind asks “girl number twenty- “Sissy
Jupe, the daughter of a circus performer, to define a horse. When she cannot,
Grandgrind turns to Bitzer, a pale, spiritless boy who “looked as though, if he were cut,
he would bleed white.” A “model” student of this “model” school, Bitzer gives exactly the
kind of definition to satisfy Mr. Gradgrind:
“Quadruped. Graminivorous. Forty teeth, namely, twenty-four grinders, four eyeteeth,
and twelve incisive. Sheds coat in spring; in marshy countries, sheds hoofs.” (Dickens &
Flint, 2003, p. 3)
This quotation taken above from Hard Times explicitly displays the method of teaching used to
be (and still) applied in schools. It is rather a fact that many teachers tend to ‘forge’ the
students so as to make them suit into the desired education system in terms of their ideas.
While conservative and scholastic knowledge form a barrier in front of the students,
universities should normally be the places where the learners dare to challenge the dogmas and
be able to discuss and present their ideas. If universities turn into to be the places of
conditioned knowledge, then students tend to lose their motivation and will to speak. This is
the part where the academicians should be responsible of their students. While this may be
true, decadence in the use of language and the habitual process of lying have become common
leanings of the young generation to make the process of learning, acquiring knowledge and
processing it difficult. For one thing,
“From our distant ancestors we have inherited complementary urges to be honest and
dishonest. Depending on the context, both tendencies helped us survive: honesty for
our own kind, deception for everyone else. Just as dealing with familiar faces promotes
a tendency to tell the truth to this very day, so may contact with a stranger trigger an
ancient impulse to lie. This bifurcated heritage is reflected in the variable ethical
standards that are still commonplace. Subjects in one of Bella DePaulo’s studies said
they lied during 28 percent of their conversations with friends, 48 percent with
acquaintances, and 77 percent with strangers” (Keyes, 2004, 74).
In an environment where the lie is thoroughly ordinary, it is for sure it will be very difficult to
distinguish accurate information from the lie or the perverse. Advocates of the false truth (or
post-truth) sometimes even convince themselves that they are telling the truth after a while
because of mythonomy, and ultimately mislead their listeners. Moreover, if the false
information originates from the intelligence that has some accuracy, the definition of the
falsehood becomes more blurred as it will be more difficult to distinguish the wrong information
directly from the existing/true one. Naturally, the story of the spread of false news that used to
be whispered from ear to ear differentiated. For example, we used to believe that we use a very
small part of the human brain, but today we know that we use almost all of our brains (Boyd,
2008). Because we can quickly check the accuracy of this information and find answers to the
questions we wonder through online articles and libraries. What about those who don’t urge
themselves to validify the knowledge that they acquired from the internet, especially through
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social media? If the internet is so effective in finding answers, it will also be as much effective in
misleading. So, as Newton said, “every action has an equal and counter reaction.” James Ball
states that,
“Social media weaponises bullshit: when people see something on their social feeds, they’re not
seeing information from a fake news or hyper-partisan site, they’re seeing information from
their friends or relatives. Because we like and trust our friends, we’re more inclined to like and
trust what they share on social media. Unless we deliberately make ourselves step back, we’re
not generally dispassionately analysing the source of information – we’re judging it as OK
because it comes from our friends” (Ball, 2018, 253).
It should be one of the most remarkable points in which information is provided by whom and
in what way, and to some extent it used to be like that prior to the widespread use of the
internet. The art of speech, which we call rhetoric, was a sought-after feature from Ancient
Greece to Rome and up to this day. As being one of the art forms, Rhetoric, which has become
an important field with the contributions of Cicero, is under the occupation of unqualified and
uneducated people whose neither title nor competence is clear enough to enlighten the issues
that they try to debate on. Not questioning the reliability of the source of any information is one
thing, deforming and diminishing the standard form of the language is another. The term
standard is “used for the variety of a language that is considered to be the norm. It is the
variety held up as the optimum for educational purposes and used as a yardstick against
which other varieties of the language are measured” (Jenkins, 2015, 21). However, rather than
the standardization of language, the erosion of language, and the transformation of language
erosion into a standardization has become very nerve-racking for the world of education and
academia.
Therefore, this has recently become an important problem especially within schools. While the
credibility of the authorities’ words is declining, students are inclined to give credit to the words
of either their friends or so-called youtubers who lack of any authenticity or expertise on
specific knowledge or information. According to statistical data, (tubics & tubics, 2019) there
are around 23 millions of youtuber channels that are active and no doubt that they have many
things to tell us. Not only does such attitude cause spreading of fake and unreliable news and
knowledge like an incurable epidemic, but also the importance of the words of authorities start
to fade away. As it is stated, another concern is regarding the spread of non-sense information
through non-professions and the ill-use of language while doing so.
It is a well-known fact that the effectiveness of language in pursue of the readers’ and listeners’
inducement is so decisive that it cannot be underestimated. Notwithstanding to this
conventional practice, nowadays a new stream of a weird internet language through social
platforms has popped up. Such language is becoming so dense and common that many
students even use this typical language in their exam papers as well as in class while they are
speaking.
We can solidify some examples which are also provided in Turkish so as to show the effect
within Turkish academia:
“Stephen Hawking ölmeden önce Einstein’a süper diss attı” Einstein threw diss to Hawking
before he died.
“Yer Çekimi Kanununu Edison bulmadı, Edison bulmuş olsa yerinde duramazsın.” Edison
didn’t find the law of gravity, if he did, you wouldn’t stay there.
“Boş yapma, dünya yuvarlak değil belki düzdür.” Don’t do empty, the world is not round,
maybe it is flat.
“Aynen aynen.” Indeed, Indeed.
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Edit-büdüt
I said Darwin no dedim
“Son kitabıyla X yazar yargı dağıtıyor” With his latest book, author X distributes justice.
Or some comments on The Illiad: “Achilles radar olmuş ceza kesiyor” Achilles has become a
radar and cuts penalty.
“Hilmi mezuna kaldı” Hilmi stayed for the graduation.
“Şeyler VIII. Henry’nin zoruna gittiği için Papaya çemkirdi” Things went VIII. Henry’s difficult
and he shouted”
The above examples are really tragicomic examples, yet unfortunately these examples are not
limited to what is mentioned here. These are crippled sentences that are lack of coordination
between the brain and semantics during translation while ignoring all the whole structural
features of either Turkish or English to create total meaninglessness. What makes these
sentences more difficult to understand is that like in the Turkish examples, students tend to
translate them directly to English as in the example of “cutting penalty” whereby a direct
translation method is used without understanding that the peculiar context and the meaning
vary in different languages.
Such and such use of English or Turkish has become ubiquitous in especially English Classes
in Turkey. Of course, it is possible to find an equivalent use of English abroad with many ‘F’
words or so. Nevertheless, since the focal point of this article is the use of the Internet English
in Turkey, there is no need to enter that part of the debate. The way the students use language
while communicating is rather based on both slang and the internet language. Through such
debate, they tend to create a new form of language that they feel more comfortable and they
think that such language is more convincing even it is in academia! This language they create
is a crippled language used in our country on YouTube, Sourtimes, Facebook, Instagram and
similar platforms. Although the content is meaningless in the standard and academic language,
young people convey their conversations with each other by using short words and using the
internet language in daily life. Exactly at that moment we should not forget that one of the
imperative aspects of post-truth is creating the individual’s own reality at all costs. Students
who do not like the current structure in education often try to provide this cycle through
alternative short cuts. For example, instead of going to the library, by making very fast
searches on the internet to get some ideas on a subject via personal and non-reliable blog sites.
These ideas are again obtained from the various forum sites through browsing the internet with
the copy-paste method and combined arguments that have no scientific background. As mobile
phones started to allow the use of the internet wherever we go, it became irresistible to
integrate ourselves with the mobile phones -if not physically yet. Birkerts states that “a finely
filamented electronic scrim has slipped between us and the so-called ‘outside world.’ The idea
of spending a day, never mind a week, out of the range of all our devices sounds bold, even
risky” (Birkerts, 2006, 118). A society that used to communicate via the postal service,
expecting someone to respond to a letter in a number of days or months now expects a
response to an email in a matter of seconds. And in terms of their news and information, a
society that was once content with the evening news and the morning news- paper now
demands access to events every second of the day. With all these cons and pros within a posttruth age, how can we expect students to read, write or even think intellectually where there is
no validity of knowledge regardless a proper language save for a proper communication ability?
Like the latest formats in music – MP3 – which doesn’t necessarily exist but consists of “a way
of digitizing and storing information” (Gomez, 2006, 16), books have already started to fade
away. As in the case of music “the majority of printed material will eventually undergo a similar
transformation, ending up as a digital file instead of a physical thing” (16). This becoming of
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digitalizing reminds us of how already mechanized relationships of people in modern times turn
into something too digital where there is no sign of concreteness in anything.
Discussion and Conclusion
The examples we discussed here are instances that are widely used on the internet and are
circulated into languages. Obviously, the language will not remain constant. Naturally,
language also varies according to its distribution. English, for example, will proceed separately
in its homeland, in America, in post-colonies, in the provincial world and so on. In other words,
it is natural that all separate classifications such as L2, EFL, ESL, ENL have separate
categorizations within themselves. However, the situation is slightly different when it comes to
Turkish. Direct translation of meaningless structures established in Turkish into English will
double the meaninglessness and, on the other hand, accepting them (the weird translations) as
they are, rather than through an intellectual filter or scientific data from its knowledge, will lead
to information pollution and academic collapse. Although this danger may seem distant for the
time being, the fact that the majority of the new generation that will form the future
academicians in 15-20 years may seriously act in such a way that might create serious
problems.
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Abstract
Most scholars frown upon the use of translation in the process of language teaching. As such,
studies that focus on the pedagogical value of translation are rather scarce despite the fact that
there is a huge body of literature on professional translation field. Therefore, the present study
aims at exploring the views of pre-service EFL teachers on the use of translation in EFL classes
as they are going through the process of their practicum. The aim is to see whether the negative
trend found in EFL literature is reflected in the views of and attitudes of pre-service teachers.
To this end, an open-ended questionnaire was administered to 50 pre-service teachers. The
secondary aim of the study is to give an overview of recent research on the use of translation as
a pedagogical tool. The results indicate that translation finds widespread support among preservice EFL teachers and they think that it must be used carefully and skilfully by language
teachers.
Key words: translation, EFL learners, language teaching
Özet
Pek çok akademisyen, ikinci dil eğitiminde çeviri kullanımına karşı çıkmaktadır. Bunun bir
sonucu olarak profesyonel olarak çeviri alanında çok fazla araştırma olmasına ragmen çevirinin
pedagojik değeri üzerine yapılan çalışmalar oldukça azdır. Bu durumda bu çalışma, staj
sürecinde olan öğretmen adaylarının dil öğretiminde çevirinin kullanımına dair görüşlerini
incelemeyi hedeflemektedir. Buradaki amaç, dil eğitimi alanında var olan olumsuz yaklaşımın
öğretmen adayların tarafından paylaşılıp paylaşılmadığını görmektir. Bu amaçla, açık uçlu bir
anket 50 tane öğretmen adayına uygulanmıştır. Çalışmanın ikinci amacı, pedagojik bir araç
olarak çeviri hakkındaki son zamanlarda yapılan çalışmaların sonuçlarını vermektir. Sonuçlar,
çevirinin öğretmen adayları arasında oldukça destek gördüğünü ve öğretmen adaylarının
çevirinin öğretmenler tarafından başarılı bir şekilde kullanılması gerektiğini göstermektedir.
Anahtar Kelimeler: çeviri, İngilizce’yi İkinci Dil Öğrenenler, dil öğretimi
Introduction
Most scholars have negative attitudes towards the use of translation in language classrooms.
Moreover, most of the language teaching methods or approaches that emerged in the 19 th
century, especially after the mid-19th century, favored little or no use translation in language
teaching and “turned translation into a pariah” in Alaistar Pennycook’s terms (2008, p.35). The
reason for this is that it is mostly aligned with the Grammar Translation approach (Cook,
2010). Nevertheless, it is pointed out that practitioners keep using translation in many parts of
the world, especially in countries where there are not many native speakers of the target
language. The present study aims to obtain the views of pre-service EFL teachers on the use of
translation in language classes.
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In addition, the emergence of focus on meaning, the Natural Approach, or Communicative
Language Teaching further limited the use translation in language teaching. These approaches
favored focus on meaning rather than focus on form.
Those who are against the use of translation in language teaching put forward the following
arguments:
(1) the widespread influence of the Grammar Translation method which has become
stereotypical of the use of translation in language teaching,
(2) the difficulty associated with translating from the L1 into the L2,
(3) the reinforcement of a reliance on processing the L2 via the L1,
(4) L1 interference as learners seem to be heavily influenced by the L1, and
(5) a detrimental effect on the acquisition of native-like processing skill and speed
(Cook, 2009)
Other disadvantages are listed by Newson (1998, p. 64–65). According to Newson, the use of
translation hinders:
(a) the development of initial fluency in spoken language,
(b) the development of communicative competence strategies
(c) the use of contextualized language
(d) communicative language use and learner-centred language learning.
A more general and comprehensive list of the arguments agains the use of translation in
language teaching would be as follows:


Translation is an artificial exercise in which the main emphasis is on reading and
writing and students do not practice oral skills (Zabalbeascoa, 1990, p. 76).



Translation tasks are useless and do not resemble real world practice, since translators
normally operate into and not out of their mother tongue (Carreres, 2006).



Translation provides a simplistic and false belief that there is a perfect one-to-one
relationship between the native language and the foreign language (Malmkjaer, 2010, p.
186).



Translation involves the use of two languages and, thus, deprives students of
opportunities to receive sufficient FL input (Pan and Pan, 2012, p. 4).



Translation is not a communicative act and, thus, has nothing to do in a communicative
approach to language teaching (Duff, 1989, p. 6).



Translation tasks have nothing to do with the way in which a mother language is learnt,
so they do not promote natural FL learning (Sankey, 1991, p. 418).



Translating is not the aim of language learning, it is the aim of translator training and
both are independent fields of study (Vermes 2010, p. 84).



Translation is boring and non-stimulating task (Duff, 1989) and can be particularly
frustrating and de-motivating for students (Carreres, 2006).

As we can see, there are a number of criticisms levelled against the use of translation in
language teaching and most of them mainly concern hindering the communicative aspects of
language.
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On the other hand, there are also a number of arguments that favor the use of translation in
language teaching. For example, Gonzalez and Davies (2004, p. 3) claim that translation should
not be viewed as directly against the philosophies of such approaches as Direct Method or
Communicative Approach. Instead, translation complements these approaches by catering for
as learner autonomy, peer work, meaningful learning, learning to learn, decision-making, which
are central to these approaches. Cook (2009) believes that translation can be used to develop
competencies in reading and writing.
A decade ago, Pennycook (2008) stated that “overlooked are the ways in which English always
needs to be seen in the context of other languages, or, …, as a language always in translation.”
(p.34). Pennycook argues that one of the main objectives of the immense spread of English to
speakers of other languages must be to bring millions of people into “the global traffic of
meaning”. However, Pennycook (2008) argues that “… the blindness to the role that translation
plays at the heart of ELT that constantly obscures this vision.” (p.34).
In fact, as is stressed by Cook (2013), today there are more studies that point out the
importance of bilingual teaching based on a number of acquisitional, pedagogic, political and
educational reasons. Cook (2009), for example, claims that it can be used in large classes.
Another benefit is that it gives students a sense of success on account of its predictable nature
(Kelly & Bruen, 2014). Furthermore, it develops the linguistic accuracy of the student and it
helps students increase language awareness. In a similar vein, Carreres and Noriega-Sanchez
(2011) state that as a result of the positive results of the studies in recent years, there is a need
for reassessment of the role of translation in language teaching. In fact, Carreres and NoriegaSanchez (2011) make the claim that the relevant question is not whether to teach translation or
not but how to teach it, pleading that translation courses persisted in the teaching of modern
languages in the U.K. even though scholars called for banishing them during the 1960s and
1970s.
A number of scholars disregarded the psychological and linguistic assumptions underlying the
Direct Method and put forward that forbidding the use of translation in language classrooms is
not based on scientific evidence. They claim that effective use of translation in language
classrooms has the potential to enable learners to pay more attention to form and thus make
the process of language learning easier (Cook, 2010; Malmkjær, 2004; Pym, 2016; Pym,
Malmkjær & Gutiérrez, 2013).
In 1980, Canale and Swain re-evaluated the concept of competence and put forward the idea of
“strategic competence”. Strategic competence rests on three basic competencies, namely
grammatical competence, sociolinguistic competence and strategic competence. Their idea of
communication was as follows:
We understand communication to be based in sociocultural, interpersonal interaction, to
involve unpredictability and creativity, to take place in a discourse and sociocultural
context, to be purposive behaviour, to be carried out under performance constraints, to
involve use of authentic (as opposed to textbook-contrived) language, and to be judged as
successful or not on the basis of behavioural outcomes. (Canale and Swain 1980: 29)
According to Kiraly (2000), Canale and Swain’s concept of communication can be applied to the
process of professional translation as a communicative process. Accordingly, Kelly’s definition
of the main subcomponents of translator competence seems to us one of the most
comprehensive (Kelly 2005: 32–33):


communicative and textual competence in at least two languages and cultures.



cultural and intercultural competence.
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subject area competence (basic knowledge of specialised fields).



professional and instrumental competence (use of documentary resources).



attitudinal or psycho-physiological competence (self-concept, self-confidence,
attention/concentration, memory, initiative).



interpersonal competence (team work, negotiation skills).



strategic competence (organisational and planning skills, problem-solving,



monitoring, self-assessment and revision)

Navidinia, Nazarloo, and Esmaeili (2018) conducted a study on the effectiveness of using L1 in
teaching vocabulary to EFL students. They worked with 72 Persian participants. In the
experimental group, students’ L1 (Persian) was used while in the control group, the Persian
meanings were not given. The students in the experimental groups outperformed the control
group, indicating that the positive effect of using L1 in EFL classrooms.
In another study, Fernandez-Guerra (2014) studied students’ perceptions and responses
towards translation tasks and their effectiveness in foreign language acquisition and found that
their were rather positive. The author attributed this to a number of factors such as: (a)
translation is one of their preferred language learning tasks, (b) it is motivating, (c) it facilitates
a deeper understanding of the form and content of the source language text, (d) it increases
learners’ awareness of the differences between both linguistic systems, (d) it allows them to reexpress their thoughts faster and easier, and (e) it helps them acquire linguistic and cultural
knowledge.
Lee (2013) studied the impact of translation on reading comprehension of EFL students. The
study found that translation helped students’ reading comprehension. Spahiu (2013) analyzed
L1 use through a questionnaire and found that the participants considered using native
language in the classroom as essential and acceptable.
The views and suggestions as to the usefulness of translation in language teaching can be
summarized as follows:
1. Translation is indeed an act of communication across languages and cultures, as it is a
naturally occurring activity that takes place in the real world. As Duff states “translation
happens everywhere, all the time, so why not in the classroom?” (Duff, 1989, p. 6). In
addition, as a communicative act, translation can expose FL students to various text
types, registers, styles, contexts, etc. That resemble the way languages are used in reallife for communicative purposes.
2. As a matter of fact, translation is sometimes considered the fifth skill, alongside the four
other skills and, therefore, it can be a valuable tool to develop and improve
communicative competence (Ross, 2000). Besides, as Cook (2010, p. 20) puts it, “being
able to translate is a major component of bilingual communicative competence”.
3. Translation tasks resemble real world practice, especially in today’s globalized world, in
which translating into both native and foreign languages is common in translators’
professional life, even if it is not the ideal situation (Carreres, 2006, p. 6).
4. Translation practice can raise students’ awareness on the fact that there is not a perfect
one-to-one correspondence between the languages involved. They can understand the
problematic nature of translation and focus on linguistic, extralinguistic and cultural
gaps between the two languages (Fernández Guerra, 2012, p. 42).
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5. According to Butzkamm and Caldwell (2009, p. 13) using the native language in the
classroom is “the greatest pedagogical resource” and can enhance learners’ confidence
and focus on meaning.
6. Translation does not necessarily cause negative interference by the native language. On
the contrary, it increases students’ awareness of similarities and differences between the
two languages, and “assists students to elude the interference of the mother tongue on
the first step and then further enhance their L2 learning” (Pan and Pan, 2012, p. 5).
7. Translation can be used as a means to improve students’ analytical skills and problemsolving strategies, and as a means to interact and practice language skills (Leonardi,
2010, p. 29).
8. “Since a number of language learners end up as translators, there is no reason why the
skill of translating should not have a place in the language learning classroom”
(Malmkjaer, 2010, p.187).
Translation tasks do not necessarily have to be boring or de-motivating. Many researchers
support the idea that translation is a motivating activity (Mogahed, 2011), and the success of
TILT lies in its correct use as a working and learning tool, with appropriate activities.
Method
Participants
The participants of the study are 40 pre-service teachers. Of the participants, 27 are female and
13 are male teacher candidates. All the participants are English Language and Literature
students at their final year. They are in the second semester of Teaching Certificate Program.
Data Collection Tool
The present study is based on survey method. An open-ended questionnaire was prepared by
the researcher. It was administered to 40 pre-service teachers. There are five open-ended
questions in the questionnaire.
Findings
Table 1. The role of translation in language teaching
codes
important
indispensable / mainstay
somewhat important
must be avoided / not necessary

n
23
19
4
2

In my opinion, translation is the focus of language teaching. Learning a new language is a
revolution on its own because everything is different from our first language.
When we learn a language, we learn its grammar, vocabulary, we speak it, we listen to it and in
short we use it. If we can do all these things, it is only possible by means of translation.
Extensive translation practice should be conducted to foster the language learning process.
Translation is vital for both languages as it enables students to enlarge their literary and
academic skills as well as colloquial language.
Translation is a mainstay in language teaching process. Even at primary level it should be used
because working on grammar or doing reading and writing all the time may be boring for
students.
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There is no doubt that translation occupies a critical place in language teaching. However, it is a
separate area of study and therefore it should not be used continuously in the language teaching
process.
In order to understand a language, we should read articles or books about that language and to
understand these texts knowledge of translation and vocabulary is critical.
When teaching a language, the use of translation should be avoided as much as possible due to
the fact that it paves the way for memorization.
Table 2. Where should translation be used?
codes
to facilitate comprehension
to teach vocabulary
to teach different structures
to teach daily language
bridging cultures
in difficult sentences
to facilitate self-expression
when students reach a certain level
everywhere
to teach both languages
to get rid of misunderstandings
to attract attention
as a warm up
in watching films or tv series
revision

n
14
12
7
4
4
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1

Translation should be used with difficult sentences. If there are too many unknown words in a
sentence, it must be translation.
When students reach a certain level, students can be made to translate short texts. We can refer
to translation in the teaching of words, in understanding colloquial and academic language.
Translation can be used in cases where L2 is not understood both linguistically and culturally.
Translation should be used when students do not have a satisfactory level of vocabulary
knowledge.
In language teaching, above all translation should be used in the teaching of listening. This can
be done by making students read subtitles.
Table 3. The advantages of using translation
codes
facilitates acquisition of words and fixed expressions
improves grammar
self-esteem / critical thinking
facilitating the learning of culture
better comprehension
facilitating the learning of both languages
to give students a different worldview
L2 acquisition in general
better communication skills
longer retention

n
14
5
3
3
3
1
1
1
1
1
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The use of translation in language teaching enables longer retention.
The use of translation in language teaching is necessary but it should not be spread all over the
whole process of language teaching.
Translation should be the most important method as soon as students become language
department students in high school. The reason for this is that translation requires accumulation
of knowledge and students’ errors must be corrected instantly. Therefore, translation is a
mainstay in language teaching.
Translation enables students to self-actualize themselves. In addition, through translation
students build their self-confidence. translation also allows students to develop their skills in
critical thinking.
It enables both languages to become richer and prevents misunderstandings between two
languages.
Table 4. The disadvantages of using translation in L2 learning
codes
cultural difficulties
lack of time
untranslatability
when the level is not correct
hinders creativity and inference ability
thinking in L1
being dependent on vocabulary knowledge

n
8
5
4
2
2
2
1

Doing too much translation makes students think in the L1 all the time. In that case, students all
the time search for the L1 equivalents of words.
Table 5. Which of the following language skills should translation be used?
codes
grammar
vocabulary
reading
writing
speaking
listening

n
26
26
23
21
14
14

Discussion and Conclusion
Pavan (2013) states that “translation has long been stigmatised because of its past use in the
grammar translation method and it has been banished, considered old, obsolete and wrong
because it is too far from the “direct method. In her study, she suggests that translation will be
beneficial as long as it is used imaginatively and in a way that supplements other teaching
methods. She, for example, used one episode from “The Simpsons” and showed that translation
contributes to not only linguistic knowledge of students, it also enhances their cultural
awareness and competence. In a similar vein, having made a comprehensive analysis of the use
of translation in ages, Carrares (2014; 125) concludes that “the need to learn a foreign language
and the need for translation originally derive from a single common goal, namely that of
enabling communication between different communities to take place. Therefore, translation
can be seen as vehicle to a common end, which is communication.
In literature on translation and language teaching, a distinction between two ways of thinking
is necessary. First of all, some scholars view translation as a beneficial means of improving
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linguistic competence in the acquisition of vocabulary and grammar. Secondly, others think
that translation should be the fifth skill assuming that it is one of the key competences that L2
users must have. As for the former view, literature indicates that the use of translation in
teaching vocabulary is welcomed by scholars. When it comes to the latter view, Cook (2010)
argues that ‘for most contemporary language learners, translation should be a major aim and
means of language learning, and a major measure of success’ (Cook 2010, 15). Cook also points
out that ‘in multilingual, multicultural societies [...], and in a world of constant cross-linguistic
and cross-cultural global communication, there are reasons to see translation as being widely
needed in everyday situations, and not as a specialized activity at all’ (2010; 109).
The discussion presented here suggests that the validity of translation in language teaching is
going through a process of re-evaluation. Despite the fact that it is relatively appreciated in L2
classrooms, there is not sufficient data and empirical work to strongly suggest its use.
Therefore, more studies are needed in this regard. Moreover, as is put forward by Carreres and
Noriega-Sánchez (2011), task-based translation courses are not very common and the use of
task-based approach in translator training is rather recent. Therefore, research studies can
focus on the application of task-based approach to the teaching of translation and translator
training.
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Özet
Günümüzde yabancı dil olarak Türkçe öğretimi yurt içinde ve yurt dışında gün geçtikçe
artmaktadır. Bu durum da dil öğretiminde özel amaçlı Türkçenin öğretilmesini de beraberinde
getirmektedir. Özel amaçlı Hukuk Türkçesi de Türkiye’de Hukuk Fakültesini veya İktisadi ve
İdari Bilimlerde bölüm okuyacaklar için önem arz eden bir alan olarak görülmektedir. Özel Alan
Hukuk Türkçesi, özellikle kur düzeyinde hazırlanan kitapların dışında üniversiteye başlamadan
önce ihtiyaç olduğu görülen bir saha olarak karşımıza çıkmaktadır. Bu amaçla öncelikle
yabancı dil olarak Türkçe öğretiminde kullanılan ders kitapları incelenmiş ve hukuk konusunu
ele alış biçimleri betimlenmeye çalışılmıştır. Bununla birlikte yurt dışında hazırlanan dil
öğretiminde hukuk için de yapılan çalışmalar hakkında da bilgi verilmeye çalışılmıştır. Türkçe
öğretiminde kullanılan Akademik Türkçe, İzmir Yabancılar İçin İktisadi İdari Bilimler Türkçesi,
İstanbul Yabancılar İçin Türkçe Ders Kitabı C1 kitaplarında hukuk Türkçesini içinde barındıran
veya ilgilendiren bölümler incelenmiştir. Ayrıca İngilizce hukukla ilgili hazırlanmış çalışmalara
da yer verilmiştir. Tarama modelinde hazırlanan çalışma betimsel niteliktedir.
Anahtar Sözcükler: Yabancı Dil Olarak Türkçe Öğretimi, Özel Amaçlı Türkçe Öğretimi,
Hukuk Türkçesi, Ders Kitapları.
TURKISH EDUCATION BOOKS AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE INVESTIGATION OF LEGAL
TURKISH
Abstract
Today, teaching Turkish as a foreign language is increasing day by day in Turkey and abroad.
This situation brings with it the teaching of special purpose Turkish in language teaching.
Special Law for the Law School also in Turkey or Turkish Economic and Administrative
Sciences will read sections which are seen as an area of importance.Private Area Turkish Law
is a field that appears to be needed before starting university, especially in addition to the
books prepared at the exchange rate level. For this purpose, firstly the textbooks used in
teaching Turkish as a foreign language have been examined and the ways of dealing with the
subject of law have been tried to be described. In addition, it has been tried to give information
about the studies conducted for law in language teaching prepared in foreign countries.
Academic Turkish, İzmir Turkish for Foreigners, İstanbul Turkish for Turkish Foreigners
Textbook C1, which are used in teaching Turkish, are examined in sections containing legal
interest. Also, studies on law in English were also included. The study prepared in the
screening model is descriptive.
Key Words: Teaching Turkish as a Foreign Language, Teaching Turkish for Special Purposes,
Legal Turkish, Textbooks.
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Giriş
Ülkeler arasında insan hareketliliği çeşitli nedenlerle her geçen gün artmaktadır. İş, eğitim,
siyasi, ticari, seyahat veya zorunlu hareketlilik gibi birbirinden farklı sebeplerle bireyler
ülkelerinden başka bir ülkeye geçici veya kalıcı olmak üzere gitmektedir. Türkiye’ye gelerek dil
öğrenimi sürecine dâhil olan bireyler de çeşitli amaçlar için dil öğrenmektedir.
Bireyin dünyaya geldiği andan itibaren dil öğrenme süreci de başlar. Dil, dili öğrenme sırasına
ve amacına göre çeşitli şekillerde sınıflandırılabilir. Bir dili öğrenmek anne karnında dinleme ile
başlarken, ilerleyen evrelerde konuşma, okuma ve en son olarak da yazma dil becerisi
kazanılmaktadır. Dil, bu bağlamda ele alındığında ilk olarak öğrenilen dil, ana dili olarak
adlandırılmaktadır. Bununla birlikte küreselleşen dünyada çeşitli nedenlerle ana dilden farklı
bir dil öğrenmeye ihtiyaç duyulmakta ve ortak bir dil ile iletişim kurulmaya çalışılmaktadır.
Toplumların ortak bir dili öğrenme isteği, dil öğretimini ve ikinci veya yabancı dil kavramlarını
da ortaya çıkarmaktadır.
Küreselleşen dünyada ülkeler arasındaki iletişim ağı artmakta ve bu da her geçen gün dil
öğrenimine talebi arttırmaktadır. Bireyin yaşadığı ülkede farklı bir dil öğrenebildiği gibi hedef
dilin ana dili olarak konuşulduğu, diğer bir ifadeyle farklı bir ülkede o ülkenin dilini öğrendiği
bir dil öğrenimi de olabilmektedir. Hedef dili öğrenmede birçok etken mevcuttur. Kendi
ülkesinde öğrenmesi, farklı bir ülkede öğrenmesi, çeşitli amaçlar için veya ihtiyaç için
öğrenmesi gibi etkenler dil öğretimini de şekillendirmektedir.
“Her ne kadar Türkçenin yabancı dil olarak öğretiminde uzun yıllara dayanan tecrübelerimiz
olsa da günümüz itibariyle bu alanda birçok sorunların olduğu görülmektedir.
Karababa(2009:276), Türkçeyi yabancı dil olarak öğrenenlerin gereksinimlerine, düzeylerine,
çeşitliliğine uygun ders öğretim araç-gereçleri ve ders kitaplarının yeterli olmadığını belirtir.
Ders kitaplarının yetersiz olması eğitim-öğretim ortamlarında öğrencilerin kazanması gerekli
olduğu becerilerin elde edilememesini beraberinde getirecektir. Karababa (2009)’ nın üzerinde
durduğu noktalardan biri ders kitaplarının gereksinimlere cevap verememesi, ikincisi ise
düzeylerine uygunluğu sorunudur” (Tok, 2013, s. 250).
Özel Alan Türkçesi Olarak Hukuk
Özel amaçlı Türkçe, hedef dil öğrenicilerinin ihtiyaçlarına uygun olarak belirli bir gruba ortak
hedefler doğrultusunda bir konu, alan, meslek ile alakalı bilgi ve becerilerin kazandırılması
olarak tanımlanabilir. Bu alanlardan birisi de Hukuk Türkçesi olarak ele alınabilir.
Özel amaçlı Hukuk Türkçesi, Türkiye’de Hukuk Fakültesini veya İktisadi ve İdari Bilimlerde bir
bölüm okuyacak uluslararası öğrenciler için önem arz eden ve ihtiyaç dâhilinde olan bir alan
olarak görülmektedir. Özel Alan Hukuk Türkçesi, özellikle kur düzeyinde hazırlanan kitapların
dışında üniversiteye başlamadan önce ihtiyaç olduğu görülen bir saha olarak karşımıza
çıkmaktadır. Bu amaçla öncelikle yabancı dil olarak Türkçe öğretiminde kullanılan ders
kitapları incelenmiş ve hukuk konusunu ele alış biçimleri betimlenmeye çalışılmıştır.
Günümüzde ders kitapları genellikle Türkçeyi öğrenerek iletişim kurabilme üzerine
hazırlanmaktadır. Böylelikle görüldüğü gibi hazırlanan bütün kitaplar dört temel dil becerilerini
geliştirmek üzere hazırlanmıştır. Lakin Türkçe öğrenmeye talep arttıkça artık sadece iletişim
için değil, ihtisaslaşmak için, hedefe uygun bir dil öğrenimi talep edilmektedir. Bu bağlam
içerisinde ele alınan hedeflerden birisi de üniversite öğrenimi için Türkiye’ye, gerekli sertifika
derecesini elde ederek üniversiteye başlayacak olan uluslararası öğrenciler için gerektiği
görülmektedir. Bu nedenle Özel amaçlı Hukuk Türkçesi de Türkiye’de Hukuk Fakültesini veya
İktisadi ve İdari Bilimlerde bölüm okuyacaklar için önem arz eden bir alan olarak
görülmektedir. Özel Alan Hukuk Türkçesi, özellikle kur düzeyinde hazırlanan kitapların dışında
üniversiteye başlamadan önce ihtiyaç olduğu görülen bir saha olarak karşımıza çıkmaktadır.
Bu amaçla öncelikle yabancı dil olarak Türkçe öğretiminde kullanılan ders kitapları incelenmiş
ve hukuk konusunu ele alış biçimleri betimlenmeye çalışılmıştır. Türkçe öğretiminde kullanılan
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Akademik Türkçe, İzmir Yabancılar İçin İktisadi İdari Bilimler Türkçesi, İstanbul Yabancılar İçin
Türkçe Ders Kitabı C1 kitaplarında hukuk Türkçesini içinde barındıran veya ilgilendiren
bölümler incelenmiştir. Ayrıca İngilizce hukukla ilgili hazırlanmış çalışmalara da yer verilmiştir.
Verilerin Toplanması
Araştırmadaki veriler, nitel veri toplama yöntemlerinden doküman incelemesi yöntemi ile
toplanmıştır. “Doküman incelemesi, araştırılması hedeflenen olgu veya olgular hakkında bilgi
içeren yazılı materyallerin analizini kapsar (Yıldırım ve Şimşek, 2008).”
Bulgular
Yabancı dil olarak Türkçe öğretiminde derslerde en fazla kullanılan ders materyallerinden biri
olan ders kitapları ele alınmıştır. Bu bağlamda seçilen Akademik Türkçe, İzmir Yabancılar İçin
İktisadi İdari Bilimler Türkçesi, İstanbul Yabancılar İçin Türkçe Ders Kitabı C1/+, Yabancı Dil
Olarak Türkçe Öğretiminde Konuşma ve Yazma Kulüp Çalışmaları kitapları incelenmiştir. Bu
dört kitapta Hukuk Türkçesine nasıl ve ne şekilde yer verildiği betimlenerek ortaya çıkarılmaya
çalışılmıştır. Ardından İngilizcedeki hukuk çalışmalarına örnekler verilmiştir.
Akademik Türkçe
Editörlüğünü Karatay’ın yapmış olduğu Akademik Türkçe 2018 yılında Pegem Akademi
tarafından yayımlanmıştır (Karatay, 2018).
Akademik Türkçe kitabının Sosyal Bilimler ve Fen Bilimleri
olmak üzere iki bölümden oluştuğu görülmektedir. Bu iki
bölümde temalara ayrılmış durumdadır. Sosyal Bilimler 11
temadan, Fen Bilimleri ise 5 temadan oluşmaktadır. Kitapta
ayrıca bir temada Hukuk konusunun ele alındığı görülmektedir.
4. Tema olarak karşımıza çıkan Hukuk teması 95 ve 123
sayfaları arasındadır.
Hukuk teması içinde genel çerçeveye bakıldığında beş okuma
metni ve bir dinleme metninin yer aldığı görülmektedir. Ayrıca
her metin hazırlık çalışması ile başlamıştır. Bununla birlikte
metin altı çalışmaları birden başlayarak numaralandırılarak
sıralanmıştır. Ardından konuşma ve yazma etkinlikleri gelmiştir.
“Magna Carta” hukuk bölümündeki ilk metin olarak karşımıza
çıkmaktadır. Metinden önce hazırlık çalışması yer almaktadır. Hazırlık çalışmasında “birinci
olarak Magna Carta ifadesinin ne çağrıştırdığı, ikinci olarak ülkelerindeki yönetim biçimini,
son olarak da metni okumadan önce bildiklerinin, metinden öğrenmek istediklerinin ve
metinden ne öğrendiklerinin yazılmasının istendiği metni sorgulama şeklinde bir tablo yer
almaktadır. Magna Carta metninin paragraflarının numaralandırıldığı da görülmektedir.
Metinde bazı kelimeler koyu şekilde yazılmıştır. 1. Etkinlik başlığı altında ise metinde koyu
yazılan kelimelerin açıklamalarını seçmelerini isteyen bir kelime öğretim çalışması
hazırlanmıştır. 2. Etkinlikte ise metinde geçen söz ve söz öbeklerinin hangi anlamda
kullanıldığının yazılması istenmiştir. 3. Etkinlik doğru yanlış sorularını barındırırken 4.
Etkinlik çoktan seçmeli sorular ile anlama çalışmaları yapılmıştır. Ardından Konuşma Etkinliği
başlığı altında iki farklı görüşe yer verilerek bunları destekleyici verilerle savunmaları
istenmiştir. Yazma Etkinliğinde ise ideal bir devlet yönetiminin nasıl olması gerektiğinin
yazılması istenmiştir.
“Dünya Çocuk Hakları” başlıklı metin hukuk bölümündeki ikinci metindir. Hazırlık
çalışmasında üç soru yer almaktadır. İlki çocukların ne gibi haklara sahip olması gerektiği
sorusuna nedenleriyle cevap verilmesi istenir. İkincisi yine uluslararası nitelikte olup kendi
ülkelerindeki çocuk hakları hakkında konuşmaları istenmiştir. Üçüncü bölüm ise ilk metnin
üçüncü bölümü ile aynı olarak bir tablo halinde metinden önce doldurulması gereken yerler ve
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metin okunduktan sonra doldurulması gereken bir yer bulunmaktadır. Birinci etkinlik metinde
geçen bazı kelimelerin açıklamasını bulma üzerinedir.
Aynı şekilde ikinci etkinlikte söz öbeklerinin açıklamalarını seçebilme ve eşleştirebilme
çalışmasıdır. Üçüncü etkinlikte ise söz ve sözcük öbeklerinin atıfta bulunduğu kelimeleri
bulabilmesi üzerinedir. Dördüncü etkinlik ise metne göre verilen bilgilerin doğru ya da yanlış
olduğunu tespit edebilme çalışmasıdır. Beşinci etkinlik de çoktan seçmeli olup okuduğunu
anlama üzerinedir. Hukuk konusunda konuşma becerisini gelişmesine katkıda bulunmak
üzere “Çocuk haklarının uygulanmasında neler yapılabilir?” sorusuna önerilerini arkadaşlarına
sunmaları istenmiştir. Yazma etkinliğinde ise belirli bir konunun verilmediği, metinden
hareketle bir yazma çalışması yapıldığı görülmektedir.
“Veda Hutbesi” üçüncü okuma metni olarak karşımıza çıkmaktadır. Hazırlık çalışması olarak
tabloya bildiklerini, bilmek istediklerini ve öğrendiklerini yazmaları istenmiştir. İkinci hazırlık
çalışmasında ise “Hz. Muhammed (S.A.S)” ismi size neyi çağrıştırıyor?” sorusunun cevabını
aşağısında yer alan bölüme yazmaları istenmiştir. Birinci etkinlikte metinde geçen kelimelerin
açıklamalarını eşleştirmeleri istenmiştir. İkinci etkinlikte de verilen söz ve söz öbeklerinin
metinde hangi anlamda kullanıldığı sorulmuştur. Üçüncü etkinlik doğru yanlış, dördüncü
etkinlik çoktan seçmelidir. Çalışmada konuşma ve yazma etkinlikleri de mevcuttur.
“Hammurabi Kanunları, Çocuk İşçiliği Nedir?, Kadın ve Yurttaşlık Hakları” gibi metinlerle de
aynı şekilde hukuk bölümünde etkinlikler devam etmiştir. Bu bölümdeki kelimeler ise şu
şekildedir;
Akademik Türkçe Kitabında Tespit Edilen Hukuk Türkçesi Kelimeleri
açlık sınırı

egemen kılmak

idam

mağduriyet

adalet sistemi

egemenlik

idari gider

mahkûm
edilmek

adaletsizlik

eğitim çağındaki
çocuklar

idrakine varmak

mahkûm
etmek

Adil

ekonomik hak

ilgili rapor

mahrumiyet

ahlak kuralları

emanet

istihdam

Asli
ayrıcalıklı
haklar

fail

istismar
istismara karşı
korunma hakkı

gelişme

sağlıklı yaşama
hakkı
sağlıklı gelişme
hakkı

tedarik
tehdit etmek

savaş

tehlike

medeni hak

saygınlığın
korunması
sığınak

temel
gerekçe
temel hak

meşru

sistematik

temin

muhtaç çocuk

siyasi hak

temin etmek
temin etmek

ayrım

göç

kabul edilmek

mukayese
etmek

sorumluluk

ayrım
gözetmemek

gözetim

kadın hakları

mücadele

sosyal destek ağı

bağımlı çocuk

gözetmek

kâğıt üzerinde
kalmak

bildirge

güvence

kamusal güvence

onurun
korunması
öngörülen
cezalar

sömürüye karşı
korunma hakkı

teminat
altına almak
toplumsal
değerler
toplumsal
yapı

borçlar
hukuku

güvence altına
almak

kamusal tedbir

özel hukuk

sözleşme

turttaş

çatışma

güvenlik içinde
olma hakkı

kanun

özel yaşamın
korunması

suç

uluslararası
anlaşma

çocuk hakları

haklar

karartmak

pozitif
yükümlülük

suçlamak

çocuk işçiler

hakların temini

kastedmek

resmi makam

şahit

sömürü
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çocuk işçiliği

himaye

katılım hakkı

daimi

hitap etmek

denetim

hukuk

retorik

şiddet

üretmek

katletmek

şiddet mağduru

vasiyet

kayıt dışı ekonomi

şiddete karşı
korunma hakkı

yasak

devrim

kınamak

yaşama

dokunulmaz

kısas

yoksulluk

duygusal
yakınlık hakkı

kısasa kısas

yükümlü

düzen

kişiye özgü

düzenleme

korunma

egemen
kılmak

kültürel hak

egemenlik

İzmir Yabancılar İçin İktisadi İdari Bilimler Türkçesi
Editörlüğünü Günay ve Şen’in yaptığı İzmir DEDAM tarafından hazırlanan İzmir Yabancılar İçin
İktisadi İdari Bilimler Türkçesi kitabı Papatya yayınevi tarafından basım çalışmaları olmuştur.
Farklı bölümleri içeren kitapta Hukuk bölümü 125-134 sayfaları arasındadır.
Kitap 14 üniteden oluşmaktadır. Her ünitede 4 ders
bulunmaktadır. Kitapta dinleme, okuma, yazma ve konuşma
becerilerinin geliştirilmesine yönelik etkinliklerin yanında, ilgili
alanla ilgili dilbilgisel farkındalık oluşturacak ve alan terimlerine
yönelik etkinlikler yer almaktadır. Etkinliklerin nasıl yapılacağı
kısa ve açık yönergeler ile belirtilmektedir.
İzmir Yabancılar İçin İktisadi İdari Bilimler Türkçesi kitabı
Türkçeyi Türkiye’de öğrenenler göz önünde bulundurularak
hazırlanmıştır. Kitabın hedef kitlesi İktisadi ve İdari Bilimler
alanında lisans ve lisansüstü öğrenim görecek/gören yabancı
öğrenici gruplarıdır. Farklı ülkelerde, farklı programlarda, farklı
gruplarla da uygulanabilir, ancak bu gibi durumlarda işleyişte,
kitaptaki bazı etkinlikleri uygulama dışı bırakmak ya da öğrenici
gereksinimlerine bağlı olarak kitaba paralel ek malzemeler
kullanmak gibi değişiklikler yapılması gerekebilir. Kitapta yer alan hukuk bölümü şu
şekildedir;
ÜNİTE 11
A.
B.
C.
D.

ULUSLARARASI HUKUK
Uluslararası Hukuk
Uluslararası Hukuk Komitesi
Uluslararası Hukuk Haberleri
Avrupa Konseyi

Ünite 11’de Uluslararası Hukuk başlığı altında ele alınan Özel Alan Türkçesi bölümünün amacı
şu şekilde açıklanmıştır: “Bu ünitenin amacı öğrenciye uluslararası hukuk, uluslararası hukuk
haberleri, Uluslararası Hukuk Komitesi ve Avrupa Konseyi ile ilgili terimleri ve bu alanlarda
kullanılan sözdizimsel yapıları öğretmektir.” “Bu ünitede uluslararası hukuk ve bu konunun
bağlantılı olduğu alanlar ile ilgili terimlerin ve sözdizimsel yapıların öğrenici tarafından
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okunduğunda /duyulduğunda anlaşılıp konuşma ve yazma ile üretimsel bağlamda kullanılması
hedeflenmektedir” (Günay & Şen, 2015, s. 124).
Ünite 11’in A bölümü “Uluslararası Hukuk” ile başlamaktadır. Metne hazırlık aşaması için
“Hukuk nedir? Uluslararası hukuk ne için vardır? Tartışın.” gibi sorular ile konuşma
yapılmasının tercih edildiği görülmektedir. Okuma için “Uluslararası Hukuk” başlığı altındaki
metin ise boşluklardan oluşmakta ve öğrencinin metni okuyarak uygun kelimeyi getirebilmesi
beklenmektedir. Metin uluslararası hukukun geçmişten günümüze evrilen yapısını
açıklamaktadır. Boşluklar için seçilen kelimelerin ise hukuksal terimlerden ziyade rastgele gibi
seçilen örnekler olduğu görülmektedir. Metne hazırlık çalışmalarını çalışmanın içeriğinde
bulundurarak metin altı soruları üç numaradan başlattıkları görülmüştür. İki sorunu metni
anlama, son sorusu ise daha çok tanım ve açıklamaya dayalı olduğu görülmektedir. Ardından
yine aynı şekilde 6. madde olarak boşluk doldurmalı bir metin daha gelmiştir. Bu metinde de
daha çok Birleşmiş Milletler’in uluslararası hukuka katkısı ve gelişim aşaması anlatılmıştır.
B bölümü olan “Uluslararası Hukuk Komitesi” ana başlığında; “Uluslararası Hukukun
Geliştirilmesi ve Yasallaştırılması” alt başlığında ise Uluslararası Hukuk Komisyonu’nun tarihi
gelişiminden görevlerine ve yaptığı çalışmalara kadar birçok konuyu barındıran bir metin
olarak sunulmuştur. Kelime çalışması, soru cevap ve kelime eşleştirme şeklinde metin altı
çalışması yapılmıştır. Bu bölümün en son çalışması ise yine bir metin, bazı kelimeleri boş
bırakılıp anlama göre öğrencilerin seçmeleri beklenmiştir.
C bölümünde “Uluslararası Hukuk Haberleri” ana başlığında hazırlanmıştır. İlk olarak
görsellerden hareketle sorular sorulmuş ve tartışılması istenmiştir. Görsellerde bulunan
bağlantı adreslerinden diğer sorular hazırlanmıştır. Birinci görselle alakalı video için üç soru
sorulmuştur. Aynı şekilde ikinci ve üçüncü görsellerin videosuyla ilgili de soruların olduğu
görülmüştür. Diğer bir çalışma ise ilgili görsellere hakkında bir başlık seçimi ile alakalıdır. Son
çalışma ise verilen dil bilgisi yapılarının yine kutu içinde verilen kelimelerle “Uluslararası
hukuk kuralları ülkelerarasındaki siyasi, kültürel, ekonomik alanları nasıl etkilemektedir.”
konusu hakkında yazı yazmaları istenmiştir.
D bölümü “Avrupa Konseyi” ile ilgilidir. Avrupa Konseyi’ne üye olan ülkeleri anlatmak için
renkli bir dünya haritası kullanılmıştır. Ancak renk kalitesinin az olmasından dolayı ülkelerin
sınıflandırılması net olamamaktadır. Bununla birlikte ilk metin “Avrupa Konseyi Nedir?” başlığı
ile verilmiştir. Bu metinle birlikte Avrupa Konseyi’nin kuruluş aşaması, üye olan ülkeler ve
konseyin kuruluş hedeflerinden bahsedilmiştir. Metinde paragraflarda iki yer boş bırakılmış ve
öğrencinin uygun cümleleri seçmeleri istenmiştir. Ardından metin altı sorularının
cevaplandırılması istenmiştir. Son etkinlik olarak yine bir metin ve metin içinde seçilen
boşluklara metnin üstündeki kelimelerin seçilip yazılmasının tercih edildiği görülmüştür. Son
etkinlik çalışmasının hukuk ile ilgili bir çalışma olmadığı düşünülmektedir.
İzmir Yabancılar İçin İktisadi İdari Bilimler Türkçesi Kitabında Tespit Edilen Hukuk
Türkçesi Kelimeleri
uluslararası hukukun
dağılması

açıklama

ekonomik haklar

kanun tasarısı

olağan

açıklamada
bulunma

ekonomik kalkınma

kanun taslağı

oluşmak

alt kurul

fikir ayrılıkları

kanunlaştırma

protokol

ana gündem

geçiş hakları

karar vermek

referandum

başvurmak

genel kurul

kısıtlama
getirmek

rehine almak

uluslararası hukukun
tedvini

beyanname

göçmen iş gücünün kontrolü

komisyon

savaş suçları

uluslararası insani

uluslararası hukukun
farklılaşması
uluslararası hukukun
gelişimi
uluslararası hukukun
genişlemesi
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ile mücadele

yardım hukuku
uyuşturucu trafiği ile
mücadele
uzman

bildirge

gönülü olmak

konferans

sevk etmek

bildirim
çağrıda
bulunmak
çok taraflı
antlaşma

güç kullanmak

kontrol

hazırlık komisyonu

koşul

sığınma hakkı
sonuçları
üstlenmek

heyet

kriz

sorun

veçhe

himaye

kurulmak

soykırım

veçheleri

çözüm
getirmek

üye

çözümlenme
dava
dava özel
kurulu
davaya
bakmak

hizmet vermek
hukuka aykırı

kutuplaşma
küçük çaplı şura

talep
taraf olmak

yasal altyapı
yasal sistem

hukuki yolla çözüm

Lahey Divanı

tarafsız

yetki alanı

icra etmek

mahkemelerin
kurulması

taslak

yetkili kişi

deklarasyon

ihlal etmek

mani olmak

tek taraflı
davranış

zıtlaşma

derleme
diplomatik
korunma

ilan etme

meclis

temsil etmek

ilgilenmek

men edilmek

temsilci

duyurma

insan hakları

mesuliyet

düzen
düzenlemek

istikamet

miras
miras kalmak

terörizm ile
mücadele
toplanmak

İstanbul Yabancılar İçin Türkçe Ders Kitabı C1/+
Editörlüğünü Yrd. Doç. Dr. Ferhat Aslan’ın yaptığı 2014
Kültür Sanat Basımevinde yayınlanan ve hukuk ile ilgili bir
bölümü olan kitap İstanbul Yabancılar İçin Türkçe Ders Kitabı
Kitap C1/+ bu çalışma için incelenmiştir. İnceleme
aşamasında elde edilen bulgular şu şekildedir:
12 üniteden ve her ünitede üç bölümden olmak üzere 36
bölümden oluşmuştur. Her ünitenin içeriğine uygun “Ünite
Adı” yazıldığı görülmektedir. Ardından konular A, B, C olmak
üzere üç bölümde isimlendirilmiştir. Ayrıca her ünite okuma,
dil bilgisi, dinleme, yazma ve konuşma olmak üzere temel dil
becerileri ile birlikte alt beceri olan dil bilgisi de içerik
kısmında verildiği tespit edilmiştir.
Kitabın 129-142 sayfaları arasında olan 8.Ünite adının “Suç ve
Ceza” ile hukuk ile ilgili terimleri, kavramları ve uygulanışı
içinde barındırabilecek bir başlık olduğu görülmektedir.
Nitekim içeriği şu şekildedir (Aslan, 2014):
KONU
8.ÜNİTE
Sayfa
129-142

SUÇ VE CEZA

OKUMA
DİNLEME

A.
B.
C.
A.
B.
C.
A.
B.
C.

Suç ve suçluluk psikoloji
Suç, ceza ve adalet
Suçlar ve sosyal hayat
Suç nedir?
Adalet nedir?
Esaretin Bedeli
Suçlu kim?
Suç ve ceza
Kaşağı
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YAZMA

A.
B.
C.

Suçluları topluma kazandırma
Olay raporu
Suçluların eğitimi

KONUŞMA

A.
B.
C.

Suçlu olma sebepleri
Suç olayları
Vicdan azabı

8. ünitenin başlangıcında görseller ile suç, adalet ve hukuk kavramlarına dikkat çekilmiştir.
Ayrıca ünitenin hedeflenen becerileri de verilmiştir. Bunlar: “Her türlü yazılı metni anlayabilme”
ve “Yabancı kelime ve terimler içeren metinleri okuyabilme”dir. Bu bağlamda hukukla ilgili
terimlerinin de verildiği ve becerinin geliştirilmesine hizmet ettiği görülmüştür.
“Suç ve Ceza” konu başlığı ile ilk karşımıza çıkan bölüm “A. Suç ve Suçluluk Psikolojisi” ana
başlığıdır. Bu başlık altında ilk olarak öğretilmek istenen dil bilgisine yönelik kelimeler ve
onlarla ilgili de cümleler yer almaktadır. Ardından hazırlık çalışmalarının olduğu görülmektedir.
Hazırlık çalışmasında suç türleri ve suçları işleyenlere ne dendiği yazılmıştır. Bu bağlamda
öğrencilerin ilk olarak karşılaştıkları kelimeler şu şekilde sıralanabilir: Kasten adam öldürme,
bilişim suçları, kaçakçılık, gasp, adam kaçırma, bilgisayar korsanlığı, hırsızlık, terör,
kalpazanlık, kundakçılık, yağma, rüşvetçilik, hırsızlık, hırsız, çalma.
“Suç Nedir?” alt başlığındaki okuma metni ile suç hakkında bilgiler verilmiştir. Ardından metin
altı sorular verilerek okuma-anlama becerileri desteklenmiştir. Dinlemede “Suçlu Kim?”
metninin sorularının cevaplandırılması istenmiştir. Yazma çalışmaları olarak “Suçluları
topluma kazandırmak için neler yapılmalıdır?” konusu verilmiştir. Konuşmada ise “İnsanları
suç işlemeye ailevi sebepler mi sosyal sebepler mi iter?” konusu için iki grup oluşturulması ve
tartışılması istenmiştir.
“Suç ve Ceza” konu başlığı ile ikinci karşımıza çıkan bölüm “B. Suç, Ceza ve Adalet” ana
başlığıdır. Hazırlık çalışmasından önce bazı kelimeler verildiği ve bununla ilgili cümle
örneklerinin gösterildiği görülmüştür. Hazırlık çalışmasında ise bazı suç örneklerini içeren
cümle örnekleri verilmiştir. Ayrıca öğrencilere de kendi ülkelerinde olan farklı suçları ve
bunlara verilen cezaları sorulduğu görülmüştür.
Okumada “Adalet nedir?” konu başlığı ile adaletin geçten günümüze sorgulanması ile ele
alındığı görülmektedir. Metin altı sorularının ise doğru yanlış ile verildiği görülmektedir.
Bununla birlikte “Ya Siz?” konu başlığı ile “Ülkenizdeki suç oranları nasıl? Anlatalım”
yönergesiyle öğrencilerden ülkelerindeki suç oranlarının da paylaşılması istenmiştir. Dinlemede
“Suç ve Ceza” romanının özeti yanlış olarak verilmiş ve öğrencilerin bu metni dinleyerek
düzeltmeleri istenmiştir. Metin yine adalet arayışını içermesi bakımından hukukla
ilişkilendirilebilecek bir çalışma olduğu söylenebilir.
Yazmada ise olay raporu örneği verilerek buna uygun bir polis ve mağdur diyaloğu
oluşturulması istenmiştir. Alt konuları ise şu çerçevede düzenlenmiştir: “Evinize hırsız girdi.
Çantanız çalındı. Bir sürücü yolda bir çocuğa çarptı.” Konuşmada ise “Başınızdan geçen ya da
şahit olduğunuz bir suç olayı. Son zamanlarda duyduğunuz bir suç olayı. Geçmişteki ünlü bir
suç olayı.” Konuları hakkında öğrenciler konuşma yapmaları istenmiştir.
“Suç ve Ceza” konu başlığı ile üçüncü karşımıza çıkan bölüm ise “C. Suçlar ve Sosyal Hayat”
ana başlığıdır. Bu başlık altında ilk olarak öğretilmek istenen dil bilgisine yönelik kelimeler ve
onlarla ilgili de cümleler yer almaktadır. Hazırlık çalışması da kelime öğretimine yönelik bir
çalışma olarak hazırlandığı görülmektedir. Okuma metni olarak Stephen King’in kitabından
sinemaya uyarlanmış olan “Esaretin Bedeli” adlı filmin anlatılmasından oluşmaktadır. Metin
altı etkinliği olarak boşlukları metne göre doldurma olarak kısa bir yazma çalışması ve
yanlışlıkla siz hapse atıldınız, ne yapardınız gibi konuşma konusunun verildiği görülmektedir.
Dinlemede ise Ömer Seyfettin’in “Kaşağı” öyküsüne yer verilmiştir. Yazma konusu “Bir
hapishanede müdür olsanız suçluların eğitimi için ne gibi çalışmalar yapardınız? Rapor hâlinde
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yazalım.” olarak verilmiştir. Konuşmanın ise “Sizce vicdan azabı çekmek de bir ceza mıdır?”
şeklinde verildiği görülmektedir.
Çalışmanın bundan sonraki bölümünde ise “Kültürden Kültüre” ana başlığının altında “İlk
Kanunlar” alt başlığı ile de Eski Türk Kanunları’ndan 12 Levha Kanunları ve Hammurabi
Kanunlarına kadar farklı kültürel kanunları işlemiştir. “Sözün özü” olarak da tanınmış
insanların sözlerine yer verildiği görülmektedir.
İstanbul Yaancılar İçin Türkçe Ders Kitabında Tespit Edilen Hukuk Türkçesi Kelimeleri

adalet

ceza

hak

Islahevi

sanık

taraf

adalet düzeni

ceza hukuku

hak dağıtımı

idam

sözleşme

tazminat

ceza sistemi

hak vermek

itiraf etmek

Suç

temize çıkmak

Cezaevi

Hâkim

kaçakçılık

suç işleme

terör

adam kaçırma

cezalandırma

hakka uyma

kalpazanlık

suç olayı

teslim olmak

adil kişi

cezaya
çarptırılmak

haksız kazanç

kamu
teşkilatları

suç oranı

teşhis

ağır para
cezası

çalınmak

haksızlığa
uğramak

kanun

toplum
örgütlenmesi

akıl sahibi

çalma

haksızlık yapmak

kanun yapımı

suça eğilimli
olmak
suça teşvik
etmek

akit

çarpmak

hapis

kararlaştırılma

suçlu

Tutuklanmak

aklanmak

çatışmak

Kasten adam
öldürme

suçluluk

tutuklu

anlaşmazlık

dava

hapishanede
yatmak
hapishaneye
atılmak

kriminoloji

suçluluk

tutuklu

asalet dışı

denetlemek

hırsız

kundakçılık

suçun
önlenmesi

uyuşmazlık

beraat

denetleyici

hırsızlık

kundakçılık

şahit olmak

uzlaşımsal
adalet

doğal adalet

hırsızlık

kural

şartlı tahliye

vatandaş

düzenleyici
ferdi
durumlar
fert

hukuksal yön

kurultay

şeytanî

yağma

hücre cezası

Şikâyet

yalancı şahitlik

hükme bağlama

şüphe

yaralama

adalet
hizmetleri
adaleti yerine
getirmek

bilgisayar
korsanlığı
bilişim suçları
bozmak
beraat

töre

bilgisayar
korsanlığı

gasp

şüphelenmek

yargı gücü

bilişim suçları

görevi yerine
getirmek

şüpheli

yargılanmak

bozmak

yasak
yükümlü

İngilizcedeki Özel Amaçlı Hukuk Dili Çalışmaları
Günümüzde en yaygın dillerden olan İngilizce için özel amaçlı dil öğretimine bakıldığında bu
alanları geliştirecek birçok kitap ve internet sayfası olduğu tespit edilmiştir. Özellikle hukuk dili
için kaynakları için şu şekilde örnekler seçilmiştir:
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Şekil 1

Şekil 2

Şekil 3

Professional English in Use: Law
Cambridge tarafından hazırlanmış olan kitap, hukukun birçok alanına hitap edebilecek şekilde
zengin kelime öğretimine yer vererek hazırlanmıştır. Kurumsal, ticari, fikri mülkiyet hukuku
gibi konuları da içeren kitap hukuk İngilizcesi alanında çok tercih edilen kitaplar arasında
görülmektedir. (Rice & Brown, 2017)
Absolute Legal English
Delta yayınevi tarafından basılmış olan Absolute Legal English, uluslararası hukuk ortamında
çalışmak isteyen ve dil becerilerini geliştirmek isteyen hukuk öğrencileri ve avukatlar için
kapsamlı bir ders kitabıdır. Uluslararası hukuk konusuna daha fazla eğilen Mutlak Hukuk
İngilizcesi, dokuz bölümden oluşmaktadır. Her ünite dört temel dil becerisinin hepsinin
geliştirilmesine de katkı sağlayacak şekilde hazırlanmıştır. Ayrıca seçilen konular da gerçek
hayatla ilişkilendirilmiştir (Callanan & Edwards, 2017).
Legal English
Hukuk İngilizcesi ise hukuk dilinin anlaşılabilmesi ve kullanılabilmesi konusunda temel dil
becerilerinin geliştirilmesini amaçlayan bir diğer hukuk kavramlarını içeren kitaptır. Sınıf
ortamından mahkeme salonuna birçok yönden uygulama imkânı sağlayan ve bireylerin etkili
iletişim kurulabilmesine rehber niteliğinde görülen kitaplardandır.
Yabancı dil olarak İngilizce öğretiminde özel amaçlı dil öğretimi hem kitap konusunda hem de
internet materyalleri konusunda çok zengin olduğu görülmektedir. Bu bakımdan Özel amaçlı
dil öğretiminde hukuk İngilizcesi için incelemelerde ücretli veya ücretsiz bir şekilde sitelere üye
olarak hukuk İngilizcesini geliştirmeye yönelik çalışma yapabilmenin mümkün olduğu
görülmektedir. Bu bağlamda hukuk İngilizcesinin öğretimi için örnek siteler şu şekilde
verilebilir:
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(Mckay & Charlton, 2005)
Hukuk İngilizcesi ile ilgili bazı siteler ise şu şekildedir;
1. https://www.udemy.com/history-of-law/

2. https://www.british-legal-centre.com/articles

3. https://sites.google.com/a/slu.edu/legal-esl/

SONUÇ
Gün geçtikçe dil öğrenimine talep artmaktadır. Bu da dil öğrenimlerinin özel amaçla öğrenilme
talebini de artırmaktadır. Bu doğrultuda çalışmada özel amaçlı Hukuk Türkçesi ele alınarak
yayınlanan kitaplarda nasıl ele alındığı ve bununla ilgili çalışmaların olup olmadığı
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incelenmiştir. Bu bağlamda üç kitap olarak Türkçe öğretiminde kullanılan Akademik Türkçe,
İzmir Yabancılar İçin İktisadi İdari Bilimler Türkçesi, İstanbul Yabancılar İçin Türkçe Ders Kitabı
C1 kitaplarında hukuk Türkçesini içinde barındıran veya ilgilendiren bölümler incelenmiştir.
Akademik Türkçe kitabında ise Hukuk bölümünün kitapta ayrıca yer aldığı, kitaptaki
metinlerin hukuk konusu olarak seçildiği, dört beceri ile şekillendirildiği tespit edilmiştir. İzmir
Yabancılar İçin İktisadi İdari Bilimler Türkçesi kitabında ise Uluslararası Hukuk başlığı altında
ele alınan hukuk konusu video ve resimlerle zenginleştirilmiş, çeşitli etkinliklerle okumaanlamaya katkı sağlanmaya çalışıldığı tespit edilmiştir. Üçüncü olarak incelen İstanbul
Yabancılar İçin Türkçe Ders Kitabı C1/+ ise bir ders kitabı olup AOÇM’de belirtilen C1 düzeyi
için hazırlanan bir kitaptır. Buna rağmen içerisinde Hukuk konusuyla ilişkilendirilebilecek
konular olduğu için çalışmaya dâhil edilerek incelenmiştir. Bu çalışmada dört temel beceriyi de
geliştirecek şekilde Hukuk konuları ele alınmış, çeşitli görsellerle de desteklenmiştir. Ancak
yurt dışında özel amaçlı Hukuk dili için yapılan çalışmalar çok daha kapsamlı ve sadece tek bir
hedefe yönelik olduğu görülmüştür. Sadece özel amaçlı Hukuk İngilizcesi için hazırlanan
kitapların varlığının dışında birçok internet sitesi de bu amaca hizmet eder şekilde hazırlanmış
olduğu tespit edilmiştir. Dolayısıyla Hukuk Türkçesi için asli ve tek başına bir kitap eksikliğinin
olduğu ve internet mecrasında ise hiç yer almadığı görülmüştür. Artan talepler neticesinde
Hukuk Türkçesi üzerine özel bir kitap hazırlanması ve internet üzerinden de dil öğrenimine
katkı sağlayacak çalışmaların yapılması dil öğretimi için büyük bir önem arz etmektedir.
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Abstract
{-CA} and {-CAk} in Turkish are derivational morphemes assigning certain meanings to the
bases they are attached; withal these two morphemes share the same meaning when they are
attached to noun bases and derive adverbs. That is, by leading to a sense of “unity”, the
morphemes in question could have the same function; herein,this applied study centers
upon how these different morphemes with the same meaning and the same function are likely
to be employed alternately, so far lacking in the literature. Current study aims to find out
whether {-CA(k)} could be utilized uniquely considering community adverbs instead of two
separate morphemes as {-CA} and {-CAk}. To achieve this, the community nouns in Turkish are
listed prelusively and their preferences with the target suffixes in context are examined through
the Turkish National Corpus (TNC). In addition, detecting whether the preference of {-CA} and {CAk}on the lexemes is accidental or standardized, the questionnaire formed with discourse
segments taken from the TNC has been applied to 43 Turkish language experts, specialized in
linguistics at least in the order of doctoral degree. The data collected through the questionnaire
consisting of 16 questions with 3 choices (Noun+CA, Noun+CA(k), either of) has been analyzed
to check whether the distribution of these community adverbs is compatible with the corpus. In
line with the findings whether {-CA(k)} could be regarded as a single morpheme is discussed.
Having argued the results, it is suggested whether the morphemes having the meaning of
“togetherness” in other agglutinative languages is represented with such morphological forms
could be investigated within the framework of contrastive linguistics; and that with this kind of
morphology based study, regarding not only teaching Turkish as a foreign language but also
mother tongue awareness, crucial gains could be achieved is foreseen, by reaching the
competence of native speakers.
Keywords: morpheme preference, {-CA} morpheme, {-CAk} morpheme, community adverbs,
lexeme-based morphological approach, corpus-based applied linguistics
Özet
Türkçede {-CA} ve {-CAk} biçimbirimleri ad tabanlarına eklendiklerinde belirteç türeten ve aynı
gönderim alanlarını paylaşan türetim biçimbirimleridir. Diğer bir deyişle, eklendikleri tabana
“birlik” anlamı katan bu biçimbirimlerin işlevi aynı görünmektedir; ancak biçimbirimin aynı
işlev ve gönderimle bir diğerinin yerine kodlandığını savlamak türetim süreci düzenekleri
açısından sorgulanır niteliklidir. Bu bağlamda, çalışmamız inceleme nesnesi olarak seçilen söz
konusu bu birbirinden farklı biçimbirimlerin gerçekten birbirleriyle aynı anlam ve gönderime
sahip olup olmadıklarını ve nöbetleşe kodlanıp kodlanmadıklarını saptamak üzere yola çıkılmış
bütünce-temelli bir uygulama çalışmasıdır. Gelinen noktada bu çalışma topluluk belirteçleri
çerçevesinde {-CA} ve {-CAk}olarak iki ayrı biçimbirim yerine {-CA(k)}biçiminde tekçil bir
üstyazım önerisi yapılıp yapılamayacağı ana hedefi ekseninde yapılandırılmış; bu hedef
doğrultusunda öncelikle Türkçedeki tüm topluluk adları listelenmiş, bu adların inceleme
nesnemiz olan biçimbirimleri alarak eklendikleri tabana “birliktelik” anlamı kattığı tüm
örnekler, içinde bulundukları söylembölütleriyle birlikte Türkçe Ulusal Derlem (TUD)
sisteminden çekilmiş, bölütlerdeki sözcükbirimlerin seçimlerinin rastlantısal mı ölçünlü mü
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oldukları biçiminde en az doktora düzeyindeki 43 Türkçe anadil konuşucusu uzmanın seçimleri
doğrultusunda 16 adet seçenekli ekseninde değerlendirilmiştir. Diğer eklemeli dillerde de
“birliktelik” anlamı kodlayan benzer yapılanmaların karşılaştırmalı dilbilim çalışmaları
çerçevesinde incelenmesi ve edince yönelik bulgulara ulaşılabilmesi önerisinde bulunulmuş,
böylesi biçimbilim tabanlı bir çalışmanın açtığı yolla hem yabancı dil olarak Türkçe öğretimi
hem anadil farkındalığı noktalarında kazanım sağlanacağı öngörülmüştür.
Anahtar Kelimeler: biçimbirim seçimi, {-CA} biçimbirimi, {-CAk}biçimbirimi, topluluk
belirteçleri, bütünce-temelli uygulamalı dilbilim
Introduction
Morphology deals with the form and the structure of words, their meanings, the relations
between the words and the word formation processes (Haspelmath, 2013). The information
about words and their internal structure are located in the mental lexicon (also known as a
mental dictionary or just as a lexicon). Since all the words of a language cannot be listed in a
speaker’s mind, it is expected that there needs to be predictable linguistic patterns carrying
information about the words’ internal structure. It could be stated that the meaning of “word” is
ambiguous, given that any vocabulary item might have the same reference in the mental
lexicon. For instance, when the following unknown words “e.g. tickles, tickled, tickling” are
encountered for the first time, the meaning of all these words may not be figured out easily
without checking the meaning in a context or in a dictionary; however, although these items
have different manifestations, they share the same abstract realization, namely, the lexeme
TICKLE. Therefore, the lexeme is all in a sense different realizations of the same abstract
vocabulary item referring to the mental lexicon (Katamba, 1993: 17-18).
Morphological theories try to explain existing words or the potential words of a language, as
well as, all the procedures related to the structure of words. Therefore, the analysis carried out
within the morphology is realized either by focusing on the lexemes (the abstract form) or on the
word forms (the concrete forms) to figure out the regular and irregular rules. The majority of the
morphological theories might be either lexeme-based or morpheme-based:
Table 1. The comparison between Lexeme-based Theories and Morpheme-based Theories
Lexeme-based Theories
Taking lexeme as the smallest unit
Employing Word/Lexeme formation rules
(WFR)(LFR)
Having an item-and-process approach

Morpheme-based Theories
Taking morpheme as the smallest unit
Employing complex word formations as a simple
concatenation of isomorphic morphemes
Having an item-and-arrangement approach
(Aronoff, 1994)

As seen in Table 1., there are several differences between the Lexeme-based Theories and
Morpheme-based Theories. In the Lexeme-based model, the fundamental significance of the
word is highlighted and the relations of the complex words is determined not by splitting them
up into parts and positing a rule of concatenation, but by formulating word-schemas
representing common features of the morphologically related words (Aronoff, 1994). As
suggested by Matthews (1972) who investigates Latin in terms of lexeme-based morphology, it is
observed that the morpheme {-ur-*} does not simply have one meaning formed by
concatenation. He further argues “If we derive the future participle from the perfect participle,
then what do we do with the passive meaning and syntax of the perfect participle?” (as cited in
Aronoff, 1994: 33). It could be inferred that despite the sound similarities of the morphemes, it
is not easy to define their meanings and functions simply by based on their suppletions. The
cases in which complex lexemes are formed based on the phonological, syntactic and semantic
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characteristics of the base lexeme. With the Lexeme-based approach, the morphologically
divisible or non-divisible affixes, stems and other formation processes are claimed to be the
indicators of pholonological, syntactic and semantic representations of native speakers’
knowledge about forming complex lexemes (Owoeye and Babatunde, 2018). Thus, in this study,
the morphological constructions of {-CA} and {-CAk} adverbial suffixes are investigated within
the framework of the Lexeme-Based Morphological Approach.
Derivational morphemes are assumed to alter the referential and cognitive meaning of the
lexeme to which they are attached (Katamba, 1993). According to Lexeme-Based Morphology
(LBM), every productive word formation process is applied on a lexeme or its stem in order to
build a new word (Aronoff, 1994). Thus, it is not wrong to say that the community nouns with {CA} and {-CAk} suffixes are attached to a lexeme and form an adverbial category by referring to
morphologically simple, but meaningfully complex structure, thereby, constituting a new word
with the sense of unity. In this study within the framework of LBM which takes the lexeme as
not the morpheme in the arrangement of morphological structure, but as the systematic
pattern of form-meaning relationship in the words formed with {-CA} and {-CAk} suffixes are
added is under discussion. In this context, to determine this relationship, the aims of this study
are;
(i)

to identify how {-CA} and {-CAk} with the same meaning and the same function are
likely to be employed alternately in community adverbs,

(ii)

to detect whether the preference of {-CA} and {-CAk} is accidental or standardized in
Turkish National Corpus (TNC),

(iii)

to find out whether {-CA(k)} could be utilized uniquely considering community
adverbs instead of two separate morphemes as {-CA} and {-CAk}.

To realize these three aims, the following questions are attempted to be answered. The
first question involves two parts: “Are there any differences between {-CA} and {-CAk} adverbial
suffixes in community adverbs? and “Do they differ in regard to their distribution or their
references?”. These two questions are very crucial for the study since if we have gained positive
answer, we have to find out what determines the choice as well; yet, the answer is negative;
then, the preference of the selected lexemes with {-CA} and {-CAk} by the participants consistent
with the Turkish National Corpus (TNC) should be detected. And accordingly, we have worked
through if the adverbial suffixes in question could be utilized as{-CA(k)} uniquely, in parallel
with the third aim of the study.
Method
The current study investigating the community adverbs in Turkish is a corpus-based study;
since the actual usage of the lexemes formed with {-CA} and {-CAk}morphemes have been
scanned on TUD and obtained the data quantitatively and qualitatively rather than relying on
mere theoretical studies of language; but for certain up to the scanning process we have
completed some phases: The community nouns in Turkish is determined after the investigation
of the Turkish dictionaries (Püsküllüoğlu, 2009 and Dil Derneği, 2018).15 community nouns
are identified in the dictionaries and the ones with {-CA} and {-CAk} in common are determined.
As can be seen, the lexemes “AILE, EV, MILLET and MAHALLE” commonly take both adverbial
suffixes.
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Table 1. The frequency and the percentage of {-CA} and {-CAk} morphemes in community
adverbs

When the results obtained from TNC are examined, as seen in the Table 1, it can be said that
all community names do not take {-CA} and {-CAk} evenly and in fact the general run of them is
not coded by {-CAk}; however this does not mean that the word forms like SINIFÇAK is
ungrammatical of course. Herewith the lexical units to which both morphemes are added jointly
are AILE, EV, MILLET and MAHALLE; therefore, this study is limited to 4 lexemes. These lexemes are
scanned to draw discourse segments from TNC and the questionnaire is designed accordingly.
In the questionnaire two discourse segments are selected because the minimum repetition is 2
for each lexeme, except MAHALLECEK and these discourse segments, whose numbers determined
accordingly as 16, are presented with blanks in place of the original lexeme selected in TNC and
3 options are given as “Noun+CA, Noun+CA(k), either of” to the participants to interpret the
consequence of choices, namely in order to elicit the validity of the data gathered from TNC.
A total of 43 language experts at least in the order of doctoral degree participated in the
study. All the participants were specialized in linguistics and all were native speakers of
Turkish. The mean age of the participants is 34.69 (SD =05.06). Their age range is between 2743. The language experts all of whom are the native speakers of Turkish are selected by means
of a Purposeful Sampling technique. The reason why the Turkish language experts are chosen is
the foresight that they are the best group to discuss this kind of fine detail.
Findings and Discussion
The findings obtained through the database are presented as in this sequence here: evaluation
of the frequency of the community adverb selections; emergence of the frequency of the
adverbial suffixes as a determining factor for the Lexeme Formation/Construction rules;
attempt to test the compatibility between the native speaker selections and TNC distribution in
terms of {-CA} and {-CAk} adverbial suffixes.
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The LEXEME “AİLE”

Figure 1. AİLE + {-CA}

Figure 2. AİLE + {-CAk}

The questionnaire results demonstrated that the lexeme AİLE with the {-CA} in TNC AILECE
seems to be mostly used with {-CAk}among the language experts, but, the close ratio of both
option (38%) indicates that AİLE lexeme could be used with both suffixes. Similarly, it is also
observed in the the lexeme attached with {-CAk}adverbial suffix that both response appears to
be quite high despite the close percentage of the {-CAk}. However, the overall means seem to be
that the lexeme AİLE is mostly preferred with {-CAk}adverbial suffix.
Sample 1:
O sırada radyoda bir şarkı çalıyordu, "Uçun kuşlar uçun, İzmir'e doğru..." Biz,
hepimiz ………. müziğe çok düşkünüzdür. Ninem tef çalardı, çok da güzel sesi vardı.
Yeşil kurbağaları söylerdi, babam Makber’i söylerdi, halamın da sesi çok güzeldi.
a) ailece

b) ailecek

c) her ikisi

THE LEXEME “EV”

Figure 3. EV + {-CA}

Figure 4. EV + {-CAk}

It could be stated that the language experts mostly chose the EVCEK option for the lexeme EV
presented with {-CA} adverbial suffix. However, similar to the lexeme AILE with {-CAk}, the
responses given to the EVCEK community adverb is mostly preferred with {-CAk}adverbial suffix.
It seems that the lexeme EV is mostly preferred with {-CAk}. Nontheless, the percentage of {-CA}
is close to {-CAk}; therefore, it is not possible to make generalizations from these tentative
results.
Sample 2:
Uzunca bir ayrılık... Mesela bir yaz tatili için, On günü aşkın, ………. ayrısınız evden:
Dönüşünüz şaşkın, Böyle değildi eviniz, siz giderken. Yuvamız yabancı, yoksul ve tozlu
Ortalık dağınık, Eşyalarınız basit: Büyüyü bozmuş deniz, Yemin edersiniz bu olamaz.
a) evce

b) evcek

c) her ikisi
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THE LEXEME “MİLLET”

Figure 5. MİLLET + {-CA}

Figure 6. MİLLET +{-CAk}

The findings of the lexeme MILLET with {-CA} adverbial suffix seems to have normal distribution
contrary to the lexeme MILLET with {-CAk}adverbial suffix. As can be seen from the charts, it
could be stated that MILLET lexeme is mostly preferred with the {-CA} adverbial suffix in all the
discourse segments.
Sample 3:
İmalat sanayiinde bütün Türkiye'nin ürettiği katma değerin yarısını bu Küçük ve Orta
Boy İşletmeler üretiyor! Büyük bir toplumsal atılımı ……….. başarma yolunda
olduğumuz muhakkaktır! Yol uzun... Daha hızlı koşmalıyız! Koştukça hızlanacağız!
Başardıkça başarı azmimiz ve enerjimiz artacaktır!
a) milletçe

b) milletçek

c) her ikisi
THE LEXEME “MAHALLE”

Figure 7. MAHALLE + {-CA}

Figure 8. MAHALLE +{-CAk}

The percentage of the lexeme MAHALLE with {-CA} adverbial suffix appears to appers to be
considerably high compared to the lexeme MAHALLE with {-CAk}adverbial suffix. The distribution
of MAHALLE with {-CA} is similar to the preference of MILLET with {-CA}.
Sample 4:
Her fotoğraf karesinde o an ile ilgili bilgiler de beraberinde gelir. Bu fotoğrafı ……….
gittiğimiz piknikte çekilmişiz. O zaman üç yaşındaydım. "Ayakta duran Dayım." "Burada
kardeşimin elinden gofretini almıştım. Bunun için suratını ekşitmiş." gibi, buna benzer
bilgiler...
a)mahallecek b) mahallece c) her ikisi
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Table 2. The overall means of the preference of AİLE, EV, MİLLET and MAHALLE lexemes with
{-CA} and {-CAk} adverbial suffixes
AİLE + {-CAk}

More preferable ( Mean rank = 60%)

EV + {-CAk}

More preferable (Mean rank = 58%)

MİLLET + {-CA}

More preferable (Mean rank = 89%)

MAHALLE+ {-CA}

More preferable (Mean rank = 62%)

In accordance with the literature, it could be stated that lexemes belonging to the same
linguistic category such as those formed with the adverbial suffixes {-CA} and {-CAk} might have
small different referential and cognitive meaning, which is compatible with the statements of
Beard (1987) and Katamba (1993). To exemplify the small difference between {-CA} and {-CAk}
adverbial suffixes, it could be stated that AILECEK and MILLETÇE have unity meaning; however;
AILECEK refer to a small group without sense of belonging obligatorily, whereas, MILLETÇE refer to
a relatively big group with a sense of belonging obligatorily. It is also observed from the
literature that {-CA} suffix has 16 different meanings, whereas {-CAk} suffix has 7 different
meanings (Göksel & Kerslake, 2005; Çotuksöken, 2011). For instance;

1. Noun/Adjective/Adverb +{-CA} with reference to:
place name (Çamlıca), language (Türkçe), point of view of a person (bence), equality
(eşitçe), manner (güzelce), long duration (aylarca), unity/collective involvement in an action
(orduca), respect (insanca)…

2. Noun/ Adjective/Adverb + {-CAk} with reference to:
diminutive use (büyücek), unity (evcek), quality intensifier (çabucak)…
The high distribution of the {-CA} suffix in the literature also supports the fact that this affix is
mostly utilized in the selected community adverbs. Thus, the findings could be regarded as
indicator; however, they are not generalizable since it is a tentative study.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have applied lexeme-based morphological approach to investigate the selected
lexemes in accordance with the aims of the study. Having discussed the findings, the overall
results could be summarized in line with the research questions, respectively. The first question
to be answered: “Are there any differences between {-CA} and {-CAk} adverbial suffixes in
community adverbs?, Do they differ in regard to their distribution or their references? If so, what
determines the choice?”. In answering these questions, it could be stated that there are slight
differences in the use and the distribution of {-CA} and {-CAk} adverbial suffixes regarding the
selected community adverbs. And to explain whether they have referential differences, a
pragma-semantic explanation on these findings could be made in accordance with the
literature; thus there could be a paradigmatic relation between these affixes which means that
their references and conceptual schemas may differ according to the context that they are
utilized. Also, it could be stated that the lexemes with {-CAk} are regarded as a whole entity, on
the other hand, the lexemes with {-CA} are regarded as a common behaviour which could be
divided into separate communities:
AİLE +
EV

{-CAk}

+ {-CAk}

MİLLET

+ {-CA}

MAHALLE

+ {-CA}

{-CA} > opaque, with obligatorily belonging to a group/ a community
{-CAk} > transparent, without obligatorily belonging to a group/ a community
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Furthermore, the following question has also been discussed based on the findings of the study:
“If not so, is the preference of the selected lexemes with {-CA} and {-CAk} by the participants
consistent with TNC?”. The results obtained from the database shows that there is partial
consistency with the TNC and the reason of this consequence if and only if could be interpreted
on a larger database with more participants. In addition, we try to detect a possible answer for
the last question; “Could the adverbial suffixes {-CA} and {-CAk} be utilized as {-CA(k)}
uniquely?”: The community adverbs with these adverbial suffixes showed that in some
situations they both have the same sense of “unity”, but they may have different references.
Therefore, such a linguistic representation {-CA(k)} could be suggested because their references
might be common or not; however, this representation could be limited to the community
adverbs.
As a consequence, the community adverbs investigated here could be searched in detail in
further studies. To make a generalization, this study could be carried out with a big sample and
searching different corpora. Moreover by checking whether the morphemes having the meaning
of “togetherness” in other agglutinative languages is represented with such morphological
forms, certain common comments on competence could be done in the framework of contrastive
linguistic studies.
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CİNSEL İSTİSMAR SUÇLARINDA SANIK İFADE
TUTANAKLARININ SÖYLEM İNCELEMESİ: BİTLİS İLİ ÖRNEĞİ
Emrullah ŞEKER
Bitlis Eren Üniversitesi, emrullahseker@yahoo.com
Özet
Cinsel suç ile ilgili davalı tarafların ifadelerinin analizinin yapıldığı bu çalışmanın amacı sanık
ifade tutanaklarını söylem açısından incelemek ve şüpheli ifadelerinde geçen söylem unsurları
arasındaki benzerlikleri tespit ederek şüpheli özne, cinsel nesne, mekân ve sosyal çevre
arasındaki ilişkileri saptamaktır. Bitlis ili örneğinde yürütülen bu çalışmada sanık ifade
tutanaklarında kullanılan dil söylem çözümlemesi yöntemleri ve içerik analizi ile çözümlenmiş
ve elde edilen veriler dilbilimsel bir disiplin ve psikanalisttik bir yaklaşımla incelenmiştir. Bu
bağlamda toplam 10 vakaya ait sanık ifadeleri sosyal çevre, şüpheli özne ve cinsel nesne
açısından incelendi. İncelenen vakalarda cinsel istismar mağdurlarının dördü kız üçü de erkek
olmak üzere yedisinin çocuk olduğu, üçünün ise genç yetişkin kadın oldukları tespit edildi. Bu
vakalardan üçünün aile içinde yakın akrabalar arasında gerçekleştiği belirlendi. Cinsel istismar
sanıklarının ise tümünün yetişkin erkek olduğu ve mağdurla ekonomik veya sosyal bir bağının
olduğu belirlendi. Araştırma sonucunda ekonomik ve sosyal ilişkilerde hiyerarşik bir üstünlük
sahibi olan sanıkların bu bağlar ile sosyal ilişkileri, özellikle de akraba ilişkilerini, ifade eden
dilsel göstergeleri ifade tutanaklarında sıklıkla kullandıkları belirlendi. Bazı vakalarda dinsel
simgelerin dolaylı da olsa kullanıldığı, doğrudan olayın niteliği ile ilgili ifadelerden çok dolaylı,
ilgisiz veya belirsiz ifadelerin daha yaygın kullanıldığı tespit edildi. İfade tutanaklarında cinsel
istismar öznelerin genel olarak cinsel nesneye erişimde genellikle şiddetten uzak sevi odaklı bir
söylem geliştirdikleri tespit edildi. Ayrıca öznelerin nesnelerine ikincil bir amaçla yaklaştığı ve
daha çok cinsel sapkınlık sayılacak yollarla haz alma ve doyuma erişme amacı taşıdıkları
sonucuna varılmıştır. Sonuç olarak bu çalışma sayıları gün geçtikçe artan cinsel saldırı ve
istismar mağduru çocuk ve kadınlar için dezavantaj oluşturabilecek durumların giderilmesi,
cinsel eğitimin içeriği, şüpheli söylem profilinin oluşturulması açısından adalet, eğitim ve
güvenlik kurumlarına bilimsel bir bilirkişi hizmeti verebilmesi açısından önemlidir.
Anahtar Kelimeler: cinsel suç, söylem çözümlemesi, psikanaliz, ifade tutanakları, çocuk
istismarı
Abstract
The aim of this study, which analyses the statements of defendant parties related to sexual
crime, is to examine the minutes of the accused in terms of discourse and to identify the
similarities between the discourse elements in the suspects’ statements, and to determine the
relationships between the suspect subject, sexual object, space and social environment. In this
study conducted in Bitlis province, the language discourse analysis methods and content
analysis used in the suspects’ statements were analysed and the data obtained were examined
with a linguistic discipline and psychoanalytic approach. In this context, the statements of the
defendants belonging to a total of 10 cases were examined in terms of social environment,
suspicious subject and sexual object. In the cases examined, it was found that seven of the
victims of sexual abuse were children, four of them were girls and three of them were children,
and three were young adult women. It was determined that three of these cases occurred
among close relatives in the family. The sexual abuse suspects were all adult males and had an
economic or social bond with the victim. As a result of the research, it was determined that the
defendants, who have a hierarchical superiority in economic and social relations, often use
linguistic indicators expressing these relations and social relations, especially relative relations,
in their minutes of expression. In some cases, it was found that religious symbols were used,
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albeit indirectly or indirectly, irrelevant or ambiguous expressions were more commonly used
than direct statements about the nature of the event. It was found that sexual abuse subjects
generally developed a love-oriented discourse in accessing sexual objects. In addition, it was
concluded that subjects approach their objects with a secondary purpose and aim to obtain
pleasure and satisfaction in ways that can be considered as sexual perversity. As a result, this
study is important in terms of providing a scientific expert service to justice, education and
security institutions in terms of content of sexual education and the formation of suspicious
discourse profile.
Key Words: sexual crime, discourse analysis, psychoanalysis, statements, child abuse
Giriş
İletişimin temel ihtiyaçlarını gerçekleştirme amaçlı bağlamdan bağımsız gözleme dayalı olguyu
açıklayan betimleyen nesnel anlatılardan ziyade öznel duygu ve düşünceler barındıran belirli
bir bağlamı olan söylemler haz amaçlı üretilen veya üretildiğinde haz veren dil çıktıları olarak
değerlendirilebilir. Bu dilsel ürünler tıpkı dilin haz alma işlevinde etkin rol oynadığı cinsellikte
ve beslenmede olduğu gibi eşiği ve çıtası sürekli değişen doyum noktasının ötesinde bir haz
alma işlevinin sonucu ortaya çıkar. Organ dil ile sınırsız birleşimlerle simgeleşen her imge temel
içgüdüleri tatmin etmeye yönelik bir haz kaynağı olabilir. Bu pencereden bakıldığında siyasi,
dini, kültürel, sanatsal, edebi birçok dilsel ürün sadece haz almak amaçlı birer simgeler
dizinine dönüşebilir. Böylece dil ve cinsellik ilişkisi dil ve haz alma ilişkisi bağlamında dilin
temel işlevlerinin bir sonucu olarak ortaya çıkan dilsel ve zihinsel birçok durumu açıklayabilir.
Bu nedenle nevrotik rahatsızlıkların sağaltımı için bir yöntem olarak kullanılan psikanalizin
aynı zamanda toplumsal vakaların incelenmesinde de sosyologlar tarafından kullanılmıştır.
Tıpkı psikanalistlerin bireyin davranışlarını çözümlemek için bireyin zihnin dünyasından
kaynaklanan dışavurumları inceledikleri gibi psikanalitik sosyologlar da toplum davranışlarını
çözümlemede benzer yöntemlere başvurmuşlardır (Reich,1970). Örneğin toplumsallaşma
sürecinin ilk evresi olan aile yaşamındaki deneyimler inkâr, kısıtlama, yasaklama ve otorite
ilkelerinin genellikle baba ile ilişkilendirilmesine yol açar. Buna göre “baba gerçeklik ilkesini,
anne ise haz ilkesini temsil eder” (Jones, 2004: 34). Bununla ilgili olarak Campbell (2000)
“Freudçuların her birimizin durmaksızın babasını katlettiğini, annesiyle evlendiğini söyler- ama
bilinç dışında bunu yapmanın dolambaçlı simgesel yolları ve ardından gelen zorlayıcı
eylemliliğin ussallaştırmalarının bireysel yaşamlarımızı ve ortak uygarlığımızı oluşturduğunu”
iddia eder (s.387). Freud’a göre medeniyet insanlığın mutsuzluğunun, hoşnutsuzluğunun ve
rahatsızlıklarının kaynağıdır ve insan topluma ve medeniyete karşı bilinçaltı bir düşmanlık
besler. Bireyin gücü ve istekleri grubun gücü ve isteklerine feda edilir. Toplu yaşam bireyin
özgülüğünü kısıtlar ve özgürlükleri korumak için var olduğu düşünülen sosyal kurumlar
aslında özgürlükleri sınırlar ve birçok hoşnutsuzluğun da temelini oluşturur. Toplumsal
baskılar insandan içgüdülerini terk etmesini veya bastırmasını ister. Bu durum da bireylerde
anksiyete, mazoşizm, sadizm ve suçluluk duygusu gibi patolojik rahatsızlıkların ortaya
çıkmasına neden olur (Freud, 1998; 1999).
İletişimsel dilin ortaya çıkışının en ilkel sebebi açlıktır. Hem fiziksel hem de cinsel açlıktır.
Dolayısıyla ayartma ihtiyacıdır. “Biyolojide insanların ve hayvanların cinsellik ve açlık gibi
ihtiyaçlarını gerçekleştirmesini sağlayan itici gücün dürtüler olduğu kabul edilir” (Freud, 2014:
s.11). Bu durum hayvanlarda da gözlemlenebilir. Ancak insanın doyumsuzluğu ve haz peşinde
koşuşu ve cinsel tercihlerindeki ikilem onu dili daha sembolik, daha anlamlı ve düzenli ses
kombinasyonlarına (berimlemeye) yöneltmiştir. Dedikodu ve yalan söylemeye olan ihtiyaç
sembolik kurguları gerektirmiştir. Harari (2015) bilişsel devrimin arifesinde dedikodunun dilin
ortaya çıkışını ve böylece homo-sapiensin daha büyük ve daha istikrarlı medeniyetler
kurabilmesini sağladığını iddia eder. Sözcükleri bir araya getirişlerindeki düzenlilikler veya
modern insanın doğuştan sahip olduğu evrensel bir dil bilgisinin niteliği bu berimsel
kombinasyonların hayatın her alanını etkileyen temel içgüdülerin itkilerine cevap veren bir
özellik gösterirler. Buna göre içgüdüler asla yok edilmez ancak yönlendirilir. Bu yönlendirme ya
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fantezi, sanat, fetişizm gibi farklı formlardaki coşkular şeklinde ya da alkol, uyuşturucu veya
sigara gibi madde kullanımı gibi farklı şekillerde ortaya çıkar (Gay, 1995). Dil, zihin, cinsellik ve
söylem arasındaki bu ilişkiler cinsel istismar suçlarında dikkate alınması gereken önemli veriler
sağlayabilir. Cinsel sapkınlıklarda olduğu gibi söylemde de sapıklık olarak düşünülebilecek
etkinlikler vardır. Örneğin Freud dil sürçmelerini masum bir hatadan çok bilinçaltının dışa
vurumu olarak görür. Sanık ifadelerinin söyleminin dilbilimsel incelemesiyle elde edilen bu
türden bulgular adli dilbilim çalışmaları ve dolayısıyla adalet kurumlarında cinsel istismar
sanıklarının söylem profillerinin çıkarılmasında kullanılabilir.
Sonuç olarak cinsel suç ile ilgili davalı tarafların ifadelerinin analizinin yapıldığı bu nitel
araştırmanın amacı psikanalisttik bir yaklaşımla sanık ifade tutanaklarını söylem açısından
incelemek ve şüpheli ifadelerinde geçen söylem unsurları arasındaki benzerlikleri tespit ederek
şüpheli özne, cinsel nesne, mekân ve sosyal çevre arasındaki ilişkileri saptamaktır. Bu
bağlamda söylem ve söylem çözümlemesi ile araştırmanın kavramsal çerçevesinin tanıtıldığı
ikinci bölümden sonra çalışmanın üçüncü bölümünde araştırmanın yöntemi, evreni, veri
toplama ve değerlendirme araçları açıklanmaktadır. Araştırma bulgularının paylaşıldığı ve
değerlendirildiği dördüncü bölümden sonra altıncı bölümde çalışma sonunda varılan sonuçlar
aktarılmaktadır.
Söylem Çözümlemesi ve Psikanaliz
Söylem “dilin bireysel kullanımını yansıtan, kullanıldığı ya da üretildiği bağlamın hem yaratıcısı
hem ürünü; sosyal ilişki, sosyal kurum ve ürün olabilen yazılı veya sözlü dilsel ürün” olarak
tanımlanabilir (Gür, 2013:190). Söylem konuşucu, dil ve bağlam arasındaki ilişkiler göz önünde
bulundurularak iletişimsel amaçla üretilen dilsel üründür (Günay, 2013: 36; Kıran ve Kıran,
2010:222). Söylem çözümlemesi ise üretilen bir sözcede sözcelem durumuna göre konuşan
kişinin söylediklerinin, söylemek istediklerinin ve söylemek istemediklerinin tespit edilmeye
çalışılmasıdır (Günay, 2013: 52). Söylem çözümlemesi veri analizi yöntemi olan içerik
çözümlemesi ise “yazılı ya da sözlü söylemi nicel verilere dönüştürüp, bu nicel verilerden
hareketle çıkarımlarda bulunma işi” olarak tanımlanır (Günay, 2013: 159; Gür, 2013:193).
Çalışmamızda kullandığımız sözlüksel alan kavramı “aynı kavram ya da vaka etrafında
öbekleşen sözcükler bütününün oluşturduğu ağ” olarak tanımlanır (Kıran ve Kıran, 2010: 256;
ayrıca bknz, Günay, 2007: 89-102). Buna göre sözcük dizini her bir sözlüksel alan içerisinde
yer alan sözcük grubunu oluşturur. Çalışmamızda ayrıca sanık ifade tutanaklarındaki söylem
parçalarında belli bir sözlüksel alan içerisinde bazı sözcüklerin yinelendiği tespit edilmiştir. Bu
şekilde herhangi bir söylem parçasında yinelenen sözcükler motif olarak tanımlanır (Kıran ve
Kıran, 2010: 256; ayrıca bknz, Günay, 2007: 89-102).
Üretilen bir sözcenin üretildiği dış ortam ile ilişkileri ne kadar önemli ise, konuşucunun iç
dünyası ve zihinsel yapısıyla olan ilişkisi de o kadar önemlidir. Her ne kadar üretilen somut
sözcenin alıcısıyla ve üretildiği zaman ve uzam ile ilişkisi o sözcenin üretiliş amacıyla ilişkili
olsa da, o sözcenin üretim kaynağı da zihinde töz halinde bulunan duygu ve düşüncelerdir.
Yani bağlamsal durum sözcenin üretiliş amacı ile ilişkiliyken, zihinsel itkiler tözün oluşma
nedenidir. Böylece Psikanalitik söylem çözümlemesi bir söylem örneğinde üretilen sözce ile
birlikte o sözcenin tözünü oluşturan zihinsel nedenlerin de söylem çözümlemesine dâhil
edilmesidir. Tabi ki “psikanaliz birçok soruya doğrudan bir yanıt veremez ama onun yardımıyla
açığa çıkan veriler dolaylı cevap oluşturabilir” (Freud, 1998: 69-70). Freud (2014) ayrıca “cinsel
etkinliğe öncülük eden” bazı fiziksel temaslardan oluşan “ara bağlantılardan” söz eder ve bu
temasların cinsel amaca götüren zevk verici ve ateşleyici ilk basamaklar olduğunu savunur
(s.23). Bu ara dokunuşların en önemlilerinden biri olarak da “ağız mukozasının birbirine
değme” eylemi olarak bilinen ve organ dilin de oldukça aktif olduğu öpme eylemini görür. Cinsel
aygıta ait olmayan ve sindirim aygıtının girişini oluşturan bedenin bu bölümü ile yapılan öpme
eylemini cinsel amaçla ilgili bir sapma ve sapıklık olarak sınıflandırır. “Cinsel dürtüyü tatminle
görevli cinsel nesneye verilen değer her zaman üreme organları ile sınırlı kalmaz, nesnenin
bütün bedenine yayılır ve o kaynaktan çıkan bütün duyuları ele geçirmeye eğilim gösterir”
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(Freud, 2014: s.23). Böylece “asıl üreme organlarının birleşmesi ile sınırlanmış cinsel amaçla
uzlaşamayan fazla değer verme, bedenin diğer bölümlerini de cinsel amaçlar haline getirir”
(Freud, 2014: s.24). Bu durum cinsel nesnenin kusursuzluğuna, ondan çıkan yargılara boyun
eğmeye ve kolay inanmaya yol açan ve cinsel nesneye fazla değer verme sonucu beliren aşk
vakası ile sonuçlanır. Cinsel nesneye aşırı değer verme ve dolayısıyla aşk da sanatı
araçsallaştırır. Sonuçta görsel, sözlü ve yazılı edebiyat türleri yüzey de aşkın derin de ise
cinselliğin ortaya çıkardığı cinsel nesneye fazla değer verme etkinliğinin doğurduğu ürünler
olarak kabul edilebilir. Bu ürünlerden sözlü ve yazılı sanatların birer dilsel ürün olduğu dikkate
alındığında ise dil ve cinsellik arasındaki bağın görünenden çok daha derin ilişkiler üzerine
kurulu olduğu sonucuna varılabilir. Fazla abartılmış gibi düşünülebilecek bu çıkarımı biraz
daha abartırsak, söylenen her öznel ifadenin belli bir ölçüde bir sanat eseri olduğu ve her sanat
eserinde fazla cinsel değer verme kaynaklı izlere rastlanabileceği gibi diğer temel veya ikincil
dürtülerin de izlerini aramak dilsel çıktılara parmak izi niteliğinde bir değer katacaktır.
Yöntem
Bu bağlamda Bitlis ili örneğinde yürütülen bu çalışmada sanık ifade tutanaklarında kullanılan
dil söylem çözümlemesi yöntemleri ve içerik analizi ile çözümlenmiş ve elde edilen veriler
dilbilimsel bir disiplin ve psikanalisttik bir yaklaşımla incelenmiştir. Bu bağlamda toplam 10
vakaya ait sanık ifadeleri sosyal çevre, şüpheli özne ve cinsel nesne açısından incelendi.
İncelenen vakalarda cinsel istismar mağdurlarının dördü kız üçü de erkek olmak üzere
yedisinin çocuk olduğu, üçünün ise genç yetişkin kadın oldukları tespit edildi. Bu vakalardan
üçünün aile içinde yakın akrabalar arasında gerçekleştiği belirlendi. Cinsel istismar
sanıklarının ise tümünün yetişkin erkek olduğu ve mağdurla ekonomik veya sosyal bir bağının
olduğu belirlendi. Çalışmada cinsel istismar sanıklarının ifadelerinden elde edilen verilere göre
cinsel istismar sanıklarının ifade tutanaklarında en sık kullanılan 2077 sözcük sınıflandırılarak
nicel veriler elde edildi.
Araştırma Evreni ve Örneklem
Araştırmamızın evrenini cinsel suç ile ilişkilendirilen davalı tarafların ifade tutanakları
oluşturmaktadır. Bu araştırma evreni Bitlis ili cumhuriyet başsavcılığına bağlı adli
kurumlardaki ifade tutanakları ile sınırlandırıldı. Ardından Bitlis ili Cumhuriyet Başsavcılığı I.
Ağır ceza Mahkemesinde görülen, cinsel istismar sanığı olarak ifadeleri alınan ve mahkûmiyet
veya takipsizlikle sonuçlanan 10 adet davaya ait sanık ifade tutanakları ile benzeşik bir
örneklem alt grubu oluşturuldu.
Verilerin Toplanması
Yapılacak araştırma için Bitlis İli Cumhuriyet Başsavcılığından 03.09.2018 ve 4453 sayılı yazılı
izin alındı. Alınan resmi izinle Bitlis İli Adliyesi arşivinden tamamlanmış cinsel suç davaları
arasından mahkûmiyet veya takipsizlikle sonuçlanan 10 adet davaya ait sanık ifade tutanağı
belirlendi. Bu vakalarda özel mekân isimleri, müşteki, mağdur, sanık ve tanık isimleri gizli
tutuldu.
1. Vaka: 12 yaşını tamamlamamış çocuğun cinsel istismarı. Mağdur kız çocuğu. Sanık:
yetişkin yabancı erkek (babasının arkadaşı). Şehir.
2. Vaka: Çocuğun nitelikli cinsel istismarı. 15 yaşında kız çocuğu. Sanık: yetişkin erkek.
İşyerinden tanışık. Ticari ilişki. Şehir.
3. Vaka: 12 yaşını tamamlamamış çocuğun cinsel istismarı (kız çocuğu). Sanık: Abisi (17).
Köy.
4. Vaka: 12 yaşını tamamlamamış çocuğun cinsel istismarı (kız çocuğu). Sanık: Babası.
Köy.
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5. Vaka: 12 yaşını tamamlamamış çocuğun cinsel istismarı (erkek çocuğu). Sanık: Yetişkin
erkek kuzen. Köy.
6. Vaka: Cinsel Taciz. Mağdur yetişkin kadın. Sanık: Yetişkin erkek. Ticari ilişki. Şehir.
7. Vaka: Çocuğun nitelikli cinsel istismarı. 13 yaşında erkek çocuğu. Sanık: yetişkin erkek
işyeri sahibi. Ticari ilişki. Şehir.
8. Vaka: Çocuğun nitelikli cinsel istismarı. 15 yaşında erkek çocuğu. Sanık: yetişkin erkek.
Ticari ilişki. Şehir.
9. Vaka: 2. Vaka: Kişiyi hürriyetinden yoksun bırakma, Çocuğun cinsel istismarı, cinsel
taciz: 16 yaşında kız çocuğu. Sanık: yetişkin erkek. Yardım isteme. Şehir.
10. Vaka: Çocuğun nitelikli cinsel istismarı ve suça yardım etmek. 15 yaşında kız çocuğu.
Sanıklar: yetişkin erkek akraba. Köy.
Verilerin Çözümlenmesi
Araştırmamızda öncelikle her bir sanık ifade tutanağına ait incelemeye değer sözcük veya söz
öbekleri belirlenmiştir. Bunu yaparken ayrı sözcüklerin tek bir işleve sahip öbek anlam
oluşturduğu söz öbekleri ( ör: yalan söylemek-eylem, bir senedir- zarf) söylem incelemesi
niteliğindeki bu çalışmada sözcük frekanslarının ve sayılarının tutarlılık ve güvenirlik sağlaması
için tek bir dil bilgisel öğe olarak sayılmıştır. Farklı çekim veya hal ekleri almış sözcükler (ör:
çocuklar, çocukları, çocuklara v.s.) aynı sözcük olarak sayılmış ve sınıflandırılmıştır
(çocuklarx3). İçerik analizi ile belirlenen bazı sözcükler ile bu sözcüklerin oluşturduğu sözlüksel
alan, motif ve sözcük dizinleri kullanım sıklığına göre sınıflandırıldı. Sınıflandırılan veriler daha
sonra tablo ve şekillerle gösterildi. Çalışmamızda ifade tutanaklarında geçen mekân belirten
sözcük dizinleri ‘mekân’, vakanın niteliği ve oluş şekli ile ilgili sözcük dizinleri ise ‘olay
’sözlüksel alanları olarak belirlenmiştir. Ayrıca sanık ifadelerinde sanıkların sosyal ilişkiler ve
iletişim ile ilgili sözcük dizinleri ‘sosyal’; dini ve kültürel içerikli sözcük dizinleri ‘dini-kültürel’;
vakayla hiçbir şekilde ilgili olamayan sözcük dizinleri ‘ilgisiz’; şüphe ve olasılık bildiren kipler ve
sözcükler ‘belirsiz’; hakaret ve şiddet içerikli sözcük dizinleri ise ‘şiddet’ sözlüksel alanları
olarak belirlenmiştir. Ardından daha anlamlı sonuçlara ulaşabilmek için olay ve olay yeri ile
ilgili sözcük dizinleri ile sosyal, belirsiz, ilgisiz ve dini-kültürel sözlüksel alanları birleştirilerek
‘olayın niteliği ile ilgili’ ve ‘ilgisiz’ üst sözlüksel alanlar oluşturuldu. Çalışmamızda ayrıca sanık
ifade tutanaklarındaki söylem parçalarında belli bir sözlüksel alan içerisinde bazı sözcüklerin
yinelendiği tespit edilmiştir. Bu sınıflandırmalar yoluyla cinsel suç sanıklarının söylem profili ile
ilgili çıkarımlarda bulunuldu.
Bulgular ve Tartışma
İncelenen vakalarda cinsel istismar mağdurlarının dördü 12 yaş altı olmak üzere, altısı kız üçü
de erkek toplam dokuzunun çocuk oldukları, birinin ise genç yetişkin kadın olduğu tespit
edildi. Bu vakalardan üçünün aile içinde yakın akrabalar arasında gerçekleştiği belirlendi.
Cinsel istismar sanıklarının ise tümünün yetişkin erkek olduğu (bir tanesi 17 yaş) ve mağdurla
ekonomik veya sosyal bir bağının olduğu belirlendi. Çalışmada cinsel istismar sanıklarının
ifadelerinden elde edilen verilere göre cinsel istismar sanıklarının ifade tutanaklarında en sık
kullanılan 2077 sözcük sözlüksel alan, sözcük dizinleri ve motiflerine göre sınıflandırılarak
nicel veriler elde edildi (Tablo 1).
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Tablo 1. Sözcük dizinleri ve vakalara göre dağılımı
Vakalar
1. Vaka
2. Vaka
3. Vaka
4. Vaka
5. Vaka
6. Vaka
7. Vaka
8. Vaka
9. Vaka
10. Vaka
Toplam

Mekan
27
20
20
9
25
18
44
43
33
34
273

Olay
92
48
92
40
10
73
45
99
63
96
658

Sosyal
55
30
40
59
15
121
53
122
52
75
622

Dini-Kültürel

İlgisiz
2
0
0
10
0
8
10
2
3
46
81

Belirsiz

39
17
5
17
13
7
9
75
18
10
210

Şiddet

12
0
30
16
6
24
39
21
14
11
173

0
4
4
8
0
23
0
0
2
19
60

Toplam
227
119
191
159
69
274
200
362
185
291
2077

İfade tutanaklarında en sık kullanılan motifler Şekil 2’de gösterilmiştir.
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Şekil 2. İfade Tutanaklarında En sık kullanılan Motifler
Olay yeri açısından vakaların çoğunluğunda ilgili veya ilgisiz bir şekilde vasıta (otomobil,
minibüs, otobüs) ve su kenarı (sahil, göl, gölet, su kanalı) sözcük dizinlerini yoğun olarak
kullandıkları belirlendi. Bazı vakalarda sanıkların dinsel sözcük dizinlerini yerli yersiz sıklıkla
kullandıkları tespit edildi. Bu tespiti Freud (2016) “insanların o büyük topluluğun uğruna
cinsellik ve sapkınlık özgürlüğünden feda ettikleri şeyin üzerine inşa olan kutsallık” olarak
tanımlamaktadır (s. 38). “Üst-Ben’den (sosyal çevre ve otoriteden) duyulan endişe, korku ve
kaygının herhangi bir şekilde bütün zihinsel hastalık belirtilerinin ve sapkınlıkların arkasında
kendini ele verdiği” düşünüldüğünde psikanalitik söylem çözümlemesinden elde edilen bu
türden verilerin önemi daha iyi anlaşılmaktadır (Freud, 2016: s.155). Bununla birlikte Freud
genel anlamda örgütlü din ve dindarlık olgusunun kitlesel bir yanılgı olduğunu ve nedenini
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bebeğin sahip olduğu çaresizlik ve daha güçlü bir kuvvet tarafından korunmaya olan
gereksinim ile açıklar.
Elde edilen verilerden, ayrıca, doğrudan olayın niteliği ile ilgili ifadelerden çok dolaylı, ilgisiz
veya belirsiz ifadelerin yoğunlukla kullanıldığı tespit edildi. Buna göre ekonomik ve sosyal
ilişkilerde hiyerarşik bir üstünlük sahibi olan sanıkların bu bağlar ile sosyal ilişkileri, özellikle
de akraba ilişkilerini, ifade eden dilsel göstergeleri ifade tutanaklarında sıklıkla kullandıkları
belirlendi (bknz. Şekil 3).

Vakalara Göre
Sosyal İçerikli Sözcük Kullanımı
50,00%
45,00%
40,00%
35,00%
30,00%
25,00%
20,00%
15,00%
10,00%
5,00%
0,00%
1. Vaka

2. Vaka

3. Vaka

4. Vaka

5. Vaka

6. Vaka

7. Vaka

8. Vaka

9. Vaka

10. Vaka

Şekil 3. Belirsizlik içeren sözcük dağılımları
Buna göre, ifade tutanaklarının hemen hemen hepsinde sanıkların sosyal ilişkiler sözlüksel
alanına, özellikle de akraba ilişkileri, ait sözcük dizinlerini (baba, anne, yenge, enişte, kayın,
arkadaş, dayı, amca, kardeş vb.) ifade tutanaklarında ilgili ve ilgisiz bir şekilde sıklıkla
kullandıkları ve benzer söylem motifleri oluşturdukları belirlendi.
Şekil 4, 5 ve 6’da ise vakanın niteliği ile ilgili olan ve olmayan sözcük dizinlerinin dağılımı
karşılaştırmalı olarak gösterilmiştir.

Vakanın Niteliği (Olay-Olay Yeri Sözlüksel Alan) ile ilgili Sözcük
Dizinleri
60,00%
50,00%
40,00%
30,00%
20,00%
10,00%
0,00%
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10. Vaka

Şekil 4. Vakanın Niteliği ile İlgili Sözcük Dizinleri
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Vakanın niteliği ile ilgisiz sözlüksel alanların
(Sosyal/Belirsiz/İlgisiz/Dini) Sözcük Dizinleri
70,00%
60,00%
50,00%
40,00%
30,00%
20,00%
10,00%
0,00%
1. Vaka

2. Vaka

3. Vaka
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5. Vaka

6. Vaka

7. Vaka

8. Vaka

9. Vaka

10. Vaka

Şekil 5. Vakanın Niteliği ile İlgili Olmayan Sözcük Dizinleri

Vakanın Niteliği ile İlgili ve İlgisiz Sözcük Dizinleri
250
200
150
100
50
0
1. Vaka

2. Vaka

3. Vaka

4. Vaka

5. Vaka
İlgili

6. Vaka

7. Vaka

8. Vaka

9. Vaka

10. Vaka

İlgisiz

Şekil 6. Vakanın Niteliği ile İlgili ve İlgisiz Sözcük Dizinlerinin Karşılaştırılması
Buna göre toplam sözcük dizinleri arasında olayın niteliği ile ilgisiz sözcük dizinlerinin ifade
tutanaklarında incelenen toplam sözcüklere oranı aşağıda gösterilmiştir (bknz. Şekil 7).
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Olayın Niteliği ile İlgisiz Sözlüksel Alan/Toplam

48%

52%

Sos-İLGZ

Diğer

Şekil 7. Olay ile ilgisiz olarak kullanılan sözcüklerin Toplam sözcüklere Oranı
İfade tutanaklarında ayrıca cinsel istismar öznelerinin cinsel nesneye erişimde genellikle
şiddetten uzak sevi odaklı bir dil kullandıkları, sıkı akraba ilişkilerini veya ekonomik bağları
vurgulayarak cinsel nesneye yaklaştıkları tespit edilmiştir. Ayrıca ifade tutanaklarında da
şiddet sözlüksel alanının payının diğer alanlara oranla oldukça düşük olduğu belirlenmiştir
(bknz. Şekil 8 ve 9).

Şiddet Sözlüksel Alanının Vakalara Göre Dağılımı
25
20
15
10
5
0
1. Vaka

2. Vaka

3. Vaka

4. Vaka

5. Vaka

6. Vaka

7. Vaka

8. Vaka

9. Vaka

10. Vaka

Şekil 8. Şiddet İçerikli Sözcüklerin Vakalara Göre Dağılımları
İfade tutanaklarında ayrıca cinsel istismar öznelerinin genel olarak cinsel nesneye erişimde
genellikle şiddetten uzak sevi odaklı bir söylem geliştirdikleri, sıkı akraba ilişkileri veya
ekonomik bağları vurgulayarak cinsel nesne seçimini gerekçelendirdikleri sonucuna varılmıştır
(Şekil 8).
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Şiddet Sözlüksel Alanı

Şiddet

Diğer

Şekil 8. Şiddet Sözcük Alanının Toplam Sözcüklere Oranı
İfade tutanaklarında gerek söylem motifleri, gerekse sosyal ilişkiler ve şiddet sözlüksel
alanlarından elde edilen bulgularda bu sanıkların hiçbirinin ciddi bir direnişle karşılaşmadığı
ve özellikle çocuk mağdurların sosyal ve ekonomik hiyerarşiye karşı savunmasız ve eğitimsiz
olduklarını ortaya koymuştur. Mağdur açısından “Üst-Ben’den duyulan endişe, korku, kaygı
herhangi bir şekilde bütün hastalık belirtilerinin arkasında kendini ele vermektedir” (Freud,
2016: s.155). Sanıklar açısından ise “erkek ve kadınların çoğu göreceli olarak bilinçdışı
denebilecek medeni ve kabilesel alışkanlıklarından daha macerasız olan yolu yeğler” (Campbell,
2000: S.30). Ayrıca söylem motiflerinde sosyal ilişkiler ve dini-kültürel sözcük dizininin
yoğunluğuna karşın şiddet içerikli sözcük dizinlerinin seyrekliği “suçluluk duygusunun bizzat
kültürün kendisine karşıt yönde hareket eden saldırganlığın önüne set çekmek ve onu zararsız
hale getirmek amacıyla kullanılan bir araç” olarak kullanıldığını göstermektedir (Freud,
2016:52). Çünkü Freud (2016) suçluluk duygusunun “otoriteden duyulan endişe ve korku ile
Üst-Ben’den duyulan endişe ve korku kaynaklı” olduğunu savunur. Bunula birlikte Freud
(2016) vicdanın “dürtü tatmininden feragatin bir sonucu” olduğunu iddia eder (s.146). Bu tür
vaka öznelerinde dürtü tatmininin öne çıktığı yerde vicdanın devre dışı kaldığı düşünülebilir.
10 vakadan sadece üçünde nitelikli cinsel istismar olayına rastlanılması ve suçun cinsel niteliği
ile ilgili ifadelerde elde edilen bulgulardan öznelerin nesnelerine ikincil bir amaçla yaklaştığı ve
daha çok cinsel sapkınlık sayılacak yollarla haz alma ve doyuma erişme amacı taşıdıkları
sonucuna varılmıştır. Freud (2014) bilimsel deneylerin cinsel amaç ve cinsel nesne ile ilgili çok
sayıda sapma olduğunu ve sapıklıkla normal sayılabilecek cinsel davranışlar arasındaki
bağlantıları açıklamaya çalışır. Freud’a (2014) göre “normal cinsel amaç üreme bölümlerinin
cinsel birleşme yoluyla birbiriyle kaynaşmasıdır” (s. 23). Bu bağlamda Freud (2014) dönüklüğü
ve cinsel sapmaları göz önüne alarak, “cinselliğin tek amacının cinsel organ yoluyla cinsel
birleşme olmadığını ve mastürbasyonun çoğu zaman tek amaç olduğunu” belirtir (s.20).
Devamında “cinselliğin amaçları arasında ağız mukozası ile dokunmanın en çok aranılan
amaçlardan biri olduğunu” iddia eder. Freud (2014) cinsel dürtü ile cinsel nesne ilişkisini
açıklamaya çalışırken bu iki olguyu birbirinden ayırmaya çalışır. Cinsel dürtüyü nesnesinden
ve nesneden gelen uyarmalardan bağımsız olarak düşünür (s.21). Hatta yaptığı gözlemlere
dayanarak faklı şartlar altında ve hiç de küçümsenemeyecek sayıdaki bireyler için cinsel
nesnenin türü ve niteliğinin öncelikli bir önemi olmadığını öne sürer. Buradan yola çıkarak da
“cinsel dürtünün temel ve değişmez öğesini oluşturan şeyin nesne olmadığını” iddia eder
(Freud, 2014: s.22).
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Sonuç
Çalışmada elde edilen bulgulara göre bu tür cinsel istismar vakalarında sanıkların olay yeri,
olayın niteliği, sosyal ilişkiler açısından benzer söylem içerikleri gösterdikleri tespit edildi. Buna
göre ekonomik ve sosyal ilişkilerde hiyerarşik bir üstünlük sahibi olan sanıkların bu bağlar ile
sosyal ilişkileri, özellikle de akraba ilişkilerini, ifade eden sözcük dizinlerini ifade tutanaklarında
sıklıkla kullandıkları ve cinsel nesnelerine de bu hiyerarşik bağları istismar ederek yaklaştıkları
belirlendi. Bazı sanıkların dinsel sözcük dizinlerini yer yer kullandıkları, doğrudan olayın
niteliği ile ilgili sözlüksel alan dizinlerinden çok ilgisizlik veya belirsizlik sözlüksel alanlarına ait
sözcük dizinlerinin daha yaygın kullanıldığı tespit edildi. Olay yeri açısından vakaların
çoğunluğunda ilgili veya ilgisiz bir şekilde vasıta (otomobil, minibüs, otobüs) ve su kenarı (sahil,
göl, gölet, su kanalı) sözcük dizinlerini yoğun olarak kullandıkları belirlendi. İfade
tutanaklarında cinsel istismar öznelerin genel olarak cinsel nesneye erişimde genellikle
şiddetten uzak sevi odaklı bir söylem geliştirdikleri, sıkı akraba ilişkileri veya ekonomik bağları
vurgulayarak cinsel nesne seçimini gerekçelendirdikleri sonucuna varılmıştır. Bu bağlamda
çocukların toplumsal öğreti kaynaklı büyüklere, yabancılara, akrabalara, veli nimete olan
minnettarlık ve saygı hiyerarşisi, bedenlerinin dokunulmazlığı gibi konularda istismara açık bir
bilinç düzeyinde oldukları tespit edildi. Ayrıca cinsel istismar olayının niteliği ile ilgili ifadelerde
elde edilen bulgulardan öznelerin nesnelerine ikincil bir amaçla yaklaştığı ve daha çok cinsel
amaçtan sapma sayılacak yollarla haz alma ve doyuma erişme amacı taşıdıkları sonucuna
varılmıştır. Bu ve bundan önceki nedenlerle cinsel suçları önleme ve çocukları bu saldırılardan
korumak konusunda çocukların cinsel eğitiminde veli ve eğitim kurumlarının bu konuyu
dikkate almaları özellikle önerilmektedir. Sonuç olarak bu çalışma sayıları gün geçtikçe artan
cinsel saldırı ve istismar mağduru çocuk ve kadınlar için dezavantaj oluşturabilecek
durumların giderilmesi, cinsel eğitimin içeriği, şüpheli söylem profilinin oluşturulması ve
toplumsal kalkınma yolunda adalet ve güvenlik kurumlarına daha çağdaş ve bilimsel bir
bilirkişi hizmeti verilebilmesi açısından önemli bulgular içermektedir.
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Introduction
With the arrival of ICT tools into everyday life, everyday life practices have drastically changed
in many domains, including business, service, industry and education. Of these domains, the
domain of education seems to be the most prone one to likely changes since the inclusion of
ICT tools in educational environments has challenged and transformed the traditional roles of
teachers and learners. Within the domain of education, the ICT tools are now a central part of
language teaching and such tools are used by teachers and learners for a plethora of purposes,
ranging from enhancing language skills to developing reflective and critical thinking (Ban &
Summers, 2010; Kavaliauskiene & Anusienė, 2009; Özel, 2013).
Apparent from the extant literature on ICT tools is that these tools may be merged into
language teaching in several ways. One simple way to integrate technology into language
classes is to use Web 2.0 tools (Başal & Aytan, 2014). Another way of integrating technology
into language classes is through using smart mobile devices, which have become a constituting
element of the field known as mobile assisted language learning (MALL). Smart devices, such as
smart phones, mobile phones, iPods, tablet PCs and hand-held computers, are reckoned to
liberate users from spatial- and temporal as well as time-related constraints in their endeavour
to reach information and knowledge (Burston, 2011; Gourova, Asenova & Dulev, 2013).
Against the backdrop of lack of research on pre-service English language teachers’ Web 2.0
awareness and experiences and the considerable importance attached to ICT tools in the policy
documents of MoNE (2017a, 2017b, 2018), it becomes relatively important to investigate preservice English teachers’ familiarity with and use of the key ICT tools in the Turkish context.
Bearing in mind the research gap in the literature and the heightened importance of ICT tools
in the Turkish educational context, the following research questions were formulated:
1. How familiar are the student teachers of English with emerging Web 2.0 technologies
and mobile applications?
2. How frequently student teachers of English use emerging Web 2.0 technologies and
mobile applications?
3. For what purposes do they use these tools and applications?
Methods
This study explores, describes and analyses the use of Web tools and mobile apps by student
teachers of English. The study is based upon a survey design, which is used to search a wide
range of issues and populations with the aim of exploring or describing any generalized features
(Cohen, Manion, & Morrison, 2010). Student teachers from two ELTE programs, located in the
central Anatolia, were asked to participate in the research voluntarily and they were selected in
line with a convenience sampling procedures. There were 278 female (71.65%) and 110 male
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(28.35%) participants in total. The main tool for data collection was a questionnaire, which
consists of four sections, 102 close-ended and four open-ended questions. The first two sections
(the familiarity and the use of Web 2.0 tools) were designed based on Son’s (2011)
categorization of online tools which was used by some other researchers (e.g., Shahrokni &
Sadeqjoola, 2015). Student teachers were also asked open-ended questions to determine the
purposes of using Web 2.0 tools and mobile apps they use and are willing to use in the future.
Descriptive statistics were used to quantify the obtained data from the questionnaire regarding
the results of the four foci of instrument, namely familiarity with Web 2.0 tools, the use of these
tools, familiarity with mobile apps, and the use of mobile application tools. The data from the
open-ended questions were analysed via descriptive content analysis and word cloud
visualizations.
Conclusion & Findings
The findings indicate that the student teachers are quite familiar with the tools such as chats,
e-mails, resource sharing, and web search engines. They had low levels of familiarity with the
technologies such as CMSs, Web exercise Creation, LMSs, Concordances, and corpora. As for
the tools which enable users to generate and document ideas and information as well as query
about words, phrases and chunks, student teachers’ familiarity with them was considerably
low. When the familiarity and the frequency of use are compared, it emerges that there is a
correlation between the familiarity and the use of online tools. It was also found that that the
apps that received the highest percentages were Youtube, Duolingo, Whats Up, i-tunes, and
TED. However, student teachers are not familiar with Umano, Zite, Mindsnacks, Mosalingua,
Charades, and Metro.
The results provide insightful data on the familiarity with the Web 2.0 tools and mobile apps as
well as the frequency of using these tools. However, there are some other aspects that could
possibly be covered by further research. As student teachers’ perceptions were not explored in
this study, further research may focus on student teachers’ perceptions of the use of ICT tools
in language teacher education programs. Future research can also explore the interrelation
among the opportunity, desire and personal preference to use online tools and mobile apps.
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Abstract
Critical literacy (CL) is an essential ingredient of higher education as the digital age and
emerging technologies lead to an overload of information in different forms owing to new
information systems and rapid innovative changes in today’s global world. Hence, 21 st century
education requires instructors to prepare learners as active agents for this saturated world
(Dionne, 2010). “Critical literacies and critical media literacies are being recognized as key
pieces in the adult education puzzle around the globe” (Waterhouse, 2012, p. 132), for
individuals should learn how to read not only the “word”, but also the “world” (Freire, 1972). To
this end, this study aimed at revealing the impact of genre-based reading instruction on
English as a Foreign Language (EFL) learners’ CL skills at tertiary level. Twenty-three
preparatory year students enrolled at a state university in the western part of Turkey
volunteered to participate in this quasi-experimental study. An online English version of the
California Critical Thinking Skills Test (CCTST) was utilized as the pre- and post-test. After
administering the pre-tests, a four-week genre-based reading instruction curriculum was
implemented in both groups. Different from the control group, “text critiquing” activities were
also incorporated into instruction in the treatment group in addition to “code breaking, text
participating, and text using” activities (Luke & Freebody, 1999). After the genre-based reading
instruction, the CCTST was re-administered. The results did not show a significant difference
in the pre- and post-test scores of the control and treatment groups, which was in line with the
findings presented in Facione’s (1990) report.
Keywords: critical literacy, critical thinking, (genre-based) reading instruction, higher
education
Özet
Günümüz küresel dünyasında dijital çağ ve gelişen teknolojiler, yeni bilgi sistemleri ile hızlı ve
çığır açıcı değişimler nedeniyle farklı biçimlerde sunulan yoğun bir bilgi akışını beraberinde
getirdiğinden, eleştirel okuryazarlık yüksek öğretimin ana unsurlarından biridir. Bu nedenle
21. yüzyıl eğitimi, eğitimcilerin öğrenicileri bu satüre edilmiş dünya için etkin kılıcılar olarak
hazırlamasını gerektirmektedir (Dionne, 2010). Bireylerin sadece “sözcükler”i değil “dünya”yı da
okumayı öğrenmesi gerektiğinden (Freire, 1972), “eleştirel okuryazarlıklar ve eleştirel medya
okuryazarlıkları, tüm dünyada yetişkin öğrenicilerin eğitimin sorununun temel parçaları olarak
kabul edilmektedir” (Waterhouse, 2012, p. 132). Bu amaçla, bu çalışma tür odaklı okuma
öğretiminin yükseköğretim kademesinde İngilizceyi yabancı dil olarak öğrenen yetişkin
öğrenenlerin eleştirel okuryazarlıklarına olan etkisini ortaya koymayı amaçlamaktadır. Bu yarı
deneysel çalışmaya Türkiye’de bulunan bir devlet üniversitesinde öğrenim gören 23 öğrenci
gönüllü katılım sağlamıştır. Ön-test ve son-test olarak Kaliforniya Eleştirel Düşünme Becerileri
Testi İngilizce ve çevrimiçi olarak uygulanmıştır. Ön-testlerin uygulanmasını takiben çalışmaya
katılan her iki grupta 4 haftalık tür odaklı okuma eğitimi uygulanmıştır. Kontrol gruptan farklı
olarak deney grubunun öğretimine “kod çözme, metne katılma ve metni kullanma”
etkinliklerinin yanı sıra “metin eleştirme” aktiviteleri de dahil edilmiştir (Luke & Freebody,
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1999). Tür odaklı okuma öğretiminden sonra Kaliforniya Eleştirel Düşünme Becerileri Testi
yeniden uygulanmıştır. Çalışmada Facione’nin (1990) raporunda elde edilen sonuçlarla uyumlu
sonuçlar elde edilmiştir. Çalışma sonuçları, kontrol ve deney gruplarının ön-test ve son-test
sonuçları arasında istatistiksel olarak önemli bir fark ortaya koymamıştır.
Anahtar Kelimeler: eleştirel okuryazarlık, eleştirel düşünme, (tür odaklı) okuma öğretimi,
yüksek öğretim
Introduction
Individuals are exposed to an overload of information in different forms due to new information
systems and rapid innovative changes in today’s global world, so education plays an important
role in giving meaning to texts presented in various forms. The digital age and emerging
technologies make critical literacy (CL) an essential ingredient of higher education, for learners
are constantly being exposed to instant and complex flow of information via the Internet and
computer technologies. As a result, learners need to develop their CL skills, namely the
exploration of multiple perspectives, high order thinking skills, and problem solving skills
(Fajardo, 2015).
Critical Literacy
The term “critical” means “the ability to argue and judge” (Luke, 2011, p. 3). This ability
constitutes the core component of reflective thinking defined as “the kind of thinking that
consists in turning a subject over in the mind and giving it a serious consecutive consideration”
by Dewey (1933, p. 3, as cited in Stapleton, 2001). According to Dewey, the primary purpose of
education is “learning to think” (as cited in Halpern, 1997, p. 5). Norris and Ennis (1989) define
critical thinking as “reasonable and reflective thinking that is focused upon deciding what to
believe and do” (p. 3, as cited in Stapleton, 2001). Scriven and Paul define critical thinking “the
intellectually disciplined process of actively and skillfully conceptualizing, applying, analyzing,
synthesizing, and/or evaluating information gathered from, or generated by, observation,
experience, reflection, reasoning, or communication, as a guide to belief and action.” (quoted in
Foundation for Critical Thinking, 2009, para. 2). In short, critical thinking skills can be defined
as higher-order thinking skills (Halpern, 2001).
Thus, “critical literacy may be defined as a lens, or overlay, for viewing texts that becomes a
regular part of classroom practice” (Dionne, 2010, p. 3). Janks (2013) points out that “critical
literacy is mainly about enabling young people to read both the word and the world in relation
to power, identity, difference, and access to knowledge, skills, tools and resources. It is also
about writing and rewriting the world: it is about design and re-design” (p. 227). Hence,
improving learners’ critical consciousness is crucial (Callison, 2006).
Significance of Critical Literacy
Today, there is a need for more critical readers taking critical stances (Duzer, Florez, &
Cunningham, 1999) due to society’s evolving into a more globalized world (Park, 2011).
Learners need to be taught skills to be able to think and process at the levels of analysis,
synthesis, evaluation, and interpretation (Park, 2011). CL “offers an important strategic,
practical alternative for teachers and students to reconnect literacy with everyday life, and with
an education that entails debate, argument, and action over social, cultural and economic
issues that matter” (Luke & Woods, 2009, p. 9). Learners with a critical approach are more
likely to challenge texts. They can also build a bridge with real life by becoming more aware of
their emotions and values and develop information-processing, reasoning, enquiry, creative
thinking, and evaluation skills through the discussion of complex issues (Oxfam Development
Education, 2006). In brief, they are able to “view an issue through different lenses, be more
sympathetic to others in different situations, and enrich their reasoning abilities” (Morgan &
York, 2009, as cited in Fajardo, 2015, p. 32).
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Critical Literacy in Language Teaching
CL helps learners understand how texts are constructed and how authors are able to influence
their understanding of the world through CL. By gaining critical language awareness, learners
deconstruct and reconstruct texts in ways that are more consistent with their own experiences
(Cervetti, Pardales, & Damico, 2001). CL is a core phenomenon, particularly in the field of
language and literacy teaching (Brown, 1999). Wallace (2003) states that
understanding a text linguistically and conceptually must be a starting point for
all reading positions, but readers may want and need to respond to texts in more
diverse and complex ways than is generally acknowledged. All learners, whether
reading in a first, second or other language, are, from the earliest stages,
potentially both making meaning from texts, and engaging in critique (p. 3).
Literacy is addressed as a social practice involving both conventions of reading texts and critical
analysis of ideological construction in Luke’s (1995) and Luke and Freebody’s (1999)
conceptualization of literacy. In their model, four components in text engagement are
introduced: code breaking (phonics, vocabulary), text participating (reading comprehension),
text using (socialization with meanings created from texts), and text critiquing (critical reﬂection
and analysis). That is, CL has been defined as the dynamic integration of code breaking, text
participating, text using, and text critiquing (Freebody & Luke, 1999).
In sum, “it is imperative for educators, students, citizens and all of the people of the world to
understand how to read the word and their world and enact critical literacy practices” (Gregory
& Cahill, 2009, p. 13) as CL is vital for human action and social transformation in today’s
dynamic and constantly evolving world (Beck, 2005). Language classrooms are of critical
importance because CL is mainly about the transformative power of language.
Genre-based Reading Instruction
Genre-based approach has emerged as an outcome of communicative approaches to language
teaching (Hyland, 2004) and has recently become a trend to teaching language skills
(Wennerstrom, 2003) to native speakers of English and English as a Second Language (ESL)
and English as a Foreign Language (EFL) learners in various teaching contexts, in a number of
countries (e.g., Singapore, South Africa, USA, Italy, Hong Kong, Australia, UK, China, Canada,
Sweden, and Thailand) (Derewianka, 2003). The developments in discourse and genre analysis,
schema theory, pragmatics, and systemic functional linguistics have led to an enhanced
interest in the functionally based approaches to language teaching (Rodgers, 2001).
Genre-based instruction (GBI) is explicit, systematic, needs-based, consciousness-raising,
critical, empowering, and supportive (Hyland, 2007, p. 150). Studies (see e.g., Anderson, 2003;
Akyel & Ercetin, 2009, as cited in Hyland, 2004) have shown that GBI and strategy training in
reading facilitate foreign language learning and lead to effective reading. That is why the role of
instruction in developing L2 learners’ understanding of genre structure and enhancing their
effective reading skills has been foregrounded in a number of schema and genre studies (see
e.g., Carrell, 1985; Davis, Lange, & Samuels, 1988; Hewings & Henderson, 1987, Grabe, 2002,
as cited in Hyon, 2002).
A variety of texts are used in academic settings. Therefore, teaching the organizational patterns
of different texts and the features different genres is crucial for enhanced reading skills and
levels of comprehension (Grabe & Stoller, 2001). When provided with genre knowledge,
language learners are able to grasp an understanding of the social and cultural contexts in
which genres occur and analyze the ways these factors affect the language choices in different
genres (Paltridge, 2002). To conclude, GBI enhances language learning (Bhatia, 1993; Dewitt,
2009; Hyland, 2007; Hyon, 1996; Johns, 1995, 2002b; Swales, 1990).
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Research Questions
In the light of the above, this study aims at revealing the impact of genre-based reading
instruction on English as a Foreign Language (EFL) learners’ CL skills seeking answers for the
following research questions:
1. Does the explicit instruction of critical literacy skills with a genre-based approach affect
adult EFL learners’ critical literacy skills?
2. Does conventional literacy instruction with a genre-based approach affect adult EFL learners’
critical literacy skills?
3. Is there a significant difference between the post-test results of the treatment (critical
literacy) and control (conventional literacy) groups?
Method
This quasi-experimental study has a nonequivalent (pretest and posttest) control-group design
(Creswell, 2014).
Setting and Participants
The setting for the study was the School of Foreign Languages (SFL) of a state university located
in the western part of Turkey. In the SFL, an in-house English proficiency exam is administered
at the beginning of the academic year. The students who are not proficient in English (with
scores < 60/100) are obliged to attend the SFL and study English before studying at their
departments as the medium of instruction is English. Students can study English at the SFL
maximum for two years.
The participants were repeat students (N=17), who were studying English for the second year in
Academic Year 2018-19. Being taught by the first researcher, they were convenience samples
(Creswell, 2014). As a part of a pilot project, they were placed in separate homogenous classes
called “remedial” classes (Remedial 2, Remedial 3) by the school administration instead of being
placed into classes with the students who were studying their first year at the school. Similar to
the regular B1 level preparatory year students, they were offered a B1 level Integrated Skills
course, and instructors had to follow a strict preparatory school curriculum.
One of the groups was randomly assigned as the treatment group (CL group), and the
remaining group was assigned as the control group (conventional literacy group). The number
of learners in treatment group who volunteered to take part in the study was seven, and there
were ten participants in the control group. Ten females and seven males participated in the
study. The ages of the participants ranged between nineteen and twenty-four years, with an
average age of 20.23. The participants were enrolled at the basic science and engineering
departments.
Data Collection Tools
An online English version of the California Critical Thinking Skills Test (CCTST) was used as
the pre- and post-test. The CCTST was used because it is tailored and calibrated for the college
undergraduate/graduate level population at colleges and universities of all types. As a valid,
objective, and reliable measure of core reasoning skills, it is the premier CT skills test in the
world (the CCTST User Manual and Resource Guide, 2019). It is one of the widely used
standardized tests due to its established reliability and validity (Behar-Horenstein & Niu, 2011).
The CCTST’s KR-20 score (.72) is deemed evidence of strong internal consistency.
The
instruction materials were eight reading texts used to teach four genres (i.e., narrative,
descriptive, argumentative, comparison and contrast) which had not been taught as a part of
the school curriculum. The conceptual unit was determined as culture as learners, prospective
participants of international programs (e.g., the Erasmus and International Association for the
Exchange of Students for Technical Experience (IAESTE) programs), needed to develop their
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intercultural competence. In the text selection process, in addition to genres and the conceptual
unit, participants’ language proficiency levels, age, interests, departments, and needs were also
taken into consideration. Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level formula was used to identify the difficulty
level of the texts.
Data Collection Procedures
First, consent forms were obtained. Then pre-tests were administered. Prior to the
administration of pre-tests, participants were asked to have their mobile phones fully charged
on the test day. Participants took pre- and post-tests in a proctored environment, under the
same test conditions. They were not informed that a post-test would be administered. On the
test day, they were first asked to install the Critical Thinking Insight app onto their mobile
phones. They were then provided with the test taker instructions, and logins and passwords
generated by Insight Assessment. Next, they were instructed to start the test. During the test,
the first researcher helped participants with technical problems. The test was a 50-minute selfpaced test. After the completion of pre-tests, participants could not view their results.
Next, a four-week genre-based reading instruction curriculum designed by the researchers was
implemented. Two texts for each genre were used in the teaching process. In the control group,
the focus was on conventional literacy skills, so activities related to “code breaking, text
participating, and text using” were involved in the instruction. In the treatment group, on the
other hand, the same curriculum was implemented with a focus on CL skills. In addition to
“code breaking, text participating, and text using” activities, “text critiquing” (Luke & Freebody,
1999) activities were incorporated into instruction. The curriculum was implemented by the
first researcher, the instructor of the participants, and the lessons were videotaped for later
reference. At the end of the intervention, the CCTST post-test was re-administered. Participants
could see their post-test results. Chocolate bars and home-made pastries were offered to
participants as incentives after the administration of pre- and post-tests.
Data Analysis
Insight Assessment provided the researchers with participants’ pre- and post-CCTST reports.
Initially, the number of participants was twenty-three. However, the test scores of six
participants who had a response rate below 0.60 and completed the test in less than 15
minutes were excluded as suggested in the CCTST 2020 User Manual and Resource Guide.
Four of these participants were in the treatment group. Statistical analysis was performed with
SPSS Version 22. Non-parametric statistical tests were used due to the small sample
population. A Related-Samples Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test was used to analyze the data, for the
study had a repeated-measures designs with an intervention (treatment group) and repeatedmeasures designs without an intervention (control group). Participants’ pre-test and post-test
scores were compared. Also, Mann-Whitney U test was used to investigate the difference
between the pre- and post-test scores of the participants in both groups.
Findings
A Related-Samples Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test indicated that the treatment group post-test
scores were not statistically significantly higher than their pre-test scores, Z = -.365, p < .715.
Table 1 shows the treatment group pre- and post-test scores. While the mean for the pre-test
was 64.14, the mean for the post-test was 63.57, with a very slight decrease.
Table 1. Treatment group’s pre- and post-test scores
Tests
Pre-test
Post-test

N
7
7

Mean
64.14
63.57

Std. Dev.
1.95
2.82

Min.
61.00
58.00

Max.
66.00
66.00
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Only two of the participants’ post-test scores were higher than their pre-test scores. While three
participants’ pre- and post-tests results remained the same, there was a decrease in the posttest scores of two participants.
Similarly, control group’s post-test scores were not statistically significantly higher than the
pre-test scores, Z = -1.178, p < .239. In Table 2, details regarding the control group pre- and
post-test scores have been presented.
Table 2. Control group’s pre- and post-test scores
Tests
Pre-test
Post-test

N
10
10

Mean
62.50
64

Std. Dev.
3.50
4.26

Min.
57.00
59.00

Max.
68.00
71.00

p
.239

The post-test mean score of the control group was slightly higher than their pre-test mean
score. There was an increase in the post-test scores of six participants in the control group.
Four participants’ post-test scores, however, were lower compared to their pre-test scores.
Details with regard to the comparison of treatment group’s and control group’s pre- and posttest scores have been provided in Table 3.
Table 3. Comparison of treatment group’s and control group’s pre- and post-test scores
Tests
Pre-test
Post-test

Groups
Treatment Group
Control Group
Treatment Group
Control Group

N
7
10
7
10

Mean Rank
10.64
7.85
8.93
9.05

Sum of Ranks
74.50
78.50
62.50
90.50

p
.255
.961

As shown in the table, a Mann-Whitney U test indicated that the treatment group participants’
critical reading pre-tests scores were not statistically significantly different than the control
group participants’ critical reading pre-test scores, U = 23.5, p = .255. The test also indicated
that the treatment group participants’ critical reading post-tests scores were not statistically
significantly higher than the control group participants’ critical reading post-test scores, U =
34.50, p = .961. There was a slight decrease in the critical reading post-test mean score of the
treatment group, and there was a slight increase in the critical reading post-test mean score of
the control group. However, the results did not show a statistically significant difference in the
pre- and post-test scores of the control group and treatment group.
Discussion and Conclusion
The first research question of the study was whether explicit instruction of CL skills with a
genre-based approach affected adult EFL learners’ CL skills or not. The results indicated that a
four-week genre-based reading instruction designed to improve learners’ CL skills did not result
in a statistically significant difference between the participants’ pre- and post-test scores. Only
14.28 % of the participants could attain improved post-test scores. 42.85% of the participants’
post-test scores remained the same. Due to the strict preparatory school curriculum, the
treatment curriculum could be offered as an add-on in the present study. That is to say, CL
skills have not been integrated into the school curriculum. In their study, Al Ghamdi and
Deraney’s (2013) propose that critical thinking should not be taught as a stand-alone course to
develop learners’ critical thinking skills. Instead, it should be embedded or integrated into the
whole curriculum. Hatcher’s (2006) study indicates that when critical thinking is taught with
an integrated approach, “greater pre- to post-test gains on a variety of standardized critical
thinking tests than a typical stand-alone critical think/informal logic course” could be observed
(p. 248).
Plus, only sixteen class hours (720 minutes) could be allocated for the instruction of CL skills.
The short duration of the educational intervention may have led to slight or no differences in
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participants’ pre- and post-test scores. These results are in line with Facione’s (1990) report
showing that learners who were non-native English speakers did not improve in their CCTST
scores as a result of a semester-long course in CT. Also, recent studies indicated an increase in
students’ CCTST scores over one quarter or one semester (Behar-Horenstein & Niu, 2011).
Scholars (see e.g., Arburn, 1999; Boyadjian-Samawi, 2006; Gelven, 1997; Lierman, 1997;
Teixeria, 2001, as cited in Behar-Horenstein & Niu, 2011) advocate that extended durations of
treatment are required to develop participants’ critical thinking skills. In brief, longer treatment
periods increase the likelihood of statistically significant changes in learners’ critical reading.
The second research question aimed at investigating whether conventional literacy instruction
with a genre-based approach had an impact on adult EFL learners’ CL skills or not. The posttest scores of the control group participants were higher than their pre-test scores. However,
this difference was not significant statistically.
The third research question aimed at revealing whether there was a significant difference
between the post-test results of the treatment (critical literacy) and control (conventional
literacy) groups or not. The post-test scores of the participants’ in the control group were higher
than their pre-test scores compared to the treatment group, but the study did not yield
statistically significant differences. Through genre-based reading instruction and conventional
literacy practices, participants in this group may have enhanced their reading comprehension
skills, which resulted in improved scores in the post-test for the majority of participants (60%).
The control group participants were highly motivated throughout the instruction process due to
the relevance between the reading tasks being implemented and the final exam they would
take. Higher levels of motivation they had to learn English and more effort they have exerted
into learning may have led to this increase in their post-test scores.
As for the treatment group, the decrease in their critical reading scores may be interpreted as a
sign of confusion. During the intervention, the focus was on both conventional and CL skills.
This may have caused some cognitive load on students. Also, the participants in this group
were less motivated as the CL skills being taught would not be tested in the final exam. Since
they were repeat students, the priority for them was passing the proficiency exam.
Overall, this study aimed at revealing the impact of genre-based reading instruction on EFL
learners’ CL skills. A four-week educational intervention, namely a genre-based reading
instruction with different foci, failed to yield a significant difference in the critical reading scores
of the control group that received conventional literacy instruction and the treatment group
that received CL instruction. The means of both groups’ pre- and post-test overall scores
indicated the qualitative description of the participants’ CCTST skills as weak, which is the
second lowest description (see CCTST 2020 User Manual and Resource Guide). Language
comprehension issues or participants’ reading abilities may be proposed as potential causes of
these low critical reading scores. It could be concluded that a “programmatic” approach rather
than an “instructional” one should be adopted while designing instructional intervention
(Behar-Horenstein & Niu, 2011). Also, “critical thinking is not an easily attainable skill” (Batı &
Kaptan, 2015, p. 53). Therefore, further research with a more ample sampling and an extended
intervention period is required to reach definite conclusions.
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Abstract
English for Legal Purposes (ELP) — a subset of a vast ESP field — is amongst the most
marketable educational products nowadays. While modern facilities for language teaching are
constantly changing together with developing information technology, ESP instruction is known
to be based on the assessment of purposes, needs and functions for which language proficiency
is required, and the nature of the learner is expected to be taken into account, hence learnercentered methods of ELP learning/teaching have been in the spotlight for years. The present
study investigates how reading from the screen complies with cognitive architecture of a target
learner’s personality. The research question regarding the affordability of a digital academic text
for ELP students is whether or not cognitive capacities inherent to a law student’s personality
and metacognitive strategies developed in the course of their academic experience mitigate the
cognitive overload effect resulting from reading a text in a foreign language from the screen.
Following the learner-centered approach the author examines law students’ cognitive
architecture and metacognitive strategies employed in learning; traces the differences in
processing information from academic texts either in paper or digital format. Among the
particular goals of the study are: (1) ranking the students’ skills to extract information from
academic texts and evaluate textual meanings; (2) screening the differences between groups of
students with different cognitive styles in processing information from academic texts; (3)
identifying the effect of the text format (digital and paper) on learning outcomes; determining
cognitive affordability of digital texts for ELP teaching and learning.
Key words: cognitive load, cognitive style, reading skills, reading from screen, English for Legal
Purposes (ELP)
Introduction
Modern facilities for teaching and learning foreign languages are constantly changing together
with developing information technology for education, and the inclusion of on-line educational
resources (OERs) in educational process has become universal. Howbeit, OERs have a mixed
effect on both teachers and learners. On the one hand, OERs make a very great toolkit for a
language teacher, and learners can benefit from “having classrooms in their pockets” (Sullivan
& Puntambekar, 2019). On the other hand, pervasive usage of multimedia in a classroom may
turn the OERs from a source of wisdom to a source of cognitive overload — a common metaphor
that has gone far beyond science and now refers to the mass phenomenon of the Internet age.
As it is argued by Marsh & Rajaram (2019), the availability of information eliminates the need
to remember it and the abundance of information flows has a negative impact not only on
memory, but also on the entire cognition system affecting many aspects of cognition. Hence,
information overload leads to cognitive overload, which reduces the ability of a person not only
to remember information, but also to compare it with the experience stored in long-term
memory. Research has shown, for example, that habitual using the internet and other
multimedia as a vehicle of learning can lead to “a metacognitive illusion where learners think
they know something internally when they do not” (Storm, 2019). It goes without saying that
these threats about technology are not insignificant for education. In modern conditions,
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however, it is unrealistic to completely deny teaching through technology; rather, there is need
to overhaul technology-enhanced language learning tools across OERs and to look at them from
the point of view of their cognitive affordability for learners.
OERs are a combination of different content forms such as texts, audio, images, animations,
video, interactive content for creating online teacher- or student-crafted quizzes and tests (e.g.,
Kahoot, GoConqr) and even Virtual Worlds. Such tools, provided that they are designed with
the account of human cognitive architecture, can remarkably contribute to “task-based
learning” and “involving participants in active participation” (Katral & Balçikanli 2018, p. 20).
The frames of the present paper are limited to using of online texts in academic settings and
investigation of how reading from the screen interplays with cognitive architecture of a learner.
In the domain of English for Legal Purposes (ELP) academic texts are the main sources of
learning linguistic information coupled with learning new legal content. Given additional
cognitive load arising from the efforts to comprehend different types of content, the task to deal
with them is highly intensive for the law students to fulfill even in traditional paper formats. In
modern educational environment engaging learners with academic texts online has become
common, however, given that learning outcomes are modest oftentimes, educational scholars
moved towards exploring the efficiency of digital texts in a classroom, as well as learners’
attitude towards them. Recent studies in the field of using technologies as a vehicle of
education indicate that “students overwhelmingly prefer print over electronic formats for
learning purposes” (Mizrachi, 2015); “the advantage of paper-based comprehension has
increased over the years since 2000” (Delgado, Vargas, Ackerman, & Salmeron, 2018);
“students preferred paper because learning organization strategies were more easily applied and
no physical efforts of looking at a screen for long periods of time were
necessary”(Vanslambrouck, Zhu, Pynoo, Thomas, Lombaerts, & Tondeur, 2019].
There is still need, though, to verify the affordability of digital academic texts in English for a
particular type of learners, students of law in this case. Needless to say, lawyers read a lot, and
lawyers-to-be are no exception. Studying law normally requires a lot of reading and
independent study. Russian law students are taught to work with different legal reference
systems (Consultant-Plus, Garant) from the outset, and by the third year of their studies they
are generally “empowered with e-literacy skills to enable them to read multimedia texts in their
academic contexts” (Frad, Azman, & Amir, 2014).
The research question addressed in this study regarding the affordability of a digital academic
text for ELP students is whether or not cognitive capacities inherent to a law student’s
personality and metacognitive strategies developed in the course of their academic experience
mitigate the cognitive overload effect resulting from reading a text in a foreign language from
the screen.
The aims of the study are: (1) examination of the characteristics of a law student’s cognitive
architecture and metacognitive strategies employed in learning; (2) examination of differences (if
any) in processing information from academic texts either in paper or digital format. The goals
of the study are: (1) ranking the students’ skills to extract information from academic texts and
evaluate textual meanings; (2) screening the differences (if any) between groups of students
with different cognitive styles in processing information from academic texts; (3) tracing the
effect of the text format (digital and paper) on learning outcomes; (4) determining cognitive
affordability of digital texts for ELP teaching and learning.
Method
Participants
The participants are 50 Russian third year undergraduate law students in an intensive ELP
class at Saratov State Law Academy, Russia. The English language proficiency level is B-2.
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Data Collection Tools
The aim to discover and portray the cognitive architecture of a target learner and to determine
how cognitive capacities interplay with processing information from digital academic texts
called for a three-level survey conducted through diagnostic, organizational and analytical
steps.
The diagnostic step involved Individual Differences Test (IDT) and Cognitive Style Rating Test
(CSRT) (Kholodnaya, 2002) which helped to discover cognitive style dimensions of individual
learners and helped to portray their “sensory pathways” (Fard et al., 2014) within the area of
their learning styles.
The organizational step involved an experiment consisting of two parts. The first part of the
experiment sought to the achieve the research goals “1” and “2”; the second part focused on
goals “3” and “4”. The experiment tool was a test developed by the author as a customized
version of a DART designed by Kaoropthaia et al. (2019).
Data Analysis
The diagnostic step of the research was intended to collect qualitative data related to cognitive
attributes specific to the target learner. The IDT was aimed to elicit associations connected with
a particular concept to determine individual cognitive styles of students. The data were
analyzed my means of interpreting the meanings of responses: the meaning of the word
"хозяйство" can be revealed through a set of specific concepts that describe real situations (a
farm, a village, a car park, etc.) or through a set of abstract concepts ("economy", "finance",
"production", etc.). The test helped to determine the first-signal or second-signal manner of
information processing.
The CSRT focused on the modalities of coding information. The participants were read five short
texts describing the same object in different ways and instructed to monitor their internal
sensations connected with their perception of each text. Immediately after listening, they were
asked to single out any text that has created a sense of subjective acceptance (pleasure,
curiosity, sympathy, etc.) The collected data showed the modality of an individual’s information
exchange with external reality. Quantitative analysis aimed to approximate the data obtained
what helped to look at the figures as indicative of the most likely sensory pathway bridging the
law students’ personality and cognition.
The experiment aimed at testing the assumption regarding the affordability of reading from
screen for ELP educational purposes enabled to retrieve the data on reading outcomes. In
assessing the students’ performance 75% pass criterion was adopted (≥3 tasks in each
assignment out of 4). A failed task was assigned “0”. A “non-performance” criterion was used to
analyze the results.
Findings
The data obtained in the diagnostic step of the survey showed that the students are mainly
Visualizers (36% - 18 individuals) and Verbalizors (30% - 15 individuals). Sensory (18% - 9
individuals) and kinesthetic (16% - 8 individuals) types are also presented across the law
students. Findings indicate that the participants are not homogeneous. Law students are
chiefly vizualizors, who might be better in integrating information represented in visual
channels. Relying on their visual memory they better assimilate educational material with the
help of visual tools (videos, texts, images, mind-maps, etc.). The second type (verbalizors) tend
to communicative and auditory activities (video, listening, academic stand-ups, etc.). The third
type (sensory) may benefit from methods drawing upon imagination and metaphorical
presentation (images, feature films, etc.). The fourth type (kinesthetic) prefer hands-on learning
(games, case-studies, etc.). The author looks at these figures as indicative of the most likely
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sensory pathway bridging the law students’ personality and cognition, i.e. the visual modality of
information operating.
To conduct the experiment the participants have been grouped in the following way: visualizors
(18 individuals) constituted “Group 1” (experiment group); “Group 2” (control group) has been
made up of the latter three cognitive type representatives (verbalizers, kinesthetic and sensory).
To make the number of the participants equal in both groups, 6 participants from each
cognitive style category were selected randomly to comprise Group 2 (18 individuals). Then both
groups were subdivided equally (9 participants in each of the four groups). All in all we had two
groups of visualizors, “V-1” and “V-2”, and two groups of other styles, “O-1” and “O-2”.
In the first part of the experiment groups V-1 and O -1 were instructed to read from paper and
fulfill the same assignments. Students’ performance within 6 reading skills has been tested.
The assignments were designed and selected in accordance with the aim to test surface-level
processing performance (the skills to retrieve explicitly stated meanings, to classify vocabulary
items into different categories, to define the main idea of the text (see (Ignatkina 2018: 91, 95,
99-100)); and to trace deeper processing performance (the skills to retrieve pronoun reference,
inferred meanings, author's purpose(s)).
Table 1. Reading skills and ranking of comprehension outcomes across different
cognitive style groups (reading from paper)
Reading
skill №
1
2
3
4
5
6

Reading skill description
explicitly stated meanings
Vocabulary
main idea
pronoun reference
inferred meanings
author's purpose
Total

Non-performance
O-1

V-1
0
0
0
6
8
0
14

0
0
0
8
12
0
20

As it can be seen from the table, the results are indicative of a higher rate of surface-level
processing performance (skills 1, 2, 3) in both groups, but lower rate of inferring and evaluating
textual meanings performance (skills 4, 5) requiring deeper processing operations. Vizualizors
showed better results which is indicative of the compatibility of visual modes with their
cognitive style.
In the second part of the experiment the interplay between the participants’ cognitive capacities
and the role of the text format has been detected. Assuming that visual modes of learning are
compatible with visualizors, online text assignments were allocated to Group “V-2” to see
whether the scores in this group remain (roughly) the same compared to those obtained while
reading from paper. Group “O-2” read from paper. Respectively, the participants were
instructed to read the text ABC of International Law (2009) either online or in hard copy. Equal
text-based assignments were printed on paper and handed out for both groups. The time frame
was 60 min. The assessment criteria were the same as in the first part of the experiment.
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Table 2. Reading skills and comprehension outcomes ranking across different reading
formats
Non-performance
Reading Skill
№
1
2
3
4
5
6

Reading skill description
explicitly stated meanings
Vocabulary
main idea
pronoun reference
inferred meanings
author's purpose
Total

Reading from
screen (V-2)
0
4
0
9
8
1
22

Reading from
paper (O-2)
0
6
0
7
8
0
21

The lower digital reading performance of is evident: the students with visual modes of
processing information showed poorer results reading online (14 failures in reading from paper
compared to 22 failures in reading from screen) despite the expectations regarding their
cognitive capabilities and metacognitive strategies developed in the course of their academic
experience. The lower digital reading scores (in skills 1, 4 ,6) compared to reading from paper in
Group V-2 may result from scrolling and the necessity to split attention between digital and
paper formats while dealing with the tasks.
Discussion and conclusion
The experiment results have shown that cognitive architecture inherent to a law student’s
personality and the medium of acquiring academic knowledge are not entirely dependent.
Contrary to the author’s assumption, the results indicate that “the screen inferiority effect”
(Delgado et al. 2018) is a challenge for learners with visual cognitive style and adjusting the
means of instruction with cognitive capacities and metacognitive strategies of learners is
feasible only in case of reading from paper.
The affordability of digital academic texts in ELP teaching and learning appears to be a
challenge. In reading an academic text in a foreign language, learners need to be flexible using
their cognitive capacities. Deciding how to use a text in a classroom a teacher should realize
that such reading involves specific cognitive processes, as well as significant resources of the
reader’s working memory that are allocated for retrieving the meaning from the text, reading
carefully to find the target linguistic content, finding relevant chunks, etc. The evidence of the
“split attention” and “screen inferiority” (Delgado et al. 2018) effects cannot be disregarded
because they may prevent students from using their reading comprehension abilities to the
fullest, especially while dealing with texts in a foreign language.
Having addressed a complex phenomenon of cognitive overload in learning, the study has also
made a contribution to finding an answer to the question: “What is actually a condition for
successful learning – a consistency or, conversely, a mismatch between the target student’s
cognitive style and means of instruction? There are two possible educational positions
regarding the need to overcome the conflict of styles: 1) adjusting the means of instruction
(teaching methods, instructional medium, etc.) with the cognitive architecture of students; 2)
creating a variable enriching educational environment in which students with different cognitive
styles (as well as metacognitive strategies) can choose a line of learning corresponding to their
style characteristics, mastering their intellectual development and exploring new ways to learn
about reality.
The study has shown that in the dilemma “learning is more effective when learning styles and
instructional medium coincide” or “learning is more effective when they do not match” the latter
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option seems to be more compatible with cognitive approach: the formation of a personal
cognitive style is impacted by an educational environment, some elements of which correspond
to the style of the student, while others do not correspond in the sense that they are designed
to develop the missing mechanisms of style behavior.
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Abstract
Following current research trends is necessary to be aware of the latest developments in a field.
However, there are limited number of studies on researches conducted in Turkey, especially in
the field of English Language Teaching (ELT). To bridge this gap, this study aimed to investigate
ELT graduate studies in Turkey. The first aim is to analyze ELT graduate studies with regard to
their topics and number of the universities which have studies in the field. Accordingly,
randomly selected 1156 graduate studies from https://tez.yok.gov.tr were analyzed by the
document analysis method. The second aim is to analyze the ELT graduate studies in terms of
number of participants and methods used in these studies. To this end, 270 out of 1156
studies were analyzed in detail. The results of the data analysis indicated that out of 1156
doctorate dissertations and master’s theses, ‘vocabulary’ is the most studied topic.
Furthermore, there are 63 universities who have graduate studies in ELT, and İhsan Doğramacı
Bilkent University has the highest number of conducted studies in given topics. It is also found
that number of the participants are generally between 31-60. Lastly, mixed method is the most
preferred method in the graduate studies.
Key Words: research in ELT, theses, dissertations, research methods, ELT
Özet
Bir alandaki en son gelişmelere vakıf olabilmek için güncel araştırma konularını takipte olmak
gerekir. Fakat, Türkiye’ de yapılan araştırmalar üzerine, özellikle İngiliz Dili Eğitimi (İDE)
alanında, sınırlı sayıda çalışma vardır. Bu açığı kapatmak için, bu çalışma Türkiye’ de İDE
alanında yazılan tezleri incelemeyi amaçlamıştır. İlk amaç, İDE tezlerini konu ve bu alanda tezi
olan üniversite sayısı bakımından incelemektir. Bu doğrultuda, https://tez.yok.gov.tr
üzerinden rastgele seçilen 1156 tez döküman analizi yöntemiyle incelenmiştir. İkinci amaç, İDE
tezlerini katılımcı sayısına ve bu çalışmalarda kullanılan yöntemlere göre incelemektir. Bu
maksatla 1156 tez içinden 270 tanesi detaylı incelenmiştir. Yapılan veri analizi sonuçları 1156
doktora ve yüksek lisans tezi arasından en çok çalışılan konunun ‘kelime’ olduğunu
göstermiştir. Dahası, İDE alanında tezi olan 63 üniversite vardır ve İhsan Doğramacı Bilkent
Üniversitesi belirlenen konularda en çok sayıda teze sahip olan üniversitedir. Ayrıca, katılımcı
sayısının genel olarak 31-60 arasında olduğu bulunmuştur. Son olarak, tezlerde en çok tercih
edilen yöntem ise karma yöntemdir.
Anahtar Kelimeler: İDE’ de araştırma, tezler, araştırma yöntemleri, İDE
Introduction
In Turkey, there are 90 education faculties and 62 of them have ELT departments, and ELT
departments offer bachelor degree education and postgraduate education. Each year a number
of graduate studies are completed in ELT department. While conducting the studies, graduate
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students prefer to study on various topics, but in Turkey there are not many studies on how
the studies are shaped, ranges of the studies are not widely known and detected. The aim of
this study is to make a general frame of the research in ELT in the aspects of methods which
are used in graduate dissertations, number of the participants, topic and number of the
universities which have studies in the topics of Reading, Writing, Listening, Vocabulary,
Assessment, Applied Linguistics, Motivation and Young Learners and to be able conduct the
study researchers answered following questions:
1. Which topic was studied mostly in graduate education in ELT department?
2. How many universities have graduate studies in ELT?
3. How many participants took part mostly in these studies?
4. Which method was used commonly in these studies?
Literature Review
Some researchers tried to explore research trends in ELT (Cooper, 1978; Lin & Cheng, 2010;
Lazaraton, 2000; Bani-Khaled, 2012). The studies are mostly conducted in the international
sphere. First, Cooper (1978) investigated 200 graduate studies in ESL produced until 1975 to
find out prominent topics and methodologies. Dominantly studied topics were pedagogy,
methods, techniques, and materials whereas bilingualism, English as a second dialect, testing,
and the use of language laboratories in ESL were generally neglected. Also, many studies
combined approaches, and they were teacher-centered. Second, Lazaraton (2000) analyzed 332
empirical research articles published between 1991 and 1997 in four applied linguistics
journals (Language Learning, The Modern Language Journal, Studies in Second Language
Acquisition, TESOL Quarterly). She concluded that they were mostly quantitative (88%) studies.
Also, ANOVA (50%) was applied in most studies and ‘ethnography’ was mostly employed in
qualitative studies. Next, Yihong, Lichun and Jun (2001) analyzed research methodology trends
in applied linguistics between 1978–1997 by comparing researches in China and western
countries. They indicated that there is an increasing interest on qualitative studies. Then,
Johnstone (2008) examined about 80 published articles on language teaching, learning and
policy. He found out that many subtitles are about pedagogical issues. In another study,
Benson, Chik, Gao, Huang and Wang (2009) analyzed over 2200 published empirical articles in
ten applied linguistics journals from 1997–2006 and found out that 22% of studies were
conducted with qualitative research design. By using content analysis approach, Lin and Cheng
(2010) analyzed 493 master’s theses written between 2003 and 2007 in TESOL programs in
Taiwan in terms of research topics and contexts. They indicated that researchers focused
mostly on pedagogically oriented (e.g. language skills) and method-based research.
Furthermore, Bani-Khaled (2012) analyzed English language graduate dissertations in Jordan
to find out research trends and topic distribution of the studies written between 1974 and 2010
by employing meta-analysis. He concluded that most studied topics were respectively ‘pedagogy
or methodology’, ‘language description’, ‘curriculum studies’, ‘perceptions and attitudes’, and
‘error analysis’.
In addition to these research studies, some researchers (Cheng & Fox, 2013; Gao, Yanyi
&Yuxia, 2014; Motha, 2009; Riazi & Candlin, 2014) put an emphasis on the increasing number
of mixed methods research and the requirement of studies on research methodology. For
instance, Motha (2009) reviewed over 500 doctoral dissertations in the field of language
teaching and learning in the United States between 2006 and 2007. She found out that the
most notable methodology is mixed method design. Also, language policy, second/foreign
language pragmatics, computer-mediated communication, non-native-speaking teachers were
some of the most studied research topics. Then, Cheng and Fox (2013, p.519) analyzed 24
doctoral dissertations written on language assessment in Canada between 2006 and 2011.
They investigated dissertations in terms of reliability, validity and factors affecting test
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performance, washback and ethics, raters and rating scales, classroom-based research,
vocabulary learning and sample type. They indicated that most studies were done with adults
rather than young learners.
Lastly, Walayaporn and Woravut (2014) examined 194 master’s theses published between 2003
and 2011 in the field of English Language Teaching (ELT) in Thailand. The researchers analyzed
theses in terms of research focus, educational levels of research context, research design, data
source, research instrument and type of analytical method. Findings revealed that Thai ELT
academics mostly focused on student performance (60.82%) in their studies. They often carried
out studies with quantitative research design and students were mainly used as samples. They
applied a questionnaire and a test as research instrument and descriptive and inferential
statistics as analytical methods.
In the national sphere, Tavşancıl and Kezer (2011) analyzed abstracts of 90 master’s theses and
21 PhD dissertations produced in Turkish state universities between 2000 and 2009. They
collected graduate studies in the domain of measurement and evaluation. They concluded that
most studies’ aims, research methods, data collection procedures and data analysis are lacking
in their abstracts. Another study in Turkey, Kirmizi (2012) analyzed 212 master’s theses in ELT
department from 2005 to 2010 by focusing on topics particularly. He concluded that the most
studied topic was ‘language skills’, and the other popular topics were ‘teaching method’,
‘psychology and language teaching’. METU ranked the highest among universities with 52
written studies. Thirdly, Özmen, Cephe and Kınık (2016) investigated 137 doctoral dissertations
in the field of English language teaching and learning between 2010 and 2014 in Turkey. They
analyzed studies in terms of research areas, research techniques, research contexts, scopes,
validity and reliability, and piloting. The mostly studied research area was found to be teaching
English as a foreign language with 90 dissertations on different sub-topics such as “teaching
language skills and components, learner and teacher variables, document analysis and
language use, and curricular studies” (Özmen, Cephe & Kınık, 2016, p.1752). A remarkable
result of this study is that examining student teachers’ English language proficiency gained
increasing importance in PhD studies. On the other hand, there was little interest on studies
about young learners, testing and assessment, intercultural communication, in-service teacher
education, and error analysis of learners. Lastly, Koçyiğit & Erdem (2018) examined 82
graduate studies on English preparatory classes at universities in Turkey by July 2017. They
schemed their study on theses by using document analysis technique. They focused on
investigating completion year, thesis type, topic, data type, research method, sample group,
problem statements and recommendations. They found out that mostly studied topics are
learning strategies, motivation, program evaluation, improving vocabulary, reading skills and
foreign language anxiety. The studies they analyzed were mostly based on quantitative data.
Samples were mostly students rather than instructors. Lastly, inadequacy, failure and
importance were the most repeated subjects in problem statements, and recommendations
were mostly about motivation, anxiety and in-service training.
As can be inferred from the very limited literature review, most studies on ‘research in ELT’ are
in the international sphere. To contribute to the literature, in this study, researchers focused
on analyzing graduate studies with regard to: a) research topics, b) university trends in terms of
the number of graduate studies, c) research methods and d) number of participants.
Method
Research Design
This study aims to review graduate studies produced in the field of ELT in Turkey from 1999 to
2018. Document analysis technique was applied to collect the data. “Document
analysis involves skimming (superficial examination), reading (thorough examination), and
interpretation. This iterative process combines elements of content analysis and thematic
analysis. Content analysis is the process of organising information into categories related to the
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central questions of the research.” (Bowen, 2009, p. 32). Thematic analysis is a form of pattern
recognition within the data, with emerging themes becoming the categories for analysis (Bowen,
2009).
1156 graduate studies were collected in total. Then, 270 out of 1156 studies were randomly
selected to be investigated under different categories. The collected data were analyzed through
content analysis without researchers’ intervention. Content analysis is used to determine
themes, words or phrases in documents (Bloor & Wood, 2006, p.58). So, the present study
analyzes graduate studies in terms of topic, university, research method, and number of
participants. Tables are prepared to show descriptive statistics related to research questions.
Data Collection
This study reviews a sample of 1156 graduate studies in the field of English Language Teaching
in Turkey. The data was gathered through detailed searching on the National Thesis Center of
the Turkish Council of Higher Education (https://tez.yok.gov.tr/UlusalTezMerkezi/). The
studies were searched under the disciplines of ‘English Language Teacher Education’, ‘English
Teaching Department’, ‘Linguistics’ and ‘English Language Teaching Department’. Then,
detailed sub-topics were determined to categorize the graduate studies. They were subdivided
by entering these keywords; ‘reading’, ‘writing’, ‘listening’, ‘speaking’, ‘vocabulary’, ‘assessment’,
‘young learners’, ‘applied linguistics’ and ‘motivation’. To answer the first and the second
research questions, 1156 graduate studies were analyzed under these topics. For the rest of the
research questions, 270 studies out of 1156 were randomly selected and analyzed to provide a
closer look.
Data Analysis
In the present study, 1156 randomly selected research studies produced in 63 universities in
Turkey were analyzed according to universities and under nine topics. Then, 270 out of 1156
studies were analyzed in terms of participant number and research method. Out of 270
graduate studies, there are 243 master’s theses and 27 PhD dissertations reviewed in this
study. In addition, 72.22% of them are written by female researchers (N=195) while 27.78% of
the studies are done by men (N=75).
RQ1. Which topic was mostly studied in graduate education in ELT department?
The number of graduate studies in each topic are given in Table 1 below. As can be seen in the
table, ‘vocabulary’ (N=493) is the most studied subject in the field of ELT in Turkey.
Table 1. Distribution of studies according to topics
Topic
Reading
Writing
Listening
Speaking
Vocabulary
Assessment
Applied Linguistics
Motivation
Young Learners
TOTAL

Number of graduate studies
62
30
30
108
493
314
30
30
61
1156
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According to Table 1, ‘assessment’ is the second most studied subject (n=314). Third popular
research topic is ‘speaking’ with 108 studies since oral interaction is assumed as a fundamental
of learning a foreign language.
RQ2. How many universities have graduate studies in ELT?
In Table 2, the number of graduate studies according to topics are given for each university. As
it can be seen in the table, there are 63 universities which have ELT graduate studies. In
addition, number of the topics mostly studied in each university are given bold.
Table 2. Number of theses & dissertations written at universities according to topics

1
1
1

1

1

3
1

3

5

2

2
1

7

2

1

1
1
1
2
3

5
3
8

26
15
8

2
6

8
18
3
1
1
5

1
1

TOTAL

2

Young Learners

12

Motivation

Assessment

1

Applied Linguistics

Vocabulary

Listening

3

Speaking

1. Abant İzzet Baysal
University
2. Adıyaman University
3. Adnan Menderes University
4. Afyon Kocatepe University
5. Ahi Evran University
6. Akdeniz University
7. Aksaray University
8. Anadolu University
9. Ankara University
10.
Atatürk University
11.
Atılım University
12.
Aydın University
13.
Bahçeşehir University
14.
Balıkesir University
15.
Bartın University
16.
Başkent University
17.
Boğaziçi University
18.
Bülent Ecevit
University
19.
Cumhuriyet University
20.
Çağ University
21.
Çanakkale Onsekiz
Mart University
22.
Çukurova University
23.
Dicle University
24.
Dokuz Eylül University
25.
Dumlupınar University
26.
Düzce University
27.
Ege University
28.
Erciyes University

Writing

NUMBER OF GRADUATE STUDIES

Reading

UNIVERSITY

1

19

2

8
1
10
9
12

1

2

1

1
2
4
1

2
10
1

1

4

3

3

4
2

2

2
2
2
3

2

2

3

9

1
25

20

1

4

13

9

1

3
2
1

20
3
17
1
1
1
5

16
2
4

2

3
1

1
4
2
2
20
1
44
29
41
1
12
46
7
1
2
22

14

1
73

2

2

35

1

7

53
9
28
1
1
4
10

2
3

1

4
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29.
Eskişehir Osmangazi
University
30.
Fatih University
31.
Fırat University
32.
Gazi University
33.
Gaziantep University
34.
Gaziosmanpaşa
University
35.
Hacettepe University
36.
İhsan Doğramacı
Bilkent University
37.
İnönü University
38.
İstanbul Sabahattin
Zaim University
39.
İstanbul University
40.
Kafkas University
41.
Kahramanmaraş Sütçü
İmam University
42.
Karadeniz Technical
University
43.
Kırıkkale University
44.
Kültür University
45.
Maltepe University
46.
Marmara University
47.
Mersin University
48.
Middle East Technical
University
49.
Muğla Sıtkı Koçman
University
50.
Mustafa Kemal
University
51.
Necmettin Erbakan
University
52.
Niğde University
53.
Ondokuz Mayıs
University
54.
Pamukkale University
55.
Sakarya University
56.
Selçuk University
57.
Süleyman Demirel
University
58.
Trakya University
59.
Ufuk University
60.
Uludağ University
61.
Yeditepe University
62.
Yıldız Technical
University
63.
Yüzüncü Yıl University
TOTAL

6

4

1
1

3

2

5

1
4
35
13

1
1
26
7

2
5
98
22

2

2

2

11

3

12
1

6

9

3

1

6

30

26

2

6

2

1

3

13

43

35

3

4

1

104

2
1

1

1

3
1

2

1

11
1

5
2

5

3
2
2

3

1
1

1

1

2

1

8

1

1

2
1

1

4

3

26
4

1

1

2

7

1
1

1
1
10
21
9

2

78

1
3
10
3

3
4
3

28

32

4

8

2

3

2

1
9

4

1

2

1
1

3
1

1

2
1

62

1
1
2

30

30

7

2

8
1
23

2
3
6

3

1

1

1
1
1
2

5
5
17
9

2

5

6

1
49
3

1
31
4

10
8

18
1

11
1

1

17
1

2

1

84

19
1
3

13
4
38
5

1
1

4
4

2
2
1

12
8
26
20
11
2

30

30
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According to Table 2, we concluded that researchers in each university have different
tendencies on ELT topics. For instance, ‘vocabulary’ is the most studied topic at two
universities which have the largest number of graduate studies respectively; İhsan Doğramacı
Bilkent University with 43 studies out of 104 and Gazi University with 35 studies out of 98.
Following vocabulary, ‘assessment’ is the second leading topic. For instance, there are 32 out of
78 graduate studies written on ‘assessment’ at Middle East Technical University.
RQ3. How many participants took part mostly in these studies?
The number of participants in this study varies from 1 to 1371. Table 3 indicates that
researchers mainly conduct their studies within 31-60 participants.
Table 3. Distribution of participant numbers in graduate studies
Number of participants
1-30
31-60
61-100
101-150
151- 1400

Number of graduate studies
56
94
37
30
53

Total

270

In addition, it has been found that a study on ‘writing’ was conducted with 1 participant only
whereas another study was done with 1371 participants under the topic of ‘motivation’. There
seems to be a significant difference among the highest and the lowest participant numbers of
MA theses and PhD dissertations in this study.
RQ4. Which method was used commonly in these studies?
The results about research methods of graduate studies are given in Table 4 according to nine
different topics.
Table. 4. Number of Research Methods Used in Each Category
Categories
Reading
Writing
Listening
Speaking
Vocabulary
Assessment
Applied Linguistics
Motivation
Young Learners
TOTAL
Percentages

Quantitative
16
7
14
8
14
7
4
21
9
100
37%

Research Methods
Qualitative
4
2
5
3
1
12
7
34
13%

Mixed
14
19
14
17
13
22
14
9
14
136
50%

According to the findings in the present study, it was found that 50% of 270 graduate studies
were done by using mixed method research design (N=136). On the other hand, 37% of the
researchers conducted their studies with quantitative research design (N=100), and only 13% of
the studies were carried out with qualitative method (N=34).
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Discussion and Conclusion
This study aimed at reviewing 1156 graduate studies in ELT departments in Turkey with regard
to topic, university, number of participants, and research design. The findings revealed that
vocabulary is the prominent topic out of nine categories. The reason why vocabulary is the
prominent topic out of nine categories is that it can be studied in any level by everyone from
young to elderly. As some researchers emphasized, second language acquisition is perceived
achievable through developing vocabulary, particularly on productive skills (speaking, writing)
of learners (Laufer & Nation, 1999, Maximo, 2000, Read, 2000, Nation, 2001). Since
communicative approach is given great importance in language teaching, this might be another
reason why vocabulary has the greatest attention. Also, assessment is the second most studied
subject among 1156 MA theses and doctoral dissertations. This subject might have caught
researchers’ attention because of the educational reforms in Turkey in last decades. In terms of
testing and assessment in English Language Teaching, particularly in the English Curricula of
the 2nd- 8th graders and 9th -12th graders, there has been a shift from "assessment for learning"
and "assessment of learning" to "assessment of learning" perspective (Şahin, 2019).
In terms of the number of graduate studies, İhsan Doğramacı Bilkent University ranked the
highest (N=104) among 63 universities. It is followed by Gazi University (N= 98) and Hacettepe
University (N=84) respectively.
Next, ELT researchers in Turkey mostly conducted their studies with 31-60 participants. The
number of participants is decided according to the study aim. Although having a large sample
size can decrease margin of error, participant numbers need to be decided according to study
purpose. For instance, an interview with 10 participants can help a researcher find what he
seeks. On the other hand, 100 participants are needed for a survey to reach reasonable results.
Additionally, it has been observed that most researchers apply convenience sampling method
because attainability of participants is significant.
Furthermore, mixed methods research (50%) is the leading research design which is followed by
quantitative method (37%). The least used research design is the qualitative method (13%). The
reason why most researchers preferred combining qualitative and quantitative methods might
be that they can eliminate each other’s weaknesses and make the results more valid. Mixed
methods research integrates both quantitative and qualitative data in one study and this
combination provides a better understanding of a research problem (Creswell, 2014). It can be
inferred from these results that by mixing methods, Turkish ELT researchers proceed in the
right direction to reach more reliable results.
In addition, when it is compared, there are more master’s theses (N=243) than doctoral
dissertations (N=27) out of 270 graduate studies. This is a debatable result of the present
study. All in all, we tried to provide insight about today’s research trends in ELT in Turkish
context from different aspects.
Suggestions for further studies
In this study, we analyzed 243 master’s theses and 27 doctoral dissertations. We assumed that
there might be other topics more popular in doctoral studies than we covered in this study.
There might be other reasons such as researchers do not want to go further in their
professional life or they might prefer going abroad to do their doctorate. So, the reason why
there are less studies in PhD might be another research area to investigate.
Assumptions and Limitations
In the present study, some factors impose limitations. First, 1156 graduate studies are
analyzed under nine topics: reading, writing, listening, vocabulary, assessment, applied
linguistics, motivation and young learners. These were selected since they are assumed to be
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more popular in ELT research. So, the scope of the study is limited to these topics. Next, 1156
master’s theses and doctoral dissertations were collected under these topics at the beginning.
Yet, 270 of them were randomly selected to be investigated in details since the aim of this study
is to overview graduate studies in ELT in Turkish context. Also, 1156 graduate studies were
collected from https://tez.yok.gov.tr/UlusalTezMerkezi/ by entering into the disciplines of
‘English Language Teacher Education’, ‘English Teaching Department’, ‘Linguistics’
and ‘English Language Teaching Department’. So, if there is any other study related to the nine
topics we selected, it might be excluded from this study because of the discipline they were
published under. Last, only graduate studies using qualitative, quantitative and mixed method
were investigated in terms of research method.
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THE ROLE OF REFLECTION IN TODAY’S EFL CLASSROOM
BegümKut
Piri Reis Üniversitesi, kutbegum@gmail.com
Abstract
The aim of this study is to highlight the significance of reflection as the main tool of learning
and teaching in EFL contexts. Its importance on teacher and student identities will also be
emphasized. Data will be gathered through student and teacher questionnaires, interviews,
reflective journal parts and the need for the development of reflective learning and teaching
strategies will be discussed. As a result, reflection’s function in today’s world of globalization in
which English is the lingua franca will be emphasized.
Keywords: development, reflection, English, teacher and student identities
Özet
Bu çalışmanın amacı “yansıma” teorisinin yabancı dil olarak İngilizce eğitim veren
bağlamlardaki önemini vurgulamaktır. Teorinin öğretmen, öğrenci kimlikleri üstündeki rolü de
belirtilecektir. Veri, öğretmen, öğrenci anketleri, görüşmeleri, günlük kısımlarının incelenmesi
ile toplanacaktır ve yansıma teorisinin, stratejilerinin gereği tartışılacaktır. Sonuç olarak,
günümüzün küreselleşmiş, “lingua franca” sı İngilizce olan dünyasında “yansıma” teori ve
pratiğinin fonksiyonu vurgulanacaktır.
Anahtar kelimeler: gelişim, yansıma, İngilizce, öğretmen ve öğrenci kimlikleri
Introduction
“There is no such thing as an unreflective teacher”
(Ken Zeichner, 1996b, p.207)
Since John Dewey’s (1933) How We Think, reflection has turned into an “academic virtue and
source of privileged knowledge” (Lynch, 2000, p.26). Being an issue of discussion there have
been discussions about commentaries about teachers’ reflective practice samples. (e.g.,
Patterson, Santa, Short, & Smith, 1993; Swain, 1998). Not only commentaries, but also how-to
manuals explaining steps for being a reflective teacher (e.g., Clift, Houston& Pugach, 1990;
Korthagen & Kessels, 1999) were produced. In addition, categories of a variety of reflection
types were made by teachers and teacher educators (e.g., Carr& Kemmis, 1986; Gore, 1993;
Loughran, 2002; Smyth, 1992; Sparks-Langer, 1992; Zeichner & Liston, 1990; Zeichner &
Tabachnick, 1991). Although most of the educational research and literature is for reflective
practice and it is portrayed as a beneficial tool for the development of teachers, according to
Zeichner (1996b), it cannot help teachers to improve, because: “despite the lofty rhetoric
surrounding efforts to help teachers become more reflective, in reality, teacher education has
done very little to foster genuine teacher development and to enhance teachers’ roles in school
reform”(1996b, p.201).Another main criticism against reflection is whether it just strengthens
the beliefs already teachers have; rather than question existing assumptions. As noted by
Loughran (2002), “rationalization may masquerade as reflection” (p.35). This view is in parallel
to Korthagen and Wubbel’s (1995) comparative study which “found no indication of link
between reflectivity and inclination towards innovation” (p.69).
However, against these classical and deviating complexities, this paper aims at highlighting the
importance of reflection in today’s EFL classroom. The objectives of this study can be stated as:
- What is reflection? Why is reflection important? What are its benefits?
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- How can it contribute to the teacher identity development as well as how it is reflected on
students in a university preparatory class context?
Background to the Study/Literature Review
Since 1990s to our day, there have been some changes in ESL and EFL in addition to teacher
education (Akbari,2005; Crandall,2000; Freeman, 2002; Kumaravadivelu, 2001; Pica, 2000)
which represent “a shift from transmission, product-oriented theories to constructivist, processoriented theories of learning, teaching and teacher learning” (Crandall,2000, pp 34-35)What
Cunnigham said about constructivism is that it “views learning as an active process where
learners reflect upon their current and past knowledge and experiences to generate new ideas
and concepts ” (p.2) Therefore; “a shift to a constructivist perspective of teaching and teacher
learning makes teachers a primary source of knowledge about teaching”. (Crandall, 2000, p.35)
This alteration had some outgrowth. The dissatisfaction with the technicist teacher education
model in which teachers were perceived as passive and voiceless like the learners, (Crandall,
2000; Kumaravadivelu, 1994; Pennycook, 1989; Richards and Rodgers, 2002) brought along
post method (Kumaravadivelu, 2001). The post method is, in the words of Akbari (2005) “a
more democratic approach to language teaching profession since it assigns a voice to
practitioners and respects the type of knowledge they possess. In addition, it is a libratory move
which gives teachers more autonomy and confidence in the decisions they make in their
classes” (p.5). While searching for a new method, eclectic approach was experienced and it
caused a conflict between theoreticians and practitioners. As a solution, reflective teaching
emerged. (Akbari, 2007).Since then, not only in teaching and learning process; but also in
teacher education reflection turned out to be vital.
Reflective thinking, according to Dewey (1933) is “an active, persistent, and careful
consideration of a belief or supposed form of knowledge, of the grounds that support that
knowledge, and the further conclusions to which that knowledge leads”. In short, it is analyzing
and evaluating what has happened.

Figure 1: Dewey’s five phase cyclic Reflective Inquiry Model
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The first element appropriate for visualizing Dewey’s model of inquiry is his definition of inquiry
and of situation: “Inquiry is the controlled or directed transformation of an indeterminate situation
into one that is so determinate in its constituent distinctions and relations as to convert the
elements of the original situation into unified whole.” (Dewey, 1938, p. 108; Dewey’s italics)
The situation is “agent relative and practice relative” (Brown, 2012, 273), it is a fragment of a
person’s experience, a field of clash and interaction of subjective and objective tendencies of
experience (Minchev, 2008). An indeterminate situation is one that is marked by a certain kind
of perplexity or difficulty, one that is unclear, uncertain, ambiguous, doubtful, or precarious
with respect to what is going on and what is to be done. (Brown, 2012, 275-276) The
problematic situation is indeterminate situation which prompts the individual to inquire in
order to make it determinate (Dewey, 1929). Since the situation is a system forming factor, the
most crucial task is to transfer it from an indeterminate one to a determinate one. The second
element of Dewey’s model is the emphasis on thinking during inquiry. The thought (reflective)
process is implemented in five logically distinct phases: “(i) a felt difficulty; (ii) its location and
definition; (iii) suggestion of possible solution; (iv) development by reasoning of the bearings of
the suggestion; (v) further observation and experiment leading to its acceptance or rejection;
that is, the conclusion of belief or disbelief.” (Dewey, 1997, p. 72)
In the article “Professor Dewey’s Analysis of Thinking” L. Buermeyer publishes critical notes
related to John Dewey’s concept of inquiry (Buermeyer, 1920). According to this author, the five
steps of the thought process described in How We Think do not fully reflect the complexity of
scientific inquiry. In response to this critique J. Dewey points out in An Analysis of Reflective
Thought that the steps of the inquiry described in How We Think have been presented with a
pedagogical purpose and not with a logical one; what is more, they are not “chronological”
(Dewey, 1922). In the newest version of How We Think, Logic: The Theory of Inquiry, the
meaning can be discerned while describing the unity of thinking and action: suggestions,
intellectualization, hypothesis, reasoning, testing the hypothesis in action (Dewey, 1933).
Dewey’s model of reflective inquiry is composed of his scientific thinking and reflection. The
object of thinking is awkwardness, uncertainty, a problem and its solution. Reflection focuses
on the nature of the problem first, and then it tries to find an explanation for it– reflection
“transforms the simple inference into a tested conclusion; the suggested conclusions into
evidence” (Dewey, 1997, p. 74). J. Dewey’s model of reflection is varied as– intellectual reflection
and praxiological reflection according to some scholars such as V. Vasilev. Intellectual reflection
is an awareness raising activity about the grounds of knowledge, as well as becoming aware of
the methods for obtaining knowledge whereas praxiological reflection is getting ready to the
knowledge for application in practice, and its transformation into instruments of the activity.
The integrity of intellectual and praxiological reflection is described as a logical circle of reflexive
control (Vasilev, Djaldety, 1990).
J. Dewey defines impulsive or routine action (action completed following a habit, a tradition or a
certain authority) and reflective thinking (which includes thinking over of the action itself, the
reasons for its completion and the consequences it might cause) in relation. The American
philosopher Donald Schön strengthens Dewey’s idea for the relation between actions and
reflection by adding a main idea thatin the context of professional practice, knowing and doing
cannot be separated.That is why;two forms of reflection can occur (Dimova, 2011) according to
the situation: – reflection-on-action and reflection-in-action as defined by Schön.
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Figure 2: Schön’s framework for reflection-in and on actions
Schön thinks that “reflection is an intuitive, personal, non-rational activity…and knowledge is
the direct result of practice” (p.5) In spite of the uselessness of the process mentioned by some
scholars, Dewey and Schön coincided about the concept of “reflection”. Teacher educators Jay
and Johnson (2002) gave an in-depth explanation of the process as below:
“Reflection is a process, both individual and collaborative, involving experience and uncertainty.
It is comprised of identifying questions and key elements of matter that has emerged as
significant then taking one’s thought into dialogue with oneself and with others. One evaluates
insights gained from that process with reference to (1) additional perspectives, (2) one’s own
values, experiences and beliefs, and (3) the larger context within which the questions are
raised. Through reflection, one reaches newfound clarity, on which one bases changes in action
or disposition. New questions naturally arise, and the process spirals onward” (p.76)
When we have a deeper look at reflective teaching’s literature, it can be observed that reflection
has had a major impact on many fields originated in the works of Descartes, Kant,
Wittgenstein, Pierce and Popper. Even it can be found as “self-analysis” in Aristoteles, Socrates
and Plato’s works which was the basis of “educational thinking philosophy”. (Cornford, 2002).
Personal beliefs about teaching, experiences with teachers, images of “self” as a teacher and
memories of themselves as students are all the components of teacher education when students
make the transition (Kagan, 1992). While entering into the period of teaching, students have
already witnessed a variety of poor and good teaching models with the help of observations and
classroom hours. (Calderhead, 1996; Kagan, 1992; Lortie, 1975; Pajares, 1992). At this point,
the process of teacher identity construction gains importance and the significance of teacher
education programs in this process are questioned.Identity was considered a crucial element for
teacher education programs as it affects teacher’s determination, self- assurance, enthusiasm,
success (Bullough, 1997). These factors also need to be focused on. “Awareness” about the role,
identity, importance, interrelationships, boundaries, and limitations of self and others are inthe
scope of reflection. Learners’ motivation increase when they encounter learning opportunities
about a matter of concern (Schwenk & Withman, 1987).
When “identity” concept is taken as the center of attention, not only internal factors like
feelings, (Rodgers & Scott, 2008) but also external ones such as life experience (Flores & Day,
2006) are highlighted. Sachs (2005, p.15) stated that teacher identity “provides a framework for
teachers to construct their own ideas of ‘how to be’, ‘how to act’ and ‘how to understand’ their
work and place in society”. Day et al. (2007, p.106) referred to identity as a combination of
interactions between personal, professional and situational factors. If we consider feelings and
emotions as an essential constituent of reflection process in many models (Boud, Keogh, &
Walker, 1985; Gibbs, 1988; Kolb, 1984), it can easily be observed that reflection starts with a
kind of feeling and emotion. This leads to the importance of emotional intelligence described as
“the ability to monitor one’s own feelings and emotions to discriminate among them and to use
this information to guide thinking and action” (Mayer & Salovey, 1993 p.433). In addition, the
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contexts have the effects of these for practice (Day, Sammons, Stobart, Kington &Gu, 2007,
p.103).
After Dewey’s model, Kolb and Fry’s (1975) four phases of reflection which included Kolb’s
research (1984) on experiential learning and learning styles that encouraged Farrell’s new
“model that helps teachers examine their meta-theory”(p.18) emerged. Farrell’s 2004 framework
has five important stages which are philosophy, principles, theory, practice, and beyond
practice. In Farrell’s view, the inner world of oneself is also crucial to contemplate as well as
reflecting on experiences through the telling or writing of teacher-generated narratives. These
can be in a chronological sequence, or with open-ended sentences to structure content; as well
as reflection of critical incidents. They all help teachers to get rid of “commonalities, differences
and patterns” (p.43) that might clarify and harmonize to their “theory of being” (p.42). Teachers’
philosophies are affected by their assumptions, beliefs and practice conceptions. One of the
frameworks which teachers work with are Kember’s (1997), composed of a progress from
teacher centered, content-oriented to student-centered and learning-oriented one. Another one
is Freeman and Richards’s (1993) which uses three interconnected categories for teaching;
science and research, theory and philosophy, and art and craft. As Brookfield (1995) mentions
“different theories of teaching will inevitably lead to different understanding of classroom life”
(p.68). With the knowledge that the aim of reflection is to transform teaching, a need to find
inconsistencies in between what teachers do in class and what they think they do, has
emerged.
In order to avoid “fossilized” teaching, Bartlett (1990) created a teacher development model
which guides the teacher to ask questions like “What do I do as a teacher?”, “What did I
intend?”, “How did I come this way?”, “How might I teach differently?” “What and how shall I
teach now?” In parallel to this, Wallace (1991) thought, a teacher should have “received
knowledge” (input about the methods, tasks, professional vocabulary, research findings, skills)
and “experiential knowledge” (knowledge-in-action by the practice of profession and its
reflection). Specifically, Wallace’s “reflective model” has three stages: the pre-training (teacher’s
existing schemata), the professional development (theory and practice) and the professional
competence (the ultimate goal). Wallace underlines the difference between his model and the
other ones as his being “reflective cycle” in which there is an ongoing interaction between
reflection and practice.
And again for moving away from routine, impulsive teaching, the offered methods by Farrell
were self-observation, peer-observation, action-research, collaborative (team) teaching, lesson
study and peer coaching which are explained in detail in Promoting Teacher Reflection in Second
Language Education: A Framework for TESOL Professionals; the output of his more than 35
years of love and labor. The teacher who will practice these methods is called the reflective
practitioner. In Simmons and Schuette’s (1988) words, the reflective teacher is “onewho makes
instructional decisions consciously and tentatively, critically considers a full range of pertinent
contextual and pedagogical factors, actively seeks evidence about the results, and continues to
modify these decisions as the situation warrants”. (p.20)
Obviously, these make a teacher, a life-long learner, in other words. As the students change,
the language changes, and a teacher will have to cope with different problems and he will be
learning new ways to deal with them. These create a need in professional development which is
defined as “actions that help a teacher to keep learning about his/her work life” by Holly and
others (2005). Similarly, Diaz-Maggoli (2003) defined professional development as an “ongoing
learning process in which teachers engage voluntarily to learn how best to adjust their teaching
to the learning needs of students.” (p.1)
Since “it is the professional and personal responsibility of teachers to analyze, evaluate, reflect
on, and improve their classroom practice.” (Desmone and Garet, 2016), as a reflective
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practitioner, in the next part I will focus on the context in which the study took place, and then
method and data will be discussed and interpreted before moving on to the conclusion.
Context
According to Crystal the success of English as a world language has developed as follows:
“In the 17th and 18th centuries English was the language of the leading colonial nation Britain.
In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, it was the language of the industrial revolution-also
Britain. In the late nineteenth century and the early twentieth, it was the language of the
leading economic power-the U.S.A. As a result, when new technologies brought new linguistic
opportunities, English emerged as a first rank language in industries which affected all aspects
of society-the press, advertising, broadcasting, motion pictures, sound recording, transport and
communications.” (Crystal, 1997, p.110-111)
As a result of this succession, today in many places of the world, English acts as the
lingua franca. Therefore, although in my context, Turkey, it is not widely known and practiced
by the Turks on the streets and at home, as a consequence of the globalization process, there is
a need to learn English. Thus, it is implemented in education contexts and the university I work
at, is one of them. In most schools, including Preparatory Programs of Universities where the
medium of instruction is in English, students are exposed to English classes and English
becomes a language which they “have to” learn. Especially, at the university I work, most
students will have professions about maritime, and will be captains. Therefore, they will
obviously need English for communication. So, it is a must for them to study at Preparatory
Program of this Maritime University for a year which consists of four modules of 216 lesson
hours in total. During this period, the biggest challenge for the EFL teachers is to help these
learners bridge the gap between their background, their own culture and the target one whose
language they are struggling to learn. In order to be successful in this process, communication,
choices, collaboration and care can be emphasized as keywords. Particularly, for me as an
experienced L2 teacher and a trainer, it is “reflection” that allows all these interrelated factors
to take place.
Method
For this study, after my in-depth inquiry and acquisition of reflective teaching and learning in
addition to my experience, in this study I used qualitative data collection method. I did in-depth
interviews with my colleagues, recorded and transcribed them, as well as an online survey
which asked them to reflect on their own reflective practice. The narrative teaching background
of a colleague and some peer observations also helped with this study in addition to my own
video-recorded lessons’ self-observations. This qualitative data is analysed and interpreted
according to hermeneutics frame. Scholars have highlighted that our perception of phenomena
depends on specific fundamental philosophical assumptions (e.g. Clegg, 2006; Glesne, 2006: 8;
Hopper and Powell, 1985; Quattrone, 2000) which means we are likely to be attracted to
research questions and ways of inquiry matching our personality, background, values and
perceptions of the world around us. The reason why we select and defend some research
paradigms depends on their relevancy to us.
Participants
As the components of reflection can be summarized as the “focus on the learner,” “focus on the
teacher,” “focus on practical aspects,” “focus on teachers’ cognitive development,” “focus on
critical/contextual aspects,” “focus on moral/ethical parameters”, the participants of this study
are both my colleagues and students at the Preparatory School. %65 of the teachers and 100%
of my students participated in this study.
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Data Collection Tools
Teacher journal, self-observations by video recordings, online survey, student questionnaires,
student evaluative feedbacks at different time intervals, interviews, peer observations and
reflections on them,a colleague’s transformation experience to teaching and a teacher trainer’s
transformative experiences as a reflective practitioner are the data collection tools used in this
study.
Data Analysis
“Qualitative analysis is not adhering to any one ‘correct’ approach or set of rigid techniques; it
is imaginative, artful, flexible, and reflective” (Coffey & Atkinson, 1996).
First, the focus is on professional and identity development of teachers, since everything
begins with self awareness leading to reflection and the data below is an evidence of this.
Reflections on professional development
1.

Teacher diary- Autobiographical reflection

Video-recorded self-observations and reflections on them
I think I have done many video-recordings and watched my teaching and my students’ learning.
The recordings I have are not only in class but also in conferences while doing workshops,
presentations. What I think the most beneficial side of these are; a teacher can critically see
himself/herself as if she/he is looking at the mirror. For example, before watching myself, I
thought I was very quick in the class and students sometimes cannot follow me, but when I
watched, I found out that my pace was parallel to students’ pace. This made me happy and
increased my motivation. Also, in one recording, while I was doing a simulation as a warm-up
stage of a workshop with a trainer, I thought I acted very well before watching it. However, after
I watched I realized that I exaggerated my role too much and when I thought critically about the
reason of it, I found out that the reason was too much anxiety and inexperience. Afterwards,
when I watched another video about a workshop on peer-observations I conducted for a
university’s Preparatory teachers, there was again a simulation/role-play in the beginning, but
this time I noticed that there has been such a big difference. I have become much more
confident and there was no exaggeration, but of course there were other elements to develop
like the rhythm of the session. It could have been more varied but again reflecting critically, as
the administration was observing me, I did not want to take any risks and stuck to the already
tried one which made me feel secure and overcome my anxiety.
One of the classroom recordings I had with students was on teaching them how to ask
questions. I quite liked my rapport, since they asked me any question whenever they wanted. I
liked my body language, presentation skills, and encouraging students to participate more by
asking them to work in groups and formulate questions. In the game style group task, “google”
was not a search engine in the virtual world, but a person in the group. They asked all their
questions about different topics to the human “google” who had to search for and find the
answers in a limited time. The first group to finish would be the winner of the game. They were
quiet interested in it and had fun while practicing question formation and developing their
research skills. At the feedback stage, I acted like “google”-I changed my voice a bit and made it
more machine like- we laughed at the mistakes they made all together and it was a useful
lesson I thought. However, I still think about how else I can teach question formation in a more
autonomous style.
2. Teacher diary- An INSET reflection
I took the INSET as a part of my training program in the fourth year of my teaching. The
objective of the INSET was to teach new ways of teaching vocabulary. “How do you teach
vocabulary?” “Why do you teach vocabulary that way? How else can yo teach vocabulary?” were
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the questions written by the tutor on the board in the first lesson. It was a six week program in
which approximately 25 voluntary teachers studied and learnt together with lots of input,
practice and reflections in the teaching portfolios. When each new technique we learnt was tried
in class, we shared the students’ reaction to it and contemplated on the betterment of the task.
Also, other than being intrinsically motivated to participate in the INSET, extrinsic motivation
was also present, because the administration promoted the teachers who successfully used
some of these techniques with their students in class after observing them.
3. Teacher diary-My first observation
I was very excited in my first observed lesson. The trainer was a very well known professional in
Turkey; especially by the university English lecturers. That’s why, the lesson was so important
for me. I planned a lesson in context and the aim was; teaching present perfect tense. For some
reason I wanted to initiate the lesson with a simulation and entered in the class wearing white
gloves, a white dress and a hat to get students’ attention and raise their interest. They asked
me why I was dressed up like that; I told them that I have just got married. The lesson started
in an interesting way. This brought me many plusses in my observation record. I presented the
topic in an inductive way and wanted the students to create their own stories using some
recently introduced vocabulary from the previous lesson and present perfect simple as well.
This was a bit too much since the practice on the topic was not enough; but I thought of giving
feedback instantly while they were studying and they did not need much practice. After the
lesson, the tutor asked me to write a reflection on the lesson thinking about its positive sides
and parts to improve. I was left on my own, thinking about the lesson. When I asked myself
what could have been improved, I could not find anything. This was my second year in
teaching. Then, after a few days I had a meeting with the tutor, in which together we went
through the stages of the lesson and thought critically about points to consider and what my
strengths were as a teacher. I felt very positive about the feedback, and looked forward to the
next one with the motivation for learning more about the ways I can improve my teaching. That
day, having been influenced by the trainer, I decided to be a very effective teacher and
ultimately a trainer. I achieved my goal throughout years and I am a life-long learner committed
to teaching profession. I stop at times, slow down and analyze my lessons of the day by
thinking about what went well and what could be improved, whether the lesson reached its
objectives or not, what were the problems students had and were they all involved in the lesson
and made use of the time effectively.
Student expectations in the beginning and during the middle of the module
The data collected is by student free writing, my observations in the beginning and informal
chats during the breaks in the mid module.
When students started the school, nearly 100% of them expressed their enthusiasm and wish
for learning better English. They were aware of the need for English in their jobs and they were
ready to do whatever I asked them to do in class. They tried to speak in English, learn more
vocabulary, and enjoyed “group/pair” activities. In the free writings where I asked “Are you
happy to be here? Why / Why not?” I got approximately 80% “yes” answers, however, some of
them were not happy because of the campus and their departments. I did not have any
problematic students who were very negative about being there, so it made our time more
enjoyable.
In the middle of the module, there was a bit of change towards stress, since quizzes happened
one after another, they had to do presentations, and take the mid-module achievement exam in
which they had problems with the writing skills part and reflected this to me as I was their
integrated skills, main course teacher. I had a nice conversation with my colleague about this
and found out that this was her method of training the students. I found it quiet inspirational
and decided to try with my writing group in the coming modules as well. In the meantime, their
writing teacher gave them feedback and did extra lessons with them which lowered their
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anxiety level for the module end test. Also, they were worried about another assessment tool;
video recording and to help them overcome this worry, I shared with them the rubric once
again, showed them some samples from previous years and graded together with them which
calmed them down. At the same time, in lessons they had to speak in English, because all of
the three teachers teaching that group were very insistent on it.
When I sometimes listened to them during the breaks in the corridors, I heard them talking
positively about the school, the teachers but not the attendance system. They were very friendly
and even invited us to eat out together. When they shared their feedback with us informally, we
learnt that hey wanted more online studies in class which we could not do a lot according to
the curriculum. Online studies were a part of their homework.
In the first week of the module, when I asked for a reflection from my classes which had 50
students overall, I got very paradoxical answers. These two courses aimed at teaching grammar
points and some vocabulary for A2 level students. I met both groups eleven hours every week
for 8 weeks during the module and my aim was not only to teach them the objectives of the
designed curriculum, but also help them to be aware of reflective practice. With that purpose in
mind, having spoken and learnt each student’s socio- cultural background, and different health
issues, at the end of the first week I asked them to write a few sentences about their ideas and
feelings as a response to the question “How was your first week at the English Preparatory
School?”. I guided them with questions like “What were the positive things about the lessons?
About the class atmosphere? And what were the negative ones? How did you feel during this
week? Were there any problems? Do you have any suggestions?” The answers I got were exactly
representing Generation Z teenagers, because most of them wanted to spend more time on their
phones, use more digital applications, whereas a few of them even didn’t mention about this.
Some asked for more fun activities, some were content with the lessons. Some wanted me to
speak a bit slower, some wanted more Turkish in class. Most of them wanted internet based
learning and communicative activities. They also expressed that they liked their teachers and
friends. So I got my classes express their ideas and feelings about the first week and found out
as expected that they were digital natives born into the world of internet looking for more online
studies and also paradoxically a few of them were happy with classical teacher input rather
than inductive learning strategies, while at the same time they were eager to do research, group
work and project assignments.
Student questionnaires
Questionnaire is another tool I used for gathering data in this study as students are a major
part of teachers’ reflection. 100% of the students of my both classesreplied to the questionnaire
below in order to give feedback and evaluate my classroom teaching practice.
Table 1. Percentage distribution of student ratings

Strongly agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly
disagree

REFLECTION/FEEDBACK QUESTIONNAIRE ABOUT THE MAIN COURSE

1

The teacher made the objectives clear for the lessons.

94

6

0

0

0

2

The teacher can explain the topics very clearly.

88

12

0

0

0

3

The teacher was well prepared for the lessons.

88

6

6

0

0

4

The teacher made the lessons interesting.

67

30

3

0

0
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5

The teacher gave everybody chance to participate.

88

9

3

0

0

6

The teacher was available for asking extra questions outside the class.

91

6

3

0

0

7

The teacher created opportunities to ask questions.

94

6

0

0

0

8

The teacher made the criteria clear for our work.

94

3

3

0

0

9

The teacher created warm classroom atmosphere.

88

12

0

0

0

10 The teacher did not favor any students.

97

3

0

0

0

11 The teacher used the white board very well.

88

9

3

0

0

12 The teacher used audiovisual tools well.

91

6

3

0

0

13 The teacher cared about the rhythm of the lesson and changed activities accordingly.

85

6

9

0

0

14 The teacher corrected our mistakes in a gentle way.

97

3

0

0

0

15 The teacher motivated, praised and encouraged the students.

91

9

0

0

0

16 The teacher used body language, humor and gestures to make her presentations
more interesting.

82

12

6

0

0

17 The teacher encouraged the students to speak L2 in class.

91

9

0

0

0

18 The teacher understood our problems in L2 and formed a bridge between L1 and L2.

91

9

0

0

0

19 There was genuine communication in the class. .

94

6

0

0

0

20 The teacher’s attitude was always positive to the students..

94

3

3

0

0

THANK YOU
Begüm Kut
Reflection and Collaboration
Thirdly, reflection and collaboration takes place because;
“Reflection occurs in a collegial environment encouraging social responsibility, flexibility,
consciousness and efficacy” (Newell, 1996, p.568)
I used an online survey to get my colleagues’ ideas about reflection.
There were three questions in the online survey:
1. What is reflection in teaching and learning for you? What are its benefits?
2. Can you share a reflective practice from your teaching experience?
3. Do you consider your students as reflective learners? If yes, how have you made
them aware of the reflection process? If not, how can you help them to be aware?
The most striking answers are in the transcripts below:
Excerpt 1:
1.

Reflective teaching means having a notion on teacher’s own practices, skills,
techniques, methodology, etc. in class. It’s a type of self-analysis, assessment and
evaluation of both teacher’s and student’s weaknesses and strengths throughout
teaching and learning process. It’s also a mirror in which a teacher or a learner can
see his/her past, present and future in terms of teaching and learning. It’s a way to
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be more professional and the psychology of your teaching should be perfect, up to
date and the best.
2.

I have always been observed by professional teacher trainers and my colleagues at
certain intervals since I started teaching at a variety of language schools and
universities, resulting in being a teacher perpetually learning by teaching and for my
students being the teachers of themselves in the learning process.

3.

Well, I can say “yes” to some extent in as much as I try to encourage my students by
a number of techniques and assignments, in which they can have a chance to get
feedback from their peers in class and by themselves outside class. These techniques
and assignments may include keeping journals for writing skill, recording of their
own short talks in English on learners’ own mobiles, videotaping debates in class for
a
later
feedback,
using
some
websites
like
www.
onthisday.today,
lyricstraining,podcasts in English, tedX talks etc. conducting pair and group work
activities in class and portfolios in different skills. They all contribute my students to
be autonomous learners as well, let alone being fast learners and having more selfconfidence in both receptive and productive skills.

Excerpt 2:
1. Reflection means evaluation of what has been done so far in the lessons. Considering
this, the teacher can decide what can be changed to be more effective in the classroom.
2. I consider myself as a “reflective teacher” since it is important for me to stop at some
certain times in teaching process and try to evaluate everything that has a role in
teaching, including even my own mood. Then, try to make necessary changes to achieve
the goals.
3. Unfortunately, very few of our learners are conscious learners, I believe. I don’t think
they are practicing reflective learning. Mostly, they study just to get a passing grade, so
they don’t care about learning and seeing what is right, what is wrong in their learning
habits. I think it is the duty of the teacher to help students to be aware of the “reflective
learning process”. It can be beneficial for the students who try to develop better learning
habits. They can realize what is wrong in their studying strategies. On the other hand, I
believe the students know the right thing to do to be better learners intuitively. The
problem is that they are too lazy to practice it.
Excerpt 3:
1.

For me, reflection in teaching and learning implies the idea of self-assessment of the
individuals during and after the lesson, which enables them to evaluate the process
and improve the quality of it. It helps the teacher to perform better and be more
efficient in teaching. Likewise, it helps the students and for better experiences in
learning.

2.

Even if I teach the young adults, only few of them in each class are really conscious
learners. But those who want to make the most of the learning process are able to
change the atmosphere of the whole class as a positive way, which makes my
profession inspiring.

3.

To make learners aware, I simply ask them to check themselves. If “it” really makes
sense to them and if they really can use it in real life. If the learners are satisfied
with the learning experience, that really is more efficient than anything else.

Excerpt 4:
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1. Reflection in teaching is very effective as it gives us a chance to see ourselves and
think on what we do well or bad. In order to be aware of “self”, it is crucial and
necessary.
2. In the previous years, we need to record one of our classes. When I watched myself
for that hour, I could see myself from a more objective point of view and it was easier
to see the difference between “good” and “better”.
3. Especially in my writing classes, I can say that they are reflective learners. I give
them a paragraph/essay of some other students and want them to grade the paper
according to the rubric of the school. In this way, they get a more critical view for
themselves and be careful more.
Excerpt 5:
1. Reflection in teaching and learning is to notice your own strengths and weaknesses
in both teaching and learning processes and organize these processes accordingly for
them to provide maximum benefit.
2. In my first year in teaching, I kept diaries of my lessons for a few times. After
finishing each lesson, even if it was a good one, I tried to find out what worked well
in my class and what didn’t. I found it really effective as I wasn’t reacting, but
reflecting. Another reflective practice was recording my lessons again in the same
year. I did it especially to see my weaknesses related to classroom management and
pronunciation. Also, I asked one of my colleagues to watch and comment on it.
3. In pair or group speaking activities, I observe my students, take notes of their errors,
and write them on the board without saying whose errors they are. Students try to
correct these errors together. Not only in speaking but also in writing or in other
kinds of tasks. I try not to skip error correction and feedback sessions. However, it’s
difficult to define my students as reflective learners. They are just learning how to be
a reflective learner.
Excerpt 6:
1. Reflective learning involves students’ thinking about what they have read, done, or
learned, relating the lesson at hand to their own lives and making meaning out of the
material. It’s more than just memorizing formulas, facts or dates. Students make
connections to facts and experiences.
2. In my program where we teach English to adult 18 year old students, the students are
asked to keep a file of their work that brings insight and understanding. In addition, it
allows them to become familiar with their own learning process.
3. Goal setting plays an important part in reflective learning. We believe that it is linked to
reflective learning in many ways. We encourage students to set goals and stick to a
timeline to achieve these goals. Throughout the learning process, with different reflective
learning procedures, students start to make connections and references; these are
important.

Peer observations and reflections on them
Generally each module teachers are asked to do a peer observation and share its reflection with
the administration. The questions in the peer-observation are:
1- Please give a detailed description of the lesson including methods, intended learning
outcome, activities and interaction.
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2- Discuss any areas of strength, effectiveness or suggestions for improvement (related
to methods, delivery, personal style, innovation, technology, rapport…etc.
3- Is there anything you gained from this observation that you may consider
incorporating into your own teaching?
4- Comments on the lecturer observed.
So far, I have had 10 peer observations done and the reflections have been useful for me to
compare sometechniques that worked well with the students in my peers’ classes with mine; in
addition to some classroom management strategies. For instance, I’ve found out that after
many years of teaching, I get tired easily while writing on the board and wished for a digital
board. Likewise, I’ve observed that some teachers used online games more and this made the
students much more interested than group work research and project activities I did with my
groups. However, all the dynamics are different and a teacher has to adapt himself/herself
according to the needs of that group. The only common characteristics of our students are they
are Generation Z people, in other words, they are digital natives. Their context is mobile, and
they live in multiple realities within a variety of social networks. They have “dialogic”, “realistic”,
“communaholic” behaviors. They are unique, unlimited consumers. Therefore, each teacher has
to arrange his/her own techniques according to his/her group’s characteristics. They are open
to learning and need to be made aware of reflective learning process which will result in more
self-awareness. Also, smartphones cause addiction and the excessive use of them leads to
interference with the self dialogue. Sriwilai and Charoensuknongkol (2015) state that “When
people are addicted to social media, their ability to be mindful to what they are doing in the
present tends to be impaired because of the distraction caused by the urge to access social
media” (p.428). Besides as Turkle (2015) has put forward phubbing has a negative effect on
conversations; because of social media usage and the online world, people hardly ever find time
for internal conversation-self-reflection-while alone because there is not much left for
contemplation and critical thinking. On the other hand, if teachers take students’ smartphones
away, they experience anxiety, that affects the working memory in processing information.
(Hartanto & Yang). In different classes, with different teachers, different methods are used but I
think the best one is integrating technology into the learning process for a limited time in the
lesson.
Transformational learning
Mezirow (2000) argues that reflection only leads to learning if it leads to transformation. For the
purpose of learning more about reflective teaching and learning process and the effects of this
on the identity development of teachers, I interviewed an experienced EFL teacher whose
transformation process from a foreign language student into a foreign language teacher in a
foreign context where he had to immigrate due to political reasons affected me as a researcher
and a learner. The summary of this biographical narrative is as follows.
Reflections of the transformation process of a foreign language student into a foreign
language tutor in a native context and the effect of this on his professional teacher
identity development
When he had to leave his country because of ongoing unrest at the universities, he could not
think of a future teaching profession at all. His first years abroad were spent finding a shelter,
learning a language, looking for a place to study, running after jobs, thinking of home and
being active to change the fate of his homeland.
He can remember at the beginning when a teacher at the language school during an oral
placement test asked him "if he understood her" and he pronounced a sentence like "Yes I can
understand you but not speak" and she then referred him to the beginner class. The sentence
was indeed spoken in the mother tongue of the teacher; she’s got the information true but did
not pay attention that this phrase was spoken by a beginner.The same teacher asked him in
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the afternoon, why he was in this class at all, he would understand and speak well, so he
should go to the elementary class. He found this attitude rather strange and lost trust in the
teacher who demotivated him by putting him in a lower level. He decided to put more effort in
his own language learning and only go to the course when this woman was not his teacher. He
practiced the language outside so efficiently that he got his diploma very quickly just after a few
months of studying.
After the first difficult years, he settled in his new homeland abroad and even started to support
the refugees from his home country with bureaucratic stuff and as an interpreter of legal
questions. Teaching skills in language or tuition in study subjects were also offered to him. He
said that this made him so proud.
One day he saw a job offer as a student assistant at the language of the university.He applied
but did not have much hope when he saw that many native linguists had also applied. He was
astonished when he heard that he was accepted. After a short introductory phase, his professor
even gave him some classes where he was allowed to teach alone.
After a while he asked his professor why he’d chosen him instead of a native linguist. He then
replied that he had learned the language as a foreign language and analytically. That's exactly
what the students at Preparatory School needed. The mother tongue linguists would only
confuse them because their language acquisition process was intuitive and natural.
From a simple job search, a proper profession developed over time. Everything he had learned
from his professor accompanied him till today in his career path. It has been nearly 25 years
since his transformation process from a language learner to a teacher. He finds this
transformation very challenging and painful at times.Sometimes he thinks about his students
here and there. Those abroad are happy that they can practice the language learned on the
street right away.What bothers him most here is that our students are quite lazy and usually
sit in front of empty sheets and claim that they can not think of anything to write or talk about
and put no effort in learning a language as if it’s not their learning process.
Interview with Dr. Deniz Kurtoğlu Eken: “Becoming a Teacher Trainer”
Me: Hello. I am Begüm Kut. I am an SLTEP (Sabancı Language Trainer Education Program)
alumni member. Today, I am going to interview Deniz Kurtoğlu Eken, but she doesn’t know the
questions by the way. Deniz Hocam, welcome
DKE: Hello Begüm.
Me: Deniz Hocam, thank you very much for accepting the interview. First of all, I’d like to learn
about your teacher training story. Can you tell us about that? How and when did you start
teacher training, and how has it developed?
DKE: Well, it’s been a long time since I talked about when I started teacher training, but what I
remember is that I wanted it very much and I was in the States at the same time doing my M.A
degree but also working at Bilkent and I’d asked for a leave from the school, I went on a
Fullbright MA program. And as I was sort of finishing my M.A program there, I got a letter from
the university. Well, we were corresponding in terms of what I would do, when I would go back.
And I actually said I wanted to become a teacher trainer then. They said Ok, that would be very
nice, but maybe you can start as a Head of Teaching Unit initially and then continue with
teacher training. And I said no I don’t want to become the head of a teaching unit. And when I
got back, I actually continued with teaching normally at Bilkent, and then that year I gave a lot
of workshops, I attended, I carried out observations jointly with experienced teacher trainers.
So, it was like an induction and then the following year I applied and started working as a
teacher trainer. So, we’re talking about 1993.
Me: You started as a teacher trainer then. What about your first teacher trainer? Do you
remember your first teacher trainer?
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DKE: Well, at Bilkent, there was Oya Başaran who helped me a lot with my supervision. She
supervised me although there were many other colleagues as well. But then when I think about
it in terms of first teacher trainer, you get influenced by people while you are doing your
Masters as well. Maybe that’s actually one of the reasons why I wanted to be a teacher trainer
because I got influenced, I got inspired by what they were doing as lecturers, professors more
from a teacher training point of view, because our subject was ELT. So I would probably include
one of my professors at the time Charles Parish who used to work at Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale. He gave me a lot of inspiration and a lot of support.
Me: Right, thank you very much. As a teacher trainer, how would you define “challenge”,
“change” in a teacher trainer’s professional development cycle? According to you, what is
“challenge”, what is “change” for you?
DKE: Hmmm, it’s interesting that you mentioned those two concepts together, they actually do
go together. It’s a nice way to look at it. If I look at my own training, I’ve never been away for
several decades, well that makes me really old, well probably about two decades, and how I
cannot give up challenging myself and I cannot give up taking up new opportunities, things
that I haven’t tried before in my training, new programs, new ways of doing things…etc. The
more I do that, the more I grow. I think one of the not dangerous but things a trainer needs to
be careful about is actually that; in other words, not being settled too much, not staying in the
comfort zone, and continually challenging themselves with new or alternative opportunities and
that’s very closely related to change because when you do that, you’re changing in a positive
way, and even if you do have failures from time to time, I think it’s worth taking risks in terms
of trying up new things.
Me: So, metaphorically speaking, if you created a menu as the cook of your professional life,
how would you design it? Starting from the beginning, until now. For example, when I thought
about mine, when I started teaching, Kristina Smith was my first trainer and she inspired me.
So when I created my menu, I said: Starters: Kristina’s soup, ingredients, workshops,
observations, and so on. What is your metaphor?
DKE: It’s a quite common one, in our trainers’ course a few people came up with it, but it’s a
mirror. (showing a real mirror) because when I look at it, I see me and each time I look at a
mirror, I see mirrors within mirrors, a mirror within a mirror, another one within that mirror;
each stage of my professional life, how you have grown, how you have changed; it doesn’t
necessarily mean you are getting bigger, it means how you have grown.
Me: Like the stages of life. Can you tell us the story of SLTEP?
DKE: This was way back when I fist introduced the trainer training program at Bilkent. It was a
diploma program. It took us a lot of time to get accepted, but it got accepted and it was a one
year diploma program then and the reason why it started and why I wanted to do it was
because of the need at the time. There were many people doing training for the Ministry of
Education Teacher Training Courses, Training for the Publishers etc. There was no formal
trainer training course. So, I thought OK, well, we could start with our own institution and we
did. I ran it there for four years, and then there was a request from Bilgi University to run it
there and we did.We ran a certificate program in Trainer Training. And then when I started
working at Sabancı in 2002, a year later we started doing the trainer training program. It then
took the name of trainer education program as a two week intensive program for our colleagues
from outside Sabancı University. And you know if I do have a tree in life, so to speak, that is
probably my best and lovely tree.We have grown so much, myself and my colleagues, having
done it for 10 years now. Also we have learnt so much, we have grown with you we have
wonderful individuals like you. What is so really gratifying about it is that so many of you have
been involved in various teacher training roles, not necessarily PDUs, but conferences, jointevents…I really appreciate that, I feel happy about it.
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Me: We feel very happy about it. Thank you dear Deniz hocam.
Findings
Journal keeping is an effective way to reflect on one’s own feelings and practices. In following
your progress as a professional, you can refer back to your notes and think about the present
time in comparison to the past. As Donald Schön (1983) stated “the practitioner moves from the
problem, to new action. In this respect writing professional diaries is very useful.” From the
journal reflections, it can be clearly observed that reflection process helps to the teacher in
his/her learning journey.The inner dialogic reflection is paying attention to your own actions
and reactions in class and creating a gaze at inner self.
When we have a look at the student reflections, according to the data gathered in the survey
they gave very positive feedback about a lot of issues, but at the corridors when they had chats
with their friends, they were saying that their whole concern was to pass rather than learn the
language which made me angry as a teacher because I put all the effort to create the best
learning environment for them and I thought that I should practice more reflective tasks like
reflective discussions, contemplation tasks, and informal feedback so that they would really
want to learn the language learning as a part of their identity transformation process; moving
into the culture of another world just like on internet where they have a variety of friends from
a variety of foreign countries who could only speak English and take this opportunity of EFL
classes as a way to bridge the gap between different cultures and be world citizens in addition
to being digital natives.
The biggest benefit of peer observations is I think, establishing a community of trust which
includes “I” statements, rather than criticizing or judging our colleagues.After receiving data
from 65% of my colleagues, I have found out that all of the participants are aware of reflective
teaching. Rest of the teachers who didn’t get involved in the study were most probably very
busy with assessment or other duties assigned by the administration as they apologized from
me and told their excuses whereas a low percent do not believe in professional development
activities at all as they don’t get paid for these.
For the first question of the survey, when I have a look at all of my peers’ answers, I see that
they are all aware of what reflection is and its benefits. I could share just a few of them here.
For the second question of the survey, they all shared a reflective practice from their classes. As
Kumaravadivelu (2006) states, reflection teaches “to theorize from their practice and to practice
what they theorize” (p.70). For the third question, most of the teachers expressed their thoughts
on students’ not being reflective learners, as they are not used to it and they need to be trained
about this.
The most effective part of this study for me was one to one interviews I had with two teachers,
one of whom had an interesting experience abroad and the other teacher, well-known
professional teacher trainer Dr. Deniz Kurtoğlu Eken. As a result of these reflective dialogues
on their transformation processes, I thought of my transformation process as an English
learner, a teacher and a teacher trainer, I could easily observe the metamorphosis. My
metaphor for this would be a caterpillar turning into a butterfly, or a worm turning into a silk
worm. Thus, it can not be neglected that:
“The word reflection is suggestive of a number of mirror images of our actions, peaceful
pondering about our experiences and making our past an asset for our future, thinking
meaningfully about past periods, and the memories that come inour mind and become a
learning experience. In education and training, the term is often used specifically to indicate an
essential stage in the learning process where a difficult and deliberate process of thinking and
inferring a situation is undertaken in order to arrive at a deeper understanding of event and our
position there” ( Khanam ,2015)
Discussion and Conclusions
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As Brookfield suggests there are four lenses of reflection as: autobiographies, from the eyes of a
self as a learner and teacher, from our students’ eyes, from our colleagues’ eyes as well as from
the lens of theoretical literature as reviewed in the background part of this study. The most
interesting one I think is the lens from our students’ eyes. In class when I make errors, I want
them to correct and show them that it is a very usual act to make mistakes. This type of
interaction also helps to build a better relationshipwith the students. In today’s world of EFL
teaching where promoting learner autonomy is essential in order to help the learners develop
their cognitive strategies and be life-long independent learners knowing how to learn, students’
feedback and reflections on the lessons are vital because it is their learning process and
without knowing what is in their brain about the teaching process, learning process can not
actualize itself. I think, on the whole, reflection leads to awareness of the context, description of
the lessons and our practises, evaluation of ourselves as teachers and learners.
Last but not the least, the benefits of reflection such as having more job satisfaction, having
better interpersonal relationships with peers and students, a development in teachers’ sense of
self-empowerment shouldn’t be forgotten.
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Abstract
This study aims at exploring learners’ preferences for interactional feedback strategy use and
interactional feedback provider during the classroom interaction in English classes and the
reasons why learners desired to be corrected. The study also presents data on the interactional
feedback strategy which is deemed the most effective interactional feedback strategy and the
interactional feedback strategy perceived as the most frequently used feedback strategy in Main
Course classes, at a state university, where the medium of instruction is English. Plus, data
regarding the actual feedback use in the related course and learners’ preferred frequency of the
use of different interactional feedback strategy during classroom interaction in different courses
are also presented. The data analysis revealed striking results on learners’ preferences and
perceptions.
Keywords: explicit corrective feedback, implicit corrective feedback, interactional feedback
strategies
Özet
Bu çalışmanın amacı, öğrencilerin İngilizce derslerindeki etkileşimli geri bildirim stratejilerinin
kullanımı ile etkileşimli geri bildirim kaynağına yönelik tercihlerini ve öğrencilerin hatalarının
düzeltilmesi taleplerinin nedenlerini araştırmaktır. Çalışmada en etkili olduğu düşünülen
etkileşimli geri bildirim stratejilerinin yanı sıra bir devlet üniversitesinde yürütülen Ingilizce
Ana Ders kapsamında ders öğretmeni-araştırmacı tarafından en sık şekilde kullanıldığı
düşünülen etkileşimli geri bildirim stratejileriyle ilgili veriler de sunulmaktadır. Bunlara ek
olarak, ilgili derste gerçekte kullanılan geri bildirim stratejileri ve öğrencilerin farklı derslerde
etkileşimli geri bildirim stratejileri kullanımlarının sıklığına yönelik tercihleriyle ilgili veriler
aktarılmaktadır. Veri analizi, öğrencilerin tercih ve algılarına dair önemli bulgular ortaya
koymaktadır.
Anahtar Kelimeler: belirtik düzeltici geri bildirim, örtük düzeltici geri bildirim, etkileşimli geri
bildirim stratejileri
Introduction
Learning a language in the classroom occurs through meaningful communication and
interaction (Sasmita, Jufri & Tiarina, 2013). Thus, interaction has recently become a central
phenomenon. This has led to some changes in and debates on the procedures of providing
feedback. The majority of recent theories related to second language (L2) learning and language
pedagogy emphasize the role of feedback in language learning. The contribution of feedback to
language learning has been examined in these theories. Feedback shapes students’ learning
and performance (Petchprasert, 2012). However, as Gitsaki and Althobaiti (2010) state
“providing feedback in class is not a simple or clear-cut process” (p.197). Different types of
feedback, the specific effect each type has on learners’ errors, and learners’ perceptions of
feedback use during classroom interaction should also be taken into consideration for more
fruitful learning processes.
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The Use of Feedback in Instructed Language Learning Contexts
Various feedback strategies can and should be used in language learning and teaching
(Petchprasert, 2012). Ur (1996) states that the use of corrective feedback in the language
classroom should not be overestimated and proposes a more proactive approach to learner
errors (as cited in Ellis, 2009, p. 10). She asserts that rather than correcting them, she would
prefer to invest time in avoiding errors. In other views, however, a distinction is made between
“accuracy” and “fluency” work, and it has been suggested that corrective feedback has a place
in the former solely. For instance, Harmer (1983) suggests that teacher intervention should be
avoided when learners are engaged in communicative activity. Scholars working within an
interactionist framework hold a different view, they advocate that corrective feedback leads to a
more fruitful learning process when it occurs in context at the time the learner makes the error
(as cited in Ellis, 2009). That is, learning occurs when learners are provided with immediate
corrective feedback and notice their mistakes.
Feedback fosters learner motivation and ensures linguistic accuracy (Ellis, 2009; Petchprasert,
2012). Thus, the use of feedback in instructed language learning contexts has to be explored in
depth. In the past, the more widely used classroom teacher feedback was explicit negative
feedback (Jafarigohar &, Gharbavi, 2014), but recent teaching approaches have entailed some
changes in the way feedback techniques are used in the classroom. There has been a shift from
explicit negative feedback to implicit negative feedback as negative affective reactions on the
part of the learners can be observed in the presence of explicit negative feedback. Lyster and
Mori (2006) state that the communicative orientation of the classroom should also be
considered in the choice of feedback strategies (as cited in Jafarigohar & Gharbavi, 2014). They
propose using different feedback types that have different communicative orientations. They
advocate using the feedback strategy that is opposite the communicative orientation of the
classroom. In this way, it is aimed to momentarily shift learners’ attention to error correction.
To illustrate, instructors are advised to use recasts in form-focused classrooms and prompts in
more meaning-focused classrooms.
Issues regarding the use of feedback in the classroom include the questions of whether it
contributes to L2 acquisition, which errors should be corrected, who should do the correcting,
which strategy of feedback to correct students’ mistakes is the most effective, and what the best
timing for feedback (immediate or delayed) is (Ellis, 2009). Hedge (2000) states that western
educational ideologies put the emphasis on learner centeredness. Therefore, teachers are
suggested providing learners with the opportunity to self-correct or asking learners’ peers to
perform the correction in the case of a failure of this type of correction (as cited in Ellis, 2009).
However, learners typically prefer the teacher to do the correction for them. Also, it is only
possible for learners to self-correct in the case of possessing the required linguistic knowledge
(Ellis, 2009). In a nutshell, a variety of questions and contexts have to be taken into
consideration in exploring the use of corrective feedback in the classroom.
Interactional Feedback
The effectiveness of interactional feedback for second language (L2) acquisition has been
examined recently, and it is proposed that such feedback is beneficial for L2 learning (Nassaji,
2010). The theory of interactional feedback has its roots in interactionist perspective. According
to Nassaji (2016), through interaction, learners are provided with opportunities for negotiation,
which assists language acquisition. He defines interactional feedback as “a kind of corrective
feedback that occurs in the context of communicative interaction” (p. 536). It refers to implicit
or explicit feedback generated through negotiation and modification processes during the
interaction with an attempt to deal with communication or linguistic problems (Ellis, 2009). The
strategies included in interactional feedback are reformulations, prompts, and metalinguistic
feedback.
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Reformulations (e.g., recasts and direct corrections) are the feedback types in which a rephrase
of the learner’s erroneous utterance into a correct form is presented. These feedback strategies
are regarded as input-providing strategies since they provide the learner with the target-like
input (Ellis, 2009). Recasts are the most controversial feedback strategies in terms of their
definition and effectiveness in language classrooms (see e.g., Ellis & Sheen, 2006; Nicholas,
Lightbown, & Spada, 2001; as cited in Gitsaki & Althobaiti, 2010). Whereas, prompts (e.g.,
clarification requests, elicitations, repetition of the errors with rising intonation, and
metalinguistic cues, Lyster, 2004) do not provide the correct form. They provide learners with
an opportunity to self-repair. Table 1 provides a taxonomy of corrective feedback strategies
(Ellis, 2009, p. 8).
Table 1. Taxonomy of corrective feedback strategies
Input-providing
Output-prompting

Implicit
Recast
Repetition
Clarification request

Explicit
Explicit correction
Metalinguistic explanation
Elicitation
Paralinguistic signal

Interactional feedback, as a form of corrective feedback, can either be conversational or
pedagogical. The former aims to repair communication breakdowns during conversational
discourse to deal with comprehension problems while the latter is a more intentional form of
feedback which has an instructional purpose (Nassaji, 2016). This kind of feedback is used in
the presence of a communication or language problem. It is also used to correct an error or
draw the learner’s attention to form. Table 2 displays interactional feedback strategies along
with examples.
Table 2. Interactional feedback strategy classifications and examples
Interactional Feedback
Example
Strategy
Recasts
L: And they have a happy life after and many years they have a
lot
of kid around the…
I: They had…
L: They had a lot of kids around the palace
(Yang & Lyster, 2010, p. 243).
Explicit correction
L: On May.
I: Not on May, In May. We say, “It will start in May.”
(Ellis, 2009, p. 9).
Clarification request
L: Why does he fly to Korea last year?
I: Pardon?
L: Why did he fly to Korea last year?
(Lorincz, 2014, p. 101)
Repetition
L: Mrs. Jones travel a lot last year.
I: Mrs. Jones travel a lot last year?
L: Mrs. Jones traveled a lot last year (Lorincz, 2014, p. 101).
Direct elicitation
L: Once upon a time, there lives a poor girl named Cinderella.
I: Once upon a time, there…
L: There lived a girl
(Lorincz, 2014, p. 101).
Metalinguistic cues
L: I went to the train station and pick up my aunt.
I: Use past tense consistently.
L: I went to the train station and picked up my aunt
(Lorincz, 2014, p. 101).
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I: Instructor, L: Learner.
Recasts
Nicholas, Lightbown, and Spada (2001) defined a recast as “the teachers’ correct restatement of
learners’ incorrectly formed utterance” (p. 720). Research suggests that recasts are not effective
as they lead to lower rates of learner uptake such as successful repair (Ellis et al., 2001; Lyster,
1998; Lyster & Ranta, 1997; Panova & Lyster, 2002; as cited in Gitsaki & Althobaiti, 2010). In
Lyster and Ranta’s study (1997), recasts were presented as the more frequently used (55%) type
of feedback compared to other types of feedback, including explicit correction, metalinguistic
feedback, clarification requests, elicitation, and repetition. Despite the high frequency of their
occurrence in French immersion classrooms, for instance, recasts led to the least amount of
uptake (31%). In contrast, most of the other feedback types resulted in student uptake. More
specifically, students corrected their output in over 80% of the times these feedback types were
used (as cited in Gitsaki & Althobaiti, 2010).
Panova and Lyster’s study (2002), on the other hand, investigated feedback types and learner
uptake in a non-immersion context, which confirmed the findings of Lyster and Ranta’s study.
In this study, it was also suggested that a lower rate of uptake was present when recasts were
used (i.e., students corrected their output only 40% of the times recasts were used) than other
types of feedback, such as clarification requests, elicitation, repetition, and metalinguistic
clues, which elicited successful uptake over 70% of the times they were used. Ellis et al. (2001),
however, reported more positive results. Their study showed that recasts used in ESL
classrooms elicited a high rate of successful uptake (71.6%) despite the fact that the rate of
successful uptake with other types of feedback was higher, ranging from 80% to 100% (as cited
in Gitsaki & Althobaiti, 2010). Also, Loewen and Philip (2006) found that recasts were widely
used and were beneficial at least 50% of the time (as cited in Petchprasert, 2012). To conclude,
mixed results have been reported in the studies that addressed the effectiveness of corrective
feedback on L2 learning development, yet research studies provided positive evidence for the
effectiveness of recasts in controlled experimental settings (Iwashita, 2003; Leeman, 2003; Long
et al., 1998).
Explicit Correction
In explicit correction, the instructor provides students with the correct form by clearly stating
that what the student has said was incorrect (Gitsaki & Althobaiti, 2010, p. 204). That is to say,
the teacher provides the correct target form (Ferreria et al., 2007). Bitchener and Knoch (2010)
assert that “explicit correction provides for correction of linguistic form or structure at or near
the linguistic error” (as cited in Petchprasert, 2012, p. 1114). The crossing out of a word,
phrase, or morpheme, the provision of grammar rules, or the clarification of written metalinguistic explanations are various forms of explicit correction. Some studies showed that
grammar correction was not helpful (Sheppard, 1992; Truscott, 1999; as cited in Petchprasert,
2012). However, other studies conducted to discover whether explicit correction is beneficial for
learners or not have revealed some interesting findings. To illustrate, Leki’s (1991) study
showed that English as a Second Language (ESL) tertiary students wished to be provided with
direct feedback on their writing. A more recent study investigated the extent to which writing
corrective feedback (WCF) can help lower-intermediate ESL learners to use the English articles
“a” and “the” correctly. Similarly, the results showed that performances learners who received
WCF were significantly better than those who did not receive WCF (as cited in Petchprasert,
2012).
Clarification Request
To request clarification and provide students with an opportunity for self-repair in clarification
request, the instructor uses phrases including “Pardon?” and “I don't understand” or
imperatives such as “Please, repeat.” (Gitsaki & Althobaiti, 2010, p. 204; Pica, 1987). This
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strategy includes questions intended to show the student that the answer has been
misunderstood because of a student error, or that the utterance is ill-formed, and that is why a
repetition or a reformulation is required (Ferreria et al., 2007).
Repetition
In repetition, the instructor may repeat the student’s utterance to inform the student of the
occurrence of an error by adjusting her intonation to highlight the error (Gitsaki & Althobaiti,
2010, p. 204). The instructor aims to focus the student’s attention on the problematic part of
the utterance using stress or rising intonation (Ferreira et al., 2007).
Direct Elicitation
Direct elicitation technique is used to stimulate students’ active participation in class. The
instructor elicits a reformulation from students strategically by asking questions or pausing to
allow students to complete the instructor’s utterances (Gitsaki & Althobaiti, 2010). Using the
elicitation technique is an effective way of creating more learner-centered learning contexts, for
it reduces teacher’s talk time in the classroom (Sasmita, Jufri & Tiarina, 2013). Thus, it has a
positive effect on learning and improves learners’ participation. Elicitation techniques include
asking questions, asking questions combined with using pictures, with games and activities,
with texts and dialogues, and finally, with non-verbal language (Doff, 1988). In order for
improved learner participation, instructors should maximize the use of a variety of elicitation
techniques in their classrooms.
Metalinguistic Cues
In metalinguistic cues, the instructor either indicates that the language output is erroneous or
provides questions related to the correctness of the student’s utterance (Gitsaki & Althobaiti,
2010, p. 204). The instructor does not explicitly provide the target form (Ferreria et al., 2007).
Ferreria et al. (2007) propose two categories for the interactional feedback strategies in their
study. They distinguish prompting answer strategies (PAS) and giving answer strategies (GAS).
PAS includes the interactional feedback strategies that encourage students construct the
correct form themselves. In contrast, in GAS, the instructor indicates the location of error or
provides the target form. PAS includes metalinguistic cues, clarification request, and elicitation,
and GAS includes repetition, recasts, explicit correction, and giving answer. This categorization
is important with regard to the role of the instructor in the language learning process and the
effectiveness of the strategies used in the classroom.
In the meta-analysis of fifteen classroom-based studies, Lyster & Saito (2010) aimed to examine
the effectiveness of oral corrective feedback on L2 development. The analysis revealed that the
progress which groups that received prompts made was significantly better compared to the
groups that received recasts. The analysis also showed that younger learners with a mean age
of 10-12 years are more likely to benefit from corrective feedback even more significantly than
older learners (Gitsaki & Althobaiti, 2010).
In light of these, it can be stated that a number of studies have been conducted on feedback
use during classroom interaction in language classrooms, which have mainly focused on the
comparative efficacy of different types of feedback on the acquisition of L2 forms (Amar &
Spada, 2006; Lyster & Izquierdo, 2009; Yang & Lyster, 2010). However, the studies exploring
learners’ preferences for and perceptions of feedback use are scarce. There is a significant gap
in research regarding learners’ perceptions of interactional feedback (Mackey, Gass, &
McDonough, 2000). To fill this gap, this study will explore learners’ preferences for interactional
feedback use and interactional feedback provider during the classroom interaction in English
classes and the reasons why learners desire to be corrected. The study will also reveal data
regarding the interactional feedback strategy deemed the most effective interactional feedback
strategy, the interactional feedback strategy perceived as the most frequently used feedback
strategy in Main Course classes at a state university, the actual feedback use in the related
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course, and learners’ preferred frequency of the use of different interactional feedback strategy
during classroom interaction in different courses.
Research Questions
The following research questions were examined in the present study:
1. Do the learners prefer to be corrected during classroom interaction in English classes?
2. What are the reasons for learners’ preferences to be corrected during classroom interaction
in English classes?
3. Who do the learners prefer to be corrected by?
4. Which interactional feedback strategy is deemed the most effective interactional feedback
type?
5. Which interactional feedback strategy is perceived as the most frequently used interactional
feedback strategy in Main Course classes?
6. Is there a difference between the perceived and actual interactional feedback strategy use
during classroom interaction in Main Course classes?
7. What is the learners’ preferred frequency of the use of interactional feedback strategy during
classroom interaction in Main Course?
8. What is the learners’ preferred frequency of the use of interactional feedback strategy during
classroom interaction in Reading and Writing course?
9. What is the learners’ preferred frequency of the use of interactional feedback strategy during
classroom interaction in Listening and Speaking courses?
10. Does the preferred interactional feedback strategy used during classroom interaction in
different courses vary?
Method
A mixed-method design, which combines quantitative and qualitative data (Creswell, 2012;
Creswell, 2014) “to develop a stronger understanding of the research problem or questions”
(Creswell, 2014, p. 215), was used in the present study. Data collection was done concurrently
through a survey. Quantitative data came from Likert-scale rating questions, and qualitative
data came from open-ended questions.
Research Setting and Participants
The survey was administered at a state university, the School of Foreign Languages. The
medium of instruction at the university was English. Twenty-nine preparatory year students, all
of whom were A2 level non-native speakers of English, participated in the study voluntarily. The
learners were the students of the instructor-researcher. That is, they were convenience samples
(Dörnyei, 2010). 44.82 % of the participants were males, and 55.17 % of them were females.
The participants’ ages ranged between 18 and 22, with an average age of 19.03. They were
enrolled at basic science and engineering departments, namely architecture, chemistry, city
and regional planning, food engineering, and mathematics.
The learners were placed into the current level based on their proficiency exam scores. As A2
level learners, they were required to attend 28 class hours per week. Main course, Reading and
Writing, and Listening and Speaking courses were offered as a part of the preparatory school
curriculum. The syllabus for the Main Course included the formal teaching of language
structures through all language skills. Reading and Writing and Listening and Speaking
courses, on the other hand, were integrated skills courses.
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Data Collection Tools
A questionnaire with Likert-scale rating questions and open-ended questions designed by the
researcher was used to obtain data for the study. The sample interactional feedback strategies
involved in the questionnaire were retrieved from the literature (Ellis, 2009; Nassaji, 2009). The
Likert-scale items were about the interactional feedback type deemed the most effective in a
language classroom, how often the instructor-researcher used interactional feedback strategies
in class, and how often they should be used in different courses, namely, Main Course, Reading
and Writing, and Listening and Speaking. The Cronbach alpha value was calculated as .809 for
the Likert-scale items. To reveal the actual interactional strategy use during classroom
interaction, audiotape was employed while participants were writing a chain story entitled
“Rainforest Adventure” using past tenses in triads.
Data Collection Procedures
The survey was administered by the instructor-researcher after obtaining consent forms from
the participants. Prior to the survey, a mini training session on the interactional feedback
strategies was held, and detailed explanations about the interactional feedback strategies were
provided. In the following week, participants were asked to write a chain story entitled
Adventure in the Rainforest with a focus on the use of past tenses, in triads. Following the chain
story writing process, immediate instructor feedback was provided on the stories written by the
learners, specifically on the erroneous statements. The class was audiotaped. The recording
was 45 minutes in total.
Data Analysis
SPSS Version 22.0 was used to analyze quantitative data. Descriptive statistics and a one-way
analysis of variance (ANOVA) was calculated. Qualitative data were analyzed through thematic
analysis of the audiotaped class, which was transcribed verbatim. The feedback strategies used
by the researcher were classified based on Table 2.
Findings and Discussion
First, the findings of the qualitative data will be presented. Next, the analysis of the quantitative
data will be provided. The findings will be presented for each research question successively.
Data analysis for research question 1 indicated that 100 % of the participants desired to be
corrected during classroom interaction in English classes. The second research question aimed
to examine the reasons for the learners’ preferences to be corrected during classroom
interaction. The reasons for learners’ preferences to be corrected (N=29) were categorized
thematically. The categories emerged are “classroom learning and noticing”, “learning the
correct forms”, “grades and exams”, “long-term learning”, and “future goals” (See Table 3).
Table 3. Reasons for learners’ preferences to be corrected
Classroom Learning & Noticing
I think learning in the classroom is easier.
It’s better when the mistakes are corrected in the classroom.
I can become aware of my mistakes and note them down. I do not make them again.
As noticing my mistakes by myself will take more time, the teacher should correct
my mistakes during classroom interaction without being offensive.
I have to be aware of the mistakes that I make.
We can notice our mistakes and learn the correct forms.
Total
Learning Correct Forms
When not corrected, the mistakes become fossilized.
To learn the correct forms is more important.
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1
1
3
1

%
3.44
3.44
10.32
3.44

2
3
11
F
1
1

6.88
10.32
37.84
%
3.44
3.44
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Rather than repeating my mistakes, getting it correctly in the classroom more
important.
If my mistakes are not corrected immediately, I cannot learn.
It is important that our mistakes are corrected by the instructors.
When my mistakes are corrected, I can immediately learn the correct forms.
When my mistakes are corrected, I do not make the same mistakes again.
Total
Grades & Exams
Because I want to pass the final exam.
My grades are bad, so being corrected is important.
When my mistakes are not corrected, I can make the same mistakes again, and this
will have a negative impact on the exams. That’s why being corrected is very
important.
Total
Long-term Learning
Immediate correction and hot feedback help long-term learning.
I can form the following sentences accordingly. Therefore, it is more memorable.
It is better for me to immediately figure out my mistake, it is easier to remember
later.
Total
Future Goals
I must improve my English for a better future.
I want to learn English properly.
Our goal is to learn the correct forms in English.
Total

1

3.44

1
1
1
1
7
F
1
1
1

3.44
3.44
3.44
3.44
24.08
%
3.44
3.44
3.44

3
F
3
1
1

10.32
%
10.32
3.44
3.44

5
F
1
1
1
3

17.2
%
3.44
3.44
3.44
10.32

As presented in the table, learners stated that classroom learning was important. With the
guidance provided, they could notice and correct their mistakes, which contributed to their selfawareness of the mistakes they make. In brief, classroom learning and noticing played a critical
role in their learning, for they had a limited time to learn the language. Also, as they were
learning English for academic purposes, they aimed to learn the language forms accurately.
Therefore, they expected instructors to assist them to realize their mistakes and learn the
correct forms so that the inaccurate uses did not become fossilized. Learners stated that they
could immediately learn the accurate language forms and avoid fossilized forms when
immediate correction was available. They could pursue their academic studies in their
department if they could pass the final exam and successfully complete the preparatory year
education. That is why their grades were important to pass the final exam. In a nutshell, they
expected the instructors to correct their mistakes to be able to get higher grades.
Learners asserted that immediate correction and feedback were vital to be able attain
permanent learning as well. In this way, they were able to recall the target forms more easily
and for longer periods of time. The majority of the participants stated that learning English was
important in terms of their future goals. As the medium of instruction in their departments was
English, learning English properly was of great importance for their future studies and
academic success.
Research question 3 aimed to reveal learners’ preferences for the interactional feedback
provider which are presented in Table 4.
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Table 4. Learners’ preferences for the interactional feedback provider (IFP)
IFP

N

%

Instructor

15

51.72

Peers

0

N/A

Both

9

31.03

Any of the
above

5

17.24

Total

29

100

Reasons for preference
My friends’ proficiency level is the same as mine.
Instructor’s correction is more effective.
The instructor can explain the wrong sentences/words.
It is easier to learn. Also, I can remember it easily.
The teacher should correct our pronunciation mistakes.
I would prefer to have one-to-one conferences with the
teacher rather than being corrected in the classroom.
I would feel myself bad when my peers correct my mistakes.
I would feel as if I am the only one who makes mistakes in
class.
I cannot completely rely on my friends as we have the same
proficiency levels.
Both can correct; without giving offense, by giving
examples.
When the teacher does not have enough time, peers can
correct us.
Both are OK, but I would prefer to be corrected mostly by
the instructor.
Nobody is proficient enough in English, so I do not think
my classmates will make fun of me.
It does not matter. What is important is to be corrected.

All learners were non-native speakers of English. The learning contexts in the learners’ native
culture put the emphasis on the instructor, suggesting teacher-centeredness as a core
phenomenon in the teaching and learning process. As a result of this, it could be observed that
51.72 % of the learners preferred to be corrected by the instructor, whom they perceived not
only as the authority but also as a reliable source of information. None of the learners, on the
other hand, preferred to be corrected only by their peers. Affective factors and not being able to
rely on such corrections were stated as the reasons for learners’ preferences. 31.03 % of the
learners stated that they would prefer to be corrected both by the instructor and their peers.
In research question 4, the interactional feedback strategy deemed the most effective strategy
was examined (See Table 5).
Table 5. The perceived most effective interactional feedback strategy
Interactional Feedback Strategy
Recasts
Explicit correction
Clarification request
Repetition
Direct elicitation
Metalinguistic cues

Mean
2.51
1.62
2.00
1.93
2.06
2.58

Std. Dev.
.63
.77
.65
.65
.70
.50

Learners’ responses showed that metalinguistic cues and recasts were deemed the most
effective interactional feedback strategies. Explicit correction, on the other hand, was the
strategy which was perceived as the least effective interactional feedback strategy.
Research question 5 aimed to show the interactional feedback strategy that was perceived as
the most frequently used interactional feedback strategy in Main Course classes. Information
regarding the perceived interactional strategy use in Main Course classes has been provided in
Table 6.
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Table 6. The perceived most frequently used interactional feedback strategy in MC classes
Interactional Feedback Strategy
Recasts
Explicit correction
Clarification request
Repetition
Direct elicitation
Metalinguistic cues

Mean
4.03
2.31
3.00
3.10
3.58
4.17

Std. Dev.
.94
1.31
.88
1.17
1.15
.96

As Table 6 displays, learners’ responses showed that the most frequently used interactional
feedback strategy in Main Course classes were metalinguistic cues which were followed by
recasts. Explicit correction was reported to be the strategy used the least.
The sixth research question sought to answer whether there was a difference between the
perceived and actual interactional feedback strategy use during classroom interaction in Main
Course classes. The researcher, who was the Main Course instructor, transcribed the recording
of the 45-minute audiotaped lesson and classified the extracts based on the interactional
feedback types utilized. Table 7 presents the percentages of the interactional feedback
strategies used in Main Course classes.
Table 7. Actual interactional feedback strategy use in MC classes
Interactional Feedback Strategy
Recasts
Explicit correction
Clarification request
Repetition
Direct elicitation
Metalinguistic cues
Total

F
2
0
0
6
9
6
23

%
8.69
N/A
N/A
26.08
39.13
26.08
100

As presented in the table, the instructor did not use GAS interactional feedback strategies.
Instead, she preferred to use direct elicitation, metalinguistic cues, and repetition mostly, which
were presented as PAS. The instructor also used recasts during the classroom interaction;
however, she did not use explicit correction and clarification request. That is, the perceived
interactional feedback use and the actual use matched.
Research questions 7, 8, and 9 were about the learners’ preferred frequency of the use of
interactional feedback strategy during classroom interaction in Main Course, Reading and
Writing, and Listening and Writing courses, respectively (See Table 8).
Table 8. Learners’ preferred frequency of interactional feedback strategy use in MC, R&W, and
L&S courses
IFS
Recasts
Explicit correction
Clarification request
Repetition
Direct elicitation
Metalinguistic cues

Mean
4.31
2.51
3.20
3.34
3.82
4.44

MC
Std. Dev.
.96
1.40
1.20
1.04
1.10
.68

Mean
4.44
2.62
3.13
3.03
3.62
4.06

R&W
Std. Dev.
0.68
1.42
1.12
1.20
1.08
1.09

Mean
3.82
2.55
3.27
3.06
3.24
3.68
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As seen in the table, learners preferred metalinguistic cues to be used in Main Course classes
as well as recasts. The least desired strategy was explicit correction. Learners’ responses
indicated that recasts and metalinguistic cues were their most preferred interactional feedback
strategies in Reading and Writing classes. Explicit correction was, however, the least preferred
strategy. In the Listening and Speaking courses, the most preferred interactional feedback
strategy was recasts which were followed by metalinguistic cues. Learners’ responses revealed
that they did not prefer to be corrected by their instructors explicitly. The responses also
indicated learners’ preference for clarification request. The least preferred one was explicit
correction in all courses. Learners did not wish to be corrected explicitly by their instructors. As
adult learners, they may wish to be aware of the mistakes they make, and they may desire to
name their mistakes in order to be able to easily correct them.
In research question 10, whether the preferred interactional feedback strategy used during
classroom interaction in different courses varied or not was examined. A one-way analysis of
variance (ANOVA) was conducted to compare learners’ preferences of interactional feedback
strategy use in Main Course, Reading and Writing, and Listening and Speaking courses. The
results showed that the effect of different courses on learners’ preferred frequency of
metalinguistic cues was significant, F (2, 84) = 4.18, p = 0.22. The results have been presented
in Table 9.
Table 9. Difference among learners’ preferred frequency of interactional feedback strategy use in
MC, R&W, and L&S courses
Interactional
feedback
strategy
Recasts

Explicit
correction
Clarification
request
Repetition

Direct
elicitation
Metalinguistic
cues

Source

Sum of
Squares

df

Mean
Square

F

p

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

6.161
83.517
89.678
.161
171.241
171.402
.276
122.000
122.276
1.678
113.379
115.057
5.126
108.276
113.402
8.345
87.241
95.586

2
84
86
2
84
86
2
84
86
2
84
86
2
84
86
2
84
86

3.080
.994

3.098

.050

.080
2.039

.039

.961

.138
1.452

.095

.909

.839
1.350

.622

.540

2.563
1.289

1.989

.143

4.172
1.039

4.017

.022

For the ANOVA table evaluated the differences among the groups as a whole and did not
provide information about between which two groups there was a significant difference, the
Tukey Test was also calculated (See Table 10).
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Table 10. Multiple comparisons of learners’ preferred frequency of interactional feedback
strategy use in MC, R&W, and L&S courses
Dependent Variable

Recasts

Courses
(I)

Courses
(J)

MC

RW
LS
MC
LS
MC
RW
RW
LS
MC
LS
MC
RW
RW
LS
MC
LS
MC
RW
RW
LS
MC
LS
MC
RW
RW
LS
MC
LS
MC
RW
RW
LS
MC
LS
MC
RW

RW
LS
MC

Explicit correction

RW
LS
MC

Clarification request

RW
LS
MC

Repetition

RW
LS
MC

Direct elicitation

RW
LS
MC

Metalinguistic cues

RW
LS

Mean
Difference
(I-J)
-.13793
.48276
.13793
.62069
-.48276
-.62069
-.10345
-.03448
.10345
.06897
.03448
-.06897
.06897
-.06897
-.06897
-.13793
.06897
.13793
.31034
.27586
-.31034
-.03448
-.27586
.03448
.20690
.58621
-.20690
.37931
-.58621
-.37931
.37931
.75862
-.37931
.37931
-.75862
-.37931

Std. Error

p

.26186
.26186
.26186
.26186
.26186
.26186
.37496
.37496
.37496
.37496
.37496
.37496
.31649
.31649
.31649
.31649
.31649
.31649
.30510
.30510
.30510
.30510
.30510
.30510
.29816
.29816
.29816
.29816
.29816
.29816
.26763
.26763
.26763
.26763
.26763
.26763

.858
.162
.858
.052
.162
.052
.959
.995
.959
.982
.995
.982
.974
.974
.974
.901
.974
.901
.568
.639
.568
.993
.639
.993
.768
.127
.768
.415
.127
.415
.337
.016
.337
.337
.016
.337

When the p values in the table were considered, it was seen that there was a statistically
significant difference between learners’ preferred frequency of the use of metalinguistic cues in
Main Course and Listening and Speaking courses (p=.337, p= .016, p<0.05).
Conclusion
The present study showed that participants wished to be corrected during classroom
interaction while learning English. Their preferred interactional feedback strategy provider was
the instructor. As for the reasons for learners’ preference to be corrected, they chose to be
corrected since they were aware of the critical importance of classroom learning and noticing.
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They aimed to learn the correct forms of the target language and be successful in the exams.
Also, they asserted that the use of interactional feedback strategies in class promoted long-term
learning, which was closely linked to their future goals. Participants also declared that they
wished to learn English properly for their academic studies and future goals.
Learners perceived metalinguistic cues and recasts as the most frequently used interactional
feedback strategies in Main Course classes. The analysis of the actual use of the strategies
showed that the instructor-researcher used direct elicitation the most, which was followed by
metalinguistic cues and repetition. Learners’ preferences of interactional feedback strategy use
in different courses varied. They preferred the use of metalinguistic cues and recasts in Main
Course classes, which are among the most frequently used interactional feedback strategy (see
e.g., Sasmita, Jufri & Tiarina, 2013). The least desired strategies, on the other hand, were
explicit correction and clarification request. The strategies used by the instructor-researcher
were direct elicitation, metalinguistic cues, and repetition. Explicit correction and clarification
request were not used, which had a perfect match with learners’ perceptions and preferences.
As for the Reading and Writing and Listening and Speaking classes, while the most desired
strategies were recasts and metalinguistic cues, the least preferred strategies were explicit
correction and repetition.
In summary, participants’ responses indicated a preference for metalinguistic cues and recasts
in all courses. However, metalinguistic cues were chosen in Main Course classes, for this
course emphasized language accuracy along with fluency. The reason could be students’ desire
to learn English properly and to be able to use it accurately in academic contexts. As stated in
the responses for the open-ended items in the survey, participants could notice and correct
their mistakes when they were aware of these mistakes (Ellis, 2009). It is proposed in Nassaji’s
(2011) study that learners could notice and correct more than half of the errors they had
repaired during interaction. However, they preferred to be provided with a more implicit
interactional strategy use in Reading and Writing and Listening and Speaking classes, in which
fluency and negotiation were more important (Pica, 1987). To conclude, it could be summarized
that different interactional feedback strategies should be used in different courses.
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Abstract
It is of utmost importance for language learners to be engaged with tasks which incorporate
their needs and interests. Simulations which are based upon real-life events and give learners
the opportunity to communicate in semi-structured language settings can be stated as
examples of these tasks. Regarding this, the current research has been conducted to illuminate
learners’ perceptions of online simulations, and their potential advantages in L2 learning
process. In that study, two web-based simulations have been assigned to two groups of EFL
learners at elementary and upper intermediate levels. In the end, the participants could not be
detected to have either been motivated or prejudiced against launching an assignment in
English language. However, the upper-intermediate level was recorded to fall behind in
increasing their perceptions and positive attitudes to the simulations when compared with the
elementary level.
Keywords: Web-based instruction, teacher education, action research
Özet
Dil öğrencilerinin, kendi ihtiyaçları ve ilgileri doğrultusundaki görevlendirmelerle meşgul
olmaları son derece önemlidir. Gerçek olayları temel alan ve öğrencilere yarı yapılandırılmış dil
ortamında iletişim kurma olanağı tanıyan benzetim (simülasyon) yöntemi bu görevler arasında
örneklendirilebilir. Buna ilişkin olarak, bu çalışma öğrencilerin çevrim içi simülasyonlara olan
algılarını ve yabancı dil öğrenme sürecinde bu yöntemin olası avantajlarını açığa çıkarmayı
hedeflemektedir. Çalışmada, iki adet internet bağlantılı simülasyon, başlangıç ve üst
seviyelerdeki İngilizceyi yabancı dil olarak öğrenen Türk öğrenciler üzerinde uygulanmıştır.
Sonuç olarak, her iki gruptaki katılımcıların İngilizce dilinde bir görev almaya karşı ne ön
yargılı oldukları ne de motive olabildikleri tespit edilebilmiştir. Ancak, üst seviyede İngilizce
bilen katılımcıların benzetim yöntemine karşı olumlu bir tutum beslemede ve algı artışlarında
başlangıç seviyesindekilere göre daha geride kaldıkları sonucuna ulaşılmıştır.
Anahtar Kelimeler: İnternet temelli öğretim, öğretmen eğitimi, eylem araştırması
Introduction
In a conventional English as a Foreign Language (EFL) class in Turkey, the critical point in
teaching and learning is whether the message the teacher aims will reach to learners or not.
Still, language learning might turn into a random and daunting process for students unless
setting proactive learning strategies, pointing attainable outcomes and learning the language
intellectually within a culturally enriched atmosphere were not provided for them. Otherwise,
they may get accustomed to receiving education in traditional language classes where teacher
focuses on forms, and learners are expected to assimilate all knowledge in-depth. While doing
that, teachers would mainly utilize basic language teaching materials (course book, workbook,
some supplementary materials or any visuals), yet any new instruments specific to the content
would presumably not subsist therein. It follows that students will remain seated, and turn into
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passive, isolated language learners without attempting to be real language users but entailing
all time dominance of teacher, which could raise another essential reason of concern in
language courses. In addition, it will not pave the way for having them competent in tasks in
parallel to the communicative approach. When they are assigned with writing, they would either
carry it out reluctantly, submit it just to be graded or not even attempt to do it. As a result, they
can take neither the chance of expressing themselves nor developing self-esteem, selfconfidence, independency and self-actualization. The potential reasons lying behind that are
their problems in writing skill, and the fact that they cannot discern a real objective to work on
the task or it would not overlap with their needs. The former stems from the lack of style,
vocabulary, background knowledge or their beliefs which are mostly centralized around
grammar (Freiermuth, 2005a). Furthermore, they might lean to decontextualized writings which
will impend their comprehension in the long run (Freiermuth, 2004). This product-aimed
approach with a boomerang effect then would hinder the design of genres besides affording a
window into the world of writing in process (Freiermuth, 2005b).
As to the needs, they attach pivotal importance to recognize the target group. Teachers ought to
be aware of students’ immediate needs, interests, proficiency levels, and expectations from
learning English. On condition that they do not check the usefulness, and functionality
(Freiermuth, 2004, p. 17) of the activities and their match with the learners’ in the lesson, no
achievement could be imagined in general terms through impracticable or unrealistic activities.
This fact alone can even make teachers seek some genuine English Language Teaching (ELT)
activities in their courses (Crookall, 1984). As a response to that need, it is suggested that
simulations be internalized, highly respected and intertwined with current trends in ELT.
Review of Literature
To date, multifaceted aspects of simulation have been defined to signify its importance in
education (Jones, 1982, 1986; Harmer, 2007; Hyland, 2009; Livingstone, 1983, 1985;
Sturtridge, 1984), and its different models (Christopher & Smith, 1990; Scarcella & Oxford,
1992) are developed to increase teaching and learning quality in language classes. In fact,
simulation is an experiential, deep-structured (Gredler, 2004), motivating, interactive,
improvisational, contextual, natural, explorative, intentional and real-world task which
challenges, but not urges or threats learners to gain self-efficacy and become autonomous
language users. Originally, this method is not a new concept to be received. As Ruben (1999, p.
500) cites “…it had been in place at least since the writings of Aristotle and the practices of
Socrates, reframed and popularized in the period in the works of Dewey (1938, 1966), Bruner
(1961, 1966a, 1966b), …, Postman and Weingartner (1969).” In the same vein, Wolfe and
Crookall (1998) have not only clarified the fact that simulation began to thrive in 1950s, but it
became an interdisciplinary field because of its embracement to humanistic features, such as
emotions, perceptions, collaboration and its support to learning by doing method as well.
As presented by Jones (1982, p. 4-6), a simulated environment (only the setting in which
simulation is organized), a structure based on explicit “facts” (no permission to change), and a
reality of function (acceptation of the roles) constitute the parts of a whole simulation. In the
context of education, Richards (1985) suggests that the preparation of tasks or scenarios be
associated with learner needs and interests in addition to their authentic and comprehensible
nature. Then, the participants are to be familiarized with these tasks and the objectives. As to
the practice, both personalized activities and group-works need to be included to stimulate
their sincere attendance. Consequently, simulations can be correlated to what learners
principally need to know or acquire in addition to clarifying the points that will call their
attention and disclose the concomitant of their output (Rousselle & Pärkkä, 1998). In essence,
this procedure also resembles to input-intake-output steps, which is assumed to be the core of
language learning (Tomlinson & Masuhara, 2000). Simulation at that point comes to the
forefront by symbolizing a crucial part of language teaching and learning, and having learners
feel less inhibited (Krashen, 1982) without judgment by displaying their outcomes.
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Being one of the task-based models (Skehan, 1998; Tomlinson & Masuhara, 2000), a long
range of games, role-plays, debriefings and other models (convergent, divergent) might have
been entitled as simulation, and hence it might seem to be regarded as an umbrella term.
Nevertheless, in the light of research (Bambrough, 1994; Livingstone, 1985; Rousselle &
Pärkkä, 1998), role-plays can only be described as imitations making students act after
creating a new identity in various settings. Moreover, communication is very limited and not
sustainable in large contexts as well as having a virtual reality herein, which will increase social
anxiety with the stress of a new role as well as fear, hesitation and shying away from making
errors (Krashen, 1982; Lee, Yin, & Zhang, 2009), whereas language learners perform the task
as a whole in simulations at ease by building and improving social awareness. Besides that,
they get involved in almost real or literally real events. In short, a role-play has to be a
simulation; nonetheless a simulation does not necessitate to be a role-play (Crookall, Oxford, &
Saunders, 1987). Simulation might also be considered a game like activity, thus learners may
take part in this task to occupy themselves with an aim under the guidance of some rules and
particular strategies. Still, games cannot be extraordinary, real practices to prompt learners to
be independent and bridge the gap between real world and language classes. Yet, notably via
debriefing process in simulations, learners would be leaded to analytical thinking and manage
problem solving skill (Crookall, 2010; Crookall, 2014; Kolb, 1984) in a non-threatening,
informal setting (Knowles, 1950; Lightbown & Spada, 2013) and natural context with native
speakers of the target language (Rogers, 2004). As a matter of fact, the benefits of simulations
in ELT can also be extended to the attitudinal and personal traits (McArthur, 1983; Lee, Yin, &
Zhang, 2009) beyond functional language use (Chen, 2005) in the classroom. They provide
learners an opportunity of language practice and genuine and meaningful cross-cultural
communication (Crookall & Oxford, 1990). In addition, it facilitates confidence (Kaplan, 1997),
personal involvement to the activities relevant to the interests (Lee, Yin, & Zhang, 2009),
motivation (Davis, 1996; Freiermuth, 2002; Jones, 1986), communicative and cultural
competencies (Garcia-Carbonell et al., 2001; Harmer, 2003), cognitive-linguistic skills (Young,
1997) and experiential learning (Dewey, 1938) for fluency.
Simulation is intrinsically based on the experience-based theory coined by Kolb (1984). He
focuses on the role of experience in learning via adopting an integrative and holistic approach
besides experience, cognition, attitudes and perceptions of learners unlike rationalists, who
have declared learning to occur merely with cognitive and mental skills, and behavioural
theorists disregarding the consciousness but the environmental factors. Having analysed the
Lewinian, Dewey’s, and Piaget’s learning models, he draws the conclusion that the senses and
ideas in mind constantly alter depending on the experience, which will imply continuous,
process-oriented learning in turn. As can be gathered from the expressions of Kolb (1984),
learning is holistic, not restricted within the walls of a classroom, and hence learners become a
united whole within their entourage. Therefore, it is quite common to encounter a simulation
task administered in business (Davis, 1996), science and technology (Connaughton & Ruben,
2005; Freiermuth, 2003; Freiermuth, 2005a; Lin, 2015), climate change (Crookall, 2013),
research, technology, computers (Ricketts, Galster, & Tharpe, 2007) and health (Kaufman,
2010).
Regarding education, Wolfe and Crookall (1998) give place to a remarkable verdict of Wolf who
has asserted a misconception about simulations in teaching and learning context, and referred
it as the biggest reason blocking its growth since 1950s. The handicap ensues from a prejudice
and misapprehension that simulation is time-consuming, a barrier standing before syllabus,
and a low potentiality of reaching static results unlike in hard science. Counter-intuitively, in
fact it has an eclectic and interdisciplinary area as long as the prospects are reasonable.
Nevertheless, simulations cannot be enhanced somehow despite of its educational profits, such
as being economic, low cost error (Crookall, Oxford, & Saunders, 1987), free of risk,
intercultural, real, situation-focused, and incentive to autonomy (Hyland, 1993), reducing
anxiety along with de-classrooming (Crookall, 1984; Davis, 1996; Jones, 1982) and stimulant to
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learning by doing (Aldrich, 2005; Rousselle & Pärkkä, 1998). To that end, current research has
been developed and aimed to disclose the perceptions of adult English language learners about
the efficacy of simulations to their language studies through an internet-based model.
Another rationale for the current study was that though the origin of simulations goes back to
the half of 20th century, its employment on the Internet has not been so long-dated. This is
because, simulations appear to have been applied only with traditional and typical equipment
(Rousselle & Pärkkä, 1998). Still, within ever evolving technology era and multimedia, it has
easily carved out a niche for itself to get the benefit of world web. Honey and Hilton (2011, p.
58) have introduced the place of simulations on the net with some statistical figures:
“…the use of simulations is growing. The number of higher education institutions accessing the
PhET simulations online more than doubled over the past five years, from 580 in 2005-2006 to
1,297 in 2009-2010, and the number of online sessions by users at these institutions grew
from 13,180 to 269,177…”
Nowadays, even web 3.00 and web 4.00 have come into the lives in wide networking with a
paradigm shift, which ensured writing exercises to be assembled under impromptu, practical
and dynamic English learning sites (Connaughton & Ruben, 2005). Though it is what pertains
to the prerequisites of the 21st century, multimedia itself is neither two-sided (Lin, 2015), nor
uncritical to be abused. Accordingly, updated, rational, easy to access and influential websites
(Connaughton & Ruben, 2005) are in need to be discerned and embraced to activate
simulations. Nonetheless, the research to date is chiefly implemented to assess comprehension,
as cited by Honey and Hilton (2011), as a means of attributing to technology within web 2.00
(Aldrich, 2005), designing simulation games (Shelton & Wiley, 2007) or resorting to active
learning and its embedded elements (Ruben, 1999). Thus, the population has constituted
students mostly from the same departments and proficiency levels. In the literature, there are
few studies, if any, which directly correspond to perceptions of EFL learners from different
proficiency levels with regards to internet based simulations. Having considered remarkable
and prominent impediments in EFL settings as well, the research questions have been prepared
to fulfil this gap in literature and to discover participants’ perceptions in terms of including the
use of web and simulation together as follows:
1. What are the perceptions of EFL learners towards using Internet-based simulations?
a. Do the learners’ different proficiency levels have an effect in their perceptions?
b. Do the learners have positive attitudes of practicing target language via using technologically
supported, interactive simulation tasks?
2. To what extent do they believe that simulations enriched with web access can improve their
language competence?
Given that the gist of the research was determined upon considering students’ general
perceptions of the internet use similar to Li and Cummins (2019), their positive and negative
point of views, the challenges they confronted in managing this task constituted the
fundamental entity of that design in itself.
Method
Participants and Setting
In this study, upper-intermediate (N=3), and elementary learners (N=8) who voluntarily used to
take English courses for 10 hours a week in a language teaching centre of a state university in
Turkey were the participants. The number of the males in the elementary group was three,
whereas it was just one in the other. The females outnumbered by five and two in these classes
respectively.
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Data Collection and Analysis
The convenience sampling method was utilized while selecting the participants. Due to the fact
that this was an action research and a problem-driven activity, the teacher was also the
researcher, and she had recognized the students for three months. Though their backgrounds,
fields, interests differentiated from one to each other, they were all adults, and raised
awareness about what they would really like to learn. Yet, they were not so eager to write
essays, texts, and activate what they had just obtained in lessons. They, especially elementary
group, were quite passive in spite of their willingness to speak English in their daily lives. Thus,
the teacher opted for turning this problem into an advantage, and gave them a chance to apply
for the apprenticeship programme announced by the universities and high schools in March. As
they were disposed to write authentic tasks so as to communicate with native speakers, to go
abroad at least for three months, and reflect their knowledge to real-life interaction, they were
keen to submit the forms.
After the problem was resolved in the class setting, and the prompt that would lead learners to
write and motivate were clearly detected, the framework of the simulation was noted on the
board which was making a living in London with the state-sponsored grants. They would
receive nearly 650 Euros per month and they were assigned to be an internship at a university,
in an institution or an office related to their own field of the study. However, initially they would
write a formal letter to one of those work places and also answer in a correct format. Upon
deciding on the place they work at, they would plan where and whom to stay with (in a
dormitory, with a flatmate or a host family) and try to adjust their budget. To balance income
and expenses, they would need to consider the location of the undergrounds and bus stops,
and their distance to the work place as well. This would also lay the base to the second
simulation task in turn, searching for the Londoners at schools and their diets in addition to
disciplining about how to implement them in real circumstances.
Procedure
In the light of the fact that lesson plans ought to be made by the teachers properly in regards to
learners’ needs and the basic motives they follow to attend English courses, the contents of
both simulations were also selected in coordination with the students’ needs besides taking
Richards’ (1985) recommendations into account. Moreover, during the performance, the lessons
were planned thoroughly not to be syllabus-bound so that the students could end in keeping
up with the target outcomes.
The First Simulation
Both groups used the same course book: New Headway Fourth Edition according to their levels.
Firstly, in upper-intermediate class, the first simulation was conducted while teaching how to
write CV or a covering letter to apply for a job, and how to use the formal language by regarding
the differences between informal type. Having practised a model text with some errors and
finding the correct formal language formats, they were assigned to the first task to be completed
within two weeks. As to the second (elementary) group, the process did not vary a lot. In the
fifth week of the course, initially they encountered with a formal e-mail for a job application.
After three weeks, a lesson covering the differences between formal and informal writing styles
was intentionally embraced and lectured in the class. Now that they worked on two e-mails, one
in informal and the other in formal genres, they were presumed to easily compare the variances
of the utterances in spite of their proficiency level, A1. After noticing the distinctions between
two, they were employed to conduct the same simulation topic the upper-intermediate group
performed.
The teacher of both classes, namely the researcher herself, checked all e-mails before sending
them to the institutions in foreign countries. Provided that they had made any errors, she
would have corrected them with additional explanations via using direct, diagnostic feedback
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similar to Davis (1996), Yeo and Tan (1999), but different from Hyland (1993). Furthermore, in
terms of inter-rater reliability, another teacher working in the same school assessed these
papers, too.
The rubric of writing formal and semi-formal letter was designed according to five criteria: the
content and ideas, organization, vocabulary (word choice), sentence fluency, style and
conventions within five-point Likert scale type upon reviewing the literature. It was also found
appropriate to be conducted by a professor in ELT. The basic motive was not to assess or
evaluate the achievement rates in copies, but the criterion was to see whether they could reach
an average score, nearly 60 or they were really compatible to be involved in this design.
The Second Simulation
Dissimilar to the first one, learners gathered information to discuss how the quality and service
of the canteens can be improved, thus they investigated the menus of the schools in the United
Kingdom, learned the names of food and their ingredients in English, compared them with
Turkish context and tried to find applicable, healthy food lists affordable for each child. Some
similar tasks were also covered in books with the aim to teaching food in the target language.
Still, in this task, not only did they learn the classifications of food, such as fruit, vegetable,
dairy and meat products but which ones would be favourable for students aged from seven to
seventeen. In addition, as all children’s family were not with the same fixed income, they would
also have to take it into consideration; that is why, it would require an in-depth research.
Better still, they were asked to bring some data analyses to prove why they selected this food
type for children. The students would complete the study through a poster presentation to
explain how they designed the canteens and what they offered to children.
In the pursuit of the identification of aims for the second task, initially the teacher adopted a
video (visual supplementary material of Headway i-Tools) about British food with subtitles to
start the implementation in the elementary class. This video provided insight into their eating
habits and favourite food; in other words, it was to make participants research whether the
British could keep a balanced diet or not. Subsequently, they watched the second part of the
short movie, international food so that they could find out their dietary preferences in the world
cuisine besides their own traditional dishes. The teacher explained her expectations with this
simulation and wrote down the framework on the board to be completed in two weeks’ time.
She utilized this video to indicate what their daily reference intakes and nutrition needs contain
indeed. As to upper-intermediate group, the teacher firstly selected a reading text to introduce
the topic. They all read a passage about Jamie Oliver who is a world-wide chef and famous for
his practical recipes. Having the teacher clarified her expectations from this assignment again,
the second task was intentionally integrated into the study to reinforce the participants’
cognition about what and how they accomplished on their own by using the target language.
Having completed the second task, the same procedure the researcher carried out in the first
assignment was again took as an example. Upon being approved by an ELT professor, the
second developed rubric was assessed by the same teacher and the researcher to enhance the
reliability. The rubric of the second simulation task was also created in consideration of five
criteria: the menu of a school canteen in England, the menu of a school canteen in Turkey, the
comparison of both countries’ canteens, the preferences and suggestions with five-point Likert
scale. As the basis of the research centred upon the perceptions of the participants, the
teachers’ assessments were only to increase the validity and reliability of the study in addition
to clarifying that the participants were the ideal people to be included in the experiment.
When students fulfilled the projects, as the last step of the study, they had an individual semistructured (recorded) interview to answer some questions in Turkish as was also confirmed by
Crookall (1984) that they were to be administered in mother tongue due to the belief that they
may not be eager to share their real perceptions or feelings in front of the others, and they
might eschew the explanations and solely respond “I agree, that is exactly what I think, I am
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with you”. That was the reason why the researcher carried out personal interviews rather than
group-based model.
Interview questions were related to their preferences, attitudes, perceptions and beliefs about
the simulations. The content analysis method was adopted in determining the codes and
themes from participants’ answers. Moreover, after receiving their assents ethically and asking
for a consent form to be signed, the speeches of each subject in two classes were categorized
and regarded in the light of the research questions via a qualitative method of constant
comparison analysis.
Findings and Discussion
In data collection process, the participants revealed their stance towards internet-based
simulations. Thereafter, their data were interpreted on the basis of the interview questions as is
seen below.
Initially, a simple chart (table 1) concerning attitudes of elementary class to these authentic
activities was formed in order to illuminate the learners’ aspects.
Table 1. The Positive Perspectives of Elementary Group about Simulations
pleasurable and funny
manageable
building up confidence
preparing for academic life (formal
writings)

contributing
assisting to overcome real life tasks
reinforcing in-class activities
increasing self-esteem and beliefs

Table 1 demonstrates that the learners in lower level majorly believe in the efficacy of
simulations when it was promoted with the web to advance their English language competency.
This can also be deduced from their answers as in the example:
S1: The simulations conducted via the internet let us revise the units we learned in the class
book. It was also entertaining to reinforce the grammar by writing a formal letter to a native
English speaker living in other side of the world, London.
S2: It helped me to search and find some necessary information about the institution, and write
an e-mail to an English firm, and persevere in my study fearlessly in turn.
S3: I could manage to make sentences on my own, refer to dictionaries so often to inculcate the
target words into my memory, and then to use them in writing drafts. In the end, I did create a
formal letter by myself that would be useful for my further academic career.
S4: Though I did not feel that I had enough courage to administer and complete these activities at
first, after we started to obey the teachers’ instructions and see the outcome, my thoughts
changed through and through.
In order to notice the similarities and differences between two groups, the perspectives of
upper-intermediate learners ought to be listed as well.
Table 2. The Positive Perspectives of Upper-intermediate Group about Simulations
an extraordinary and engaging work
leading to learn the changes on the net

more specific to use formal language
a means of discovering information in an
unlimited atmosphere (the internet)

The responses proved that they could achieve a high yield from these tasks on the whole.
Nevertheless, when compared with the elementary level, upper-intermediate group did not seem
to make enough progress in terms of increasing the perceptions and positive feelings towards
the simulations even though the senses, anxiety and panic levels of the upper-intermediate
group were initially quite similar to the lower proficiency level.
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S1: When we began to write about each task, I was shocked and asked myself how I could do it,
it was out of the question for me to handle with it. But, having taken the hardcopy of my own text
at the end of this severe job, I asked the same question to myself with a different answer: “Why
not?”
S2: Each simulation was introduced in a two-phase system; one was to find an appropriate and
accessible web-site, the other was to check, understand and analyse whether they were really
what I looked for and overlapped with my goals or not. Thereby, it was demanding despite being
quite beneficial to improve my English.
These replies all revealed that upper-intermediate class must have paid regard to this research
from only one aspect, preparing CVs in an arranged, formal writing styles or respecting major
clues in case of visiting a country or going abroad on business. That was notably dissimilar in
elementary group who were more in need of help to enhance their English. Therefore, they must
have taken it into account with the aim of availing all features, such as writing, learning
vocabulary, and feeling the relief of communicating with an English.
Despite of the fact that the participants’ positive opinions about the simulations were addressed
with regards to their proficiency levels in the first research question, the challenges they
encountered or their negative stances towards these tasks were not considered. For this reason,
associating and melting all of their standpoints in the same pot would be essential to scrutinize
the second research question profoundly.
Table 3. The Negative Perspectives of Elementary Group about Simulations
difficult

not a mediator to improve language acquisition

time-consuming

not communicative-based

not collaborative

uncovering the vocabulary deficiency

In plain terms, those remarks indicated how unmotivated and prejudiced the students were
against initiating and making the assignment by themselves. This matter can also be clarified
when their explications below were reviewed.
Table 4. The Difficulties Elementary Students Encountered with Simulations
challenging for their levels

instilling fear of not being understood by the English

They could not feel ready to practise these simulations on account of their struggle with
vocabulary and building sentences, the problem of not expressing themselves clearly or not
being competent enough in target language to perceive the message in web-sites. In addition,
they uttered the fact that they required peer assistance while trying to find a relevant web-site
for the study.
S1: I think the activities of the book (listening, reading or writing) we did in the classroom are
much better than this one. They just want us to read or write a topic without conducting any
research about that beforehand. Furthermore, I would like to learn others’ thoughts and senses
about the tasks, which was not probable in this assignment.
S2: We could communicate in English on the net, yes; however, we could not talk face to face with
them.
S3: I had to use some online dictionaries while obtaining the information and confirming their
validity with the task of mine. It was very challenging for me to comprehend and then write
sentences in the form of a formal letter.
These comments pinpointed that sharing prime responsibilities instead of dealing with a
personal, painstaking analysis would be the easy way. They might have thought it as an extra
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work-load despite of the fact that they majorly acknowledged its superiority over other course
book activities. That would account for the fact that the instructors may have adopted
traditional language teaching techniques in the class previously.
As to the upper-intermediate level, a similar table was drawn below to display their
apprehensions.
Table 5. The Negative Perspectives of Upper-intermediate Group about Simulations
the tasks were a bit boring

in-class activities were more entertaining

Table 5 led us to the fact that similar to the elementary group, the incumbency of personal
studies and the expectations of the teacher must have oppressed them, since the researcher
was in demand of a well-designed homework assignment in line with the feedback she provided
in the end. This can also be inferred when the difficulties they faced were counted as well.
Table 6. The Difficulties Upper-intermediate Students Encountered with Simulations
hard to find web-sites and reliable information
the requirements of using formal language

the first attempt to write CV
a confusing process

S1: I think in-class activities are more entertaining. You can skip one skill to another with the
guidance of the teacher. I was puzzled while writing the formal letter at first because I had not
done any homework you set us before.
S2: It was troublesome for me to find proper web-sites in this study. The final exams had
approached and the time was ticking. I utilized Google search engine to reach some sites, yet this
was so effortless in terms of drawing necessary information and making comparisons.
These statements were enough to explain the frighten they felt in the beginning. Yet, they could
finally conquer the fear of confronting their responsibilities upon coming to the end of
assignments. This must have originated from the tasks’ outstanding nature, namely attaining
two objectives simultaneously: exposing students to the target language through real-life tasks
as well as enabling them to use the net with the opportunity of communicating with an English.
Additionally, having reviewed the responses of the three upper-intermediate learners, it seemed
apparent that they highly valued the impacts of the tasks on their language studies. It was also
substantially impressive to observe the efforts, in particular for the first task, they made during
the implementation. This would signify the reality that the more qualified the learners were, the
easier they could express themselves of being stimulated to learn English.
Conclusion and Implications
Concurring with Freiermuth (2005b), this qualitative investigation covering the perceptions of
the learners in tune with coping with simulations through world wide web (www) was also
found to reveal the significance of students’ perceptions about simulations and analyse to what
extent they were inclined to learn English and ready for change. Without carrying out
simulations, it would not be probable to make participants self-question their performances, get
involved in the meta-cognitive aspect of the study and strengthen the cooperation with one
another in that process.
Contrary to the belief that the elementary group who were not competent to have discussions in
English and should not be involved in pair work in simulation tasks a lot, they were observed to
be more inclined to attend such authentic activities than the other group. That is,
comprehensible input must have enhanced the efficacy of simulations more on lower levels. It
also clarifies that the content of the simulation tasks ought to be pointed and guided well for
each stakeholder as Tomlinson and Masuhara (2000, p. 166) emphasized: “Perhaps the most
successful simulation is the one from which the participants learn, the facilitators learn, and
the developers learn too.”
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Limitations and Suggestions for Further Studies
The most distinct deficiency in this design could be related to the feedback type, direct written
corrective feedback. It was regarded as a must for the researcher owing to the time limit. It
could not be probable to give implicit feedback and wait for the answers in the long run. In
addition, as e-mail responses to the participants about their simulation tasks could not be
assessed in the end due to the scope of the study, neither follow-up activities nor debriefing
session was possible to be involved into the research.
Another limitation was that internet-based activities may not be real performances of the
participants. Furthermore, as this was not a consistent study routine they were to maintain, it
might have been disdained to a degree or slighted in their eyes as scaffolding pillars for further
analyses. Last but certainly not least, the number of participants in upper intermediate group
could be increased in order to reach more data to be interpreted.
As to the suggestions for the next studies, similar tasks can be prepared to be administered in
school of foreign languages or ELT classes on pre-service English teachers in a longer period of
time to examine whether they affect students’ feelings, new identity they have developed to
teach English and the sustainability of their inclinations. Besides that, the scope of the study
might be extended to include assessment procedure in order to mention debriefing and followup activities according to results of the research.
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Abstract
English has come out as a global language in that it has soon been criticized as bringing
about language imperialism threatening the growth of various local languages. Much of our
involvement in globalization has to do with the change in our linguistic and cultural
preferences resulting from the basic and clear consequences of the current globalization
practices. The aim of this study is to discover the ideological dimension of English as a
global language within the sampling of a state university in Turkey. 20 undergraduate EFL
students participated in the study. Based upon a qualitative method of data collection, an
interview and a scenario technique were used in this study. With critical theory penetrating
into the conjuncture, new subsequent theories such as structuralism, post-structuralism
besides postmodernism forming unfamiliar discourses that were incorporated into the term
of critical theory get into humanities and social sciences all over the world. Poststructuralism is appreciated for its attempts to propose a critical report of standardized
terms in the classical tenet, and it exploits such approaches like phenomenology, and
hermeneutics, as well as the linguistic shift which revises knowledge theories in language.
So, this study is based on a phenomenological research design in that it aims at detecting
the conceptions of EFL students on the cultural hegemony of English as a lingua franca.
Keywords: English as a lingua franca; cultural imperialism, ideology, hegemony
Introduction
The term ‘English as a lingua franca’ (ELF) has recently come up as a mean of
communication in English between people with different native languages (Seidlhofer, 2005).
As around only one out of every four English speakers in the world is a native English
speaker (Crystal, 2003), nearly all ELF relations occur among ‘non-native’ English speakers.
Though this does not hinder the interaction of native English speakers in ELF
communication, what is extraordinary about ELF is that, nearly in all situations, it is a
contact language among people who do not have a shared mother tongue or a national
culture, and for whom English is the opted foreign language (Firth, 1996). In a similar vein,
the lingua franca concept refers to any lingual medium of interaction among speakers of
diverse native languages for whom it is a foreign or second language (Samarin, 1987). Thus,
interaction through ELF refers to a contact between several diverse lingua-cultures in which
English is not the native language (House, 1999). ELF seems to possess a classical Marxist
notion of ideology as indicated by Cogo (2012) in that he claimed language perceptions are
strictly affected by ideology and identity. ELF also includes ideologies by indicating that
learners are the uninvolved static sufferers of powerful ideologies and this places ELF in a
risky state by revealing the confusing practices of ideology (Pennycook, 2001). Many
scholars implicitly or explicitly relate ideology with language. However, arguments on such a
relationship commonly fail to confirm that language is not basically and particularly a tool
for ideological practices but is formed and oriented by ideological practices. A big number of
prominent reports of the ideological and political exploitation of language, just like the
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political language criticism of Chomsky, refer to ideological suggestions about how
languages perform, or should perform. The position of language in such reports should be
examined by political scholars rather than being considered as unproblematic (Cameron,
2006). Considering the issue from the mentioned points, this paper probes the conceptions
of EFL students on the cultural hegemony of English as a lingua franca.
Methodology
The aim of this study is to examine the ideological dimension of English as a global language
within the sampling of a state university in Turkey. 20 undergraduate EFL students
participated in the study. Based upon a qualitative method of data collection, an interview
and a scenario technique were employed in this study. To inquire the issue, the study
utilized heterophenomenology which is an approach to describe an explicitly third-person by
means of interpreting consciousness or experiences. In a similar vein, it is based on carrying
out scientific principles with an anthropological angle, associating the third-person's selfreports with any possible evidence to perceive their cognitive state. Therefore, this
qualitative approach inquires the qualitatively diverse ways in which respondents have
experience of something or perceives something. For the semi-structured interview
questions, inter-coder reliability was conducted. For the coding reliability of the interview,
Kappa Coefficient for Inter-coder Reliability was calculated and it was found that the coding
process was highly reliable (K= .882, p<.001).
Findings and Results
This section includes the parts of the conducted interview. The sub-headings are
successively made up of Dimension of Ownership, Dimension of Usage, Dimension of Culture,
and Dimension of Proficiency. They are all composed of the emerging themes, frequencies
and percentages, and remarks of informants.
Dimension of Ownership
Table 1
English belongs to…
Item
the whole world
England and America
Total

f
18

%
90.00

2

10.00

20

100.00

Remarks
Since it is a globally employed language, English
belongs to the whole world rather than specific
countries such as America and England.
Although it is said to be a global language,
English belongs to England and America.

As can be observed from Table 1, majority of the informants (90.00%) state that English
language belongs to the whole world. On the other hand, a small number of respondents
(10.00%) suggest that English belongs to England and America.
Table 2
English as a global language…
Item
common language
easy to learn
Total

f
18

%
90.00

2

10.00

20

100.00

Remarks
English is a global language as it is commonly
spoken all around the world.
English is a global language since it is very easy
to learn.

Table 2 simply clarifies (90.00%) that English is a global language since it is commonly
utilized around the world. Further, a small number of participants (10.00%) also put
forward that it is a global language since it is easily learnt.
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Table 3
The future of English…
Item
positive

f
17

%
85.00

negative

3

15.00

20

100.00

Total

Remarks
As a powerful universal language, English will
keep its status in the future as well.
Other world powers such as China may end the
hegemony of English in the near future.

It is easily understood from the table that majority of the students (85.00%) are positive
about the future of English as a global language. However, few informants (15.00%) declared
a contrary point of view.
Table 4
Monopoly of English culture…
Item
no
yes
Total

f
18

%
90.00

2

10.00

20

100.00

Remarks
Rather than belonging to only a particular culture,
English is composed of diverse cultures since it is
globally employed.
English language belongs solely to English
culture.

From Table 4, it is simply understood that most of the respondents (90.00%) are in the view
of multiculturalism. Yet, a small number of informants (10.00%) suppose that English
language belongs to just one culture.
Table 5
Standard English…
Item
no

f
18

%
90.00

yes
Total

2
20

10.00
100.00

Remarks
In such a globalized world with such a global
language, there is no standard English as far as I
know.
I think British English is the standard English.

One can easily understand from the table that a big number of participants (90.00%) put
forward that there is no standard English since it is globally used. However, a minority of
students (10.00%) declare a counter point of view.
Dimension of Usage
Table 6
Use of English while interacting with foreigners…
Item
no

f
5

%
25.00

yes

15

75.00

Total

20

100.00

Remarks
I also use Arabic, which is my mother tongue, as
well as German when speaking with foreigners.
Since it is a global language, I use English when
speaking with foreigners.

It is clearly observed from the table that majority of the informants (75.00%) use English
while communicating with foreigners. On the other hand, a small group of respondents
(25.00%) express an opposite argument.
Table 7
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Interacting with expanding circle countries through English…
Item
yes

f
20

%
100.00

Total

20

100.00

Remarks
Since it is a global language, Turkish people in
general try to use English when interacting with
people from such nations as Chinese, Japanese,
and Germans.

It is clear from the table that Turkish people use English when interacting with foreigners.
In other words, all the respondents (100.00%) declare that Turkish people utilize English
when speaking with such nations as Chinese, Japanese, and Germans.
Dimension of Culture
Table 8
Knowledge of English and American cultures in order to understand English…
Item
no

f
5

%
25.00

yes

15

75.00

Total

20

100.00

Remarks
There is no relation between culture and language
learning.
It is necessary to know both American and British
cultures in order to well understand English,
because culture and language are integrated.

By looking at Table 8, one can clearly observe that most f the respondents (75.00%) are in
the view that knowledge of English and American cultures is required in order to
understand English. However, some participants (25.00%) declare that there is no relation
between culture and language learning.
Table 9
The effect of English on Turkish national identity…
Item
no
yes
Total

f
13

%
65.00

7

35.00

20

100.00

Remarks
We are firmly tied to our national identity. Thus,
English may give no harm to our national identity.
We unconsciously lose our national identity if we
are much exposed to English.

Table 9 clearly displays that most of the informants (65.00%) believe there is no effect of
English on Turkish national identity. Yet, some informants (35.00%) suggest people
unconsciously lose their national identity.
Dimension of Proficiency
Table 10
The function of English proficiency in understanding foreigners and their cultures…
Item

f

%

functional

20

100.00

Total

20

100.00

Remarks
One who is proficient in English may easily
understand foreigners and their cultures.

Table 10 refers to the function of English in understanding foreigners and their cultures. In
a similar vein, all the informants (100.00%) state that English proficiency is useful in
understanding foreigners.
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Table 11
The function of using native like English…
Item

f

%

Remarks

unfunctional

4

20.00

It is not required to be native like in English as it
is enough to understand foreigners.

functional

16

80.00

It is highly beneficial to be a native like speaker
of English as it supplies great help in our work
life.

Total

20

100.00

As it is clearly observed from Table 11, most of the informants (80.00%) support the idea
that native like English is useful. On the other hand, a few students (20.00%) put forward
that it is not practical to be a native like speaker of English.
Table 12
The mean of knowing English well…
Item
communication

f
10

%
50.00

proficiency

5

25.00

native like English

2

10.00

success in life

2

10.00

grasping English culture

1

5.00

20

100.00

Total

Remarks
To well know English means communicating
properly in English.
To well know English means proficiency in
language skills, vocabulary, and culture.
To well know English means being a native like
speaker of English.
If you know English well, it means that you are
very successful in life.
To well know English means grasping English
culture and integrating it with language.

From the table, it is easily understood that half of the respondents (50.00%) refer to
communication when explaining the mean of knowing English well. Further, a few
respondents mention proficiency when referring to the mentioned issue. On the other hand,
such utterances as native like English (10.00%), success in life (10.00%), and grasping
English culture (5.00%) were expressed by only few informants.
Discussion
In their study, Young and Walsh (2010) explored the attitudes of ‘non-native English
speaking’ teachers about the utility and convenience of varieties such as English as an
International Language (EIL) and English as a Lingua Franca (ELF), compared with native
speaker varieties. Thus, they referred to the contemporary theoretical discussion regarding
‘convenient’ target models of English in diverse contexts worldwide. They found out that
teachers might work without any apparent knowledge of ‘which English’ was the target. In
their study, teachers also declared a pragmatic point of view on varieties of English, with a
need to believe in a ‘standard’ form of the language, although this does not accord with the
fact of Englishes which are employed worldwide. In our study, we probed the perceptions of
EFL university students on English as a lingua franca and found out that majority of the
informants believed that there is no standard English.
Further, in their study, Kaypak and Ortaçtepe (2014) investigated the relation between
Turkish exchange students' attitudes towards learning EFL and their study in ELF contexts.
They discovered that there is a bi-directional relation between students' pre- and postbeliefs about English language learning and their attitudes towards their experiences while
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studying abroad. Moreover, they found out that the respondents displayed a commitment
toward native-speaker norms and they changed their interest from accuracy to intelligibility,
which supported them in achieving their ultimate aim to gain excellent interaction in ELF
communities. In the present study, although the informants did not study in an ELF
context, they declared similar point of views.
Jenkins (2009) began with explaining her own interpretation of both WE and ELF in her
study, focusing primarily on ELF though. She inquired two frequent and diametrically
contrary reactions to ELF: the first one promoting monolithicity and denying pluricentricity,
the second one fostering too much diversity, lacking standards. Afterwards, she examined
the attitudes implicit in the second of these positions, discovering the probable impacts of
these attitudes on the identities of ELF speakers from Expanding Circle countries. Besides,
Jenkins (2012), in another study, explored the development of research into ELF, analyzed
some of the misconceptions about it that have been uttered, and examined its future in
terms of ELT pedagogy. In our study, we also inquired similar concepts on the future of ELF
by asking the issue to EFL university students. In their study, Jenkins, Cogo, and Dewey
(2011) initially considered how the latest phenomenon of English as a Lingua Franca
(henceforth ELF) adjusts to the former notion of lingua francas as well as with older forms of
ELF. Then, they examined the beginnings of ELF in its contemporary manifestation,
containing the initial ELF studies. Discussing the principle domains in which ELF studies
have been performed to date, they went on inquiring research into lexicogrammar,
phonology and pragmatics. Additionally, they found out that although the youngsters’
beliefs on ELF are easygoing, there is still some resistance towards it, which is also clear in
our study.
Moreover, House (2003) argued against the extensive belief that the English language in its
status as lingua franca is a big threat for national languages, as well as for multilingualism.
She clarified the issue by explaining a distinction between ‘languages for communication’
and ‘languages for identification’. She explained three research projects one focusing on the
influence English has on discourse norms in prominent genres in other languages; the next
one on the nature of interactions in English as a lingua franca; and the last one on
international degree programmes in which English is the language of instruction. Our study
also focused on the mentioned terms by examining the attitudes of EFL students on the
issue.
Conclusion
As a global language which is utilized in every aspect of our daily life, English is the property
of the overall world. Culture and language are inseparable since language mirrors culture.
Accordingly, an integration of diverse cultures, along with British and American, makes
English a universal communication tool. It seems that English will continue to be the
dominating global language in the future as a result of the power of America. So, the
ideology of English as a lingua franca seems to be continuing in the future as well. The
hegemony of English will require EFL students to be proficient in English language and
culture.
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CULTURE AS REFLECTED THROUGH LANGUAGE IN DIRTY
PRETTY THINGS
Fatma KALPAKLI
Selcuk University, fkalpakli@selcuk.edu.tr
Abstract
Directed by Stephen Frears, Dirty Pretty Things (2002) focuses on the lives of asylum seekers
and immigrants (from different backgrounds) working at a London hotel and reveals the
challenges and the discrimination (ethnic/racial/class and gender) they are exposed to in a
mainly White-Anglo-Saxon-Protestant (WASP) society. This study aims to explore how the
values of WASP culture is reflected through the (derogatary and discriminative) language
(against the asylum seekers and migrants) used in Dirty Pretty Things. And it will also
explore the ways of abolishing racist discourses and replacement of it with an immigrantfriendly language and culture as in line with the idealized image of multicultural London.
Key words:Language, Culture, Asylum seekers and Migrants, Stephen Frears, Dirty Pretty
Things.
Kirli Sevimli Şeyler Filminde Kültürün Dil Aracılığıyla Yansıtılması
Özet
Stephen Frears’ın yönetmenliğini yaptığı, Kirli Sevimli Şeyler (2002) filmi Londra’da bir otelde
çalışan (farklı kesimlerden) sığınmacıların ve göçmenlerin hayatlarına ışık tutmaktadır.
Beyaz-AngloSakson-Protestan (BASP) toplumunda sığınmacıların ve göçmenlerin maruz
kaldıkları zorlukları ve ayrımcılığı (etnik/ırk/sosyal sınıf/ toplumsal sosyal cinsel kimlik
bazlı) da gözler önüne sermektedir. Bu çalışmada, Kirli Sevimli Şeyler (2002) filminde
kullanılan (sığınmacılara ve göçmenlere karşı ayrımcı ve aşağılayıcı) dil aracılığıyla BeyazAnglo Sakson-Protestan (BASP) toplumunun kültürel değerlerinin nasıl yansıtıldığı
incelenecektir. Ayrıca, ırkçı söylemlerin terkedilerek, göçmen dostu söylemlerle
değiştirilebilmesi ve ideal çokkültürlü Londra imgesinine uygun olarak göçmen dostu bir
kültür oluşturulabilmesi için ne gibi yollar izlenilmesi gerektiği sorusuna yanıtlar
aranacaktır.
Anahtar Kelimeler:Dil, Kültür, Sığınmacılar ve Göçmenler, Stephen Frears, Kirli Sevimli
Şeyler.
Introduction
Cristina De Rossi, an anthropologist at Barnet and Southgate College in London, defines
culture as “the characteristics and knowledge of a particular group of people, encompassing
language, religion, cuisine, social habits, music and arts”. To express it in more simple
terms, she adds that "[c]ulture encompasses religion, food, what we wear, how we wear it,
our language, marriage, music, what we believe is right or wrong, how we sit at the table,
how we greet visitors, how we behave with loved ones, and a million other things," (“What is
Culture?”). … [And if we have a look at the word, culture, it] derives from a French term,
which in turn derives from the Latin "colere," which means to tend to the earth and grow, or
cultivation1 and nurture (“What is Culture?”) De Rossi explains. And all over the world, one
of the best tools to represent all these things listed under culture might be “language”. Thus,
the aim of this study is to analyze how the values of WASP culture is reflected through the
language used in Dirty Pretty Things.
Development:

See also Raymond Williams’ Culture and Society in relation to the definition of culture and the origin of the word,
culture (xiv-xvii).
1
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Dirty Pretty Things, directed by Stephen Frears and written by Steven Knight, tells the
adventures of the asylum seekers and immigrants in the millennial UK. The film is shot in
London (“Movie Locations - Dirty Pretty Things”). The flow of events occurs among the
workers of the Baltic Hotel2, who try to survive in Britain (where the mainstream culture is
constructed by WASP values). There are two protagonists; one female and one male.
Şenay is a Turkish asylum seeker, and is not permitted to work until her situation is fully
investigated and until she achieves right to work in UK. But due to her financial problems
we see her illegally working as a cleaning lady at the Baltic Hotel. We, the audience, do not
know her reasons to seek asylum in UK; the only clues we are given are her declaration to
Okwe, to her friend that she does not “want to be like her mum” (Dirty Pretty Things) and the
poster of Yılmaz Güney hanging on her apartment walls. She might have “private” or
“political reasons” for leaving Turkey, but it is never made clear in the movie. And to save
money and pay the rent for her apartment, she begins to share it with Okwe. They make a
deal3; Okwe stays in the apartment during the day time and Şenay stays there during the
night time.
Okwe works as a receptionist at nights, but actually, he is an illegal immigrant since he is a
wanted man in Nigeria. As the story unfolds, we learn that he was a doctor in Nigeria and
when he refuses to do an illegal thing dictated by the Nigerian government; her wife is killed
and Okwe is shown as the murderer and eventually, leaving his seven year old daughter
behind, he has to abondon his country. He tries to establish a life for himself in London.
However, one day, when he is repairing a blocked toilet in the hotel 4: he finds a human
heart in the closet and informs the hotel manager named Senior Juan so that they can call
the police and let them inquire the situation. But to his surprise, the hotel manager seems
to know what is going on and wants him to turn a blind eye to the mystrious events in the
hotel. And knowing that Okwe is an illegal immigrant, Senior Juan says if Okwe wants,
Okwe can call the police and tell them what he himself has found in the toilet. Having seen
Okwe’s hesitation, Senior Juan5 says: “You will learn Okwe. The hotel business is about
strangers. And strangers will always surprise you, you know? They come to hotels at night
to do dirty things. And in the morning, it is our job to make things look pretty again” (Dirty
Pretty Things). And the language used by the hotel manager/Sneaky in this scene reveals
that he knows the dirty things going on in the hotel, but he covers them up. And very soon
afterwards, we, the audience and Okwe, find out that the hotel manager himself has a
significant role in these mysterious events in the hotel.
As Okwe himself is on the run, cannot call the police and has to remain silent, though he
knows that someone has been killed in the hotel. And his conscience keeps bothering him.
Yet, on a night-shift, he learns, by chance that, illegal immigrants sell their organs, such as
their kidneys to Senior Juan, to the hotel manager in return for pseudo-passports or
10.000 pounds. And in this scene, the magnitude of the problem becomes clear both in the
eye of Okwe and the audience:
“Okwe finds the kidney seller, [a Somali immigrant] accompanied by a terrified
relative, in Sr Juan’s office. The man has a gaping wound, the result of a kidney
removal operation gone horribly wrong. When Okwe asks how much money the
man got for risking his life, the response he gets is unexpected, for it does not
quantify, by quoting a monetary figure, but instead qualifies, by denoting a
If we have a look at the meaning of baltic in the dictionary, then we will see the following entry; Baltic (Adj): cold
(“baltic”) and the name of the hotel might be taken as a symbol in the movie; it might refer to the lack of
humanitarian feelings and lack of communication and to loneliness in Dirty Pretty Things. Besides, the hotel is used
as the setting to carry out kidney extraction and literally, it is cold enough to carry out kidney extraction and
organ trafficking as well.
3 which reminds us Adile Naşit’s movie entitled Aile Pansiyonu (1987)/The Family Boarding House, in which she
rents a room to two people; one tenant uses the room at night-time, the other at day-time.
4 Room 510; 5+1+0=6, and 6 is known as the number of Satan in Western culture and it might be foreshadowing
that something bad is going on in this room.
5 He is nicknamed as Sneaky in the movie and it reflects his character very clearly. Thus, nicknames, which are
part of the language, are used functionally in Dirty Pretty Things.
2
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change of status: “He is English now,” his relative replies. The viewer might be
confused, but Okwe understands instantly. The Somali man has “swapped his
insides for a passport” (Pravinchandra, 41)… [Thus, Senior Juan transforms]
undocumented immigrants… into passport-carrying citizens of the European
Union (EU), who, were these passports genuine, would be entitled to live and
work in Britain” (Pravinchandra, 41).
And in the dialogue between Okwe and the Somali man’s relative, the utterance of the words
of “[h]e is English now,” summarizes everything in a nutshell. Being English means that
s/he has been accepted into WASP culture&society; that is, the person in question is
perceived as a person, as an individual, no longer a thing, but a human being. S/he
suddenly becomes visible and might have a chance to have a life of his own. Senior Juan,
knowing how difficult it is to be a non-WASP in Britain, he defines himself as “a miracle
worker”, who can prolong your life and provide a passport to happiness (Pravinchandra, 41).
He says, “[t]hey sell the kidney for ten grand so I am happy. The person who needs the
kidney gets cured, so he is happy. The person who sold his kidney gets to stay in this
beautiful country, so he is happy. My whole business is based on happiness” (Dirty Pretty
Things). And he convinces most of the candidates of kidney sellers by saying that the
operation will be “like taking out a tooth” (Dirty Pretty Things).
He euphemises his business and ignores the dark side of it completely in his speech; and in
this scene, we see “the commodification of people” and it reveals the “occult economies” (see
Comaroffs’ “Millennial Capitalism”, 310) sucking the blood of the immigrants in our global
world. Dirty Pretty Things sheds light on the issue of “the international black market in
human organs” (Pravinchandra, 42) and shows the ugly face of capitalism nakedly.
Interestingly enough, it becomes more horrible considering that comparatively speaking
Britain has a socialized system of health care and if this were the case in Britain, then we
can imagine how terrible would be the situation in more capitalist countries like USA, where
half of the population has no health insurance.
Frears, just as he does in My Beautiful Laundrette, makes a critique of Britain’s financial
policies and shows “her loss of socialized values” since the Thatcherite era and he does it in
a funny6 way as we see in the scene, where the Russian doorman, Ivan serves food to the
customers and get the money himself without letting the hotel administration know it. In
relation to this scene, the following sentences taken from an Interview with the director of
Dirty Pretty Things makes us understand the influence of capitalism on individuals and on
British society and how it is reflected through the language and jokes in the movie:
Cineaste: In England it seems there's a strong tension between a socialist
impulse and capitalist pressure or perhaps necessity.
Frears: In a way, that's what all the arguments are about in England - the sort of
contract that was worked out after the war that Mrs. Thatcher tore up. That's
what people like me were complaining about.
Cineaste: That tension is beautifully and humorously presented in Dirty Pretty
Things in the scene shot in the hotel kitchen where the porter Ivan prepares a
Jokes (as part of the language) used in Dirty Pretty Things are touched upon by the Director, Stephen Frears
himself in the following words in one of the Interviews in Cineaste:
Cineaste: You said that one of the things you're very good at doing is "introducing the frivolous into the serious".
What larger dimension does it contribute?
Frears: All I mean is that humor is a good way of telling a story; it makes difficult things acceptable. You point to
various jokes in a film like Dirty Pretty Things, and they're a way of making the film more human - and making
people enjoy it and understand what you're trying to say. The alternative would be to give lectures, which would be
appalling.
Cineaste: You seem to do what a very good teacher does, one who doesn't give the answers but who is able to reveal
the questions (Lucia, 11).
6
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room-service sandwich, adding a sprig of parsley, while saying, "It's the little
touches that make a difference - that's capitalism!"
Frears : I like all those jokes, but it's ironic, isn't it?
Cineaste: Are those "little touches" corrupting for immigrants seeking a better
way of life?
Frears: Well, they have come to a capitalist country. The truth is, nowhere is
utopia.
(qtd.in Lucia, 12).
To put it another way, Dirty Pretty Things criticizes “the immoralities of the capitalism”
(Pravinchandra, 38) in every aspect of daily life. The doorman sells the hotel food secretly,
while the hotel manager secretly sells the immigrants’ kidneys.
And after Okwe’s conversation with the hotel manager, Senior Juan makes a research about
Okwe’s past and learns that he is a Nigerian medical doctor on the run and he wants to
persuade him to join to his team of organ-trafficking so that he can make more profit by
working with an experienced doctor like Okwe. And in the dialogue between Senior Juan,
the hotel manager and Okwe, we see the prevalent racist attitude in the country very clearly:
“If you are an ordinary African, the deal was simple. You give the kidney and I give you a
new identity… He who sold the kidney, stays in this beautiful country” (Dirty Pretty Things)
says Senior Juan. The hotel manager does not promise to give money to Okwe, but a new
identity. If we read between the lines, it becomes clear that if you are an immigrant looking
for asylum, then you do not exist and you do not have an identity unless you meet the
criteria of the English authorities. And when you meet these criteria, then there are other
criteria which put you in the category of an ordinary or not ordinary African in relation to
your gender, class or income. So, Okwe has to pay a price for being not an ordinary African
and forced to carry out illegal kidney operations to get out of this beautiful country, that is
England. The ironic use of the adjective “beautiful” urges us to think about the relativity of
the concept of beautiful and to what extent England is beautiful for the people, who are
facing similar problems with Okwe, Şenay or the Somalian kidney seller.
Okwe resists all of Senior Juan’s temptations and manages to stay clean until the day, he
learns that Şenay trades her kidney for a passport. Though Şenay has a permission to stay
in UK, after having exposed to sexual exploitation many times, she cannot endure living in
London and tries to look for ways to go to New York and eventually, she sees kidney selling
as a solution for her problems and hence, she jumps out of the frying pan into the fire.
Hearing Şenay’s case, Okwe accepts to join Sneaky’s/Senior Juan’s team so that they will
not “butcher” (Dirty Pretty Things) Şenay; “I’ll not let you butcher her. I’ll operate her so that
she won’t die” says he to the hotel manager/Sneaky. Okwe’s use of the verb butcher is not
coincidential, it is the right verb to describe how the operations are carried out on the
immigrants; they are butchered into pieces just like cattles in a hotel room and have many
complications during and after the operation. Therefore, Okwe feels the necessity to take
justice into his own hands.
Once Okwe has performed the operation, the impromptu medical team heads
down to the hotel’s underground parking lot. In Okwe’s hands [we see]… a
styrofoam box containing [extracted] kidney. A well-dressed, white Englishman
emerges from a black car to greet them. He takes the box, and gives them a …
brown envelope containing a substantial amount of cash. The transaction is
complete, but if it is to (Pravinchandra, 54) deliver any kind of narrative
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satisfaction, the scene cannot end here. We cut, then, to a mid shot in which
Okwe stands with Juliette and Şenay on either side of him (see figure
3)…Opposite them, appropriately sidelined to the edge of the frame, is the white
British man. It is the perfect angle from which to deliver the film’s narrative
coup, which is prompted by the white man’s question, in a tone both casual and
suspicious, asking why he has never seen them before. [And Okwe’s answer is
very interesting and full of dignity]: “Because we are the people you do not see,”
he says, looking him straight in the eye. “We are the ones who drive your cabs.
We clean your rooms. And suck your cocks.” It is a seemingly beautiful moment,
the moment in which those on the social fringes of the city finally take center
stage. Okwe speaks in the name of all the invisible people who labor in London’s
informal service economies; … the sex workers, undocumented immigrants,
asylum seekers, and refugees… (Pravinchandra, 55)
Okwe’s emphasis that they are “the invisible people of London” reflects that they are
deprived of many human rights and there is no such a thing as multicultural London; it
exists only on paper, where racial, ethnic and class discriminations are aimed to be replaced
with positive discrimination in words only, not in actions.
Therefore, “[w]hile a film can offer no proof, Dirty Pretty Things portrays such a divided
society that the idea of sacrificing the poor and dispossessed to provide life for the rich, in
the form of organs, seems entirely credible” (Ellis, 1427).

Figure 3. Okwe (Chiwetel Ejiofor), Senay (Audrey Tautou), and Juliette (Sophie
Okonedo) meet the organ collector (Adrian Scarborough) in the basement of the
Baltic Hotel in Dirty Pretty Things (dir. Stephen Frears, 2002). Copyright
Miramax Films. (Pravinchandra, 55).
And we, the audience realizes once again that Britain is one of “the most class-conscious
societies” (see Abercrombie’s Contemporary British Society and Fox’s Watching the English)
including consciousness about one’s race, ethnicity, gender and religion. Immediately after
watching this scene, the audience begins to have sympathy for the “sex workers,
undocumented immigrants, asylum seekers, and refugees, whose precarious lives the film
has portrayed” (Pravinchandra, 55). And the movie, surprisingly, has a happy end as
“[Okwe] agrees to operate on Şenay, but at the last minute the patients are switched, and
Okwe proceeds to extract Sr. Juan’s kidney instead of Şenay’s. Having thus used the organ
trade to their advantage, without giving up their body parts in the process, they then flee
London for their respective destinations” (Pravinchandra, 40). And with the happy ending 7
in Dirty Pretty Things, Frears, director of the movie wins the hearts of the audience.

At the film’s conclusion, we see Şenay “embarking on a flight to New York; Okwe speaks to his daughter on
the phone to announce that he is coming home to Nigeria” (Pravinchandra, 40).
7
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Conclusion:
As a consequence, under the light of all the scenes and issues discussed so far, it may be
suggested that the language (including the dialogues, the conversations and the jokes) used
in Dirty Pretty Things reflects the characteristics of WASP culture and reveals that it is very
discriminative in regard to race, ethnicity, class and gender. And there is no such a place as
multicultural London; Okwe’s and Şenay’s departures from London and seeking to establish
lives in other countries also strenghten this assumption and suggests that multicultural
London is a utopia even in the 21st century and will be so as long as the privileges and
priorities given to WASP people and culture is not given to the people, who live in the
peripheries as well; as shown through the lives of the asylum seekers and immingrants in
Frear’s Dirty Pretty Things .
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LINGUISTIC STYLE IN PING/BING BY BECKETT
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Language is what gets us where we want to go and prevents us from getting there.
Samuel Beckett
Abstract
In a postmodern narrative, how is told is important, not what is told. Many things have
already been narrated about human being. Beyond that, the author has a permanent place
in the writing world with her/his style. S/he goes beyond ordinary language and transforms
the passive reader, in the face of easy-to-understand texts, into an active one who is forced
to make a reading that requires more effort and attention. In terms of morphology, the
words are considered conceptually as lexemes and it is possible to define them at linguistic
level. The sentences formed by the addition of words have meaning even though they are
used outside of context, but they do not have communicative values. They gain different
meanings and communicative values depending on the context. With advances in
Pragmatics, which aims to examine the meaning of the utterances in their contexts,
contemporary linguistic studies are at the text level. In this case, treating the text as a
structural, functional and semantic whole emerges as the studies of the linguists in the
second half of the 20th century. Textlinguistics, which is a branch of linguistics, examines
the language by relying on connections between sentences and considers the use of
language as producing text. It treats a written or spoken text as a whole and investigates the
relationships between the texts and the real facts they refer to. In the analysis of a literary
text, the stylistic features of the writer are important clues to make sense of the text.
Literary text uses language in an unusual way. It contains ambiguities arising from various
literary devices or directly from the style of the artist. Literary language draws attention to
itself since there is a disproportion between the signifier and the signified. It forces the
readers into the awareness of language, refreshes habitual perceptions and responses to
reality, in the routine of the everyday speech, and renders objects more ‘perceptible’. It
emphasizes its own material being. As a postmodern fiction, Ping has an uncommon
linguistic and syntactic style. It is a text that cannot be understood in the first reading due
to its stylistic features and even requires repeated reading. This paper aims to determine
these features that constitute a problem for the meaning of the text and to analyze Ping in
terms of linguistic style of the writer, Samuel Beckett.
Keywords: Linguistic style, image, Ping, Beckett
Özet
Postmodern bir anlatıda ne anlatıldığı değil nasıl anlatıldığı önemlidir. İnsana dair birçok
şey zaten anlatılmıştır. Bundan öte yazar, özgün biçemiyle yazın dünyasında kalıcı bir yer
edinmeye çalışır. Sıradan dilin ötesine geçerek anlaşılması kolay metinler karşısındaki pasif
okuru daha çok emek ve dikkat gerektiren bir okuma yapmaya zorlanan aktif okura evirir.
Sözcükler kavramsal açıdan sözlük birim olarak değerlendirilirler ve onları dilsel düzeyde
tanımlamak mümkündür. Sözcüklerin birbirine eklenmesiyle oluşan tümceler bağlam
dışında kullanılsalar da belli anlamlara sahiplerdir fakat iletişimsel değerleri yoktur.
Kullanıldıkları bağlama göre farklı anlamlar kazanırlar. Sözceleri kullanıldıkları bağlamlar
içerisinde ele alan Edimbilimdeki gelişmelerle birlikte çağdaş dilbilim çalışmaları metin
düzeyine ulaşmış ve 20. yüzyılın ikinci yarısından itibaren dilbilimciler metni yapısal,
işlevsel ve anlamsal bir bütün olarak ele almaya başlamışlardır. Metindilbilim, dili tümceler
arasındaki bağlara dayanarak inceler ve dil kullanımını metin üretme olarak kabul eder.
Yazılı ya da sözlü bir metni bir bütün olarak ele alır ve metinlerle gönderim yaptıkları gerçek
olgular arasındaki ilişkileri inceler. Yazınsal bir metin çözümlemesinde yazarın biçemsel
özellikleri metni anlamlandırmada önemli ipuçları oluşturur. Yazınsal metin dili sıra dışı bir
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biçimde kullanır. Çeşitli yazınsal düzeneklerden ya da doğrudan yazarın biçemsel
özelliklerinden kaynaklanan belirsizliklerle doludur. Yazınsal dil dikkati kendi üzerine çeker
çünkü gösteren ve gösterilenler arasında orantısızlık vardır. Okuru, dili fark etmeye zorlar,
günlük konuşma rutininde alışılmış algıları ve gerçeğe verilen tepkileri yeniler ve nesneleri
daha ‘fark edilebilir’ hale getirir. Kendi maddî varlığını ön plana çıkarır. Postmodern bir
kurgu olarak Ping sıra dışı dilsel ve sözdizimsel bir biçeme sahiptir. Biçemsel özelliklerinden
kaynaklı olarak ilk okunuşta anlaşılamayan hatta defalarca okuma gerektiren bir metindir.
Çalışmada, metni anlamlandırmada problem oluşturan bu özelliklerin belirlenmesi ve
Ping’in, yazarı Samuel Beckett’in biçemsel özellikleri açısından çözümlenmesi
amaçlanmıştır.
Anahtar Kelimeler: Dilsel biçem, imge, Ping, Beckett
1. Introduction
With advances in Pragmatics, which aims to examine the meaning of the utterances in their
contexts, contemporary linguistic studies are at the text level. Although there is a
conceptual confusion related to text and discourse in linguistic studies, it is clear that these
two terms are generally used to express the same thing. Verbal expressions also need to be
entextualized for the analysis. Context in which they are produced is important to make
sense of them, certainly. Whether it is written or spoken, it is possible to express a linguistic
product as ‘written text’ and ‘spoken text’. Context is important for both of them. Linguistic
context is related to the connections between the collocated words in the same textual
context. It is a unit or set of units that surround, precede, or follow a language unit, in
many cases affecting that unit, determining its meaning, value. Non-linguistic context
includes situational, psychological, and socio-cultural contexts, that is, everything effecting
the creation and understanding of the text.
As Petrina (2019) quoted from various linguists, “discourse is synonymous with text and
discourse analysis is dependent on entextualization.” (Weick, 2004: 81). Entextualization is,
“the process of rendering discourse extractable, of making a stretch of linguistic production
into a unit – a text – that can be lifted out of its interactional setting. A text, then, from this
vantage point, is discourse rendered decontextualizable.” (Bauman & Briggs, 1990: 73). The
scope of texts that Discourse Analysis encounters is visual, oral, and numeric data, in the
form of prints, maps, and music, of archives of films, videos, of recorded sound, and any
computer-stored information, everything from epigraphy to the latest forms of discography
(McKenzie, 1999/2004: 13). In another sense, discourse can be identified with utterance.
Discourse is synonymous with text. The terms discourse and text are also used to designate
certain non-linguistic semiotic processes such as a film, a ritual that are viewed as
discourses or texts (Greimas & Courté, 1979/1982: 81-82). “Everything can be studied as
text - as phenomena linked together by a code. This clearly does not mean that everything is
text. But it implies that everything - gestures, monuments, films, dress, grave goods, and so
on - can be read as text. Since language enters between humans and the world, there is
nothing existing independent of text - there is nothing outside of text, nothing that can be
comprehended regardless of text.” (Dunn & Neumann, 2016: 39). As Petrina said, “discourse
is text - spoken, written, depicted, gestured, and performed - but text is not merely a trace
of discourse (2019: 1-4).
Additionally, in Encyclopedia of Language & Linguistics the expression of ‘spoken and
written discourse’ is good example to indicate these two terms are used interchangeably: “As
a general term, ‘discourse’ applies to both spoken and written language, and spoken and
written discourse have crucial characteristics in common.” (xxxi). In linguistics, the term
text is used to attribute to any linguistic product, spoken or written, prose or verse, dialogue
or monologue regardless of length that form a whole. A text can be anything, a proverb, a
play, an instant cry for help, or a discussion on a committee. The text is regarded as a
semantic unit and it does not consist of sentences but it is formed by, or encoded in,
sentences. (Halliday-Hasan, 1976: 1- 2). And finally, as May reminds, “Some American
Linguist once said, ‘The text is all we have’” and as added by the writer, “there is no text
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without context.” (May, 2011: 171)
As a short literary text, although short story is thought to be close to the novel, it is
essentially close to the poetry. As its name suggests, it is short and it has to use less words
to tell more things. Therefore, the linguistic and structural devices are closer to poetry than
prose. Compared to start-up period, the scope of this literary type is getting shorter with
time and the closeness of short story and poetry is becoming inevitable. As Patrick
expressed, according to Chekhov, the short story must be brief, brief as possible and it is
better for the story writer to say not enough than to say too much (Patrick, 1967: 78). This
shortness is for the syntax not for the meaning or content of the text because short story
leaves most things to the reader’s cultural background and inferences. The contextual clues
and reader’s world knowledge help her/his inferences. Every reading performance is a
rewriting process of the text, since the meaning of the text is inferred through cognitive
functions of the reader.
‘Six Words Story’ whose first example formed by Hemingway is a good example for the
emphasizing the importance of the reader’s inferences: “For sale: Baby shoes, never worn.”
(https://www.huffpost.com/entry/six-word-story_n_5332833) Like all stories this story has
also a beginning, middle, and end. Interestingly, because of shared experiences, people
intuit enough about it to understand completely what it means. As expressed by Eagleton, a
literary work is a piece of language detached from any relationship such as dialogue or
monologue. In this case it is open to the ‘reinscriptions’ and reinterpretations of many
readers (2003:103-104).
2. Method
This study is limited to the story Ping by Beckett and to the linguistic style of the writer.
Samuel Beckett (1906-1989), as a pioneer of postmodernist writers, uses an extraordinary
language in his Ping or Bing (French version of the story). As a short story written in an
unusual way, it is worth researching. This study is based on qualitative research method
common in social sciences. Qualitative research method consists of problem determination,
data collection, data analysis, and interpretation. In this study general survey model was
used. Survey models are approaches that aim to describe a past or present case as it is. The
important one is to be able to observe and determine the subject that is tried to be known.
Ping is a text that cannot be understood in the first reading even requires repeated reading
since the stylistic features of the writer constitute problem. This paper aims to determine
these features that constitute a problem for the meaning of the text and to analyze Ping in
terms of linguistic style of the writer, Samuel Beckett. For this aim, the documents related
to Ping were collected, analyzed, and they were interpreted in the conclusion section.
3. Linguistic Style of Ping
The short story writer uses implicit expressions rather than detailed, long expressions. S/he
does not use everyday language. S/he transforms and intensifies it and deviates from it
consciously. By Eagleton’s expressions, literature is defined according to the way of using
language peculiarly. It is a kind of writing which, in the words of Roman Jakobson,
represents an ‘organized violence committed on ordinary speech’. Literary language focuses
on its own material being and draws attention to itself since there is a disproportion
between the signifiers and the signifieds. (2003: 2).
As Eagleton said, for the Formalists, the literary work is more or less arbitrary assemblage
of devices such as rhythm, sound, rhyme, meter, imagery, syntax, and narrative techniques
as connected elements within a textual system. Because literary language deforms common
language in various ways, all these formal literary devices have ‘estranging’ or
‘defamiliarizing’ effect. So, it becomes different from other forms of text. By the effect of
literary devices, language is made strange and the everyday world is also suddenly made
unfamiliar because of this estrangement. The perceptions and responses of the people to
reality become weaker, or automatized as the Formalists said, in the routines of everyday
speech. Literature forces the readers into language awareness, renews these automatized
responses, and makes the world more perceptible (2003: 3).
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Ping is a short story consisting of 70 sentences. At first sight Ping draws attention with its
syntactical and lexical features. “Syntax is precisely the era where Beckett made his most
sustained efforts to reduce and renew, particularly in the later work.” (O’Reilly, 1992: 84). In
Ping, it is noteworthy that a reader can have the feeling of reading the same words
repeatedly, but in different combinations. Juxtaposed words that resemble a painter’s brush
strokes give readers the feeling that they are in front of a painting. Federman (Beckett’s
contemporary and friend) expresses that “Beckett was a great artist, yes a great painter. No,
he did not paint with paint, he painted tableaux with words.” (2002: 153-154). As
transferred from Scholes, the sense of design is necessary for a full reading experience and
takes many forms in fiction, mainly two types, juxtaposition, and repetition. The main
reasons for Ping's difficulty are its repetitive nature and its incomprehensible permutations
that can turn into guidelines for its analysis (Kopschitz, 1987: 87).
Beckett, as a pioneer of postmodernist writers, uses an extraordinary language in his Ping or
Bing (French version of the story). Especially, his elliptical sentences, where predicates are
never used, attract attention at first sight. As a result of elliptical syntax, this text usually
consists of too many repeated content words such as nouns, adjectives, and adverbs.
Function words are eliminated or reduced and there are a small number of conjunctions,
articles, prepositions, and pronouns (the indefinite pronouns ‘each (1 time) and all’). There
are twelve definite and ten indefinite articles. Cohesion of the text is formed through the
repetitions of the same word, not anaphoric or cataphoric reference items such as personal
pronouns, possessive pronouns, or possessive adjectives. These large amounts of word or
word phrase repetitions cause the emergence of a pattern. Repetitions give these phrases a
cumulative effect and make them seem more meaningful, and develop a rhythm. Beckett,
throughout his work, reproduces rhythmic foregrounding through phonetic patterning of
particular word groups, or/and sentences. As Federman said, Beckett was so fond of a
certain sentence appearing several times in his work, and the meaning of this sentence did
not interest him, but its shape, movement, and perfect symmetry. For this reason, reader
should look at the shape of sentences, the movement of language, the form of narrative, and
the images Beckett used in his works instead of trying to reach the meaning of these images
(2002: 159-160). As understood from the words of Federman, trying to make sense of the
text of Beckett will be a waste of effort.
In Ping a poetic style is dominant and it is characterized by the use of image, implicit
expressions, rhythm, and sound that serve to create a text like an enigma. In the words of
Segrè, “Ping is an intriguing riddle. On a first reading, one comprehends next to nothing; yet
on a first listening (Beckett’s texts must primarily be heard) one feels something intensely,
something ineffable and far more musical than verbal in quality.” (1977: 127). In many
postmodern short fictions there has evidently been a style of writing as poetic. Patrick
suggests that if a short story writer focuses on narration and uses a poetic style s/he has an
inclination towards relatively pictorial or sensory language; that is, the figurative, imaginary
language, and symbolism become a means to supplement and sharpen the impression the
writer tries to create. They do not serve as the means to extend the story’s thematic
implications and to force the reader to read between or beyond the lines, as the poetic style
do (1967: 79). As supported by Menteşe’s expressions, “Ping has widely been classified and
analyzed as a poem due to its compactness and linguistic units which create rhythm.”
(Menteşe, 12)
The recurrence at regular or varying intervals of given phenomena constitutes rhythmic
form. In short works, readers are sensitive to the rhythm created by formal features. The
text has rhythm determined by the recurrence of words, sounds, images, or grammatical
features in successive sentences. There are both formal and semantic rhythms. Rhythm is
the result of combination of formal and semantic features. Formal features determine
rhythm, and rhythm highlights meaning. Meaning requires rhythmic interpretation.
Meaning creates rhythm as much as rhythm creates meaning. Ping, apparently meaningless
word, appears in a specific context, thereby gradually becoming invested with semantic
content (O’Reilly, 1992: 80-82).
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Beckett’s vocabulary is limited to about hundred words though the text is about thousand
words long. He has an inclination for minimalism that forces reader to make an attentive
reading. Reader may give up to read halfway through but repetitions of word and sound
arouse curiosity in the reader. Predicate ellipsis and excess use of adjectives indicate a case
story. In this text, a literary minimalism is observed obviously. It is one of the postmodernist
trends in literature. It is a style or technique characterized by extreme simplicity. As Şeker
expressed, it is described as a trend in any design or style in which the simplest and fewest
elements are used to create the maximum effect (Şeker, 2019a: 133). From the minimalist
applications in different fields such as architecture, education, literature, or linguistics, it
can be concluded that minimalism rests on three basic criteria: simplicity, conceptual
necessity, and reduction.’ (Şeker, 2019a: 133). In literary minimalism characterized by the
use of limited number of words, the classics elements like setting, character, and action are
reduced. The minimalist literature lets the reader think more about the story. As quoted
from the critic Carey, “Beckett’s writing follows a minimalist curve that ironically becomes
increasingly universal as the use of words diminishes.” (Almaaroof at all., 2016: 11).
“Minimalist authors avoid utilizing unnecessary syntactical elements and prefer the
meaning to be inferred from the context” (Şeker, 2019b: 33). The reader can guess the
meaning from the text through the context. The writer’s role is minimized and s/he is like
an observer who conveys what s/he sees without interfering in the narration. The reader
becomes part of the reading process and s/he concludes or only feels what the writer
presents. In minimalist texts characters are generally ordinary people not heroic and can be
anyone or any creature. A thin aspect of the life is presented in the story (Almaaroof at all.,
2016: 11). As Federman also indicated, Samuel Beckett’s literary work, between 1929 and
1989, parallels with the course of plastic arts. There is a likeness between the paintings of
Dali, Delvaux, Magritte, de Chirico and other surrealist artists, and the tableaux that
Beckett created with words in his early works. After World War Two, the arts such as
sculpture, painting, music, and literature empty their traditional subjects. In painting,
sculpture, music, and literature have an inclination towards abstraction. By the end of the
1960s and into the 1970s, the arts reconstruct themselves in geometrical and visual forms,
conceptualism, and minimalism. Beckett’s short texts towards the end of his life, are really
minimalistic and conceptual, but especially geometrical (2002: 169).
As an early postmodernist text, Ping has non-traditional narrative structure, that is, it has
no beginning, middle, and end. The text has no paragraphs or sections that indicate topic
changing and is presented as a whole that supports its monotony. Federman talks about
beautiful geometry of Beckett’s fiction. By geometry, he means simply the structure of the
narration, the form of the text, the shape of the sentences, and especially the view, the
space where Beckett’s fictions are written. According to him, for seizing the work of Beckett,
not understanding, for apprehending visually and mentally, reader must not only look at the
beings in that fiction, s/he must see where and how these beings are placed physically,
geometrically, and geographically. Spaces are unforgettable tableaux painted carefully in the
works of Beckett (2002: 154-155). In the text, ‘Light heat white floor one square yard never
seen.’ are word groups expressed repeatedly for describing the space of the story.
Ping is a non-traditional narrative without common narrative norms. As Federman said,
whenever Beckett entered a fictional impasse, he pushed his fiction work further into
abstraction by removing from it the traditional elements of fiction, such as plot, character,
setting, as well as story (2002: 166). The first two sentences of the text with repeated
different combinations, “All known all white bare white body fixed one yard legs joined like
sewn. Light heat white floor one square yard never seen.” picture a body image, probably
human body, but no indication for its sex, confined in a small and heat space where all are
white. The repetitions of phrases such as ‘bare white body fixed’, and ‘only the eyes only just’
picture a bare human, who cannot move, with only eyes moving, probably a tortured
person, evidently under extreme duress, and left to death. The following word phrases
support the inference of a person with faded eyes, suffering from torture, and imploring by
murmuring while about to die:
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Head haught eyes light blue almost white silence within. Head haught eyes light blue
almost white fixed front ping murmur ping silence. Head haught eyes holes light blue
almost white fixed front silence within. Head haught nose ears white holes mouth
white seam like sewn invisible over. Head haught eyes holes light blue almost white
fixed front silence within. Ping fixed last elsewhere legs joined like sewn heels
together right angle hands hanging palms front head haught eyes white invisible
fixed front over. Head haught eyes fixed front old ping last murmur one second
perhaps not alone eye unlustrous black and white half closed long lashes imploring
ping silence ping over.
There is no context that helps the reader to determine whether protagonist is male or
female; no answer to questions ‘who, what, where, when, and why’. Five repetitions of the
phrase ‘much memory almost never’ and towards the end of the story ‘much memory
henceforth never’ likewise the repetitions of ‘white’ indicate a person restricted to the colors
and shapes he or she sees, and to his/her fragmentary memories, just before dying. The
writer makes the reader feel what this person feels. ‘Last murmur’ indicates the moment of
death. ‘Light heat’ collocation, repeated six times, indicates the stifling atmosphere of the
space.
The setting is a space of one square yard where everything is white or almost white. Planes,
walls, celling, and floor are white. Traces, blurs, and signs are light grey, almost white. The
eyes of the story person are light blue, almost white. His body, feet, mouth, hair, and scars
are white. This abundance of whiteness (repeated 88 times) and the word group ‘heart
breath no sound’ and almost (repeated 37 times) with its combinations ‘almost white, almost
never’ evoke the death, despair, and loneliness at the same time indicate the oppressive and
gloomy atmosphere of the prison. ‘Never seen’ is a combination repeated five times,
indicating an unprecedented place. Setting does not change but what is changing is how a
moribund person sees the space in which s/he is.
According to Beckett, “Language is what gets us where we want to go and prevents us from
getting there.” (Federman, 2002: 169). It is possible to explain this expression: Although
language is a means of communication, it can also be an obstacle to communication.
Polysemy, homonymy in the language and lack of context can cause uncertainties. That is
why Beckett does not want his works to be interpreted and made of sense. Beckett, who
loves painting so much becomes painter of his written work, and presents his feelings with
tableaux painted with words. His work should be looked at with senses rather than with
mind. As Federman added, the meaning is not hidden perhaps even too evident. It is on the
surface of his texts, at the level of images created by the words (2002: 157-158).
In a text, the most repeated words are clues about the subject of the text. In Ping, there are
a few words not repeated and most of the words are repeated at least twice or more.
Reader’s sense of logical and linear progression is prevented, particularly by the endless
repetitions. This is what makes it difficult to understand while giving rhythm to the text. In
such an unusual text, collocated words in the same context and repeated words or word
groups such as white with the combination of almost (87 times), ping (34 times), light, as
noun and adjective (31 times), the past participle fixed which is ascribed to a body (10
times), to the eyes (9 times), and to ping (4 times), legs/toes joined like sewn or mouth white
seam like sewn (10 times), eye (18 times), all (17 times), almost/henceforth never or never
seen (23 times), yard (12 times), traces, traces blurs, traces blurs signs (10 times), murmur
(10 times), body (9 times), head (7 times), leg (5 times), only/only just feet heels together
right angle/legs joined like sewn heels together right angle/feet toes joined like sewn heels
together right angle (6 times) etc. are linguistic elements forming an image. Word groups
such as ‘right angle’ and ‘one square yard’ are geometrical expressions of the writer. “Little
by little then, Beckett’s fiction moves towards total reduction and abstraction- but not to
end into a vacuum or into total silence, as so many critics have suggested - but to become
pure geometry, pure visual poetry. All the later texts of Beckett situate themselves in
geometric spaces-” (Federman, 2002: 168).
Ping, repeated 34 times, is like a signal of time up; seems to indicate that some things are
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over. It can be a buzzing in the brain of the tortured person who is about to die. In the final
sentence word phrases such as ‘Last murmur one second perhaps not’ and ‘ping silence ping
over’ indicate the termination of ping and the death of this person. Ping repetitions increase
the feelings of tension and worry while giving musicality to text. According to Ekmekçioğlu
who states that music plays an important role in Beckett’s life, Beckett's sensitivity to music
is part of a much wider adaptation to the auditory environment, ambient sounds, and
silence. According to what she transferred from Feldman, Beckett wrote highly musical
texts, he repeatedly read his texts aloud and even sang them in order to discover and test
the right rhythm and the fundamental sounds; from Bernold, Beckett said that he always
wrote for a voice (59-60). Beckett’s works give readers a sense of musical rhythm with the
reducing of phrases and the use of silence and pause (Shen, 2012: 4). At the beginning of
the text, traces and signs are meaningless and light grey and almost white, towards the end
of the text there are no traces on the planes shining white. The traces become invisible as
the person lying on the ground approaches death. What breaks silence (repeated 8 times)
are pings and gradually decreasing murmurs (repeated 10 times). The repetitions of the past
participle ‘fixed’ (25 times) support the stable tone of the text.
As Federman expressed, at the beginning of the 1960’s, the work of Beckett is tried to
explain, to classify, to interpret, and to organize in order to extract meaning from it but very
strange, and irrational interpretations are offered. The critics stubbornly insist on the
pursuit of meaning but all these efforts remain useless. Beckett warns that it is useless to
try and find meaning in his work, especially symbolic meaning. The symbols in the forest of
Beckett’s words are undecipherable. Therefore, it is in vain to refer a meaning to these
symbols since they merely lead the reader into ignorance (2002: 156-158).
Beckett wrote this story both in French (Bing, 1966), and in English (Ping 1967). Federman
expresses that when talking about Beckett, one cannot avoid being bilingual since he was
certainly one of the greatest bilingual writers of all time. All of his works are written in two
languages, French, and English. He translates most of the works he wrote in French into
English, and most of the works he wrote in English into French. This is called as tour de
force (power demonstration) (2002: 154-155). “Particularly in the last years, Beckett’s work
was not in one language, then in the other. His bilingualism involved going from one
language to the other during the writing process before the finalization of either version and
at times producing different effects according to the language in question. The two texts of
the same work may be seen as alternative versions, whose respective value is not a function
of their equivalency, perhaps not even of their complementarity.” (O’Reilly, 1992: 84). His
bilingualism can be considered as an advantage for him in terms of using language in an
unusual and effective way. This is his linguistic awareness and richness. At the same time,
Beckett is also aware of the effect of the density of words and shortness of the content as
supported by Southey’s words, “If you would be pungent, be brief; for it is with words as
with sunbeams - the more they are condensed the deeper they burn.” (Wiggin, 2017).
4. Conclusion
Ping is a noteworthy text with its unusual syntactic and linguistic style. While reading Ping,
reader’s sense of logical and linear progression is prevented particularly by the endless
repetitions. The ambiguity caused by its unusual syntax and word repetitions arouses
curiosity in the reader and requires a repeated reading. Especially elliptical syntax,
predicate ellipsis and function word scarcity such as article, preposition, conjunction, and
pronoun are regarded typically Beckettian. The cognitive skills of language user are at the
highest level and s/he places predicates and function words intuitively, through her/his
linguistic knowledge. S/he is forced to make a reading that requires more effort and
attention. Language specific syntax is used at minimum. Basic lexical terms with
elementary combinations are used at maximum.
The image, more common in the case stories, is also used in this story. Continuously
repeated words or word groups form an image that may vary according to each reading and
reader, inevitably. Sentences formed by juxtaposed words, without predicates, represent the
painting of the last moment of a prisoner tortured and left in a prison cell. In other words,
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text is based on an image depicting the situation of this person right before death although
this image may vary. At the end of the text reader can be haunted by the words ‘traces,
blurs, signs’ and be drawn back to it regularly. Dysphoric words collocated repeatedly such
as ‘legs joined like sewn heat one square yard never seen bare white body fixed eye
unlustrous black and white half closed lashes imploring’ support the pessimistic tone of the
text while indicating silent screams, despair, fatigue, and exhaustion of the story person and
emotional, gloomy, and sad atmosphere of the prison. Ping can be imagined as a tableau
fixed, or frozen in time.
In this study, seventy sentences of the story were copied into separate lines, to make it
easier to see and read since Ping is like a perfect painting with its successive words giving it
musicality, rather than an ordinary literary text. Through this writing method, Beckett
desires to draw attention to certain concepts and objects by defamiliarizing them. He forces
the reader to question the misleading side of the language as a tool by distorting the
signified. In such a cryptic text open to many interpretations, Beckett focuses on the way of
talking rather than on the reality of what is talked about and this indicates that literature is
a kind of self-referential language, a language which talks about itself.
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6. Appendix
Ping
ALL KNOWN all white bare white body fixed one yard legs joined like sewn. (1)
Light heat white floor one square yard never seen. (2)
White walls one yard by two white ceiling one square yard never seen. (3)
Bare white body fixed only the eyes only just. (4)
Traces blurs light grey almost white on white. (5)
Hands hanging palms front white feet heels together right angle. (6)
Light heat white planes shining white bare white body fixed ping fixed elsewhere. (7) Traces
blurs signs no meaning light grey almost white. (8)
Bare white body fixed white on white invisible. (9)
Only the eyes only just light blue almost white. (10)
Head haught eyes light blue almost white silence within. (11)
Brief murmurs only just almost never all known. (12)
Traces blurs signs no meaning light grey almost white. (13)
Legs joined like sewn heels together right angle. (14)
Traces alone unover given black light grey almost white on white. (15)
Light heat white walls shining white one yard by two. (16)
Bare white body fixed one yard ping fixed elsewhere. (17)
Traces blurs signs no meaning light grey almost white. (18)
White feet toes joined like sewn heels together right angle invisible. (19)
Eyes alone unover given blue light blue almost white. (20)
Murmur only just almost never one second perhaps not alone. (21)
Given rose only just bare white body fixed one yard white on white invisible. (22)
All white all known murmurs only just almost never always the same all known. (23)
Light heat hands hanging palms front white on white invisible. (24)
Bare white body fixed ping fixed elsewhere. (25)
Only the eyes only just light blue almost white fixed front. (26)
Ping murmur only just almost never one second perhaps a way out. (27)
Head haught eyes light blue almost white fixed front ping murmur ping silence. (28)
Eyes holes light blue almost white mouth white seam like sewn invisible. (29)
Ping murmur perhaps a nature one second almost never that much memory almost never.
(30)
White walls each its trace grey blur signs no meaning light grey almost white. (31)
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Light heat all known all white planes meeting invisible. (32)
Ping murmur only just almost never one second perhaps a meaning that much memory
almost never. (33)
White feet toes joined like sewn heels together right angle ping elsewhere no sound.(34)
Hands hanging palms front legs joined like sewn. (35)
Head haught eyes holes light blue almost white fixed front silence within. (36)
Ping elsewhere always there but that known not. (37)
Eyes holes light blue alone unover given blue light blue almost white only colour fixed front.
(38)
All white all known white planes shining white ping murmur only just almost never one
second light time that much memory almost never.(39)
Bare white body fixed one yard ping fixed elsewhere white on white invisible heart breath no
sound.(40)
Only the eyes given blue light blue almost white fixed front only colour alone unover.(41)
Planes meeting invisible one only shining white infinite but that known not. (42)
Nose ears white holes mouth white seam like sewn invisible.(43)
Ping murmurs only just almost never one second always the same all known. (44)
Given rose only just bare white body fixed one yard invisible all known without within. (45)
Ping perhaps a nature one second with image same time a little less blue and white in the
wind. (46)
White ceiling shining white one square yard never seen ping perhaps way out there one
second ping silence. (47)
Traces alone unover given black grey blurs signs no meaning light grey almost white always
the same.(48)
Ping perhaps not alone one second with image always the same same time a little less that
much memory almost never ping silence. (49)
Given rose only just nails fallen white over. (50)
Long hair fallen white invisible over. (51)
White scars invisible same white as flesh torn of old given rose only just. (52)
Ping image only just almost never one second light time blue and white in the wind.(53)
Head haught nose ears white holes mouth white seam like sewn invisible over. (54)
Only the eyes given blue fixed front light blue almost white only colour alone unover.(55)
Light heat white planes shining white one only shining white infinite but that known not.
(56)
Ping a nature only just almost never one second with image same time a little less blue and
white in the wind. (57)
Traces blurs light grey eyes holes light blue almost white fixed front ping a meaning only
just almost never ping silence. (58)
Bare white one yard fixed ping fixed elsewhere no sound legs joined like sewn heels together
right angle hands hanging palms front. (59)
Head haught eyes holes light blue almost white fixed front silence within. (60)
Ping elsewhere always there but that known not. (61)
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Ping perhaps not alone one second with image same time a little less dim eye black and
white half closed long lashes imploring that much memory almost never. (62)
Afar flash of time all white all over all of old ping flash white walls shining white no trace
eyes holes light blue almost white last colour ping white over. (63)
Ping fixed last elsewhere legs joined like sewn heels together right angle hands hanging
palms front head haught eyes white invisible fixed front over. (64)
Given rose only just one yard invisible bare white all known without within over. (65) White
ceiling never seen ping of old only just almost never one second light time white floor never
seen ping of old perhaps there. (66)
Ping of old only just perhaps a meaning a nature one second almost never blue and white in
the wind that much memory henceforth never. (67)
White planes no trace shining white one only shining white infinite but that known not. (68)
Light heat all known all white heart breath no sound. (69)
Head haught eyes white fixed front old ping last murmur one second perhaps not alone eye
unlustrous black and white half closed long lashes imploring ping silence ping over. (70)
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Abstract
Literary texts are full of gaps, not only due to missing parts in the text but also ambiguous
elements. Therefore, texts are open works, in Umberto Eco’s terms, in that the readers can
have a role in the interpretation of the gaps and ambiguities in a given text. Moreover, even
universal signs, images or symbols in a text can turn out to be ambiguous elements or gaps
and trigger the reader’s emotive response. The significance of this study is that it integrates
theory of gaps and ambiguities with practical experience of reader response. Identifying gaps
and ambiguities in Ferit Edgü’s short story, this study is designed to explore readers’
emotive responses to certain objective correlatives in a literary text and to analyze how or to
what extent images are received by the individual readers. Thus, the study has two stages:
Critical Reading and Content Analysis. In the first stage the text will be analyzed in terms of
gaps and ambiguities with reference to Wolfgang Iser and in the second stage a survey will
be conducted to reveal individual real readers’ emotive responses to a certain objective
correlative. The participants are pre-service students at a department of English language
and literature in Turkey. The participants were 84 Turkish senior students. Both
quantitative and qualitative measures were used to collect data in order to validate and
confer the findings. The results show that preservice literature students as individual
readers may conceive the metaphors or images differently. The reception of the objective
correlative, however, does not mark a highly varied emotive responses, which indicate good
subjective memory or positive cultural acceptance. The results imply that literary texts, not
only poetry but also the narrative ones, should not be analysed regardless of gaps and
ambiguity. The study pedagogically implies that responsive activities may provide efficiency
and may increase the involvement in the courses concerning linguistic and critical abilities
as well as subjective and cultural differences.
Keywords: Literary texts, gaps and ambiguities, objective correlative, readers’ emotive
response
Özet
Yazınal metinler çok sayıda boşluk barındırması sadece eksik bölümlerinin olmasından
değil aynı zamanda farklı yorumlanmaya açık belirsizlikler bulunmasından kaynaklanır.
Dolayısıyla her metin boşluk ve belirsizliklerin yorumlanmasında okura da rol verdiği için,
Umberto Eco’nun tabiriyle, aslında açık yapıttır. Dahası, kimi zaman evrensel gösterge, imge
ya da simgelerin bile belirsizleştiği bir boşluğa dönüştüğü ve okurun bireysel yorum ve
alımlamasını tetiklediği durumlar vardır. Bu çalışma boşluk ve belirsizlik kuramı ile okur
alımlaması pratiğini birleştirmesi bakımından önemlidir. Çalışma, bir kısa öyküdeki boşluk
ve belirsizlikleri tespit ederek, objektif bağlılaşım denen somut imgelerin gerçek okurlar
tarafından nasıl anlaşıldığını ve alımlandığını araştırmayı amaçlamaktadır. Çalışma iki
aşamadan oluşmaktadır: Eleştirel okuma ve içerik analizi. İlk aşamada metin boşluk ve
belirisizlikler açısından okunmuş ve ikinci aşamada daha önce tespit edilmiş olan nesnel
bağlılaşım öğesinin bireysel gerçek okurlar tarafından nasıl alımlandığı araştırılmıştır.
Katılımcılar, İngiliz Dili ve Edebiyatı bölümünde okuyan son sınıf lisans öğrencileridir.
Katılımcı sayısı 84’tür. Bulguları değerlendirmek amacıyla hem nicel hem de nitel veriler
toplanmıştır. Sonuçlar, edebiyat öğrencileri birer okur olarak alındığında, öznel belleklerinin
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nesnel bağlılaşım imgelerinin alımlama ve yorumlanmasının az da olsa etkilediğini
göstermektedir. Katılımcılar, yalnızca şiir değil aynı zamanda anlatı metinlerinde de
karşımıza çıkan nesnel bağlılaşım öğelerindeki belirsizlik boyutunun dikkate alınmasının
gereğini vurgulamıştır. Çalışma aynı zamanda yorumlama ve alımlamada öznel belleğin
etkisini hesaba katan okumaların daha güvenilir olacağını göstermiş; bu tür yaklaşımın
dilbilimsel ve eleştirel katkılarının yanı sıra alımlamada kültürel ve öznel farklılıklara dikkat
çekmesi bakımından önemini ortaya koymuştur.
Anahtar Kelimeler: Edebi metinler, boşluk ve belirsizlikler, nesnel bağlılaşım, okurların
duygusal alımlaması
Introduction
Literary appreciation is a sophisticated, as well as controversial, issue since the very notion
of “appreciation” amalgamates cognitive faculties with deeply implanted emotions. These
emotions may be ranging from unconsciously determined motives inside to the actual
feelings triggered by the present or recent external factors. Hence, reception of a literary text
is bound to linguistic, cultural, ideological, emotional and experiential parameters. McRae
discusses the implementation of literary texts into curriculum and underlines their
“referential” and “representational” aspects (1991, p. 30-35) of a literary text. However, apart
from such representational aspect, a literary text should also be evaluated in terms of the
effect it produces. Figurative structure of a literary text is almost always open to further
interpretation and reception, concerning the very notion of “referentiality” has been long
questioned in that a reference is not necessarily due to a certain referent (Çıraklı, 2018). On
the other hand, texts, particularly after the rise of modernism, are full of gaps and
ambiguities and not only missing parts in a text but also ambiguities can produce certain
“gaps” that initiate historical (real) readers’ responses. Texts, in fact, are open works, in
Umberto Eco’s terms (1997, p. 3). What is more perplexing, in dealing with a text, is that
even universal signs, images or symbols in a text can turn out to be ambiguous elements or
gaps. Moreover, that writerly approach to literary text with an aim to grasp the “intention of
the author” is fallible since meaning is not an immanent essential feature in a text. Iser, in
this context, focuses on the role of the reader and his/her response to a particular text.
Meaning, argues Iser, is part of the act of reading and a form of reader’s response rather
than the extract intended by the author. In other words, meaning is a construct rather than
extract. Another idea raised by Iser is that every text is full of gaps that stir the reader’s
imagination and interpretation. Hence, the act of reading is on the one hand to construct
meaning by using the given elements and filling in the gaps so that a consistent meaning
can be achieved. The implied reader, therefore, is continuously challenged by the historical
one because the text is full of gaps and ambiguities. Çıraklı, in his “A Modest Proposal for
Reading: Four Aspects,” questions Empson’s inclination to associate ambiguity with poetry
and argues that ambiguity is a type of gap and may occur in any genre. Thus, gaps and
ambiguities in the literary texts make it possible to adopt a sort of reader’s autonomy on the
text. Iser’s well known example for such ambiguities is a constellation of stars that might be
responded as “the little bear” or “a coffee pot” by different readers.
As regards images, they appeal to sense perceptions and mostly intended by the authors to
arouse particular emotions or produce particular effect on the readers. In fact, a concept
needs interpretation and cognitive response while an image needs reception and emotional
response. Objective correlatives, in this sense, are significant because they are known to
arouse the same particular emotion in every reader. As T.S. Eliot once highlighted, “The only
way of expressing emotion in the form of art is by finding an ‘objective correlative’; in other
words, a set of objects, a situation, a chain of events which shall be the formula of that
particular emotion; such that when the external facts, which must terminate in sensory
experience, are given, the emotion is immediately evoked” (Eliot, 1998, 58). Yet, an objective
correlative can be responded differently by the historical (real) readers.
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Turkish Context
Turkish students are mostly involved in conventional literature classes which prioritize the
intention of the author and the meaning to be extracted from the text although there might
appear certain exceptions in some schools or institutions. The students in such educational
settings are considered to be mere “receivers” regardless of their status as readers having a
certain potential of response. Reading of a text, therefore, is mostly reduced to mere
linguistic, cognitive and ideological reception, which overlooks the significance of culture
and experience. Reader response survey of an objective correlative, as a practical output of
the act of reading, is significant in that it may provide us with variety of responses to a fixed
image called “objective correlative.” On account of the established clichés as to the
interpretation of such images, their emotive effect on the readers are neglected. This
additionally thwarts the notion of appreciation as such since conventional praxis of
reception restricts the readers’ role.
Participants
The participants of this study were 84 senior philology students at the department of
English Language and Literature, Karadeniz Technical University. They were aged between
20-25, with an average of 21.07. Of the 84 participants, 52 were female and 21 were male.
They were graduates of high schools where English is among compulsory courses. Age and
sex were not taken into consideration, yet it is still highlighted along the results for further
implications. The participants were chosen using purposive sampling. It did not include the
random assignment as the limited availability of the participants. In sum, the participants
were 84 Turkish readers from Faculty of Letters, KTU. Both quantitative and qualitative
measures were used to collect data in order to validate and confer the findings and semistructured interviews were done by the researchers with the exceptional response givers.
The consent letters and ethical instructions are considered.
Text
Ferit Edgü’s short-short-story (küçürek öykü) “Lifestory” (Yaşamöyküsü: originally an open
compound with two words but the title deliberately keeps them fused), which is included in
the collection of the stories named Leş, exemplifies Iser’s gaps and ambiguities. Edgü’s short
narrative is full of gaps and ambiguities and can be analysed in terms of these gaps. It is a
very short controlled narration of a scene where two characters appear. One of these
characters is the narrator who grips the ultimate control over the act of narration. The
tension and the dramatic conflict between the characters is apparently ‘sensed’ but not
understood due to the gaps and ambiguities such as place, setting, time, situation,
characters’ background, gender, age, use of authority, narration, narrator, hierarchical
status between the characters. Among all gaps and ambiguities is a single, solid, palpable
and strong objective correlative: the ‘hot soup’.
TEXT: Ferit Edgü’s Short Story “Lifestory” (Yaşamöyküsü)
Yaşamöyküsü
Lifestory
Anlat ama, uzun olmasın, dedim.
Tell me, I said, tell me but keep it short.
Yağmurdan çıkmış bir sıçan gibiydi.
S/he was like a rat out of the rain.
Titreyerek, Öyleyse susayım, dedi.
Then I should keep quiet, said s/he
Susma, anlat, ama uzun olmasın, dedim.
trembling.
Yaşamöykümü
dinlemek
istediğinizden Don’t, I said, tell me, but keep it short.
emin misiniz? Dedi.
Are you sure you want to hear my lifestory?
Evet, dedim. Yoksa bu sıcak çorbayı niçin s/he asked.
vereyim sana?
I said, yes. Why else would I give you this
hot soup?
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1st Stage: Critical Reading of the Text
The first stage focused on the critical reading of the text in terms of gaps and ambiguities.
Upon identifying these uncertainties through the text, the images are investigated and the
objective correlative is identified.
2nd Stage: Content Analysis
Data Collection Instruments
Content analysis will be based on the readers’ emotive responses to the story. The data will
be gathered using the following open ended questionnaire to evaluate and analyse the
readers’ responses.
Data Collection Tool (Open-ended Questionnaire)
Please read Ferit Edgü’s Lifestory and focus on
your immediate and spontaneous feelings and
emotions about the image “hot soup”. According to
Plutchic’s wheel of feelings and emotions (on the
left), state whether you feel at the WARM AREA
(feeling GOOD) or COLD AREA (feeling BAD).
(Write in your native tongue. You can also give the
type of emotion in paranthesis using Plutchic’s
diagram)
Reader’s Emotive Response:

To collect data, a survey was developed by the researchers. Since imagining psychological
space may be difficult, the participants are given a circumplex model in advance. The
participants were asked to read instructions and examine the Plutchic’s circumplex model
providing a comprehensive diagram of the emotions. The participants are informed that
Plutchic’s circumplex model, a relatively understandable representation of emotions, is just
offered to help them remember various types of emotions not to guide them into thinking in
a specific way. The model is also known to be Plutchik’s Wheel of Emotions, enabling the
participants to reflect upon their immediate emotive responses.
The participants are told that the survey is particularly addressed to their spontaneous and
immediate feelings and is primarily concerned about their emotive responses. They are
additionally informed that they would write about their feelings in their native tongue so
that they could express themselves better. The study, in addition to the above quantitative
measures, used a semi-structured interview to clarify the exceptional answers which deviate
from the conventional (norm) or common responses to the objective correlative.
Findings and Discussion
Firstly, the critical reading of the text displays many gaps from the beginning. As can be
seen in Table 1, there are certain verbal and nonverbal indicators that lay emphasis on the
certain gaps and ambiguities. The title, for example, is a compound noun but the words
seems intentionally fused together. This slight deviation implies the fact that the character
cannot be separated from his/her story. That is at the same time a reference to the
subjective memory or cultural background of a reader, whose response can have a role in
the reception of a text. Another gap appears in relation to the narrator, whose voice
dominates the story of an untold story. Paradoxically, this narrator insists on his/her desire
to hear the story of the character and occupies the role of ‘narratee’ within the storyworld.
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As regards the point of view, the narrator’s perspective determines the way the scene is
observed. Particularly his/her use of adjectives imply the vague and clandestine, somewhat
hierarchical, relationship between the characters. What happened at the end, whether the
character told his/her “lifestory” or not, is unknown. Concerning the gap in time and
setting, both of which remain unknown in the story, these missing details also imply
another gap in the narrative. As for the “hot soup,” it is the most striking element in the
story as it is an objective correlative addressing “smelling, seeing, hearing, touching and
tasting” at a time. However, the mood of the story is somewhat gloomy and another gap
appears as to the mode of the story: Does it portray a sad or happy situation? Thus, the
second stage of this study is aimed at exploring how individual real readers will respond
emotionally to this image and whether this objective element is immune to subjective
memory and cultural reception.
Table 1: Gaps and Ambiguities in the Text
Verbal
Indicator
Lifestory

Descriptive
Comment
Style (Title)

But

Style
(Conjunctions)

I said

Narrator

s/he said

Point of view

No indicator

Character
(gender,
age,
status, identity…)

A true gap in the story, which lower the mood of the
story as s/he is presented to be a passive character.

No indicator

Time and Place

Nonverbal
indicator
Use
of
Imperatives

Pause

Hot soup

Objective
correlative

A true gap, which may instigate the individual real
reader’s subjective memory.
The character’s silence and reluctance to tell his/her
lifestory is ambiguous.
The narrator’s use of imperative implies a hierarchy
imposed upon the character, which lowers down the
mood of the story and affects the individual real reader
negatively.
A true objective correlative addressing “smelling, seeing,
hearing, touching and tasting” at a time. In other words,
it appeals to all sense perceptions. This study is aimed
at exploring how individual real readers will respond
emotionally to this image and whether this objective
element is immune to subjective memory and reception.

Hierarchy

Explicative Comment
“Lifestory” is deliberately compounded and kept fused.
Moreover, paradoxically, the caharacter does not ‘tell’
his/her lifestory. The narrator narrates us about
someone who does not narrate.
Frequent use of “but” undermines the affirmative
statements and affects the mood negatively.
Third person homodiegetic narrator in the role of
unfulfilled status of narratee within the storyworld.
The third person narrator projects his/her perspective.

The second stage of this study is aimed at exploring how individual real readers will respond
emotionally to the objective correlative “hot soup” and whether this objective element is
immune to subjective memory or cultural reception. As can be seen in the following figures,
the majority of the participants felt at the WARM area, stating that they feel good. Research
show that the objective correlative “hot soup” hardly triggers bad experience in the
subjective memory (M=0.92, 48 out of 52; F=0.76, 16 out of 21) and hardly marks a negative
reception in terms of culture. The majority of the participants developed positive emotive
response to the image. Descriptive statistics on the data gathered from the survey
statements show that 65 out of 84 (0.87837) participants feel at the WARM area, having
good memories or constructive experience. This finding also reveals that “hot soup”
culturally resonates at the warm area. As for those who feel at COLD area, only 2 out of 52
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females (F=0.0384) and only 1 out of 21 males (M=0.0476) stated that they had a bad feeling
about the image. One single participant circling ‘other’ option in the questionnaire shared
the conventional and norm reception (1 out of 84, 0.0476). It is seen that 6 participants
misunderstood the instruction or resisted/rejected to give response.
Table 2: Emotive Responses
Participant
F
M
Other
Invalid Data

90
52
21
1
6

Overall
Result

84

WARM AREA (FEEL GOOD)
COLD AREA (FEEL BAD)
48 > 0.92
2 > 0.0384
16 > 0.76
1 > 0.0476
1
> lower than critical figure
- Null
No response or vague statements. Unintelligible data. Empty
space.
65 > 0.87837
3 > 0.04

The exceptional responses are explored by the researchers via a semistructured interview in
compliance with the terms of privacy. The participants shared the background of their
negative responses.
Interview Results
Considering the negative responses (Feeling at COLD area), 3 participants are interviewed.
The results are as follows:
P1. (F)
The image reminded me of the earthquake and disaster. I felt terrible when I remember the
people waiting in the queue for a cup of soup. When I read the story the narrator speaks like
the social service officer offering soup to the victimized people in misery.
P2. (F)
I studied in the boarding school away from my family. I never forget about that smell in the
kitchen and the dinner hall at school.
P3. (M)
I didn’t like the way the narrator speaks with the character. I suppose the narrator is an old
man and uses authority on the poor character. I didn’t like the hierarchical relationship
between them. I also see an oppressed-oppressor relationship. I have no private memory
about it. My concern is universal.
Table 3: Interview Results (Exceptions)
Cases
P1
P2
P3

Descriptive/Expressive Data
Sadness, Bad Memory, Disappointment
Disaster
Boarding School
Irritation, hierarchical imposition.

The quantitative results showed that the images having a certain quality of objective
correlative mostly evoke particular emotion indicated by the warm area while the qualitative
data concerning emotive variation in reception is significantly due to triggered subjective
memory. It is additionally seen that the objective correlative in the story “the hot soup”
resonates at the warm area, having a culturally positive effect on the readers.
Conclusions
Gaps and ambiguities in the literary texts can be analysed in terms of meaning and
function. Gaps are not only due to missing parts in the text but also ambiguous elements
and needs interpretation as well as reception and individual response. Images, in this
context, are significant literary figures since they, addressing sense perceptions, mostly
signpost a fixed effect on the readers. In other words, images, principally objective
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correlatives, are palpable verbal products to arouse particular emotions in the readers, who
have a role in the interpretation and reception of the gaps and ambiguities in a given text.
This study integrated theory of gaps and ambiguities with practical experience of reader
response. The study explored readers’ emotive responses to the objective correlative in Ferit
Edgü’s short story and analysed the real individual readers’ emotive responses to the image.
The study carried out both critical reading using the textual data and content analysis using
the qualitative and quantitative data. The text was analysed in terms of gaps and
ambiguities and a survey was conducted to reveal individual real readers’ emotive
responses. The participants were 84 pre-service students at a department of English
language and literature in Turkey. The results demonstrated that 65 out of 84 (0.87837)
participants feel at the WARM area, having good memories or constructive experience. The
study concludes:
1. Reception of the objective correlative does not mark a highly varied emotive responses,
which indicate good subjective memory or positive cultural acceptance.
2. The emotional response to objective correlatives is not totally immune to past experience
and subjective memory.
2. Objective correlative may not be objective enough and may occasionally be determined by
subjectivities. Exceptions are always possible.
3. Particularly traumatic experience and the cases of posttraumatic disorders should be
reconsidered in such exceptional cases.
Pedagogical Implications
The study suggests that not only the poems but also the narratives, should not be evaluated
regardless of ambiguity. Integration of responsive activities in literature classes can help
gain deeper appreciation and increase the individual student’s involvement in the courses.
The study pedagogically implies that responsive activities may provide classroom efficiency
and may increase the student’s involvement in the courses concerning linguistic and critical
abilities as well as cultural and subjective differences.
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FORMUN DÖNÜŞÜMÜ: ŞİİRE YAKLAŞAN HİKAYE VE “HAH”
Emel Aras
Araştırma Görevlisi, Düzce Üniversitesi, Türk Dili ve Edebiyatı Bölümü, Yeni Türk Edebiyatı
Anabilim Dalı.
Özet
Türk hikaye geleneğinin geldiği noktada stilistik anlamda hikaye olarak isimlendirilebilecek;
fakat ritm ve ahenk anlamında şiir izleri taşır. Bu yazı tarzı hikayenin anlam katmanlarını
arttırır. Özellikle son dönem Türk romanı ve hikayesinde yazarlar, bilinçakışı,
metinlerarasılık ve örtük imge kullanımıyla birlikte bu yazma biçimini kullanırlar. Bu yazma
biçimi yazarlara birçok imkanı sunar ve her okur kendi arka planı doğrultusunda bir anlam
çıkarır. Bu çalışmada, Birgül Oğuz tarafından kaleme alınan “Hah” hikayesinin klasik
anlatım yöntemlerinden ayrıştığı noktalar üzerinde duracaktır. Bu çalışma, modern
dilbilimin hikaye içindeki parçaları anlam, felsefe ve sentaks üzerinden ayırdığını göstermeyi
amaçlamaktadır. Formun dönüşümünü nasıl anlaşılabilir? Bu yeni ifade biçimlerine şiir,
hikaye, roman gibi klasik isimlendirmeler dışında bir isim verilebilir mi?
Anahtar Kelimeler: Hah, Form, Hikaye, Şiir, Yeni İsimlendirme
The Transformation of the Form: The Story Resembling Form and “Hah”
Abstract
In Turkish story tradition there has been a writing style which can be called story in the
meaning of stylistics but in the sense of rhythm and harmony, it seems like a poem. So, this
way of writing increases the meaning layers of the story. Especially very modern Turkish
novel and story writers use this technique with other postmodern writing techniques such
as stream of consciousness, intertextuality and using implicit images. This way of writing
gives writers a wide range of possibilities and each reader can make out a meaning
according to the background. In this study, we try to show the points which this kind of
writers depart from classical way of narration on the story of “Hah” by Birgül Oğuz. This
study debates how modern linguistics can divide the fragments of the story on the basis of
meaning, philosophy ans syntax. How can be understood the transformation of the form? Is
it possible to the give a new name to this new denotation of the forms out of classical
namings such as poem, story, novel?
Key Wods: Hah, Form, Story, Poem, New Denotation
GİRİŞ
Son dönem Türk hikaye ve romanında görülen yazınsal karnavalesk ortam, yalnızca
söylemin ve içeriğin zenginleşmesiyle değil, aynı zamanda biçimsel çeşitlenmelerle de
kendini gösterir. Düzyazıya ait unsurlar, rahatlıkla bir şiirin içinde kendisine yer
bulabilirken, aynı şekilde şiire ait unsurların da düzyazı içerisinde kendisini var ettiği
görülmektedir. Bu çeşitlilik hali, anlamsal katmanların artışına ve eserlerin birçok farklı
biçimde ele alınarak yorumlanmasına imkan tanımaktadır. Bu çalışmada ele alınacak olan
Birgül Oğuz’un kaleme aldığı, 2014 Avrupa Birliği Edebiyat Ödülü’nü kazandığı “Hah” isimli
eserde de benzer bir çeşitlilik hali kendini göstermektedir. Okurun, okuma edimi esnasında
birçok farklı anlamın kuşatması altında kaldığı bu metin, özellikle şiirsel söylemi üzerinden
imgeler, imajlar ve çoklu göndermeleriyle ördüğü anlatı yapısı nedeniyle kimi zaman yolunu
şaşırmakta, kimi zaman tamamıyla imgesel bir dünyada yolunu şaşırmış halde
durmaktadır. Bu bağlamda öncelikle şiir ve düzyazı ilişkisine odaklanmak yerinde olacaktır.
Roland Barthes “Yazının Sıfır Derecesi” adlı eserinde “Şiirsel Bir Yazı Var Mıdır?” sorusunu
tartışır. Ona göre klasik çağlarda şiirsel söylem yoğun bir söyleyişe sahip değildir. (bkz.
Barthes, 2016: 38). Daha ziyade epik bir hikayeyi anlatan bu söylem türü, zaman içerisinde
insanlığın Aydınlanma sürecinden geçişiyle birlikte kendiliğinin bilincine varmasıyla
insanın merkezi unsur haline gelişi, anlatıların merkezine de bireyi koyar.Özellikle
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modernizmle birlikte bireyi çevreleyen her şey bir şekilde anlatıya dahil olur. Barthes, M.
Jourdain’in ortaya koyduğu şiir ve düzyazı denklemini şöyle anlamlandırır:
“En az derecede söylemi, düşüncenin en tutumlu aracını düzyazı
diye adlandırırsam, ölçü, uyak ya da imge kuralı gibi dilin özel,
yararsız, ama süsleyici özelliklerine de a,b,c, dersem sözcüklerin
bütün yüzeyi M. Jourdain’in çifte denklemine sığacaktır:
Şiir=Düzyazı+a+b+c
Düzyazı= Şiir-a-b-c” (Barthes, 2016: 38).
Barthes, şiirsel bir yazı olamayacağını iddia ederken, çağdaş şiirin bütün bir Doğa’ya
nesnellikle yaklaştığını, şiirsel sözcüğün ise tek bir nesneyi temellendirmesine işaret ederek
şu ifadeleri kullanır:
“…çağdaş şiirin dilin bağıntılarını yıktığını, söylemi sözcük
duraklarına getirdiğini gördük. Bu durum Doğa bilisinde bir tersine
dönüşü içerir. Yeni şiirsel dilin süreksizliği ancak parça parça ortaya
çıkan, yarım kalmış bir Doğa’yı temellendirir. İşlevlerin geri
çekilmesinin dünyanın bağlantılarını karanlığa boğduğu anda, nesne
söylemde yükseltilmiş bir yer alır: Çağdaş şiir nesnel bir şiirdir. Doğa
burada bir yalnız ve korkunç nesneler süreksizliği olur, çünkü
yalnızca gücül bağlantıları vardır; hiç kimse onlar için ayrıcalıklı bir
anlam ya da amacın anlamına, yani bir sevecenliğin anlamına
indirgemez. Şiirsel sözcüğün patlaması salt bir nesneyi temellendirir
o zaman; Doğa bir dikeylikler sıralanışı olur, tüm olasılıklarıyla
dolmuş olarak, nesne birdenbire dikiliverir: Doldurulmamış, bunun
için de korkunç bir dünyayı belirleyebilir ancak” (Barthes, 2016: 43).
Çağdaş şiirin dilin imkanlarını zorlaması ve dili doğal akışından koparması durumu, giderek
çağdaş roman ve öyküye de yansır. “Hah”ın
da benzer bir karmaşadan doğduğu
söylenebilir. Bir öykü olarak “Hah”ın taşıdığı “diyalojik” özellikler Bahktin’e göre olağandır.
Bakhtin şiirsel söylemin roman söylemine uygun olmadığını, şiirsel söylemin monolojik,
roman söyleminin ise diyalojik olduğunu belirtir. (bkz. Bakhtin, 2017: 35, 36)
Bakhtin romansı söyleme yakıştırılan “düz” söylem üzerinden romansı
sanatsallıktan uzak olduğuna dair yaygın bir görüş olduğunu öne sürer:

söylemin

“Romansı söylemi sanat-dışı bir araç, özel veya benzersiz bir biçem
haline getirilmemiş bir söylem olarak gören son derece karakteristik
ve yaygın bir bakış açısı bulunmaktadır. Romansı söylemde
beklendiği gibi tamamen şiirsel (dar anlamda “şiirsel”) bir
formülleştirim bulunamayınca düzyazı söylemine herhangi bir
sanatsal değer atfedilemez; düzyazı, gündelik yaşamın pratik
konuşmasıyla veya bilimsel amaçlı konuşmayla, sanatsal açıdan
tarafsız bir iletişim aracıyla eşdeğer tutulur” (Bahtin, 2017: 35).
Fakat günümüzde bu yaklaşım da doğruluğunu kaybediyor gözükmektedir. Özellikle, 1950
sonrası Türk Edebiyatı’nda yazın türleri arasında bir “diyalojik” durum söz konusudur.
Herhangi bir düzyazı rahatlıkla şiir formuna dönüşebilmekte, herhangi bir şiirsel söylem,
düzyazı formunda dile getirilebilmektedir. Bu durumun açıkça ortaya koyulabilmesi adına,
bu çalışmada, söz konusu özellikleri büyük ölçüde kendi bünyesinde taşıdığı düşünülen
“Hah” isimli öykü kitabının ilk bölümü ele alınacaktır.
Birgül Oğuz’un, “Hah” isimli öykü kitabında üç temel öykü bulunur. “Tuz Ruhun”, “Dan” ve
“Su Ruhu” isimlerini taşıyan öykülerden ilk öykü çalışmanın ana eksenini oluşturacaktır.
Ilk hikaye dört bölümden oluşur. Ana bölümün adı "Tuz Ruhun", alt başlıkları ise "Dön",
"Dur", "De", "Kırk". Bu bölümün ana teması “ölüm”dür ve dört alt başlık da “ölüm”
temasının etrafını dolduran unsurlarla bezenmiş halde karşımızda durur. Kitap, yazarın
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babasına ithaf edilir (bkz. Oğuz, 2015: 11). Bu bölümde ele alınan “babanın ölümü” durumu
Oğuz’un babasının ölümünün ardından gözlemlediklerinin kimi zaman kakafonik, kimi
zaman şiirsel bir anlatımın zenginliğiyle bütünselleştirilir.
Bu bölümde ele alınan “babanın ölümü” eşsüremli bir anlatımla ilerlemez. Yazar, kendi
zihninde oluşan imgeleri, etrafta gözlemlediklerini, duygu durumlarını, insanların kendisine
ve ölüme yaklaşımı kuru bir dille anlatmak yerine, ölümün ardından yaşanan karmaşa
içerisinde okura yansıtmaya çalışır.
Akasya ve Gül imgeleriyle bezenen bir anlatımla Akasya ve Gül isimli iki kızdan bahsedilir.
Ölüme yaklaşan bir babanın ölüm süreci, ev ortamı anlatıcı tarafından gözlemlenir. Ölümü
çağrıştıran kalabalık, ölüme dair imgeler anlatıyı kuşatır. İlk bölüme çağrışım değeri yüksek
bir şiirle başlanır:
"Ey biri, ey kimse, ey hiç kimse, ey sen:
Nereyeydi o hiçbir yere gitmeyen yol?
Sen kazıyorsun ve ben kaziyorum
ve ben sana doğru kazıyorum..."
Paul Celan
"İçlerinde Toprak Vardı", Kimsenin Gülü (Oğuz, 2015, 13)
Eserde, olay örgüsü bulunmaz, bazı isimlerden bahsedilir, bir ölüye işaret edilir. Fakat,
kimin, nasıl öldüğüne dair kapsamlı bir anlatım söz konusu değildir. Bu haliyle –olay
örgüsü olmaması nedeniyle- durum öyküsüne yaklaştığı düşünülen hikaye, durum
öyküsüne dair özellikleri de taşımaz. Şiirselliğe yaklaşımın en temel sebebi, şiir türünde
olduğu gibi bir tema üzerinden ilerlemesidir. Ardından gelen kelime tekrarları, ahenkli
söyleyiş, sese vurgu, söylemsizlik durumu ve iki şairin şiirine yapılan göndermeler şiirsel
söyleyiş iddiasının güçlenmesine neden olur.
Kelime tekrarları ile vurguyu arttırmaya çalışan yazar, bunu eserin
birçok faklı yerinde bir çeşit “yabancılaştırma efekti” olarak kullanır
ve
söylemin
çağrışımsal
değerinin
artmasını
sağlar.
"Hem biz niçin doğunca ölmedik, rahimden çıkınca son soluğumuzu
vermedik?Alacağın alacağın alacağın olsun dünya!"(Oğuz, 2015, 15)
Yaşanan ölüm hadisesini birinin ölüm hikayesini anlatmak yerine, ölüm kavramının
bireysel, toplumsal ve imgesel üçgende ortaya koyduğu karmaşayı, ölüm düşüncesini
kuşatan yaygın söylemlerle çevreler:
"Ama n'apalım, diyorlar hemen sonra derlenip toplanıp silkeleyip,
gelmiş bulunduk. Bari kalalım, n'apalım. Başa gelen çekilir.
Yazıldıysa bozulmaz. Yeter ki başımız sağ olsun. Ölenle ölünmüyor,
çok denedik, olmuyor. Uzun ömürler versin. Biz nasılsa çekeriz.
Toprağı bol, sabır versin. Bari sıralı versin. Cennet olsun. Yasin,
irmik, bol olsun. Erkenden yanına almış. Cebi yok ki n'apsın, demek
çok sevmiş. Başa gelen bize düşmez. Çok denedik. Rahmet,
şeker, sabır dileriz. Sayılıymış, fıstık, kısık ateş, bol olsun, kimseye
kalmaz, sabır, ah, irmik, zaman"(Oğuz, 2015, 16).
İçine düşülen durumun söylem kaynaklı kakafonik durumu, kahraman anlatıcının
söylemsizlik arzusuyla farklı bir boyuta taşınarak, dilin içinde kazanılamayan özgürlük
alanının dil dışı bir alanla mümkün olması arzulanır:
"Bir dilim olsa bas bas diyeceğim: Savulun! Bu nasıl
çember, daralıyor. Dudaklar durmuyor, şiddetleniyor rüzgâr. Bu
nasıl çember, soluk aldırmıyor. Sabır, ah, irmik, zaman, falan. Ve
tenha kapış kapan, tenha silme ayak izi" ( Oğuz, 2015: 16).
“Hah” ünlemini tamamlayan birçok ünlem kullanan yazarın, “ah” ünlemine de sıklıkla yer
verdiği görülmektedir. Daha önce arzuladığı söylemsizlik durumunu da “ve dilde sermayem
bir ah kalmıştı” sözleriyle ifade eder:
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"Neydi akan, zaman mı mesafeler mi. Kaç kere yaprak döktü
Akasya, kaç kere dirildi. Ya bu çember ne çemberdi. Üçtü, yediydi,
kırktı. Gerisi çoktu zaten. Akasya çok uzaklarda hışıldıyordu. Dünya
çok ağırdı. Ben çok azdım. Ve dilde sermayem bir ah kalmıştı.
Onu
da
deyivermişim:Ah.
Nasıl bir rüzgârı vardı ah'ın."(Oğuz, 2015:19)
Şiirsel söylemde esas olan “ses” unsuruna özellikle vurgu yapılmış ve seslerin zamansal
akışı sağlama noktasında gösterdiği başarıya işaret edilir. Seslerin anlamlı yahut anlamsız
parçalar olarak metinde değer kazanması, yazar anlatıcının şiirsel söylemle kurduğu bağı
anlamlandırabilmek adına önemli bir işarettir:
"Sözün feri sönmüştü. Ama sesler vardı, sesler, bir anı bir ana
ustalıkla ilikleyen: Bardakların içinde dönen kaşıkların şıkırtısı, çaya
uzanan dudakların höpürtüsü, çekilen bir tespih, çat çat, bir iç
geçirme, tik tak ve Gül’ün odasından canhıraş fırlayıp evin
duvarlarına çarpa çarpa pelte olduktan sonra ayak uçlarımıza yığılan
bir hece: ba.” (Oğuz, 2015: 20).
Benzer bir ses vurgusu ölünün mezarla buluşma anı üzerinden ortaya çıkar. Burada ses
vurgusu, sözcüğün tükendiği anda sesin kazandığı anlamı açığa çıkarma arzusundadır:
“Ve sesler, suya bırakılmış küp şeker gibi uslu uslu eriyerek taze
mezarın üzerine, ölmüş kelebek yağmuru bu! dökülüyordu” (Oğuz,
2015: 22).
“Hah” hikayesinin ilk bölümünde yer alan şiirsel söylemi bütünleyen en önemli
ayrıntılardan bir tanesi iki şiire gönderme yapılarak metinlerarasılık ilişkisi kurmasıyla
alakalıdır. İlk bölümde İsmet Özel’in “Münacaat” şiirine gönderme yapılır. İkisinde de
“Yarabbi” denilerek yaradana seslenilir ve yaşam vurgusu öne çıkarılır:
“Yarabbim her neredeysen çık ortaya. Bugün akşama kadar üçüncü
gün. Biliyorum. Ama her neredeysen çık ortaya. Madem kaldı bu
silinmez yaşamak suçu üzerimde, de, kuşanacağım kılıç, çıkıp
gideceğim kapı nerede?” (Oğuz, 2015: 22).
“Münacaat”ta, şairin yaşama tutunma arzusu yazar anlatıcının söylemine doğrudan yansır:
“Şimdi tekrar ne yapsam dedirtme bana yarabbi
taşınacak suyu göster,kırılacak odunu
kaldı bu silinmez yaşamak suçu üzerimde
bileyim hangi suyun sakasıyım ya rabbelalemin
tütmesi gereken ocak nerde?”
İkinci olarak gönderme yapılan şiir, Nazım Hikmet’in “Yaşamaya Dair” şiiridir:
“… biz sustukça buğday taneleri havada dört dönüyordu, bir acılık
vardı, buğdayda da buğdaya bakmakta da, (bu yüzden yetmişinde
bile zeytin dikeceksin ve olduğundan güçlü görüneceksin), başımızı
kaldıramıyorduk, başımız ağırdı, çünkü bilmek ağırdı, çünkü bir
buğday tanesi bin buğday tanesi demekti, (ve üreteceksin ama
unutma: Onlar senden ama senin değil), taneler havada dört dönüp
duvara çarpıyordu, sallandı ve yıkıldı, uzaktı, ağırdı, sırtımız üşüdü,
alnımız karıştı, (sen bendensin, cânımın şırası, ama benim değilsin)”
(Oğuz, 2015: 30).
1947’de kaleme alınan bu şiirde de “yaşama tutunma” fikri öne çıkmakta, yazar anlatıcı
yaşanan ölüm olayının ardından yaşamla kurduğu bağı bu şiirler üzerinden ortaya
koymaktadır:
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“Yani, öylesine ciddiye alacaksın ki yaşamayı,
yetmişinde bile, mesela, zeytin dikeceksin,
hem de öyle çocuklara falan kalır diye değil,
ölmekten korktuğun halde ölüme inanmadığın için,
yaşamak yanı ağır bastığından.”
Yazar anlatıcının yaşadığı durum karşısında takındığı tavır onu kendi içine dönmeye zorlar.
Buradan da yoğun felsefi bir söyleyiş ortaya çıkar. Bu yoğunluğun düzyazı üzerinden
sağlanması son derece önemli bir ayrıntı olarak karşımızda durur:
“Kavmim ağlıyor çünkü Allah çocuklarını sevmiyor. Allah yazıyor
kara kara ama herkes okuyor mu bakalım. Ben okumam mesela.
Beni saymayan Allah’ı ben hiç saymam. Beni kavmimle bir araya
getiren basit bir ağrıdır yalnızca. İnsan etinden de ağır bir kalbin
ağrısıdır. Ama ee? Herkesin kalbi kendine. Avucumda büyüyen şu
körpe bıçakla bile selamete çıkmak dururken, canım ne zaman
isterse o zaman hem de, bunun lafı mı edilir? Ölmüyoruz işte, hiç
öldük mü, kalakaldık burada. Acı insanları bir araya getirir ama bir
arada tutmaz. Beni kavmimle bir tutmayın. Çaycıyım ben, ağlayıcı,
tedarikçi, refakatçi” (Oğuz, 2015: 23).
Yazar anlatıcının iç dünyasının durumunu izah ettiği bölümde “hah”, “ah” ve “laf”
kelimelerinin birarada kullanılması de şiirsel söyleyişi kuvvetlendiren unsurlar olarak
değerlendirilebilir:
“Ama içimde gösterişi aşan bir şey var. Gerisi mi? Hah! Istırap, ah ve laf laf laf. “ (Oğuz,2015:
26).
Bu ses benzerlikleri birçok farklı bölümde kendisini gösterir. Bunlardan birinde “başımyaşım”, “uzamak-uzanmak” ikilileri üzerinden ahenkli söyleyiş yaratılmıştır:
“Kimse kısalmıyordu, uzayan bendim. Kaşığın sapı masada tak tak
ettiğinde, her ettiğinde, uzayan hep bendim. Uzuyordum, herkes
biliyor, başım yaşımı aştı. Durmadım, duramadım, ta kendime
uzadım. Çay bardaklarını ve meyve tabaklarını toplayıp yatağıma
uzandım” (Oğuz, 2015: 30).
Babasının ölüme giden sürecinin anlatıldığı bölümde yine ahenkli söyleyiş ön plana çıkar.
Kullanılan simgelerin tamamı ölüm anının durağanlığını, yaşamın noktalandığı işaret eder:
Kara buğday, ölmüş kelebek, durmuş bir saat, hışıltısı dinmiş akasya”ya benzetilen bir baba
söz konusudur:
“Kapı aralıktı. İskemleyi odanın iğreti bir köşesine çekmiş,
oturuyordu baba. Kalbimde uğursuz bir burgu çalıştı o an. Bir şey
yağıyordu babaya, bir şey: kara buğday, ölmüş kelebek, bir ikindi
sessizliği ya da. Baba sanki durmuş bir saat, hışıltısı dinmiş bir
akasya. Olduğundan zayıf, olduğundan kara, olduğundan tenha”
(Oğuz, 2015: 31)
Eserde yer alan bir başka metinlerarası gönderme beste ve güftesi Osman Nihat Akın’a ait
“Bir İhtimal Daha Var O da Ölmek mi Dersin” şarkısına yapılan göndermedir. Yazar
anlatıcının, babasının daha önce söylediği “Ve zamanı geldiğinde baba, bir ihtilal daha var
deyip gidecek” (Oğuz, 2015: 31) sözleriyle bu metinlerarası durumu açığa çıkarır.
İlk hikayenin son bölümü olan“Kırk” adlı bölümde öykü, tamamen şiirsel bir forma bürünür
ve ölen kişiye seslenilerek kaleme alınır:
“ÖLDÜN. Aferin. Şimdi kalk ve çık.
Anan seni doğurdu bir kere. Bir kere daha çık.
Kafatasındaki üzgün uzun çukurdan çık. Odadan çık.
Bir ihtimal daha var. Evden çık.
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Bir tepe bul kendine. Bir akasya. Çık.
Şakaklarından midene katran kıvamında bir şey akıyor. Yapma
Yengiyle yenilgi arasında gidip gelen bir sarkaçsın. Olma.
Bir de kalbinin çoğalttığı rüzgârsın, göğsünün sol tarafında.
Şimdi bir tepe bul kendine. Bir tenha. Çık.
Sakın unutma: Allah’a uzanan dil ufalanır.
Bu yüzden Allah’a sırtını dön ve dilini öyle çıkar. Anladın?
Anladın. Aferin. Hadi dilini öyle çıkar da çık” (Oğuz, 2015: 33).
Bu bölüm bir çeşit “ağıt”olarak nitelendirilebilir. Bölümün adının “Kırk” olması muhtemelen
ölümün üzerinden kırk gün geçtiğine işaret etmektedir.
SONUÇ
Birgül Oğuz’un kaleme aldığı “Hah” isimli öykü, genel manasıyla “ölüm” kavramına yönelen
modern bir mersiye olarak nitelendirilebilecek bir anlatıdır. Anlatıyı çevreleyen unsurlar,
ölüm kavramını tamamlarken, düzyazı formunda olmasına rağmen söyleyiş özellikleri şiire
yaklaşmaktadır. Ahenkli söyleyiş, kelime tekrarları, imge, simge ve imaj kullanımı,
hikayenin klasik eşzamanlı, olay ya da durum odaklı ilerlememesi, şiirlere yapılan
metinlerarası göndermeler, ünlem ifadelerinin kullanımı ve son bölümde anlatının biçim ve
içerik olarak tamamen şiire dönüşmesi üzerinden söz konusu eserdeki “şiirsel” unsurlara
değinilmiştir. Bu söylem biçimi yalnızca bu esere özgü değil, özellikle 1980 sonrası Türk
Edebiyatı metinlerinde sıklıkla rastlanan bir söylem biçimidir. Bu çalışmada, gelinen
noktada roman, şiir, öykü türleri arasındaki geçişkenliğin arttığı tespit edilmiş ve hem
metinlerarası hem de biçimsel özelliklerin birbirleriyle iç içe geçtiği görülmüştür.
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İKTİDAR SÖYLEMİNİN EDEBİYATA YANSIMA BİÇİMLERİ:
“BERCİ KRİSTİN ÇÖP MASALLARI” ÖRNEĞİ
Emel Aras
Araştırma Görevlisi, Düzce Üniversitesi, Türk Dili ve Edebiyatı Bölümü, Yeni Türk Edebiyatı
Anabilim Dalı.
Özet
Dil ve iktidar arasındaki erk mücadelesi kimi zaman birinin kimi zaman diğerinin lehine
dönmüş, fakat sonuçsuz kalmış bir mücadeledir. İktidarın kendi argümanlarını geliştirmek
üzere bir enstrüman haline dönüştürmek istediği dil, oynak yapısı, anlamsal geçişkenliği ve
merkezsizlik özellikleri nedeniyle hiçbir zaman tam manasıyla ele geçirilememiştir. Bu
durum, iktidarın tüm araçlarıyla bütünsel bir söylem oluşturmasını gerekli kılmıştır.
Dolayısıyla her eylem, açıkça iktidar yanlısı bir söylem içermese de bir şekilde anlam
kazanır hale gelmiştir. Latife Tekin’in birçok farklı okumaya açık eseri “Berci Kristin Çöp
Masalları” böylesi bir iktidar söyleminin edebi metin kurgusu dahilinde ortaya çıkış biçimini
göstermesi açısından önem arz eder. Metne konu olan “Çiçektepe” isimli gecekondu
mahallesinde yeni bir yaşam kurmaya çalışan mahallelilerin, kendi yaşamlarını iktidar
söylemleri ve eylemleri dolayısıyla belirlediği görülmüştür. Bu bağlamda, iktidar söyleminin
birçok farklı biçimde tezahür edişinin esere nasıl bir yön verdiği tartışılacak ve söz konusu
eser, iktidar söylemine dair imler üzerinden değerlendirilecektir.
Anahtar Kelimeler: İktidar, Dil, Söylem, Berci Kristin Çöp Masalları.
GİRİŞ
Latife Tekin’in kendine özgü yazınsallığını büyük ölçüde yansıtan “Berci Kristin Çöp
Masalları”, sinesinde büyülü gerçekçiliği, çoksesliliği ve bundan kaynaklanan karnavalesk
unsurları taşır. “Çiçektepe” isimli mekanın ana eksen olarak belirlendiği romanda bir
gecekondu mahallesinin oluşum süreci ele alınırken, birçok farklı okumaya açık,
çokkatmanlı bir anlatı ortaya çıkar. Bu çokkatmanlılık/çokanlamlılık hali dolayısıyla bu
çalışmada söz konusu eserde görülen iktidar söylemi eserde yer alan iki farklı bakış açısı
üzerinden ele alınacaktır. Buna göre, birinci düzeyde iktidar söylemi devlet ve halk arasına
gelişen söylem, ikinci düzeyde ise halkın içinden çıkan, topluma önderlik etme iddiasında
olan kişilerle halk arasında gelişen söylemdir. Öncelikle, “söylem” kavramına yakından
bakmak yerinde olacaktır. TDK’ya göre söylemin üç farklı tanımı bulunmaktadır: ilki
“söyleyiş, söyleniş, sesletim, telaffuz”, ikincisi, “kalıplaşmış, klişeleşmiş söz, ifade”,
üçüncüsü ise “bir veya birçok cümleden oluşan, başı ve sonu olan bildiri, tez”. Bu anlamlar,
“söylem” sözcüğünün birincil anlamları olarak değerlendirilebilir. Oysa edebiyatta söylem
daha geniş bir alana işaret eder. Söylem, dilin öncülüğünde ifade imkanı bulan, fakat dil
dışı birçok imge, simge ve göstergenin bütünü olarak ele alınması gereken bir olgudur.
Michel Foucault’nun söylemin ne olmadığından hareketle, söylem ve figürün iç içe geçmiş
ilişkisi üzerinden söyleme dair ortaya koydukları önemlidir:
“Demek ki söylem, bir kültürün tüm fenomenlerinin ortak yorumsal
zemini değildir. Bir biçimi görünür kılmak, bir şey söyleme’nin
dolambaçlı (daha kurnazca ya da daha naif; nasıl isterseniz) bir
biçimi değildir. İnsanların yaptıkları her şey, sonuçta, deşifre
edilebilir bir uğultu değildir. Söylemin de figürün de, her birinin
kendi varlık kipi vardır; ama bunlar karmaşık ve iç içe geçmiş
ilişkiler
sürdürürler.
Betimlenmesi
gereken
şey,
karşılıklı
işleyişleridir” (Foucault, 2006: 222).
Dolayısıyla söylem, tek bir ana yahut yalnızca dil olgusuna sıkıştırılamayacak kadar geniş
bir kavrama işaret eder. Modern yaşamı kuşatan birçok gösterge, herhangi bir şekilde dile
getirilmese de bir söylemin bütünleyicisidir. “Berci Kristin Çöp Masalları” romanı da benzer
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bir dil, imge, figür, simge birlikteliğinin sonucunda kimi zaman açık kimi zaman örtük bir
iktidar söylemini yansıtır. Bu bağlamda “iktidar” kavramı, kendi dilini geliştirirken tüm
söylemleri, eylemleri, açık göndermeleri, örtük imalarıyla bütüncül bir tahakküm alanı
oluşturur. Özellikle, bir nitelik olarak dilin belirsizliğinin öne çıkmasıyla, gösteren ve
gösterilen arasındaki doğrusal ilişkinin toplumsallıktan kaynaklandığına yönelik yapısalcı
düşüncenin egemenliğini yitirmesi, söylem alanının genişlemesine ve söylemin taşıdığı
anlam katmanlarının artışına neden olur.
Bilhassa bir yönetim biçimini dayatma noktasında iktidar lehine söylem üretimi, insanların
daha kolay ikna olmalarını ve içinde bulundukları durumu sorgulamalarının önüne
geçmektedir. Söylemin inşa ettiği kurgusal dünya bir müddet sonra hakikat ile yer
değiştirmektedir. Foucault, söylem üretiminin temelinde hakikat üretimi olduğuna işaret
eder.
“Batı toplumu gibi bir toplumun, artık buna dünya toplumu
diyebiliriz, her an ürettiği hakikat etkileri vardır. Hakikat üretilir. Bu
hakikat üretimleri iktidardan ve iktidar mekanizmalarından ayrı
değildir; çünkü hem bu iktidar mekanizmaları bu hakikat
üretimlerini mümkün kılar, bunlara yol açar, hem de bu hakikat
üretimlerinin kendinde bizi bağlayan, birleştiren iktidar etkileri
vardır” (Foucault, 2012: 174).
Bulgular:
“Berci Kristin Çöp Masalları” adlı eser, öncelikle Çiçektepe’de yaşayan halkın kendi
gecekondularını inşa etmelerine ve her defasında devlet güçleriyle karşı karşıya kalıp inşa
ettikleri evlerin yıkılması sürecini yaşarlar. Bu döngü bir müddet devam ettikten sonra halk
bir şekilde ellerinde olan imkanlarla derme çatma evler inşa eder ve adına önce devlet
tarafından “Savaştepe” deniyor, ardından “Çiçektepe” adını alıyor. Eser, hem büyülü
geçekçilik ve karnavalesk ögeler içermesi hem de siyasi söylemlerle beslenmesi nedeniyle
birçok farklı okuma biçimine açık halde okurun karşısında duruyor. Bu çalışmada, eserin
ilk bölümünde yer alan devlet-toplum çatışması ve ilerleyen bölümlerinde toplum üyeleri
arasında ortaya çıkan iktidar mücadeleleri etrafında oluşturulan iktidar söyleminin
edebiyata yansıma biçimleri üzerinde durulacak ve metinden hareketle söylem çözümlemesi
yapılmaya çalışılacaktır.
Eserin ilk bölümünde öne çıkan iktidar ve söylem ilişkisi halkın yaşadığı yer üzerinden açığa
çıkar. Esasen toplum, kendi içinde yaşadığı toprağı, kendi dinamikleri, gelenek, görenek ve
kültürel değerleri üzerinden, belirli bir “ortaklık” üzerinden isimlendirir. Fakat eserde
olayların hasıl olduğu mekan önce halk tarafından “Savaştepe”olarak isimlendiriliyor, sonra
devlet bu ismi değiştirerek mahalleye, “Çiçektepe” adını veriyor.
“İnsanlar üç gün boyunca yıkımcıların gelmesini bekledikten sonra
çöp yığınının başında toplandılar. Önce çöpten yamuk yumuk bir
tahta parçası çıkardılar. Üstüne kömürle eğri büğrü harfleri yan
yana getirip “Savaştepe” yazdılar. Tahtayı topluca götürüp çöp
yolunun ağzındaki bir plastik atölyesinin duvarına astılar.
Bu tahta levha bir ay sonra resmi giysili iki adam tarafından asıldığı
yerden alındı. Yerine, üstünde “Çiçektepe” yazan mavi teneke bir
levha asıldı” (Tekin, 2017: 15)
Söz konusu mekanda halk ve yıkımcılar arasındaki savaş hali, bu mahallenin “Savaştepe”
olarak isimlendirilmesinin toplumsal-reel nedeni olarak düşünülebilir. Oysa devlet yahut
iktidar güçleri, kendine ait olduğunu varsaydığı bir toprak parçasının “Savaştepe” gibi
distopik çağrışımlı bir mekan olmasından rahatsızlık duyar ve daha yaşanabilir bir mekan
algısı yaratmak adına mahalleye “Çiçektepe” adı verilir. İsim değişikliğinin ardından
mahalleye insan akını başlar:
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“Çiçektepe adı verildikten sonra adının güzelliğine kanan, yıkımın
durduğunu duyan yüzlerce insan bu tepeye geldi” (Tekin, 2017: 15)
Fakat halk, iktidar söyleminin karşısında durmaya kararlıdır. İktidarın söylemi, halkın
söylemi tarafından ezilir ve Çiçektepe’de oluşan üç ayrı mahalle, “Fabrikadibi”, “Çöpaltı” ve
“Dereağzı” olarak isimlendirilir:
“Çiçektepe’de çiçekler açılmadan kimi sırt sırta küs gibi duran, kimi
yüz yüze bakan kondulardan üç ayrı mahalle oluştu. Üçünün adını
da çocuklar buldu. Birinin adı Fabrikadibi, birinin adı Çöpaltı,
birinin adı da Dereağzı oldu” (Tekin, 2017: 15)
Eseri ele alacağımız ikinci boyutta, Bay İzak ve Çiçektepe halkı arasındaki ilişkinin
dönüşüm, iktidar ve söylem üretimi bağlamında düşünülmektedir. Bu noktada, “söylem
üretimi” açısından esere bakacak olursak, Çiçektepe mahallesine sonradan gelen Bay
İzak’ın nereden geldiği, kim olduğu tam olarak bilinmemektedir. Bay İzak, önce halkın içine
karışır, onlarla birlikte hareket eder. Sonrasında ise fabrika kurarak işçilere patron olur.
Bay İzak’ın fabrika kurması, kendi hakikatini oluşturması anlamına gelmektedir. Bunu
yaparken işçileri çalışmaya motive eden ve içinde bulundukları dünyayı sorgulamalarına
imkan vermeyen bir söylem geliştirir. Bay İzak’ın yeni müdürünün eğitim için gittiği uzak
ülkelerde öğrendiği “Daha Hızlı” şarkısı bu söylem üretimine bir örnektir:
“İşçiler daha hızlı
Uçaktan daha hızlı
Çalışın daha hızlı
Elim ayağımdan önce
Uzanırsa prese?
Parmaklarınız kopar
Üstüpüye kan dolar
İşçiler daha hızlı
Uçaktan daha hızlı
Çalışın daha hızlı” (Tekin, 2017: 76).
Üçüncü söylem üretimi başlığı ise mahalleye muhtar olma arzusu taşıyan Ciğerci, Çöp
Bakkal ve Naylon Mustafa’nın söylemleri üzerinden takip edilebilir. Bu üç isimden Çöp
Bakkal “özel mülkiyet” vaadini ortaya çıkararak diğerlerini alt eder. Zira insanın en temel
güdülerinden biri olan barınma güdüsüne yönelik bir vaadin Çiçektepe gibi bir mahallede
karşılık bulması son derece anlamlıdır.
“Çiçektepeliler
Naylon
Mustafa’nın
dünyayı
anlamak
için
soruşturduğunu söylediği bir dolu şeyle karışan kafalarını,
Ciğerci’nin masallarıyla uykuya yatırırken, Çöp Bakkal tenhalarda
Çöp Ağası’yla ağız ağıza verdi. Bir süre sonra da elinde Çiçektepe’nin
yerleşim planlarıyla konducuların arasına girdi. Dilinin altından
“Bürokrasi” diye bir laf çıkardı. Çiçektepe’ye muhtar olunca
bürokrasiye gireceğini açıkladı. Partiden, bayraktan söz edip
kondulara tapu dağıtacağını yaydı. Konduların içinde parıldayacak
sapsarı musluklardan laf açtı. Çiçektepe’yi ışığa boğacağını söyledi.
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Konduları elektrik kablolarıyla sarıp sarmalayacağına söz verdi.
Bürokrasi üstüne söyledikleri ve elindeki mor kâğıtlara çizili yerleşim
planlarıyla Çiçektepe’yi ayağa kaldırdı” (Tekin, 2017: 60).
SONUÇ:
“Berci Kristin Çöp Masalları” adlı eserde üç farklı boyutta iktidar söyleminin izleri takip
edilmiştir. Birinci boyut devlet ve halk, ikinci boyut Bay İzak ve halk, üçüncü boyut ise
muhtar adayları ve halk arasında gelişir. Her üç söylemde de halka dayatılan söylem
üzerinden bir hakikat algısı yaratmanın amaçlandığı söylenebilir. İktidarı ele geçirme
arzusunda olan güçler, ister devlet gibi kurumsal bir yapı olsun, isterse bireysel iktidar
odakları olsun bir şekilde toplumu kendi hakikat algıları ve söylemleriyle donatarak
yönlendirme arzusunda oldukları, kendi söylemleri üzerinden ele alınarak ortaya
koyulmuştur.
KAYNAKÇA
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IMAGINARY OR IMAGED? SHAKESPEARE’S PLAYFUL
REPRESENTATION OF OBJECTS OF LOVE: A DISCOURSE
ANALYSIS OF FEELINGS AND EMOTIONS IN SONNETS 17
AND 130
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mzcirakli@gmail.com
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feturgut@yahoo.com
Abstract
Shakespeare’s sonnet 17 and sonnet 130 are among his most debated poems, marked with
discordant features with each other, yet revealing a common characteristic of playfulness
peculiar to Shakespeare. Number 17 presents an “imaginary” object of love through mere
declaration of admiration for the beloved, who, all through the poem, remains behind the
veil of rhetoric imbued with the theme of art and poetry rather than love. Number 130, on
the other hand, presents the reader with an “imaged” object of love through a descriptive
discourse of images. This paper demonstrates that Sonnet 17 uses rhetorical discourse of
telling mostly exploiting promises and ‘meaningful words’ while Sonnet 130 employs an
effective discourse of showing through ‘functional images’. The study, reviewing T.S. Eliot’s
discussions on the use of images, explores the verbal indicators in the poems regarding
their quality of showing rather than telling. The study concludes that Sonnet 17 tells more
of the pleasant feelings or emotions than showing them whereas Sonnet 130 shows the
images that arouse feelings or emotions rather than telling.
Keywords: Shakespeare, T.S. Eliot, image, emotion, discourse of showing vs. telling
Özet
Shakespeare’in 17. ve 130. soneleri onun en çok tartışılan şiirleri arasında yer alır. Bu iki
sone arasında şiirsel söylem ve şiir dili açısından belirgin farklılıklar mevcuttur. İkisinde de
ortak olan boyut ise Shakespeare’e özgü şairane oyunbazlıktır. Sone 17 ‘muhayyel’ bir arzu
nesnesini maşuğa olan abartılı övgü ve hayranlık ifadeleriyle ortaya koyarken, aslında
retorik perdesinin arkasına saklanarak aşk’tan ve sevgili’den çok kendi sanatını övmektedir.
Sone 130 ise okuruna sevgilinin resmini çizer ve onu betimleyici bir söylem ve imgesel dil
yardımıyla apaçık bir ‘resim’ olarak sunar. Bu çalışma Sone 17’nin belli duygulara atıfta
bulunduğunu, anlamlı sözlerle bu duygulara göndermeler yaptığını fakat Sone 130’un
imgeler yardımıyla doğrudan bu duyulara hitap eden imgeler kullandığını göstermektedir.
Çalışma, T.S. Eliot’ın imgelere ilişkin yürüttüğü tartışmalara göndermede bulunarak sözel
öğeler üzerinden (verbal indicators) her iki soneyi ‘gösterme’ ile ‘anlatma’ ölçütleri açısından
karşılaştıracaktır. Sonuç olarak çalışma Sone 17’nin duygulardan bahsettiğini fakat onları
resmetmediğini; Sone 130’un ise duygular uyaracak imgeler sunduğunu göstermektedir.
Anahtar Kelimeler: Shakespeare, T.S. Eliot, imge, duygu (emosyon), gösterme/anlatma
söylemi
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Introduction
Language of poetry has immediate and highly representative
power of picturing or painting.
Sir Philip Sydney, The Defense of Poesy
If any literature teacher starts with a warming activity pertaining to Sonnet 17 and raised
some questions, s/he would be illuminated by the students in that Shakespeare is a master
of expression, depiction of feelings and stirrer of emotions. Considering the fact that sonnets
are mostly rotating around the “theme of love, Shakespeare’s sonnets have been so far
considered ideal representations of love, lover and the beloved. This paper demonstrates
that Sonnet 17 refers to certain pleasant feelings or emotions represented through a
rhetorical discourse while Sonnet 130 attempts to picture the beloved through a descriptive
discourse. A stylistic enquiry, therefore, into Shakespeare’s sonnets can unearth significant
discourse markers related to the issues of showing and telling. When the discourses used in
the sonnet tradition and Shakespearean sonnets are considered, representation through
telling and showing has much to do with the use of verbal gestures indicating three types of
rhetorical compositions at the time: humanism (ethics), secular love (motive), Greek ideals
and forms (the arts). Hence, exploring the figurative language of the sonnets, the following
descriptions appear: (a) A sonnet is a discursive representation of the feelings and emotions
of the lover, which additionally praises human qualities as such; (b) a sonnet explores
secular love rather than divine love reproducing the resonant Greek form. Although
discourses of Shakespeare’s sonnets have been explored concerning the author’s private life
as well as the speaker’s emotions and feelings that shape his innate elation and melancholy,
William Wordsworth argues that “with his sonnets Shakespeare became much more
inaccessible when compared to his plays: With this key Shakespeare unlocked his heart”
(Ratcliffe, 2006: 7). However, none of these definitions or debates refer to the use of
persuasive discourse in the sonnets, which oscillates between rhetorical discourse of telling
mostly exploiting ‘meaningful words’ and an effective discourse of showing through
‘functional images’. This study is aimed at carrying out a stylistic discourse analysis to
uncover Shakespeare’s varying discourses in the sonnets. Shakespeare’s sonnet 17 and
sonnet 130 are among his most debated poems, marked with discordant features and
Shakespearean playfulness. Number 17 presents an “imaginary” object of love through mere
declaration of admiration for the beloved, who, all through the poem, remains behind the
veil of rhetoric imbued with the theme of art and poetry rather than love. Number 130, on
the other hand, presents the reader with an “imaged” object of love through a descriptive
discourse of images.
Methodology
The study will draw on the discourse markers and linguistic components produced in the
poems and use a stylistics discourse analysis. Originally, from the Greek and Roman times
in which rhetoric was the dominant art form, style has been referred to as a way of using
language with any figures, tropes and devices that will carry the meanings, feelings and
emotions to the audience in variegated forms. As Simpson (2004) explains the function of
stylistics, it is “a method of textual interpretation in which primacy of place is assigned to
language. The reason why language is so important to stylisticians is because the various
forms, patterns and levels that constitute linguistic structure are an important index of the
function of the text.” (2) Simpson additionally stresses that “the text’s functional significance
as discourse acts in turn as a gateway to its interpretation” (2). Therefore, in a stylistic
analysis a critical amount of knowledge of language is required in order to explore and
interpret how a given literary text achieves what it intends to do in terms of message and
effect. According to Leech (1969) style is a linguistic choice an author makes which comes
out as a revolt to the established norms and which reveals the personality of a person by
showing his/her ideas, thoughts, emotions and feelings. This study uses two types of
stylistic analysis methods. The first is a semantico-stylistic analysis method that aims to
define the associations between language devices used by the author to express the
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intellectual, emotional, social, ideological, political and informational content of the text. In
Sonnets 17 and 130, the study attempts to uncover the language devices used by
Shakespeare which give special function to his language and special meanings to both
sonnets. The second one is comparative method since it compares and contrast two poems
in order to study two types of linguistic devices in poetic texts: imaginary and imaged.
According to T.S. Eliot (1998), every word used in drama and poetry should stand for a
definite purpose (effect) to function (image) in the text. Images are used to make abstract
ideas concrete and easier for readers to communicate and retain. Literary theorists call such
expressions of abstraction in concrete terms figuration. Thus, figuration becomes a way of
showing rather than telling through which the poet tries to understand himself, the world
around, which adds new dimensions to ‘things’. The study used figurations of feelings or
emotions to explore the verbal indicators in Sonnets 17 and 130 regarding their quality of
showing and telling.
Analysis
SONNET XVII
[1]Who will believe my verse in time to come,
[2]If it were filled with your most high deserts?
[3]Though yet heaven knows it is but as a tomb
[4]Which hides your life, and shows not half your parts.
[5]If I could write the beauty of your eyes,
[6]And in fresh numbers number all your graces,
[7]The age to come would say 'This poet lies;
[8]Such heavenly touches ne'er touched earthly faces.'
[9]So should my papers, yellowed with their age,
[10]Be scorned, like old men of less truth than tongue,
[11]And your true rights be termed a poet's rage
[12]And stretched metre of an antique song:
[13] But were some child of yours alive that time,
[14] You should live twice, in it, and in my rhyme.
In Sonnet 17, Shakespeare uses orality as a poetic mechanism, which means he directly
speaks to his reader though he addresses to his mistress. He thinks that trying to express
his mistress beauty will be of no use since he believes nobody will believe him, which urges
Shakespeare not to come up with any concrete image or symbol or object which will help the
reader to appreciate his mistress beauty. The only image Shakespeare uses in Sonnet 17 is
‘tomb’: “ ... a tomb/Which hides your life, and shows not half your parts”, but he does not
use it as a functioning image but as a dis-functioning image in that it hides everything from
the eyes just as Shakespeare does the beauties of his mistress in Sonnet 17. The story
Shakespeare tells us is about his hopelessness about the possibility and probability that
nobody will believe him if he expresses his mistress' qualities. Unlike Sonnet 130,
Shakespeare is not obsessed with the physical appearance of his lover thinking that the
next generation will think it is nothing but an exaggeration:
[5]If I could write the beauty of your eyes,
[6]And in fresh numbers number all your graces,
[7]The age to come would say 'This poet lies;...
Shakespeare believes in the powerlessness of words to keep his young mistress alive
throughout time. In this sense, Sonnet 17 is away from the quality of poetic representation.
There is a commonly accepted platitude traced to the opening chapter of Jane Eyre by
Charlotte Brontë: “Each picture told a story; mysterious often to my undeveloped
understanding and imperfect feelings, yet ever profoundly interesting ...” (Chp. 1). However,
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some of the literary discourses hardly paint a picture. Although in his literary discourse
Shakespeare envisages a future with thoughtful penetration into the future from his own
age, there are cases where this penetration is not supported by images and concrete effect.
This paper argues that there are few images, almost not, to illustrate the beauty and virtue
of the beloved. Rather, the poet promises, tells the reader about the responses of the future
generations to his powerful rhymes, but not illustrates his feelings or the lady. He tells more
of his poem rather than showing how he praises the beloved. In Sonnet 17, Shakespeare
tells a story but does not draw a picture. Furthermore, his frequent references to his “art”,
“verse” and “poems” he gives the impression that he praises his own art rather than the
object of love. His playfulness emerges as a strategy of foregrounding the mastery of the
artist and the power of the arts that make the objects immortal. This very idea has
recurrently emerged many times in the history of the arts from the classicals to the
romantics.
SONNET 130
[1]My mistress' eyes are nothing like the sun;
[2]Coral is far more red, than her lips red:
[3]If snow be white, why then her breasts are dun;
[4]If hairs be wires, black wires grow on her head.
[5]I have seen roses damasked, red and white,
[6]But no such roses see I in her cheeks;
[7]And in some perfumes is there more delight
[8]Than in the breath that from my mistress reeks.
[9]I love to hear her speak, yet well I know
[10]That music hath a far more pleasing sound:
[11]I grant I never saw a goddess go,
[12]My mistress, when she walks, treads on the ground:
[13]And yet by heaven, I think my love as rare,
[14] As any she belied with false compare.
Without codes and other textual properties which are the embodiments of concrete
representations that are called images, literary texts are nothing but only a matter of pure
sensation and perception. Images, representations, propositions, as Wittgenstein states, are
pictures of reality that exist in language (2015). In Sonnet 130, Shakespeare tries to do what
he avoids doing in Sonnet 17: drawing pictures of the object love, whether she is an ideal
mistress or not in the eyes of the others. The images he employs while drawing the picture
are very persuasive because they are palpable. The quality of this persuasiveness lies in his
comparisons and contrasts between his mistress who represents ordinary woman of his
time and his ideal mistress who represents a goddess-like woman. In Sonnet 130,
Shakespeare creates in his mistress the stereotypical idea of beauty by idealizing and
idolizing the qualities who are generally a source of inspiration in most love poems. The list
of images and realistic and physical qualities he uses in his portrayal of the ideal mistress is
actually a long one:
[1] ...eyes are nothing like the sun;
[2]... far more red,
[2]... her lips red:
[3] ...snow be white,
3] ...her breasts are dun;
[4] ...hairs be wires,
[4] ...black wires grow on her head.
[5] ... roses ..., red and white,
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[6]... no such roses see I in her cheeks;
[7]...some perfumes is there more delight
[8]...the breath that from my mistress reeks.
[10]...music hath a far more pleasing sound:
[12]...My mistress, when she walks, treads on the ground:
These images constitute the main body of Shakespearean love sonnets as well as dialogues
and monologues representing love in his plays. Hence, he gets beyond conveying the
meaning of the poem to the readers, instead he makes them feel or sense the object. Such
descriptive discourse, injecting the images into the mind of the reader, triggers fancy and
imagination. Thus, Sonnet 130 does not try to persuade or tell about the object, rather it
produces effect through images that refer to the objects of love thereby transforming them
into lovable objects.
Discussion and Conclusion
Shakespeare’s sonnet 17 and sonnet 130 are among his most debated poems, marked with
discordant features with each other, yet revealing a common characteristic of playfulness
peculiar to Shakespeare. Number 17 presents an “imaginary” object of love through mere
declaration of admiration for the beloved, who, all through the poem, remains behind the
veil of rhetoric imbued with the theme of art and poetry rather than love. Number 130, on
the other hand, presents the reader with an “imaged” object of love through a descriptive
discourse of images. This paper showed that Sonnet 17 uses rhetorical discourse of telling
and emphasised ‘meaningful words’ while Sonnet 130 employs an effective discourse of
showing and produced ‘functional images’. The study, with reference to T.S. Eliot’s
discussions on the use of images, explored the verbal indicators in the poems regarding
their quality of showing rather than telling. The study concluded that Sonnet 17 tells more
about the feelings or emotions than showing them whereas Sonnet 130 employs images to
show the object rather than telling us about it thereby arousing particular feelings or
emotions. In Sonnet 17, Shakespeare praises the art rather than a lady and Sonnet 130
adopts a mode of irony and parody with its imaginary lady. Hence, the poems are concerned
about “art” rather than “love”, which indicates Shakespeare’s playfulness and selfconsciousness.
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DİL VE CİNSELLİK BAĞLAMINDA DİLBİLGİSEL CİNSİYET
Emrullah ŞEKER
Bitlis Eren Üniversitesi, emrullahseker@yahoo.com
Özet
Tat, lezzet veya haz alma işlevinin yanında iletişimsel bir işlevi olan dil insan anatomisinin
en temel içgüdülerine anlam kazandırmakla kalmaz ayrıca soyut zihinsel imgeleri
sesbirimsel simgelere dönüştürerek somutlaştırır. Böylece organ dil (tongue) iletişimsel dili
(lingua) gerçekleştirir. Bu durumda haz alma ve iletişim kurma işlevlerini bir arada
gerçekleştiren dilin iletişimsel verilerinde içgüdüsel ve hazza dayalı bulgular aramak ve
bunları ilişkilendirmek hiç de tutarsız ve ilgisiz bir yöntem olmayacaktır. Dilbilgisel cinsiyet
ED’nin söz dizimsel çözümleme modeli olan Minimalist Programda ad sözlüksel
kategorisindeki sözcüklere ait evrensel bir dilbilgisel özellik olarak kabul edilmektedir. Bu
çalışmada dilbilgisel cinsiyetin dünya dillerindeki görünüşleri incelenmekte, ardından bu
görünüşlerin söz dizimsel, anlamsal ve biçimsel açıdan bilişsel bir değerlendirilmesi
yapılmaktadır. Psikanalisttik bir bakış açısıyla yapılan bu değerlendirmelerde dil ile cinsellik
arasındaki ilişkiler açıklanmakta ve elde edilen bulgular dilin gelişim süreci ile
ilişkilendirilmektedir. Bu bağlamda dilin tarihi gelişim süreci ile cinselliğin gelişim süreci
arasındaki ilişkiler ve evrimsel süreçler göz önünde bulundurularak çıkarımlarda
bulunulmaktadır. Bu bağlamda dilbilgisel cinsiyetin de nesneye cinsel değer verme, aşırı
değer verme, yerine koyma, etkinlik ve edilgenlik gibi cinsel amaçla ilgili sapmaları gösteren
insan cinselliğinin bir kalıntısı veya izi olup olmadığı konusu tartışılmakta ve bu konuyla
ilgili varsayımlarda bulunulmaktadır. Sonuç olarak insanın cinsel tutum ve davranışları ile
sözlüksel ve işlevsel sözcük kategorilerinin bir takım özellikleri arasında benzerlik ve ilişkiler
olması bir rastlantı zincirinden öte dilin tarihi ve gelişimi ile ilgili ilginç bilgiler verebilecek ve
daha ileri dilbilim çalışmalarına ilham olacak arkaik kalıntılar olarak görülebilir.
Anahtar Kelimeler: cinsellik, dilbilgisel cinsiyet, dil, psikanaliz, dilbilgisi, erillik, dişilik
Abstract
Besides its function of taste or pleasure, the tongue having a communicative function, not
only gives meaning to the most basic instincts of human anatomy but also embodies the
transformation of abstract mental images into phonetic symbols. Thus, the organ tongue
performs the communicative language. In this case, it will not be an inconsistent and
irrelevant method to search and associate instinctive and pleasure-based findings in the
communicative data of the language which is performed by the tongue, the organ of
pleasure and oral communication. Grammatical gender is accepted as a universal
grammatical feature of words in the lexical category in the Minimalist Program, ED's most
recent syntactic model. Then a cognitive evaluation of these aspects is conducted in terms of
syntactic, semantic and formal aspects. In these evaluations made from a psychoanalytic
perspective, the relationship between language and sexuality is explained and the findings
are associated with the development process of language. In this context, inferences are
made by considering the relations between the historical development process of language
and the development process of sexuality and evolutionary processes. Moreover, the issue of
whether grammatical gender is a remnant or trace of human sexuality which shows
deviations related to sexual purpose such as sexual appreciation, overvalue, substitution,
activity and passivity is discussed and assumptions are made. As a result, the similarities
and relationships between human sexual attitudes and behaviours and certain features of
lexical and functional vocabulary categories can be seen as archaic ruins that can give
interesting information about the history and development of language and inspire further
linguistic studies.
Key words: gender, sexuality, grammatical gender, language, psychoanalysis, feminine,
masculine
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Giriş
Tat, lezzet veya haz alma işlevinin yanında iletişimsel bir işlevi olan dil insan anatomisinin
en temel içgüdülerine anlam kazandırmakla kalmaz ayrıca soyut zihinsel imgeleri
sesbirimsel simgelere dönüştürerek somutlaştırır. Böylece organ dil (tongue) iletişimsel dili
(lingua) gerçekleştirir. Bu durumda haz alma ve iletişim kurma işlevlerini bir arada
gerçekleştiren dilin iletişimsel verilerinde içgüdüsel ve hazza dayalı bulgular aramak ve
bunları ilişkilendirmek hiç de tutarsız ve ilgisiz bir yöntem olmayacaktır. İnsanın erken
yaşlarda cinselliği ve dili hemen hemen aynı dönemlerde keşfetmesi bu ilişkiyle ilgili dikkate
değer bir saptamadır (Köprülü, 2014). Bu açıdan haz alma ve iletişim kurma işlevlerini bir
arada gerçekleştiren dilin iletişimsel verilerinde zihinsel bulgular aramak ve bunları
ilişkilendirmek Platon’dan Aristo’ya ve Descartes’e birçok antik çağ düşünüründen,
psikanaliz ve modern dilbilime varıncaya kadar birçok çalışmanın konusu olmuştur. Ancak
antik dönemdeki felsefi yaklaşımlarda dil zihin ilişkisi daha çok Tanrısal teoriler ile
açıklanmaya çalışılmıştır. Geleneksel dilbilim çalışmalarında ise dil cinsiyet ilişkisi zihinsel
durumdan bağımsız kuralcı ve betimleyici bir şekilde dilbilgisel cinsiyet olarak tanımlanmış
ve daha çok sözlüksel cinsiyet bağlamında değerlendirilmiştir. Bu çalışmada dilbilgisel
cinsiyet kavramı dil, cinsellik ve zihin ilişkisi bağlamında Psikanalitik bir yaklaşımla
değerlendirilmekte ve bu ilişkiler temelinde dilin zihindeki imgesel durumu ve evrimsel
gelişimi ile ilgili varsayımsal çıkarımlarda bulunulmaktadır.
Organ dil aracılığı ile gerçekleşen öznel söz konuşan öznenin zihinsel imgelerinin simgelere
dönüşmesi sırasında da organ dilin haz alma işlevini gerçekleştirebilmektedir. İletişim
vakalarında sıklıkla gözlemlenebilen küfürlü, cinsel içerikli ifadeler, siyasi ve dini sloganlar,
reklam içerikleri, şiirler, marşlar, ilahiler, dil sürçmeleri, müzik sözlerinde konuşan öznede
organ dilin haz alma işlevini nasıl gerçekleştirdiği konuşan öznenin davranışlarından
gözlemlenebilir. Bu gözlemlere verilebilecek en çarpıcı örneklerden biri konuşan bireyin
zihinsel alt yapısı veya Freud’un bilinç dışı olarak açıkladığı duruma bağlı olarak belli başlı
sözcükleri söylerken veya işitirken ağızda sindirim sırasındaki salya salınımına benzer
şekilde ağzın sulanmasıdır. Bu dilsel göstergeler her kişide aynı tepkiyi vermese de farklı
sözcüklerin farklı kişilerde tıpkı ağızda bir gıda sindirimi varmış gibi fiziksel tat ve haz alma
durumuna geçmesi zihin, dil ve haz alma ilişkisinin sadece beslenme sırasında değil iletişim
sırasında da etkin olduğunu gösterir. Bu durum konuşan özneye ve dinleyici nesneye bağlı
olarak kadın, erkek, herhangi bir cinsel içerik, bir yiyecek, bir mal varlığı veya bir meyve gibi
doğrudan haz kaynağı olan kavramlar için sıklıkla gözlemlenebilir. Benzer şekilde farklı
bağlamlarda bir masa, sofra, bir çarşaf, bir yastık, banyo, asansör veya dergi gibi dolaylı bir
kavram için de aynı tepki söz konusu olabilir. Ancak dil haz ilişkisi eşiği değişkendir ve
evrimsel bir seyir izler. “Cinsel dürtüyü tatminle görevli cinsel nesneye verilen değer her
zaman üreme organları ile sınırlı kalmaz, nesnenin bütün bedenine yayılır ve o kaynaktan
çıkan bütün duyuları ele geçirmeye eğilim gösterir” (Freud, 2014: s.23). Böylece “asıl üreme
organlarının birleşmesi ile sınırlanmış cinsel amaçla uzlaşamayan fazla değer verme,
bedenin diğer bölümlerini de cinsel amaçlar haline getirir” (Freud, 2014: s.24). Bu durum
cinsel nesnenin kusursuzluğuna, ondan çıkan yargılara boyun eğmeye ve kolay inanmaya
yol açan ve cinsel nesneye fazla değer verme sonucu beliren aşk vakası ile sonuçlanır.
Cinsel nesneye aşırı değer verme ve dolayısıyla aşk da sanatı araçsallaştırır. Sonuçta görsel,
sözlü ve yazılı edebiyat türleri yüzey de aşkın derin de ise cinselliğin ortaya çıkardığı cinsel
nesneye fazla değer verme etkinliğinin doğurduğu ürünler olarak kabul edilebilir. Bu
ürünlerden sözlü ve yazılı sanatların birer dilsel ürün olduğu dikkate alındığında ise dil ve
cinsellik arasındaki bağın görünenden çok daha derin ilişkiler üzerine kurulu olduğu
sonucuna varılabilir.
Sonuç olarak bu çalışmanın amacı dilbilgisel cinsiyetin dünya dillerindeki ve alan yazındaki
görünüşlerinden söz ederek bu görünüşlerin sözlüksel, biçimsel ve söz dizimsel açıdan
Psikanalitik bir değerlendirilmesini yapmaktır. Bu bağlamda psikanalisttik bir bakış açısıyla
yapılan değerlendirmelerde imgesel dil ve cinsellik arasındaki ilişkileri açıklamak ve elde
edilen bulguları dilbilgisel cinsiyet ile ilişkilendirmek bu çalışmanın temel amacıdır.
Dilbilgisel cinsiyetin sadece sözlüklerin çağrışımsal ve biyolojik cinsiyetini belirlemede değil
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sözcük türleri ve öbek oluşumlarında da etkin olduğunu göstermek ise çalışmanın nihai ve
en özgün amacını oluşturmaktadır. Böylece dilin imgeselliği ve zihinsel durumu ile ilgili
çağdaş dilbilimsel yaklaşımların aktarıldığı ikinci bölümden sonra çalışmanın üçüncü
bölümünde dil, imgesel düşünce ve cinsellik arasındaki ilişkilerle ilgili psikanalisttik
yaklaşımlar incelenmiştir. Çalışmanın dördüncü bölümünde dilin evrimsel yönü ele alınmış
dil ve dilbilgisinin oluşumuna dair ortaya atılan evrimsel görüşlere yer verilmiştir. Beşinci
bölümde dilbilgisel cinsiyet kavramı sözlüksel ve söz dizimsel olarak iki alt başlık halinde ele
alınmış ve dilbilim, psikanaliz ve evrim kuramları bağlamında tartışılmıştır.
Dilbilimsel Yaklaşımlar
F.Saussure ve Dil Göstergeleri
Saussure’e göre “dil göstergelerden oluşan bir dizgedir” (Kıran ve Kıran, 2010: 60). Buna
göre “dil iletişim amacıyla onu kullanan insanlardan bağımsız ve kendine özgü bir yapısı ve
yapısal kuralları olan uzlaşımsal bir göstergeler sistemdir” (Kıran ve Kıran, 2010: 118). Yine
Genel Dilbilim derslerinde Saussure ‘dil’ ve ‘söz’ ayrımına giderek dilin insan zihninde soyut
kurallar sistemi olduğunu, sözün ise dilin bireyde gerçekleşen somut çıktısı olduğunu
savunur. ‘Gösterge’ kendi dışında bir şey gösteren her türlü nesne, varlık ya da olgu olarak
tanımlanırken, ‘dilsel göstergeler’ ses birimlerden (gösterenlerden) oluşan ve anlamı
(gösterileni) olan en küçük ses birleşimleri olarak nitelendirilir (bknz: Kıran ve Kıran, 2010:
56-60). Her dil göstergesi de ‘gönderge’ denilen dil-dışı gerçekliğe bir göndermede bulunur.
Böylece, gönderge imgesel dil göstergelerinin gerçek dünyada gösterdiği durumlar, nesneler
ve varlıklar olarak kabul edilirler. İmgesel dil göstergelerinin göndermede bulunduğu
göndergelerin kendileri de kurgusal olabilir (örnek: adalet, para, özgürlük, aşk, define adası,
peri vb.). Dilin temel bileşenlerinin bu simgeselliği dilin zihindeki imgesel yapısını gösterir.
R. Jacobson ve Metafor & Metonimi
Jakobson’un insan dilinin iki temel işlemi olarak tanımladığı dikey (seçim/paradigma) ve
yatay (dizim/syntagma) ekseni metafor (anlamların bir arada yoğunlaşması, mecaz veya
eğretileme) ve metoniminin (bir anlamın başka bir anlamla yer değiştirmesi veya ad
aktarımı) karşılığıdır (Eagleton, 2011: 167). Buna göre metafor dilin seçim ekseninde
gerçekleşirken, metonimi ise dilin dizim ekseninde ortaya çıkar. Dilin bu iki boyutlu işlevi
imgeselliğin dilde ne kadar etkin ve dinamik bir olgu olduğunu ve sadece bugün için değil
dilin zaman içerisindeki evrimi açısından da önemli bir fikir verir.
N.Chomsky ve Derin & Yüzey Yapı
Chomsky insanın doğuştan gelen evrensel nitelikte bir dilbilgisi yetisine sahip olduğunu
iddia eder. Üretici-Dönüşümsel dilbilgisinde söz dizimsel bileşende elde edilen ve evrensel
nitelikte olduğu varsayılan biçimsel soyut tümce yapısını ‘Derin Yapı’ olarak tanımlar. Derin
yapıların bir takım dönüşümler sonucu gerçekleşen iletişime elverişli duruma gelen somut
tümce yapısını da ‘yüzey yapı’ olarak nitelendirir ve bunu ‘görünmeyen Tanrı görünen
dünyayı yaratmıştır’ şeklinde metonomik bir ifadeyle özetler. Daha sonraki Minimalist
Yaklaşımda (Chomsky, 1993, 1995) bu kavramlar yerini Sesçil ve Mantıksal yapıya bırakır.
Sesçil yapı somut sözü, mantıksal yapıda doğuştan sahip olunan soyut evrensel dil ilkeleri
(edinç) ile sonradan edinilen dile özgü farklılıkları içeren değiştirgen ayarları ve dilbilgisel
özelliklerden oluşur. Derin veya mantıksal yapıda gerçekleşen söz dizimsel ilişkiler dilin
bilişsel yapısının işleyişini gösterir.
Psikanalitik Yaklaşımlar
Psikanalizin en önemli özelliği insanın jestlerini ve sözlerini sembolik bir şekilde
yorumlamaktır (Charrier, 2000: 95). Bu çözümlemelerde dilsel unsurlar metaforik bir veri
olarak bilinçdışının yansımaları olarak değerlendirilir.
S.Freud ve Bilinçdışı
Freud’a göre bilinç gelişimi öncesinde (0-6 yaş) zihne kaydedilen deneyimler (özellikle de
toplum tarafından onaylanmayan-cinsel ve saldırgan davranışlar) bilinçaltına itilir ve bireyin
bilinçdışını oluşturur. Dil sürçmesi, unutmalar, hatalar, espriler, düşler ve buna benzer dil
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verilerinin bilinçdışı öğesi taşıdıklarını ve bilinçaltındaki isteklerin ve bastırılmış
doyurulmamış arzuların ifadesi olarak kabul görülür. Freud’a (2014) göre “normal cinsel
amaç üreme bölümlerinin cinsel birleşme yoluyla birbiriyle kaynaşmasıdır” (s. 23). Ancak
arzuların tatmini veya haz her zaman normal cinsel amaçla birlikte değildir. Hatta çoğu
zaman asıl olarak arzu edilen cinsel obje bir başka obje ile değiştirilmiştir (fetişizm) (Freud,
2013: 94). Yine “takıntıların büyük bir bölümü mastürbasyonun kılık değiştirmiş
yinelenişlerinden başka şeyler değildir” (Freud 2013: 100). Cinsel amaçla ilgili sapmalar ve
geri dönüşümler nesneye fazla değer verme, cinsel nesnenin yerini alan şeyler (fetişizm),
sadizm, mazoşizm gibi davranışları doğurur. Bu durum insanın temel içgüdüleri veya itkileri
ile dil ve davranışları arasında sıkı bir ilişki olduğunu gösterir.
C.G. Jung: Kolektif Bilinçdışı ve Arketipler
Jung’a göre ortak bilinçdışında arketip adı verilen sembolik unsurlar vardır. Bu sembolik
unsurlar insan üzerinde genellikle tüm insanlığın ortak malıymış gibi bir izlenim bırakırlar
(Ör: cinler, periler, cadılar, aksakallı dede, kurt vb). Bu arketipler masallarda, mitlerde,
efsanelerde ve folklorda sıkça rastlanan mitolojik motifler içerirler (ör. kurtarıcı kahraman,
ejderha, kahramanı yutan canavar) (Jung, 1996: 51). Her dilin sözlüğünde bu tip kurgusal
ve sembolik motiflere rastlanır. Bu arketipler insan zihninin kolektif kurgusal ve sembolik
özelliğini yansıtır.
J.Lacan: Metaforik Bilinçdışı
Lacan Freud’un bilinçdışı kuramı ile Saussure ’ün dil söz karşıtlığı ve gösterge kavramlarını
sentezleyerek “bilinçdışının bir dil gibi yapılandığını” iddia eder. Buna göre bilinçdışında
anlam dilsel metaforlarda olduğu gibi yoğunlaşmalar veya metonimler yoluyla yer değiştirir.
Dil nesnelerin yerine geçer. Eagleton (2011) bütün dillerin belli bir nesneye sahip olmak
yerine kendilerini o nesnenin yerine koydukları için metaforik olduklarını iddia eder (s.167).
Bu durumda psikanaliz “davranış ve söz ile birlikte arzu dilinin ilişkilerini ortaya çıkaran”
bir yöntem ve yaklaşım olarak ortaya çıkar (Charrier, 2000: 104). Lacan’a göre bilincin
kendini ortaya çıkarması ancak toplumsal uzlaşımsal bir araç olan dilin dolayımı ile
mümkündür. Böylece insan duygu ve düşüncelerini ancak metaforik veya sembolik özelliğe
sahip bir göstergeler sisteminden dolayımlayarak biçimlendirebilir. Bilinçdışı da varlığını bu
sembolik koddan dolayımlayarak aktarmak zorunda kalır (Kızıltan, 2002). Benzer şekilde
Charrier (2000) bedenin arzunun dilini konuştuğunu ve arzunun da onu simgeleştiren bir
dolayımlama ile dile ulaştığını belirtir. Böylece “beden, kendi arzularını dile getirmek için
simgeleri kullanır” (s.107). Ayrıca Lacan’ın “dilin her zaman yok olanla veya olmayanla
ilişkili olduğu” tespiti dilin var oluş nedeni ile ilgili çok önemli bir önerme içerir. Buna göre
kelimelere ancak istenilen bir şey yok olduğunda ihtiyaç duyulur. Bu da arzu ile doğrudan
ilişkili olarak görülebilir. Dolayısıyla eğer etrafımızdaki dünya gereken her şey ile donatılmış
olsaydı, ya da haz ve doyum peşinden koşmak gerekmeseydi, kelimelere de gerek
duyulmayacaktı denilebilir. Lacan'a göre içgüdüler veya itkiler saf, doğal bir durumda
düşünülemez, ama öznenin arzusunu temsil eder. Freud’çu anatomik, biyolojik Odipal yapı
açıklamalarındansa, Lacan cinsel kimliği ve bilinçaltını dil ve dilsel süreçlerin işleyişi
açısından inceler (Kang, 2018). Bu psikanalisttik ve dilbilimsel yaklaşımlar dil, cinsellik ve
zihin ilişkilerinin dilin anlamsal ve yapısal özellikleri ile doğrudan veya dolaylı ilişkilerini
farklı açılardan ama benzer bir modelleme ile açıklamaya çalışmaktadırlar.
Evrimsel Yaklaşımlar
Thao ve Marksist Yaklaşım
İnsan dilinin ortaya çıkışı ile ilgili olarak Thao (1973,1975) dilin ilkel insan ataları
arasındaki kolektif işbirliği ile başladığını iddia eder ve buna göre insan atalarımızın kolektif
etkinlikleri yürütmek için kullandıkları ilk dilsel göstergelerin yapısını tanımlamaya çalışır.
Comte ve Teolojik Yaklaşım
Sosyolog Comte (1855) ise insan zihninin ve düşünce sisteminin teolojik bir süreçten
(fetişizm, totemizm, çok tanrıcılık ve sonraları tek tanrıcılık) metafizik, pozitivist ve bilimsel
bir sürece doğru evirildiğini savunur.
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Schleicher ve Biyolojik Yaklaşım
Dillerin biyolojik organizmalara benzediğini ve organik türler gibi doğup, gelişip öldüklerini,
hatta biyolojik türler gibi türlere ayrıldığını ve evirildiklerini belirtir (Gontier, 2017).
Bickerton ve Uygulamalı Evrimsel Epistemoloji
Buna göre evrimci biyologların yaşamın kökenini ve evrimini çalışma şekilleri ve yöntemleri
evrimci dilbilimciler için de dilin kökeni ve evrimini nasıl araştırabileceklerine bir örnektir.
Dilbilgisel Cinsiyet
“Dilde cinsiyet kavramı genel olarak biyolojik ve dilbilgisel cinsiyet olmak üzere iki açıdan
değerlendirilmektedir. Dilde yapısal bir özellik gösteren dilbilgisel cinsiyet (genus) genel
olarak çekimli dillerdeki cinsiyetin dilsel tanımıdır (Müller 1860: 1) ve dilbilimin başlı başına
bir çalışma konusunu oluşturmaktadır.” (Dağabakan, 2011). Dilbilgisel cinsiyetle kastedilen
genel olarak sözcük kategorilerindeki biçim birimsel değişikliklerdir. Ancak bu çalışmada
dilbilgisel cinsiyet sözlüksel ve söz dizimsel olarak iki grupta ele alınacaktır:
Sözlüksel Cinsiyet
“Cinsiyet kategorisi bulunan dillerde cinsiyetin niteliğine göre farklılaşmalar söz
konusudur. Dillerin canlılık, insan olup olmama, biyolojik cinsiyet, şekil ve boyut gibi farklı
niteliklere göre cinsiyet kategorisine sahip olabildiği görülür” (Kerimoğlu ve Doğan,2015).
Dilbilgisel cinsiyet ile biyolojik cinsiyet arasındaki ilişki bakımından da dillerde farklılıklar
vardır. Bazı dillerde dilbilgisel cinsiyet ile biyolojik cinsiyet arasında sıkı bir uyum varken,
bazı dillerde böyle bir uyum yoktur. Corbett’ın (2005) yürüttüğü bir çalışmada ele aldığı 256
dil içinde dilbilgisel cinsiyete sahip 112 dilden 84’ünün biyolojik cinsiyete dayalı cinsiyet
kategorisine sahip olduğunu, 28 dilde biyolojik cinsiyete dayanmayan cinsiyet kategorisi
bulunduğunu belirlemiştir (s. 130). Yine Boroditsky ve Lauren (2000) tarafından yapılan bir
başka çalışmada adlara atanan cinsiyetlerin gerçekten keyfi bir görüntü oluşturup
oluşturmadığı incelenmiştir. Buna göre, İngilizce konuşanların hayvan adlarının cinsiyetleri
hakkındaki sezgilerinin İspanyolcada ve Almancada bu adlara atanan dilbilgisel cinsiyetlerle
uyumlu olduğu tespit edilmiştir. Bu bulgular adlara atanan cinsiyetlerin tamamen
gelişigüzel olmadığı fakat gönderimde bulunulan adların eril ya da dişil algısal özelliklerini
yansıttığını göstermektedir. Bu çalışmada ayrıca adlara atanan dilbilgisel cinsiyetlerin
anlamsal dayanaklarının olup olmadığı da araştırıldı. Buna göre insanların nesnelerin
cinsiyetleri hakkındaki görüşlerinin kendi anadillerinde bu nesnelere atanan dilbilgisel
cinsiyetlerden güçlü bir şekilde etkilendiği tespit edildi. Bu sonuçlar dilbilgisel cinsiyetin
düşünüldüğü kadar gelişigüzel veya tamamen dilbilgisel bir özellikte olmadığını gösterdi.
Benzer şekilde Kerimoğlu ve Doğan (2015) tarafından yapılan bir anket çalışmasında da bazı
sözcüklerin çok belirgin cinsiyet çağrışımlarına sahip olduğu görülmektedir. Buna göre
büyüklük, zorluk, sert görünüş, dayanıklılık, fiziksel güç, fiziksel güç gerektirme ve daha
çok erkek cinsiyetine mensup kişilerce yapılma sözcüğün eril olarak düşünülmesinin
başlıca nedenleri olarak ortaya çıkmaktadır. Dişil olarak düşünülme sebepleri arasında en
başta gelenler ise küçüklük, dayanıksızlık, güzellik, daha az fiziksel güç gerektirme ve daha
çok kadın cinsiyetindekilerce yapılmadır. Bu sözcüklerin dilbilgisel cinsiyet bulunan
dillerdeki karşılıkları da araştırılmış ve belirli sözcüklerin hem dilbilgisel cinsiyet bulunan
dillerde hem de bu araştırma sonucunda ortaya çıkanlarla aynı kategoride yer aldığı
görülmüştür.
Dilbilgisel cinsiyetin sadece adlara değil sıfat, zamir ve fiillere atandığı diller de
bulunmaktadır (Kerimoğlu ve Doğan,2015). Bununla birlikte aynı varlık için kullanılan iki
sözcüğün bile farklı cinsiyetlere sahip olduğu görülebilir. ‘Eril’ ve ‘Dişil’ şeklinde ikili cinsiyet
ayrımı olduğu gibi ‘nötr’ de dahil üçlü cinsiyet ayrımları bulunan diller de vardır. Örneğin
“Fransızca ve Arapça eril ve dişil biçiminde ikili cinsiyete sahipken Almancada üçlü cinsiyet
söz konusudur” (Kerimoğlu ve Doğan,2015). Bunu dışında hem eril hem dişil özellik
gösteren sözcüklerin de olduğu dörtlü cinsiyet görünümleri olan diller de vardır. Sözlüksel
cinsiyetin biyolojik cinsiyetle uyumlu olduğu görünüşler bulunduğu gibi, sözlük anlamıyla
cinsiyet belirtmeyen sözcüklerin belirli bağlamlarda cinsiyet bildirdiği gizli cinsiyet türleri de
vardır. Bununla birlikte çağrışımsal olarak sosyo-kültürel cinsiyet görünümleri de
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bulunmaktadır. Feminist yaklaşımlar dilsel cinsiyetçiliğin toplumun ayrımcı düşünce ve
önyargılarından bağımsız düşünülmemesi gerektiğini öne sürerler. Buna göre toplumsal
cinsiyetçiliğin sonuçları dilsel cinsiyetçiliğin nedenlerini oluşturmaktadır (Yöney, 2013 ).
Söz Dizimsel Cinsiyet
Bugün Evrensel dilbilgisi diye tanımlanan doğuştan getirilen dil yetisinin tıpkı birçok diğer
arketipsel insan davranışı gibi yüzbinlerce yılda oluşmuş olabileceği varsayıldığında
insanlığın bilişsel devrimine öncülük eden bu karmaşık sistemin uzun bir süreç içinde
hangi itkilerle oluşmuş olabileceği hakkında fikir edinebiliriz. Evrimsel dil çalışmaları
sembolik dilsel göstergeler (sözcükler veya işaretler), söz dizimi (dünyada en yaygın olan
özne-yüklem-nesne veya özne-nesne-yüklem dizilişleri gibi) gibi eşzamanlı yapısalcı dilbilim
çalışmalarının konusu olan evrensel dil özellikleri dilin evrimsel birimleri olarak görür
(Gontier, 2017). Bu bağlamda Pinker ve Bloom (1990) Chomsky’nin insanın dil yetisi üzerine
öne sürdüğü düşünceleri Neo-Darwinist bir yaklaşımla sentezleyerek doğal seçilimin böyle
karmaşık ve uyarlamalı bir sisteme yol açtığını ileri sürer. Benitez-Burraco (2017)
‘Dilbilgiselleşme ve Dilin Evrimi’ adlı çalışmasında ‘kendi kendine evcilleşme’ kuramında,
insanın sosyal bilincindeki değişikliklerin ve uygarlaşmanın dilbilgiselleşmeye yol açan
becerileri de etkilemiş olabileceğini varsayar. Heine and Kuteva (2007) ve Smith (2011) de
yine bu becerilerin bugün de gözlenebilen beceriler olduğunu ve günümüz dilbilgisel bilişsel
becerilerinde benzer bir yapıda olduğunu iddia eder. İşte eğretileme (metaforlaştırma), ad
aktarımlarına (metonimileştirme) ve dilbilgiselleştirme gibi kavramsal ve çağrışımsal
süreçlerde de bu becerinin rol oynadığı düşünülmektedir (Zywiczynski ve ark., 2017).
Kavramların ve meteforların oluşması, bunların dizge içerisinde öbek yapıları oluştururken
bir araya gelerek birbirleriyle birleşmesi ve yeni öbek yapılar ve metonimiler üretmesi bizi
dilbilgiselleşmeyi sağlayan bu itkinin veya becerinin niteliğinin cinselliğin doğasıyla
örtüştüğü varsayımına götürebilir. Üremenin ve üretimin her aşamasında eril ve dişil
işbirliğinin olduğu düşünüldüğünde sınırlı sayıda dilsel göstergenin belli bir dizge içerisinde
sınırsız sayıda sözce üretmesi insanın temel enerjisini oluşturan cinsel itkilerle ve bu
itkilerle şekillenen zihinsel yapısıyla ilişkili olabilir. Yine insan öncesi süreç dikkate
alındığında Bickerton’un (1990) hayvanların iletişim sisteminin her zaman doğrudan gerçek
yaşam olayları üzerine olduğu tespiti oldukça dikkate değerdir. Yukarıda özetini verdiğimiz
dilbilimsel, evrimsel ve psikanalitik kuramlarda ortak temayı oluşturan zihin-dil ilişkisi ve
bu ilişkiyi açıklayan birbirine benzer kavramlar en az dizin eksenindeki gösterenle gösterilen
arasındaki ilişkinin niteliği kadar dizim ekseninde de gösterenlerin birbirleriyle olan
ilişkisini ve onların bir araya gelişlerini belirleyen hiyerarşiyi açıklayabilir. Bu bağlamda
insanların doğayla ve birbirleriyle olan ilişkisi tıpkı bugün sözlüksel düzeydeki arketipsel
kalıntılar olarak tanımlanabilecek cinsiyet görünümlerinde ortaya çıktığı gibi sözlüksel
kategorilerin birbirleriyle olan birleşme veya öbek oluşturma işlevlerini belirlemede de etkin
rol oynamış olabilir. Bu varsayım on binlerce yıl önceki yazılı iletişim sayabileceğimiz
mağara resimlerinden de yola çıkabileceğimiz gibi muhtemelen dil gelişiminin çok daha
önceki ilk evrelerini oluşturan ve insanın iletişim anı uzamında bulunmayan varlıklardan
bahsetme gereği sonucu ortaya çıkan ve varlıklara ad verme ile sonuçlanan bir ilk adımla
başlamış olabilir. Sözlüksel cinsiyeti doğal dillerdeki bir arkaik kalıntı olarak
varsaydığımızda ve bunun nedenlerini insan zihninin kurgusal yeteneğine, temel itkilerini
aktararak ve yönlendirerek nesnelere ve olgulara aşırı değer verme, yer değiştirme gibi
etkinlikler gerçekleştirebilmesine bağlayabiliriz. Böyle bir durumda sözcük türleri ile öbek
oluşumlarının da bu imgesel zihinsel süreçlerden etkilenmiş olduğu ve cinselliğin en az
sözcükler kadar sözcük türleri ve öbek yapıları oluşumunda da etkisi olduğunu iddia
edebiliriz. Buna göre adların ve zamirlerin tümleç alamaması, işlevsel kategorilerin veya
öbek başı konumunda bulunan kategorilerin (Ör. zaman, eylem, ilgeç, tümleyici vb) tümleç
istemesi ve ancak bir tümleç ile anlamlı bir öbek üretebilmeleri, sıfat ve zarfların öbek
kurmayıp sadece eklenti olmaları bu sözcük kategorilerinin cinsiyet özellikleri ve hatta
evrensel dilbilgisi ilkelerinin oluşumu hakkında varsayımlarda bulunmamızı sağlayabilir.
Buna göre sözcük türlerinin cinsiyetleri ile ilgili Şeker’in (2017) de daha önce denediği şöyle
bir sınıflandırma önerilebilir (Tablo 1 ve 2):
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Tablo 1. Sözdizimsel Kategoriler ve Cinsiyet Görünümleri

Tablo 2. Sözdizimsel Kategoriler ve Sözdizimsel Cinsiyet Temelli Gösterimleri
Gösterim

Cinsiyet

Kategori

İşlev

♂

Adlar

Tümleç

0

Sıfatlar/Zarflar

Eklenti

♀

Zaman, Görünüş

Öbek Başı

♀

Geçişli Fiiller

Öbek Başı

♀

Geçişsiz Fiiller

Öbek Başı

♀

İlgeçler

Öbek Başı

♀

Tümleyiciler

Öbek Başı

♂

Öbek Yapı

Öbek

Şeker (2017) bu sınıflandırma ve gösterimlerden yola çıkarak İngilizce bir yan tümcenin söz
dizimsel çözümlemesini denemiş ve bu çalışma aşağıda gösterilmiştir (Şekil 1 ve 2):
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Şekil 1. Ağaç gösterimle çözümleme

Şekil 2. Sözdizimsel cinsiyet temelli çözümleme
Sonuç
Psikanalisttik ve evrimsel bir yaklaşımla yapılan bu dilbilimsel çalışmada dil ile cinsellik
arasındaki ilişkiler Psikanalitik bir yaklaşımla ortaya konuldu ve cinselliğin dilde
bilinçaltının yansımaları şeklinde kendini gösterdiği ve bu görünümlerin dilin simgesel
yapısıyla benzeştiği sonucuna varıldı. Dilbilgisel cinsiyetin nesneye cinsel değer verme, aşırı
değer verme, yerine koyma gibi cinsel amaçla ilgili sapmaları gösteren insan cinselliğinin bir
kalıntısı veya izi olabileceği çıkarımında bulunuldu. Sözlüksel cinsiyetin doğal dillerde
arkaik bir kalıntı olduğu ve cinselliğin en az sözcükler kadar sözcük türlerinin ve öbek
yapıların oluşumunda da etkisi olmuş olabileceği varsayımı desteklenmeye çalışıldı. Sonuç
olarak insanın cinsel tutum ve davranışları ile sözlüksel ve işlevsel sözcük kategorilerinin
bir takım özellikleri arasında benzerlik ve ilişkiler olması bir rastlantı zincirinden öte dilin
tarihi ve gelişimi ile ilgili ilginç bilgiler verebilecek ve daha ileri dilbilim çalışmalarına ilham
olacak arkaik kalıntılar olarak görülebilir. Bu çalışmada ortaya atılan varsayımlar nörolojik
ve sinirdilbilimsel çalışmalarla desteklenen daha ileri araştırmalara ihtiyaç duymaktadır.
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Abstract
The language learning beliefs held by EFL teachers are construed to exercise profound
influence on their instructional practices, and likewise, the prospective teaching practices of
student EFL teachers (henceforth SEFLTs) will be probably impinged upon by their language
learning beliefs, the formation of which takes a long time. In view of the paucity of research
seeking to uncover SEFLTs’ beliefs about language learning and to examine likely shifts in
their language learning beliefs over academic years, this study aims to extend the existing
literature by not only unearthing SEFLTs’ language learning beliefs but also the variations,
if any, in beliefs in accordance with their year of study. The data were collected by carrying
out beliefs about language learning inventory (BALLI) with 200 SEFLTs. The results
indicated that the belief in the importance of repetition and practicing a lot in learning
English is the one which was agreed upon most, whilst the belief in delaying speaking
anything till being able to say it correctly is the one on which nearly all the participants
disagreed. Additionally, the findings revealed that the shift in beliefs according to the change
in the year of study existed in eight of a total of 34 beliefs. The results could arouse curiosity
in EFL teacher educators, and as well as considering taking steps to make amendments in
the curriculum designed for initial EFL teacher education, they may also tailor the content
of the courses they teach in agreement with the mistaken beliefs about language learning
held by SEFLTs.
Keywords: BALLI, initial EFL teacher education, prospective instructional practices, SEFLTs
DİL ÖĞRENME İNANÇLARINI ORTAYA ÇIKARMA: ADAY İNGİLİZCE ÖĞRETMENLERİ
ÜZERİNE BİR ÇALIŞMA
Öz
İngilizce öğretmenlerinin dil öğrenme inançları ders anlatımlarını büyük oranda
etkilemektedir ve benzer bir şekilde, aday İngilizce öğretmenlerinin gelecekteki öğretim
uygulamaları, oluşumu uzun zaman alan inançların etkisi altında muhtemelen kalacaktır.
Aday İngilice öğretmenlerinin dil öğrenme inançlarını ortaya çıkarmayı ve akademik yıla
bağlı olarak dil öğrenme inançlarında olası değişikleri araştırmayı hedefleyen çalışmaların
azlığı nedeniyle, bu çalışma, alan yazınına sadece aday İngilizce öğretmenlerinin dil öğrenme
inançlarını ortaya çıkararak değil aynı zamanda onların dil öğrenme inançlarının
bulundukları sınıflara göre bir değişiklik gösterip göstermediğini araştırarak katkıda
bulunmayı hedeflemektedir. Veri, 200 aday İngilizce öğretmenine dil öğrenme inançları
envanteri uyglulanarak toplanmıştır. Bulgular, İngilizce öğreniminde bolca tekrar ve pratik
yapmanın önemine dair inancın en fazla hem fikir olunan inanç olduğunu ve konuşmanın,
doğru ifade edebilene kadar ertelenmesi gerektiğine dair inancın katılımcıların en fazla hem
fikir olmadıkları inanç olduğunu işaret etmektedir. Bunun yanı sıra, bulgular, toplam 34
inançtan 8 inançta katılımcıların bulundukları sınıflara göre anlamlı bir farklılık olduğunu
ortaya koymaktadır. Bulgular, İngilizce öğretmeni eğiticilerinde merak uyandırabilir ve
öğretmen adayları, aday öğretmen eğitimi müfredatında değişiklik yapılması hususunu
düşünmenin yanı sıra aday İngilizce öğretmenlerinin yanlış dil öğrenme inançlarını göz
önünde bulundurarak verdikleri derslerin içeriklerini değiştirebilirler.
Anahtar Kelimeler: Aday İngilizce öğretmenleri, aday İngilizce öğretmeni eğitimi, dil
öğrenme inançları envanteri, gelecekteki öğretim uygulamaları
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I. Introduction
What practicing EFL teachers believe about effective language teaching and learning has a
tremendous impact on how they teach (Abrami, Poulsen & Chambers, 2004; Altan, 2012;
Borg, 2011; Farrell & Yang, 2017; Gallant, Martin, McGonnell & Corkum, 2014; Johnson,
1992; Kim, 2014; Li, 2013; Marshall & Drummond, 2006; Mercer, 2018; OECD, 2009;
Peacock, 2001; Tan, 2011; Zhang & Liu, 2013); by the same token, SEFLTs’ beliefs about
language learning are highly likely to exert impact either on their future classroom practices
or the ones in practicum, which is considerably understandable as our behaviors are ignited
by our beliefs. Practicing and student teachers may not be aware of their own beliefs;
however as stipulated by Levin (2015), if they heighten their awareness of them, they can
better position themselves in the classroom, and apprehend the reasons lying behind their
teaching practices. The impact of beliefs held by teachers on their instructional practices is
accentuated by Fives and Buehl (2012) by specifying the diverse functions to be fulfilled by
beliefs as “filters”, “frames” and “guides”.
Teacher belief is defined by Kagan (1992) as “… tacit, often unconsciously held assumptions
about students, classrooms, and the academic material to be taught “(p. 65). Setting forth
the inconsistency in defining the construct “belief” in the literature, Fives and Buehl (ibid)
draw the attention to the common characteristics of definitions: “(a) implicit and explicit
nature, (b) stability over time, (c) situated or generalized nature, (d) relation to knowledge,
and (e) existence as individual propositions or larger systems” (p. 473). Such a pivotal
construct necessitates addressing its sources. According to Schulman (as cited in Levin,
2015), external sources such as formalized knowledge contribute to belief development.
“Personal experiences”, “experiences with schooling and instruction”, and “experience with
formal knowledge” serve the formation and development of teacher beliefs, as has been
contended by Richardson (1996). The sources “experience with formal knowledge” and
“experiences with schooling and instruction” bring into the forefront the role played by
initial teacher education programs in the development of teacher beliefs, which is exhibited
in the research undertaken by Levin and He (2008). The findings in that study yielded that
the teacher education programs the participating student teachers were enrolled were
regarded as the major source of their pedagogical beliefs. The results reported in the
research which was conducted by Levin, He and Allen (2013) as a follow-up study revealed
that teacher education programs were viewed by in-service teachers as the source which
affected their pedagogical beliefs most.
1.1. Student and practicing teachers’ beliefs about language learning and teaching
The literature encompasses limited number of research designed to explore the beliefs of
SEFLTs about language learning, one of which is carried out by Altan (2012). In that study,
it was revealed that an overwhelming number of the participants believed that it is easier for
children to learn English in comparison to adult learners. Most of the participants either
agreed or strongly agreed with the belief that some people have a special ability to learn a
language, and in relation to speaking ability, a substantial number of the participants either
agreed or strongly agreed with the belief that everyone can learn to speak English. For the
majority of the participants, English was a difficult language to learn. Most of the
participants either disagreed or strongly disagreed with the belief that it is easier to speak
than to understand a foreign language. Almost all the participants agreed with the belief
that it is best to learn English in an English-speaking country. The majority of the
participants opted for “agree” on the belief that learning a foreign language is different from
other academic subjects. A great majority of the participants believed that it is important to
practice a lot. Guessing on the condition that a word is not known in English was agreed
upon by more than half of the participants. The belief “you shouldn’t speak anything in
English until you can say it correctly” is one of the beliefs disagreed proportionately by the
majority of the participants.
Another study examining SEFLTs’ language learning beliefs is done by Asassfeh (2015), the
findings of which yielded that SEFLTs’ language learning beliefs displayed variations in
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accordance with gender, proficiency level and academic year of the students, among which
SEFLTs’ year of study yielded significant differences in more beliefs than the other variables.
The study also reported that participants’ motivation level was high to learn English, and
their belief in language learning aptitude was strong; nevertheless, they were uncertain
about whether or not they had the language learning aptitude. Moreover, SEFLTs valued
learning grammar and translation in learning a foreign language while they neither agreed
nor disagreed on the belief in the necessity for learning target culture. The participants
agreed with the belief that learning English in an English-speaking country is the best. The
study done by Allen (2013) explored teachers’ beliefs in respect to improving proficiency by
virtue of studying abroad. In the research, the majority of 19 teachers of French as an EFL
stated immersing oneself in the language could lead to developing proficiency in the target
language. Horwitz (1988) carried out a study in order to investigate beginning university
foreign language students’ beliefs about language learning. The results reported that target
language on which the participants were studying was not a variable leading to salient
differences in the responses across three language groups including French, Spanish and
German.
Another study was conducted by Sadeghi & Abdi (2015) to explore EFL teachers’ and
students’ beliefs about language learning. The results revealed significant differences
between the beliefs had by teachers and students, which was related to teachers’
educational background and experiences. Tang and Tian (2015) carried out a study by
conducting BALLI and Oxford’s (1990) strategy inventory for language learning, one of the
purposes of which was exploring Chinese graduate EFL students’ language learning beliefs.
The results demonstrated that the participants had the strongest beliefs about learning and
communications strategies, and the lowest mean values appeared in the beliefs in the
nature of language learning.
The question of if teachers’ beliefs about language learning are prone to change over time is
the starting point of a number of studies in the literature, one of which is done by Busch
(2010). That research investigated whether a change occurred in the beliefs of student
teachers about language learning subsequent to taking language acquisition course. The
findings indicated significant changes in quite a high number of beliefs involving “the length
of time for acquisition, difficulty of language acquisition, the role of culture, the role of error
correction, the importance of grammar, and the efficacy of audiolingual learning strategies”,
which was attributed to the topics covered in language acquisition course. Another research
scrutinizing the impact of the teacher education program on the change in student teachers’
language learning beliefs is carried out by Siew and Wong (2010) via administering BALLI.
The paper reported the stability of student teachers’ beliefs about language learning over 14
months while noting the slight change in eight items in BALLI. The research undertaken by
Mercer (2010) aims at exploring the belief systems of two expert tertiary-level EFL learners.
The results suggested that both tertiary-level students had attained success in language
learning through undergoing various experiences and adopting diverse belief systems, and
the development of belief systems was stimulated in agreement with their sociocultural and
educational contexts to fit their particular needs. Despite the common view on the difficulty
of changing beliefs, the literature entails articles reporting on the probability of change in
language learning beliefs (Amuzie & Winke, 2009; Mohammadi, Birjandi & Maftoon, 2015;
Richards, Galo & Renandya, 2001). The one conducted by Mohammadi, Birjani and Maftoon
(2015) suggested that training college-level students on learning strategies led to changes in
their beliefs about language learning and also improvement in reading comprehension
ability. The study by Yang (1999) examining the relationship between students’ language
learning beliefs and use of learning strategies revealed the presence of a link between two
constructs.
Mercer and Ryan (2009) underscored the importance of talking explicitly about the beliefs
formed by EFL learners in respect to the nature of language learning, which, otherwise,
might have the potential for hindering the development of their mindsets on EFL learning.
The belief in high levels of attainment realized effortlessly by staying abroad rather than the
conscious efforts put in formal learning environments. Another finding in regard to the
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natural talent for language learning demonstrated that while some participants advocated
the place of having natural talent in learning a language, whilst for the rest, hard-work far
outweighed in successful language learning. Another study, the results of which also calls
for the requirement for the explicit talk between student teachers and teacher educators,
was doene by Graus and Coppen (2015) to investigate SEFLTs’ beliefs about teaching
grammar. The findings showed that SEFLTs favored form-focused, explicit and inductive
instruction in general, yet the results obtained from higher-year undergraduate and
postgraduate participants yielded that they opted for meaning-focused and implicit
instruction.
1.2. Do student and practicing EFL teachers’ instructional practices mirror their
beliefs?
The related literature encompasses studies probing the relationship between teachers’
beliefs and their instructional practices, one of which was undertaken by Erkmen (2014).
The findings exhibited the incompatibility between novice EFL teachers’ language learning
beliefs and their classroom practices, and additionally demonstrated that prior language
learning experiences had a great impact on teachers’ instructional practices. Li (2013)
looked into the relationship between one experienced secondary school EFL teacher’s beliefs
and classroom practices, the findings of which showed that there was not one-to-one
correspondence between the teacher’s beliefs and his instructional practices. In what ways
teachers’ beliefs influence their classroom practices was searched in the study conducted by
Farrell and Ives (2014). The results indicated that the participating second language reading
teacher’s classroom practices relatively reflected their beliefs. Furthermore, articulating and
reflecting on beliefs helped teachers become more aware of how their beliefs impacted their
classroom practices.
Another study depicting the mismatch between teachers’ stated beliefs and classroom
practices was carried out by Graham, Santos and Brophy (2014). The investigation was
done to find out whether there was a congruency between teachers’ beliefs about listening in
a foreign language and their instructional practices. The results revealed that though the
participants’ stated belief was teaching students how to listen more effectively, however,
their classroom practices depended on task completion. One of the studies suggesting that
teachers’ instructional practices may not always epitomize their beliefs was conducted by
Farrell and Bennis (2013). In that study, such a mismatch was expounded partially by
contextual factors. The extent to which student teachers’ beliefs affected their classroom
practices was examined in the research undertaken by Mak (2011), which revealed how
conflicting beliefs could affect a student teacher’s classroom practices in teaching practice
and his learning process.
SEFLTs commence their education in initial English language teacher education programs
with the beliefs developed during their previous experiences as learners, and which carry on
developing as SEFLTs take courses and do their practicum. The open-to-change and develop beliefs obviously affect both student and practicing teachers’ instructional practices
either positively or negatively. Considering the scarcity of research aiming to unfold SEFLTs’
language learning beliefs, and to explore if SEFLTs’ beliefs about language learning change
in accord with year of study, this paper could broaden the existing body of knowledge on:
a) What are SEFLTs’ language learning beliefs?
b) Do SEFLTs’ language learning beliefs change siginificantly in accord with their year
of study?
2. Method
2.1. Research Design
Survey research design was used in this study in that, as stated by Creswell (2012), survey
research designs “… are procedures in quantitative research in which investigators
administer a survey to a sample or to the entire population of people to describe attitudes,
opinions, behaviors, or characteristics of the population” (p. 376.). Towards the end of the
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academic year 2018-2019, the participants, whose profile information is documented in
subsection 2.3, were informed about the purpose of the study, and the ones willing to
participate in the study were given the questionnaire during class hours by getting
permission from the instructor teaching the group. The participants were allocated 25
minutes to fill out BALLI.
2.2. BALLI and analysis of the data gathered from BALLI
BALLI is developed by Horwitz (1987) to uncover learners’ beliefs as regards language
learning. The 34-item-inventory assesses language learners’ beliefs in five major areas
subsuming a) difficulty of language learning, b) foreign language aptitude, c) the nature of
language learning, d) learning and communication strategies, and e) motivation and
expectations on a 5-point likert scale ranging from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (5).
The collected data from the BALLI was analyzed by calculating percentages for each belief to
seek answer to the first research question of what SEFLTs’ beliefs about language learning
are, and one-way ANOVA was conducted to find out answer to the second research question
of whether SEFLTs’ beliefs about language learning statistically change in accord with their
year of study.
2.3. Participants
Table 1 below displays the demographic information about the participants.
Table 1. Demographic information about the participants
Gender
Year of Study N
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year

%
50
52
57
41

25
26
28,5
20,5

Age
F
30
34
40
28

M
20
18
17
13

Mean
20,28
20,86
22,78
23,29

As can be seen in Table 1, 25% (n= 50) of the participants in this study were freshmen, 26%
(n=52) of the respondents were sophomores, 28,5 % (n= 57) of the respondents were juniors,
and the remaining 20,5 % (n= 41) of the participants were seniors. The majority of the
participants, 132 of a total of 200 respondents, were female and the rest of the respondents,
68, were male. The mean age of the first-year students was 20,28, the one for the secondyear students was 20,86, 22,78 was the mean age of the third year students, and the one
for the fourth year students was 23,79.
3. Findings
3.1. Findings regarding difficulty of language learning
The first area in BALLI is related to the beliefs in difficulty of language learning. Table 2
demonstrates percentage values pertinent to the beliefs in difficulty of language learning.
Table 2. Percentage values for the beliefs as regards difficulty of language learning
Belief
Some languages are easier to learn than others.
English is 1 a) a very difficult language, 2 b) a
difficult language, 3 c) a language of medium
difficulty, 4 d) an easy language, 5 d) a very
easy language.
I believe that I will learn to speak English very well.
If someone spent one hour a day learning English
how long would it take them to speak it
very well? 1 a) less than a year, 2 b) 1-2 years,
3 c) 3-5 years, 4 d) 5-10 years, 5 e) You can’t learn
English in 1 hour a day.
It is easier to speak than to understand English

1
1
5

2
3,5
6,5

3
14,5
52,5

4
50
36

5 (%)
31
4,5

1,5
9,5

1,5
36

12,5
21,5

36,5
7,5

48
15,5

13,5

43,5

20

19,5

3
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It is easier to read and write English than to speak
and understand it

4

16,5

28

30

21,5

Table 2 shows that a substantial number of participants (81%) either agree or strongly agree
with the belief “some languages are easier to learn than the others”. With respect to the
difficulty of English, more than half of the participants considered that English was a
language of medium difficulty. The percentages for the third item concerning the belief in
being able to speak English well indicate that an overwhelming number of the participants
believe that they can learn to speak English very well. The percentages demonstrated in
Table 2 also show that the participants have diverse beliefs in regard to the time required to
learn to speak English very well. The following percentage values reveal that 57% of the
participants do not agree with the belief that speaking is easier than understanding English.
In addition, Table 2 depicts that half of the participants either agree or strongly agree with
the belief that “it is easier to read and write English than to speak and understand it.
3.2. Findings regarding foreign language aptitude
Table 3 illustrates percentage values pertaining to the beliefs in foreign language aptitude.
Table 3. Percentage values for the beliefs in foreign language aptitude
Belief
1
It is easier for children than adults to learn a foreign
1
language.
Some people have a special ability for learning foreign
1
languages.
It is easier for someone who already speaks a foreign
5
language to learn another one.
I have a special ability for learning foreign languages.
2,5
Women are better than men at learning foreign languages.23
People who are good at mathematics or science are not
40,5
good at learning foreign languages.
People who speak more than one language are very
3
intelligent.
People from my country are good at learning English.
22,5
Everyone can learn to speak English.
1,5

2
10

3
8

4
45,5

5(%)
35,5

5,5

9,5

41

43

4

15,5

48

32

16,5
38
41

40,5
27
14,5

31
93
2

9,5

16

29

29,5

22,5

52,5
8

17,5
7

6,5
46

1
37,5

2

The percentage values for the first belief in Table 3 shows that a substantial number of
participants believe that learning a foreign language is easier for children than adults.
Similarly, 84% of the participants believe that some people are born with a special aptitude
to learn foreign languages. As displayed in Table 3, the belief in the easiness of learning
another foreign language owing to being able to speak a foreign language is held by most of
the participants. The percentages belonging to the belief “I have a special ability for learning
foreign languages” show that the participants have divergent views on this belief because
40,5% of the participants are neutral, while %31 participants choose the option “agree” in
this belief. Moreover, Table 3 indicates that most of the participants either disagree or
strongly disagree upon the belief that women are more successful in learning foreign
languages, and 27% of the participants neither agree nor disagree with the belief. The
percentages for the following belief show that the majority of the participants do not agree
with the belief in correlating success in math and science with the success in learning
foreign languages in that 81,5 %of the participants either disagree or strongly disagree with
this belief. More than half of the participants believe that “people who speak more than one
language are very intelligent” while 29% of the participants opt for neutral for this belief.
Aside from these, Table 3 also displays percentage values for the belief “people from my
country are good at learning English”. The majority of the participants do not believe that
people in Turkey are good at learning English; nevertheless, 83,5 %of the participants agree
on the belief that everyone has ability to learn to speak English.
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3.3 Findings regarding the nature of language learning
Table 4 demonstrates the percentage for the third area in BALLI, the nature of language
learning.
Table 4. Percentages for the beliefs in the nature of language learning
Belief
1
English is structured in the same way as Turkish.
35,5
It is necessary to know about English-speaking cultures in2,5
order to speak English.
It is best to learn English in an English-speaking country.5
The most important part of learning a foreign language is 1
learning vocabulary.
The most important part of learning a foreign language is 11
learning grammar.
Learning a foreign language is different from learning
5
other academic subjects.
The most important part of learning English is learning
13
how to translate from my native language.

2
46,5
12,5

3
18
20

4
47

5 (%)
18

6
15,5

8,5
26

36
46,5

49
11

43

23

20

3

8

20

48,5

23

30,5

30

23

3,5

Table 4 shows that an overwhelming number of the participants disagree with the belief that
Turkish and English are structured in the same way. 65% of the participants prefer either
“agree” or “strongly agree” on the belief in the necessity for knowing English-speaking
cultures to speak English. The majority of the participants overwhelmingly believe that
learning English in an English-speaking country is the best. The following belief in Table 4
is about the importance of vocabulary learning in foreign language learning, and the values
show that more than half of the participants agree with the belief that learning vocabulary is
the most important part of learning a foreign language, whilst 26% of the participants are
neutral about this belief. The percentage values for the belief in perceiving learning grammar
as the most significant part of foreign language learning indicate that more than half of the
participants disagree with this belief. As depicted in Table 4, for most of the participants,
learning a foreign language is different from learning other academic subjects. The values
for the last item in Table 4 mean that, according to 43,5% of the participants, learning how
to translate from native language is the most essential part of foreign language learning,
whereas 30% of the participants do not agree or disagree with this belief.
3.4. Findings regarding the beliefs in learning and communication strategies
The percentage for learning and communication strategies obtained from the analysis are
presented in Table 5 below.
Table 5. Percentage values for learning and communication strategies
Belief
1
It is important to repeat and practice a lot.
It is important to practice in the language laboratory.
15
It is important to speak English with an excellent
1
pronunciation.
You shouldn't speak anything in English until you can say 42,5
it correctly.
I enjoy practicing English with the native speakers I meet. 1,5
It's OK to guess if you don't know a word in English.
1
I feel self-conscious as speaking English in front of other 9

2
32,5
18

3
2,5
37,5
24

4
33,5
10
32,5

5 (%)
64
5
24,5

46,5

5,5

5,5

-

2,5
3
25

12,5
27,5
24,5

38
47
29,5

45,5
21,5
12

26,5

16

33,5

11,5

people.
If you are allowed to make mistakes in the beginning, it

12,5

will be hard to get rid of them later on.
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As displayed in Table 5, almost all the participants in this study agreedwith the belief that it
is significant to repeat and practice a lot. The analysis of the data for the following belief
yield that 47,5 % of the participants either disagree or strongly disagree with the belief that
“it is important to practice in the language laboratory”, while 37,5% of the participants
neither agree nor disagree with this belief. Table 5 also demonstrates that it is important for
57% of the participants to speak English with an excellent pronunciation whilst 24% of the
participants stirred a middle course in this belief. As presented in Table 5, a substantial
number of participants do not believe “you shouldn’t say anything in English until you can
say it correctly”. Most of the participants (83,5%) either agree or strongly agree with the
belief “If I heard someone speaking English, I would go up to them so that I could practice
speaking it”. Table 5 displays that 68,5%of the participants believe guessing is OK if you
don’t know a word in English, and 27,5% of the participants neither agreed nor disagreed
with this belief. The participants seem to have differing views about feeling self-conscious as
speaking English in front of other people in that 25% of the participants disagree with this
belief, %29,5 of the participants agree it, and 24,5% were neutral about it. As depicted in
Table 5, for the belief “if you are allowed to make mistakes in the beginning, it will be hard
to get rid of them later on”, while 39% of the participants either disagree or strongly disagree
with this belief, 45% of the participants either agree or strongly agree with this belief, and
the remaining 16% neither agree nor disagree.
3.5. Findings regarding the beliefs in motivation and expectations
Table 6 presents the percentage belonging to the last major area in BALLI, motivation and
expectations.
Table 6. Percentage for the beliefs in motivation and expectations
Belief
If I get to speak English very well, I will have many 5
opportunities to use it.
If I learn English very well, it will help me get a good job.
People in my country feel that it is important to speak
English.
I would like to learn English so that I can get to know its
speakers better.

1
2

2
6

3
53,5

4
38

5

1
6,5

1
25,5

1
14

34
40

63
14

-

3

14

37

46

As demonstrated in Table 6, 91,5% of the participants agree with the belief that the ability
in speaking English provides lots of opportunities to use it. Similar to the high percentage
representing the participants agreeing with the first belief, an overwhelming number of
participants agree with the belief that learning English very well will help them get a good
job. The belief “people in my country feel that it is important to speak English” is either
agreed or strongly agreed upon by 64 % of the participants. The last belief as regards the
desire to learn English to get to know its speakers better is either agreed or strongly agreed
by most of the participants.
3.2. Findings with regard to the differences in language learning beliefs over year of
study
The second research question in this study was posed to scrutinize whether or not SEFLTs’
beliefs about language learning change siginificantly in accord with their year of study.
Table 7 displays the beliefs in which the ANOVA analysis yielded a statistically significant
difference.
Table 7. Anova results of the beliefs in BALLI with a statistically significant difference
Belief
It is easier for children than adults
to learn a foreign language.
Some languages are easier to learn
than others.

sum of squares
13,083

df
3

6,303

3

Mean square
4,3
2,101
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If I heard speaking English, I would
go up to them so that I could practice
speaking it.
It is easier for someone who already
speaks a foreign language to learn
another one.
I have a special ability for learning
foreign languages.
Learning a foreign language is
different from learning other
academic subjects.
The most important part of learning a
foreign language is learning how to
translate from my native language.
Everyone can learn to speak a foreign
language.

7,054

3

2,351

3,180 ,025

5,372

3

1,791

2,707 ,046

15,496

3

5,165

6,357 ,000

7,489

3

2,496

3,322 ,021

10,486

3

3,489

3,189 ,025

8,258

3

2,753

3,178 ,025

As illustrated in Table 7, there is a statistically significant difference in the belief “it is easier
for children than adults to learn a foreign language” between the beliefs of the participants
according to their year of study. The post hoc analysis was conducted so as to figure out
between which groups the difference existed, revealing that the difference stemmed from the
data collected from the first-year students. The statistically significant difference in the
second belief originated from the fourth-year students, which was again revealed by post
hoc analysis. “If I heard someone speaking English, I would go up to them so that I could
practice speaking it”, and “it is easier for someone who already speaks a foreign language to
learn another one” are among the beliefs with a statistically significant difference between
groups, which results from the responses received from the first-year students. The
statistically significant difference in the belief “I have a special ability to learn foreign
languages” results from the second- and fourth-year students. The statistically significant
differences in the belief in viewing foreign language learning different from learning other
academic subjects, and in regarding translating from native language as the most important
part of foreign language learning derive from the first-year students’ responses to these
beliefs. Additionally, Table 7 demonstrates that there is a statistically significant difference
in the belief that everyone can learn to speak a foreign language, springing from the
responses of the fourth-year students.
Discussion and Conclusion
This research was undertaken with a view to unearthing language learning beliefs of SEFLTs
and exploring whether SEFLTs’ language learning beliefs change with reference to their year
of study. The findings in relation to the difficulty of language learning revealed that most of
the participants agreed with the belief that some languages are easier to learn than others,
paralleling the results in the studies undertaken by Asassfeh (2013) and Altan (2012).
Concerning the difficulty of English, the
results in this study vary form the studies conducted by Altan (2012) as the percentage of
the participants viewing English as a language of medium difficulty is higher than the one in
the research done by Altan (2010). The results in Asassfeh’s (2010) study show that the
mean value for this belief suggests that most of the participants did not perceive English as
a difficult language. Similar to the findings in this paper, the results of the research by Altan
(2012) indicate that SEFLTs have distinct views regarding the length of time required to
learn to speak English, which brings to the forefront the impact of individual differences on
language learning because learning to speak English may not require considerable effort
and a long time for some learners whereas others might experience acute problems with
speaking English.
Speaking English is estimated to be harder as opposed to understanding it specifically in
EFL contexts inasmuch as EFL learners have inadequate opportunities for practicing
speaking. In line with the prevailing view, the participants in this research, the ones
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participating in the studies carried out by Altan (2012) and Asassfeh (2013) disagreed with
the belief that speaking English is easier than understanding it. The issue worth pondering
on is if these prospective teachers put aside working on trying to develop their students’
speaking skills due to their belief in the difficulty of learning to speak English. The findings
of this study as to the belief that reading and writing English is easier than speaking and
understanding it correlates with the findings of the research by Altan (2012) as while 45% of
the participants either agreed or strongly agreed with this belief, the value in this study for
the same options is 51,5%. The mean value for this belief in the study by Asassfeh (2013) is
2,78, which seems to be different from the one in this study. SEFLTs’ beliefs in the
difference between adult and young learners in learning a foreign language indicated the
parallelism between this study and the ones carried out by Altan (2012), and Asassfeh
(2013) because in these three studies the majority of the participants either agreed or
strongly agreed with this belief. With regard to the special aptitude to learn a foreign
language, SEFLTs in this study appear to hold a stronger belief in the special ability to learn
a foreign language possessed by some people contrary to the participants in the study by
Altan (2013). The finding in relation to the participants’ beliefs in their ability for learning
foreign languages indicates the lack of a strong belief in their ability to learn foreign
languages, while the percentage of the participants believing in having a special ability to
learn foreign languages in Altan’ study (2012) is higher than the one in this study and in
Asassfeh’s study (2013). Though the participants believe that they do not have the aptitude
to learn foreign languages, they have learned English, which indicates that success in
foreign language learning cannot be linked solely to aptitude but also several other factors
such as hard work, high levels of motivation, practicing, recycling etc. SEFLTs may motivate
their prospective students to persist in studying hard to learn English rather than
demotivating them by stating that they do not have a special aptitude to learn English, yet
have learned it. In this research, participants’ belief in the facilitative power of knowledge of
one foreign language in learning another one is evidently strong, which is not in parallel
with the study by Asassfeh (2013), in that the mean value for this belief is 3,61.
The belief in the effect of gender on language learning is also scrutinized in BALLI and the
results revealed participants’ disagreement with the belief that women are better than men,
which does not parallel the research by Altan (2012) as the percentage representing the
participants agreeing with this belief is higher. The results in this study could be accepted
as promising in terms of maintaining a positive attitude towards both male and female
students in the classroom. A substantial number of SEFLTs taking part in this study
disagreed with the belief that people who are good at mathematics and science are not good
learning foreign languages while the percentage for the same option is lower in the study by
Altan (2012), and a similar result in terms of higher number of participants disagreeing with
this belief was also obtained in the study by Asassfeh (2013). The belief in the correlation
between intelligence and being able to speak more than one foreign language was agreed by
slightly more than half of the participants, revealing the similarity between the results in
this study and those in other studies (Altan, 2012; Asassfeh, 2013). The finding as with the
ability of Turkish people in learning foreign languages shows that the majority of SEFLTs do
not believe that Turkish people have the ability to learn foreign languages, which stands in
contrast to the result in the research by Altan (2012) as in that study only 20% of the
participants disagreed with this belief. Teacher educators need to strive for breaking down
the prejudice among Turkish SEFLTs about the widely taken for granted misconception of
Turkish people’s failure in learning English; otherwise, how can today’s preservice
tomorrow’s in-service teachers promote their students to study harder to accomplish the
objective of being capable of using English as a means of communication. Promisingly, the
belief that everyone can learn to speak a foreign language was agreed upon by the majority
of the participants.
Structural differences between Turkish and English were acknowledged by most of the
participants, which is in line with the research by Altan (2012). Learning about Englishspeaking cultures was recognized as necessary in foreign language learning by the majority
of the participants, the studies by Asassfeh (2013) and Altan (2012) report similar results.
The effectiveness of ESL and EFL learning has been examined in a huge bundle studies, and
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the participants of this study overwhelmingly agreed with the belief that it is best to learn
English in an English-speaking country. Likewise, most of the participants agreed with this
belief in the research conducted by Altan (2012) and Asassfeh (2013). The study carried out
by Allen (2013) also reported the belief of teachers of French as a foreign language in the
high probabability of increasing proficiency in French by studying in France.
The
participants’ belief in the importance of learning vocabulary in learning a foreign language
could be an indicative of the influence of their previous language learning experiences and
foreshadow their instructional practices in the future, which are likely to concentrate on
vocabulary teaching because, as asserted by Fives and Buehl (2012), teachers’ beliefs could
function as “guides” and “frames”. In this study, more participants than the ones in Altan’s
study (2012) disagreed with the belief that learning grammar is the most important of
learning a foreign language, which is encouraging for their prospective teaching practices
because the complaint commonly verbalized in Turkey about ELT is centering teaching on
grammar. The belief that learning a foreign language is different from learning other
academic subjects is another strongly held belief among the participants in this study and
in the one conducted by Altan (2012). The belief that learning how to translate from my
native language constitutes the most important part of learning a foreign language was
disagreed by 43,5%, which may be perceived as another promising result because being able
to translate from native language could be just one of the outcomes of learning English not
the most important part of learning English.
The highest percentage value belongs to the belief in the significance of repeating and
practicing a lot in learning foreign languages in this study and similar results were attained
in the studies done by (Altan, 2012; Asassfeh, 2013). In the study by Tang and Tian (2014),
it was revealed that the participants had the strongest beliefs in learning and
communication strategies, which is similar to the case in this study in that the strongest
belief is the one in the significance of practicing and repeating a lot, subsumed under the
area of learning and communication strategies. Now that they endorse the importance of
practice and repetition in foreign language learning, they can stimulate their prospective
students to practice a lot too. The belief regarding the importance of speaking with excellent
pronunciation was agreed by the majority of the participants as was the case in other
studies (Altan, 2012; Asassfeh, 2013). Speaking English with excellent pronunciation is no
longer a matter because intelligibility is what matters; for this reason, teacher educators
may talk to SEFLTs about the fact that English teachers need to work on supporting their
students in attaining intelligibility in place of excellent pronunciation. The values belonging
to the belief in delaying speaking until one can speak correctly is promising in that 89%
disagreed with this belief. Likewise, a substantial number of participants in the research by
Altan (2012) and Asassfeh (2013) disagreed with this belief. The belief in making use of any
chance for practicing speaking by trying to engage in communication with people speaking
English was endorsed by the majority of the participants, who will probably encourage their
students to do so in the future too. The findings in this study regarding guessing if a word is
not known are in line with the existing research in the literature in that the majority of the
participants evaluated guessing as appropriate providing the meaning of a word is not
known. SEFLTs have different views concerning feeling self-conscious as speaking in front of
other people because and such a variation in the preferences in also depicted in the study
by Altan (2012). Teacher educators can create chances for SEFLTs to engage in
communication in front of people like class or group discussions to help them cope with
their anxiety, and in doing so, SEFLTs may do the same thing for their prospective students
suffering from high level of anxiety.
The results in regard to beliefs in motivation and expectations are in line with the findings of
the stud done by Asassfeh (2013) because similar to the motivation and expectations of
SEFLTs in this research, the majority of the SEFLTs in that study wanted to learn English
for better job opportunities. The findings in this study also yielded that more than half of the
participants believed that Turkish people attached importance to learning to speak English.
Since the SEFLTs appear to be aware of the importance of learning English, they are likely
to stimulate their students to study harder to learn English through the medium of
highlighting the significance of English in today’s world.
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The literature encompasses scarce number of studies exploring if or not PSEFLTs’ beliefs
about language learning change in accord with their year of study; as a result, the number
of studies to be referred to will be limited as discussing the findings of this study. The
results showed that a statistically significant difference was observed in eight beliefs: four
associated with beliefs about foreign language aptitude, 2 related to the nature of language
learning, 1 linked to difficulty of language learning and 1 affiliated with learning and
communication strategies. Similarly, the study conducted by Siew and Wong (2010) also
reported that student teachers’ beliefs about language learning were stable over 14 months
with only slight changes in 8 beliefs in BALLI. In the same vein, the findings in the research
by Peacock (2001) demonstrated no change in student teachers’ beliefs about language
learning over three years of academic study.
The post hoc analysis revealed most of the statistically significant differences resulted from
the first-year SEFLTs in this research; likewise, the statistically significant differences
between the beliefs of SEFLTs about language learning figured out in the research by
Asassfeh (2013) derived from the preferences of the first-year students. In this research, the
beliefs “some languages are easier to learn than others”, “I have a special ability for learning
foreign languages” and “everyone can learn to speak English” originates from the responses
of the fourth-year SEFLTs. Taking into account the academic education received for four or
five years, interestingly enough, senior students have a weaker belief in the ability to learn
to speak a foreign language exisiting in everyone, which could have unwanted projections in
their prospective instructional practices like ignoring or spending less time on developing
students’ speaking skills. Not holding a strong belief in having a special aptitude to learn
foreign languages might get prospective English teachers to draw their students’ attention to
the importance of devoting effort into learning English, which might help activate students
to take control of their language learning.
In other beliefs yielding a statistically significant difference, the difference stems from the
responses of the freshmen. The mean values for first-year SEFTLs’ preferences as to the
beliefs “it is easier for children than adults to learn foreign languages”, “I enjoy practicing
English with the native speakers I meet”, “it is easier for someone who speaks a foreign
language to learn another one”,and “learning a foreign language is different from learning
other academic subjects” are lower than the mean values belonging to other SEFLTs in this
study. Holding weaker beliefs as regards enjoying practicing English with native speakers,
deeming foreign language learning different from other academic subjects may be linked to
the first-year SEFLTs’ previous English language learning experiences at primary and
secondary education, because it has been repeatedly asserted that, in Turkey, ELT is based
on teaching grammar, and preparing students for tests; consequently, the time allocated to
practicing speaking in classroom, let alone practicing English with native speakers, is
limited.
These beliefs may not stay stable after taking language acquisition and
methodology courses, because as reported in the studies by Levin and He (2008) and Levin,
He and Allen (2013), teacher education programs constitute an integral part in the
formation and development of teachers’ beliefs.
The crucial role of teacher education programs in development of student teachers’ beliefs
about grammar teaching was depicted in the research by Graus and Coppen (2015) via
demonstrating the change in student teachers’ beliefs from form-focused and explicit to
meaning-focused and implicit instruction. Another issue to bear in mind is the
incompatibilities between what teachers believe about how teaching needs to be conducted
and how they teach. Such a mismatch might spring from the impact of contextual factor, as
suggested in the research by Graham, Santos and Brophy (2014), and Farrell and Bennis
(2013). This raises the question of whether or not teacher educators need to do nothing
about changing the mistaken beliefs about language learning, for instance beliefs in viewing
teaching grammar or learning to translate from native language as the most important part
of language learning. SEFLTs can be equipped with the necessary skills to cope with
contextual demands and educated about the fact that they can prepare their students for
exams but at the same time help them improve their proficiency in all skills. If we want to
see more EFL teachers in the field working voluntarily to accomplish the goal of educating
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EFL learners using English as a medium of communication, the initial point might be
designated as teacher education programs to take initiatives to change SEFLTs mistaken
beliefs about language learning.
Teachers’ beliefs, the sources of which can be external and/or internal, and the development
of which is unlikely to cease, could seriously impinge on teachers’ classroom practices. In
view of the fact that past learning experiences are an integral component of teacher beliefs,
SEFLTs begin to study at foreign language teacher education program with the beliefs they
have formed in their prior educational lives, which are prone to develop in the program due
to the courses offered such as school experience and teaching practice, discussions to be
engaged in with teacher educators and/or other SEFLTs, etc. Such a significant construct
needs to be investigated more and teacher educators have bounden duty to unfold SEFLTs’
beliefs about language learning, which are likeldy to mirror how they will teach English in
field placements and after graduation. By doing so, they can aid SEFLTs in learning to teach
English appropriately, and in changing the mistaken beliefs that might adversely impact
their instructional practices.
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Abstract
Effective use of materials in language education contexts undoubtedly promotes learning
processes. In that sense, European Portfolio for Student Teachers of Languages (EPOSTL)
provides self-assessment items for prospective language teachers to reflect on their
performances regarding the classroom resources. This study investigated the reflections of
prospective foreign language teachers on their practices with respect to resources in order to
reveal the problematic aspects in their implementations. Participants were the prospective
foreign language teachers studying at an English Language Teaching (ELT) department.
Quantitative inquiry was employed to collect data from the participants. Self-assessment
statements in the Resources part of the EPOSTL were turned into Likert-type items ranging
from strongly agree to strongly disagree. Sum statistics were presented in number (n),
percentage (%), mean (X̄), and standard deviation (Sd.). Numerical variables of the study
were evaluated through Independent Samples T-Test, and p<0.05 value was accepted as
significance level. The findings showed that the participants have problems in Information
and Communication Technology (ICT) related issues in language education contexts. The
findings also showed that the variables of sex and preparatory class education did not affect
the participants’ reflections on resources. The study concluded with several implications
dealing with these problems of prospective foreign language teachers.
Key Words: EPOSTL, resources, prospective ELT teachers, reflections
Introduction
The European Portfolio for Student Teachers of Languages (EPOSTL) was developed as a
standard self-assessment tool for student teachers of languages to reflect on their practices
in language education contexts. Through 193 descriptors in the Self-Assessment Part,
student teachers of languages can assess their knowledge, competences, and skills.
Furthermore, they can keep track of their progress by recording their experiences in
language education (Burkert & Schwienhorst, 2008; Mirici, 2015; Newby, 2012; Yüce,
2019). It was developed by the European Centre for Modern Languages (ECML) of the
Council of Europe (CoE), and became publicly available in 2007. Student teachers of
languages are expected to reflect on their competences through 193 descriptors presented
under seven main categories (Newby, Allan, Fenner, Jones, Komorowska and Soghikyan,
2007). These seven categories and related sub-categories (Newby, et al., 2007, p.6) are
presented in the following table (Table 1) as:
Table 1 Categories and Sub-Categories of Descriptors
Categories
Context

Methodology

Sub-Categories
Curriculum
Aims and Needs
The Role of the Language Teacher
Institutional Resources and Constraints
Speaking/Spoken Interaction
Writing/Written Interaction
Listening
Reading
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Grammar
Vocabulary
Culture
Resources
Lesson Planning
Conducting a Lesson

Independent Learning

Assessment of Learning

Identification of Learning Objectives
Lesson Content
Organisation
Using Lesson Plans
Content
Interaction with Learners
Classroom Management
Classroom Language
Learner Autonomy
Homework
Projects
Portfolios
Virtual Learning Environments
Extra-curricular Activities
Designing Assessment Tools
Evaluation
Self- and Peer Assessment
Language Performance
Culture
Error Analysis

Harmer (2007) states that it becomes difficult for language teachers to make choices
regarding resources in education contexts as there are many options available. In this
regard, this study focused on the reflections of the prospective foreign language teachers in
terms of resources. The research questions of the study are:
1. What are the mean scores of the prospective ELT teachers with respect to their
reflections on the items regarding resources stated in the EPOSTL?
2. Is there a significant difference between the participants in terms of their sex?
3.

Is there a significant difference between the participants in terms of their
preparatory class education attendance?
Method

Participants
The study was conducted at an English Language Teaching Department (ELT) of a public
university. There were 36 participants in total who took part in the study on voluntary
basis. Features of the participants were summarized in Table 2 as follows:
Table 2 Demographic Profiles of the Participants
Profiles
Sex

Age
Preparatory Class Education
Graduated High School Type

Category
Male
Female
22
23
24
25
Yes
No
Anatolian High School
Teacher Training A. H. S.
General High School

n
7
29
17
13
5
1
27
9
20
6
10
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Data Collection
The study collected data from the participants through quantitative inquiry. Selfassessment statements in the Resources part of the EPOSTL (Newby, et al., 2007, p.31)
were adapted into Likert-type items ranging from strongly agree to strongly disagree.
Data Analysis
Number (n), percentage (%), mean (X̄), and standard deviation (Sd.) were used for Sum
statistics. Independent Samples T-Test was used to compare the mean scores of the
variables. p<0.05 value was accepted as significance level. Cronbach’s Alpha (α) value was
calculated for reliability of the items, and it was found acceptable (α = .81). Results were
presented descriptively in the end.
Findings
There were 11 self-assessment items in the data collection tool, and reflections of the
prospective ELT teachers were investigated in the first question through these items. The
results were presented in the following table (Table 3):
Table 3 Reflections of Prospective ELT Teachers on Resources
Self-Assessment Items Regarding Resources
1.I can identify and evaluate a range of coursebooks/materials
appropriate for the age, interests and the language level of the learners
2.I can select those texts and language activities from coursebooks
appropriate for my learners.
3.I can locate and select listening and reading materials appropriate for
the needs of my learners from a variety of sources, such as literature,
mass media and the Internet.
4.I can make use of ideas and materials included in teachers’ handbooks
and resource books.
5.I can design learning materials and activities appropriate for my
learners.
6.I can recommend dictionaries and other reference books useful for my
learners.
7.I can guide learners to produce materials for themselves and for other
learners.
8.I can select and use ICT materials and activities in the classroom which
are appropriate for my learners.
9.I can design ICT materials and activities appropriate for my learners
10.I can guide learners to use the Internet for information retrieval.
11.I can use and critically assess ICT learning programmes and platforms.

X̄

Sd.

4.16
4.08

.69
.73

4.13

0.79

4.02

0.65

4.33

0.79

4.08

0.84

4.08

0.73

3.86

0.76

3.80
4.05
3.77

0.74
0.67
0.76

Total

4.03

0.43

According to Table 3, the lowest scores were obtained from three items regarding
Information and Communication Technology (ICT). Firstly, the 8 th item was “I can select and
use ICT materials and activities in the classroom which are appropriate for my learners.”, and
the participants were undecided on the statement (X̄=3.86). Secondly, the 9th item was “I
can design ICT materials and activities appropriate for my learners.”, and the participants
were undecided on the statement (X̄=3.80). Thirdly, the 11th item was “I can use and
critically assess ICT learning programmes and platforms.”, and the participants were
undecided on the statement (X̄=3.77). Lastly, the participants had an overall of X̄=4.03, this
meant that they agreed with the self-assessment items in general.
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Independent Samples T-Test was used to investigate whether there was difference between
the female participants and the male participants. The results showed that there was not a
significant difference between the participants in terms of their sex (p>0.05). The following
table (Table 4) shows the results for this research question as:
Table 4 Results in Terms of Sex
SEX
Male
Female
*p>0.05

n
7
29

X̄
3.84
4.08

Sd.
0.45
0.42

df
34

t
1.31

p
.197*

The third research question focused on the variable of preparatory class education
attendance, and it was found that there was not a significant difference between the
participants in terms of preparatory class education attendance (p>0.05). The following table
(Table 5) demonstrates the results for this research question as:
Table 5 Results in Terms of Preparatory Class Education Attendance
Preparatory Class
Yes
No
*p>0.05

n
27
9

X̄
4.00
4.13

Sd.
0.47
0.32

df
34

t
.73

p
.468*

Discussion and Conclusion
The prospective ELT teachers’ reflections on resources were investigated in this study. The
study primarily reported that the prospective ELT teachers seem to have problems in terms
of ICT materials. However, sex and preparatory class education attendance prior to faculty
education do not result in a difference on the prospective ELT teachers’ reflections on
resources. The results of this study supported the previous results in the literature. For
example, Yüce (2019a) indicated that while prospective ELT teachers had problems in
several aspects in terms of teacher roles; sex and prior education experience did not result
in a difference between the prospective ELT teachers. Thus, it can be stated that the
EPOSTL applications through the descriptors can be helpful for language education
departments in order to reveal problematic aspects of their education contexts. The EPOSTL
is strongly suggested in the literature to enhance the quality in programs regarding
language teacher education (Arıkan &Zorba, 2016; Bergil & Sarıçoban, 2017; Hoxa &
Tafani, 2015; Mirici & Hergüner, 2015).
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Abstract
Recent studies reveal that majority of teachers lack awareness concerning learning
disabilities, leading to an increased need for professional trainings about learning
difficulties. The lack of awareness and knowledge of teachers potentially hinders
learners with dyslexia who predominantly struggle with reading and writing in L1 and
L2. In Turkey, despite the apparent need for professional trainings, there is no
previous research about EFL teachers’ awareness of dyslexia. The purpose of this
study was to probe the change in teachers’ awareness and practices after a five-week
INSET program. The volunteer, twelve EFL teachers showing high motivation and
determination to learn and transform their practice participated in workshops lasting
five hours each week. The qualitative data was obtained through the open-ended
questionnaire and semi-structured in-depth interviews. Findings showed that the
participating EFL teachers’ awareness and classroom practices noticeably changed
after the trainings.
Key words: dyslexia, professional development, dyslexic learners
Özet
Son yapılan çalışmalar, öğretmenlerin büyük çoğunluğunun öğrenme güçlükleri ile ilgili
farkındalıktan yoksun olduklarını ve bu durumun öğrenme güçlüğü konusunda profesyonel
eğitimlere duyulan ihtiyacın artmasına neden olduğunu ortaya koymaktadır. Öğretmenlerin
farkındalık ve bilgi eksikliği, özellikle ana dil ve ikinci yabancı dilde, okuma ve yazmada
güçlük çeken disleksi öğrencilerini engellemektedir. Türkiye’de profesyonel eğitime duyulan
belirgin ihtiyaca rağmen, İngilizce öğretmenlerinin disleksi konusundaki farkındalıkları
hakkında daha önce bir araştırma yapılmamıştır. Bu çalışmanın amacı, beş hafta süren
hizmet-içi programının ardından, öğretmenlerin farkındalık ve uygulamalarındaki değişimi
araştırmaktı. Motivasyonu yüksek, öğrenmeye ve uygulamaya kararlılık gösteren, gönüllü,
on iki İngilizce öğretmeni, her hafta 5 saat süren eğitimlere katıldı. Nitel veriler, açık uçlu
anket formu ve derinlemesine yapılan görüşmeler yolu ile elde edildi. Sonuçlar, katılımcı
İngilizce öğretmenlerinin, farkındalıklarının ve sınıf içi uygulamalarının belirgin bir şeklide
değiştiğini göstermiştir.
Anahtar Kelimeler: disleksi, mesleki gelişim, disleksik öğrenciler
Introduction
It is widely known that teacher knowledge and instructional expertise are directly in
accordance with students’ academic achievement and ‘one size fits all’ philosophy’ leads
many students at continued risk of failure (Lyon & Weiser, 2009). Mills (2006) asserted
what matters most for students with learning difficulties are the commitments and
capabilities of their teachers. Teachers’ positive attitudes and use of appropriate strategies
in dealing with such students play a crucial role in their academic attainment as well as
emotional wellbeing.
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Crombie (2002) argues that ‘‘children with special learning difficulties remain a challenge to
their teachers wherever and whenever these difficulties occur’’ (p.229). Dyslexia is one of the
most common learning disabilities teachers encounter in their classes. It is described as a
disorder manifested by difficulty in learning to read despite conventional instruction,
adequate intelligence, and sociocultural opportunity (Blustein 2013). Dyslexia can be
described as a language-based learning disability, since the severity of reading, writing and
spelling deficits vary across different languages and cultures (Elbeheri et al. 2006). It
affects relatively about 7–10 % of the population across most languages and cultures
(Peterson and Pennington 2012). In Turkey, one out of every 10 children at the age of
formal schooling suffers from dyslexia (Tokar, 2017). Research demonstrates that when
teachers are trained in the early identification of dyslexia and implement planned
intervention, 90 % of the children treated in such a way can be integrated into a
mainstream and inclusive classroom (Dyslexia International, 2014). However, recent studies
with in-service and pre-service teachers reveal that majority of them feel helpless with poor
readers due to the lack of knowledge concerning reading difficulties and specifically
dyslexia, emphasizing the need for professional training (Wadlington & Wadlington, 2005;
Shetty & Rai, 2014).
The aim of this work is to contribute to the field of L2 teacher education through an inset
course specifically designed on dyslexia in language learning. English language education
programs in Turkey do not offer any courses on learning disabilities in L1 and L2 and
graduate students start teaching with lack of knowledge about dyslexic learners in L2
classes. There has been a sprinkling of government initiatives and teacher training in
dyslexia, yet the trainings are generally one-shot, given to large groups of teachers with
mainly theoretical information. In the present study we wanted to find out the effects of an
on-site in-service training on Turkish teachers’ knowledge of dyslexia and their teaching
practices.
Theoretical Framework and Literature Review
The attitudes of educators profoundly affect the way dyslexic students perceive themselves
and their success in school and life (Hellendoorn & Ruijssenaars, 2000). Teachers with
appropriate training are able to support learners who find it difficult to read and write and
increase their potential for learning. Such deeper knowledge and understanding will help
teachers accept differences in children, coming to terms with the various needs of learners
with dyslexia, thus adapting their teaching approach accordingly (Glazzard, 2012).
However, much research base is not accessible to teachers (Hudson, High, & Al Otaiba,
2007), leading to a lack of awareness with apparent misunderstandings among teachers
(Roper, 2010; Reid, 2005). Similarly, Kerr (2001) claims that the very term ‘dyslexia’
appears to induce even experienced teachers into a state of learned helplessness.
Dyslexic learners are likely to encounter a large number of problems when learning foreign
languages (Ganschow & Sparks, 2000; Kormos, Sarkadi, & Csizer, 2009; Kryzak, 2006). It
is generally believed that dyslexic readers having weakness in their L1 are prone to similar
difficulties in their L2 based on the transfer from first language to the other (Olagboyega,
2008). Van der Leij and Morfidi (2006) found evidence to support the transferability for
difficulties in L1 Dutch phonological skills to L2 English as well as showing a low level of
orthographic competence and rapid naming for both languages among poor bilingual
readers. Ganshow, Sparks, and Javosky (1998) claim that linguistic skills relevant in L2
learning such as word recognition, spelling, word or non-word repetition are impaired in
dyslexic language learners. Regular symptoms including weakness in phonological
processing, poor working memory, poor auditory discrimination, confusion over syntax and
faulty auditory sequencing cause impairments regarding the development of L2 reading
skills (Høien & Lundberg, 2000). Students with dyslexia are found to risk losing their
motivation to learn foreign languages and develop symptoms of foreign language anxiety
(Kormos & Kontra, 2008).
Examining the attitudes and expectations of teachers regarding the academic achievement
of dyslexic students in Nederland, Hornstra, Denessen, Bakker, Bergh, and Voeten (2010)
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found a significant correlation between negative attitudes to such learners and poor
teacher-student interaction. The study showed that knowledge of the disorder and
accompanying behaviour amongst teachers had an impact on their teaching practice, in
turn affecting their relationship with their students. Additionally, a descriptive case study
conducted by Erkan, Kızılaslan, and Doğru (2012) aimed to examine how internationally
accepted strategies such as using multisensory techniques, offering frequent revision
opportunities helped a 14 years old dyslexic student having difficulty in reading and writing
in Turkish and learning English as a foreign language. The findings demonstrated that
positive teacher behaviour is highly appreciative for learners with dyslexia. Despite
international evidence that such strategies work well with dyslexic foreign language learners
(Pearson Casanave, 2009), there appears to be insufficient research in Turkey concerning
the use of such strategies. The aim of the present case study was to see how some of these
techniques worked with a dyslexic foreign language learner.
The opinions of Hungarian language teachers, linguistic problems and negative experiences
in the foreign language classes have serious consequences for the language learning
motivation of students with dyslexia (Kormos & Kontra, 2008a, 2008b). In a similar vein,
qualitative research, using open-ended and semi-structured questionnaire about teachers’
awareness and knowledge concerning dyslexia was explored by Jusufi (2014) in Kosova.
The results saliently showed that teachers had misconceptions about the term, and it was
proposed that learners coping with dyslexia were excluded and discriminated in comparison
to non-dyslexic learners due to lack of teacher knowledge. Accordingly, teachers’ need for
consultations with professionals became apparent. Similarly, Lemperou & Chostelidou &
Griva (2011) provided a descriptive study aiming at indicating EFL teachers’ needs for
training in relation to dyslexia. The findings of ninety-four EFL teachers from Greece
showed their desire to become equipped with knowledge and skills to teach dyslexic
students in an inclusive way. The following quotes excerpted from the research reflect
participating EFL teachers’ INSET needs to cope with the dyslexic students’ deficits. One of
the participants said ‘‘I must find out how to assist learners who read slowly or utter words
syllable by syllable. But I do not know how? We all need training.’’ Another participant
emphasized the need for INSET and stated ‘‘Students’ difficulties in reading could be
overcome if teachers are guided through professional help sufficiently.’’ In a similar vein,
Yurdakul & Kırmızı (2014) aimed to determine 226 elementary teachers’ candidates’ level of
knowledge on dyslexia at the Elementary Education Department of Pamukkale University,
in Turkey. The results of the research showed teacher candidates partially accurate with
some existing misconceptions about dyslexia. On the other hand, although they knew
academic, social and behavioral problems of dyslexic individuals, they had no sufficient
knowledge on how to analyze these problems. The findings of their teaching and evaluation
practices demonstrated they need an in-service training when they start the profession. In
a similar qualitative study of Altun, Ekiz, and Odabaşı (2011) with 10 elementary teachers,
it was found that teachers’ approaches for preventing reading difficulties were partly
effective, but teachers perceived themselves inadequate and practical seminars for teachers
were recommended at the end of the study. In line with this, Doğan (2013) studied with 24
Turkish and 24 elementary school teachers to find out their knowledge on learners
struggling with reading. The findings showed none of the participating teachers got full
marks from knowledge test of poor readers and in-service training needs for teachers
emphasized.
Although it is not a teacher’s job to diagnose dyslexia, it is important that teachers have an
accurate understanding of the underlying behavioral and cognitive difficulties associated
with dyslexia so as to identify those that could be at risk and to intervene appropriately. A
number of suggestions have been made to reduce the problems of dyslexic language
learners through developing dyslexia-friendly tasks, materials and short, simple
instructions (Awada & Plana, 2018; Babuder, Kormos, Ratajczak, & Pizorn, 2018; Schneider
& Crombie, 2003). However, most of the studies conducted with EFL teachers revealed
although teachers were aware of the term, dyslexia; they were unable to meet those
learners’ distinct needs due to their lack of knowledge and many had misconceptions
concerning the term and the children with dyslexia.
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Despite high number of dyslexic learners and the importance of early diagnosis,
teachers coming from different disciplines apart from English language teaching are the
participants of Turkish studies about teachers’ knowledge on struggling readers. To our
best knowledge, literature review results revealed no study investigating knowledge of
Turkish EFL teachers on dyslexia. The present study will fill the gap reporting the impact
on INSET, which aimed at raising teachers’ awareness of dyslexia and developing their
teaching practices. The following research questions were addressed in the study:
1. What is the level of Turkish EFL teachers’ knowledge on dyslexia?
2. Is there a change in the awareness and teaching practices of the teachers after
participating in an in-service training program on dyslexia?
Method
Context
In Turkey, there is no exact data available about the rate of dyslexia among children and
dyslexic learners are often exempted from learning a foreign language instead of being given
help to overcome the difficulties they experience. This exemption puts L2 learners with
dyslexia at a serious disadvantage in elementary education, where English language
teaching begins. This study took place in a private elementary school with 180 teachers
and 1300 students in Istanbul, Turkey. Before the term started, all teachers were asked to
indicate the areas they would be interested to develop themselves professionally. Training
on learning disabilities was in the top three among teachers in different fields. As learning
disability is a broad topic, the administration’s decision was to offer trainings on different
types separately. Training days were programmed, teachers were grouped according to their
areas and 12 EFL teachers volunteered for the first term INSET program on dyslexia. The
mean age of participants was 42.56 and their teaching experiences ranged from novice to 30
years. Only 3 out of 12 participating teachers had brief prior training on learning
disabilities. At the time of the present study, all teachers were teaching around 20 hours a
week, and each had 3 or 4 sections from different K12 grades. In the informal talks, all
participating teachers shared their concerns about some students in their classes who they
doubted to have dyslexia or another learning disability. Therefore, all participants showed
high motivation and determination to learn and transform their practice. The INSET took
place in the spring term of 2017-2018 academic years and lasted for five weeks. Each
workshop lasted about 5 hours.
Teacher development program
Wenger’s (1998) Communities of Practice (CoP) became the leading principle underlying the
design of the INSET program. CoP is a system consisting of joint enterprise, mutual
engagement and shared repertoire. Joint enterprise is the discussion made among members
regarding the goals of certain CoP. Mutual engagement refers to members’ sustained
interaction leading to the emergence of different roles and relationships and shared
repertoire consists of all shared resources including tools or language considering the
specific needs of certain CoP. Regarding the principle, each workshop started with teachers’
questions about the implementation of an activity recommended in the previous week. All
sessions included collaborative discussions on how to achieve the effective teaching in
classrooms. Follow-up questions at the end of each session were directed when further
details needed about their practices. In addition, the teachers participated in open class
observation and after class discussions and engaged in active and interactive learning.
They reviewed the learning process and outcomes and shared their concerns/ questions
with other teachers as well as the trainer and worked together for solutions. Teachers’
learning from and with one another around common goals were highly valued during the
trainings. A combination of contact hours, duration and coherence were provided. The
training tutor facilitated participants’ learnings in online meetings and guided them
individually when necessary. Experiences were shared and teachers’ questions were
regularly answered. Furthermore, considering the effectiveness of learners’ engagement
within a professional context (Desimone, 2011), Hunzicker’s (2011) checklist of a
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professional development was adapted. Regarding the characteristics of that checklist
corresponding to principals of CoP, the teachers were engaged in practice- based
professional development that are supportive, job-embedded, instructionally focused,
collaborative and on-going instead of ‘one shot’, ‘sit and get’ model. Experiential learning
approach referring to the process of unique change within the individual was purposefully
extended to make the teachers bring their former experiences as a foundation to engage
with the new (Luneta, 2012) and to motivate them for the new practices and desired
changes (Darling- Hammond & McLaughlin, 2011).
The INSET program was held by an experienced expert who specialized in special education
and dyslexia and currently works as a special education expert in General Administration of
Special Education and Guidance Services, in Ankara, Turkey. The trainings lasted for 5
weeks, 25 hours and 5 workshops in total providing teachers with information in five areas:
definition and identification of dyslexia, the effects of dyslexia in L2, word recognition
strategies for EFL learners with dyslexia, developing reading fluency for EFL learners with
dyslexia and creating dyslexia-friendly materials and activities. In workshop 1, the trainer
informed participants about dyslexia and defined it as a reading difficulty with problems
occurred in accuracy, comprehension, fluency, spelling and writing. In workshop 2,
teachers were acquainted with the concept principles and key indicators of dyslexia with its
effects on L2 learning. The expert specifically exemplified the confusing sounds for dyslexic
learners in Turkish and English. For example, she indicated learners with dyslexia had
difficulty in differentiating ‘b’ and ‘d’ letters in Turkish and ‘t’ and ‘x’ letters in English. She
also emphasized children with dyslexia did not have any mental deficiency. In workshop 3,
the expert suggested EFL teachers to prepare mind maps, present reading texts including
the words dyslexic learners were familiar with the aim of easing word recognition. In
workshop 4, the trainer emphasized the influence of reading fluency on comprehension and
recommended participating teachers to present the skills in a discrete way rather than
integrated. In the last session, teacher participants started applying specific activities into
their teaching such as using rhymes, circling the sounds starting with the same sound,
giving multisensory instructions and integrating visuals.
Data collection tools and analysis
In this research, the qualitative data was obtained through the open-ended questionnaire
adapted from Shetti & Rai (2014) and Jusufi (2014) (Appendix A) and semi-structured
interviews (Appendix B). The eight open-ended questions at the beginning of the study
aimed to find out the extent of teachers’ familiarity with dyslexia. Semi-structured in-depth
interviews, approximately 25-30 minutes in length, to explore the changes in participants’
awareness and teaching practices after dyslexia training process. During the interviews,
teachers were asked questions regarding the effects of the training on their perceptions, and
classroom practices on dyslexia. Each teacher was informed about the audio-recording at
the very beginning of the interview and asked to give informed consent they were also
informed that their identities would be protected.
Findings
Findings of teachers’ knowledge about dyslexia
This part reflects teachers’ knowledge about dyslexia before the INSET program through the
open-ended questionnaire adapted from Shatti, Rai (2014) and Jusufi (2014). The first
question aimed to find out teachers’ knowledge on dyslexia and results revealed that all
participants heard about the term dyslexia before. Nevertheless, they had no clear
knowledge about the definition of dyslexia and how to deal with dyslexic learners. Only
three of them attempted to reply this question and they shared how unsure they were in
defining dyslexia as indicated in the following quotes:
Dyslexia is a common word I heard or read about, but I can’t exactly define it. (T3)
Dyslexia is not a disease or problem that we can cure with operations and medicine. It
requires support from families and special instruction from the teachers. (T 2)
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I believe that early diagnosis, guidance, and support can help reduce the impact of
dyslexia, but I don’t know how, I need to learn it. (T 9)
Concerning the familiarity with the symptoms of dyslexia, some of the teachers (4/12)
defined dyslexic children as having difficulty in reading while another four teachers
mentioned it as troubles in writing as illustrated in the following quotes:
Although I have no clear information in my mind, learners with dyslexia might encounter
with problems in reading accurately and fluently (T 12).
It is certain that I am not knowledgeable enough to answer that question. All I can say is
that learners with dyslexia have tendency to write backwards. (T 8)
On the other hand, one of the teachers mentioned the low intelligence could be the sign
of dyslexia:
If a child has consistent, serious problems in learning process, I become suspicious of
dyslexia and low level of intelligence (T 7)
Regarding the causes of dyslexia, seven teachers supposed that dyslexia can be
inherited whilst some teachers (5/12) assumed it is a neurological problem. Two teachers
also shared their ideas about dyslexic learners’ academic failure and believed dyslexic
learners suffer from low reading fluency which leads to failure in academic achievement as
revealed in the following quotes:
Dyslexic children suffer from reading at a lower level than others. (T 12)
Unfortunately, learners with dyslexia get easily disappointed with their academic
progress. (T 10)
Majority of the teachers (8/12) regarded their role as crucial and significant to find effective
strategies for dyslexic children, improve their learning and overcome the struggles they face
with. Some indicated that their role as teachers is to make these learners feel as equal as
possible without discriminating them from their peers in the class as shown in the following
quotes:
I believe that as teachers, our responsibilities include identifying, guiding and supporting
the child carefully and equally without discriminating from the other fellows in the class. (T 9)
Getting consultancy from experts in the field, asking for help from counselors, being
supportive and patient towards them will impact these kids’ progress. (T 1)
However, some of them (4/12) revealed they are unable to help dyslexic learners due to
the lack of information about the issue as indicated in the following quotes:
Unfortunately, I think we do not have a lot of power and knowledge to help these children
in this issue. Therefore, our duty is to contact the parents or guide children to look for help
from professionals. (T 8)
I believe that we should be trained in pre-service years and take courses on special
education as we still in need of these trainings. (T 6)
Regarding the role of the school in dealing with dyslexic learners, all participants suggested
that the school had significant and multi-faced role. Most indicated the importance of inservice teacher trainings in terms of dyslexia (7/12) and the necessity of employing
professionals and field experts to help children with dyslexia (5/12). They also suggested
that by means of these in-service trainings, the teachers may have an opportunity to be
informed about these disabilities and then effectively support the children dealing with
dyslexia as clear in the following quotes:
The school should support students and teachers. In terms of teachers, trainings and inservice education should be provided with teachers to handle the issue. (T 9)
Expert teachers and experienced counselors in dyslexia should be hired and the children
should be supported with extra courses with these experts. (T 5)
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Findings of change in practice (after INSET)
This section explores teachers’ responses after participating in the INSET program that was
designed through experiential professional development programme which shows the
experiences of EFL teachers when they began to change their professional practice.
Findings showed that training sessions raised teachers’ awareness on diagnosis of learners
with dyslexia. The information obtained from trainings helped teachers recognize a learner
with dyslexia. The following utterances reflect how participants make assumptions on
whether the learner is dyslexic or not:
Before the trainings, I thought that students with dyslexia have trouble in reading fluently.
However, the trainer indicated learners with dyslexia have trouble in reading accurately,
comprehension, spelling and writing as well. I also assumed that failure in reading English
was just because of poor sound or letter discrimination skills, but I realized that problems in
reading English stemmed from the learning difficulty, dyslexia. (T 12)
The most common question directed to the trainer was the symptoms of dyslexia for diagnosis.
I learned that learners having persistent failure in recognizing and differentiating letters such
as reading or writing ‘b’ as ‘d’, or ‘p’ as ‘b’ could be suspected. Dyslexic learners write the
letters not in order such as “mtha” for “math”. Now, I know that learners who fail in reading
and writing accurately will alert me. (T 5)
I asked the role of teachers in diagnosis process and she (the trainer) declared although the
final diagnosis must be made by a specialist, the learners having trouble in recognizing letters,
misspelling the words, showing persistent failure in reading will potentially be a learner with
dyslexia. (T 9)
Some participants indicated that after the INSET they started collaborating more with
homeroom teachers about the potentially “dyslexic” students.
The trainer indicated there is a strong, apparent relationship between reading difficulties in
Turkish and English and she exemplified that a teacher would become aware of the learners
who got stuck in Turkish would also prone to troubles in reading English. After the trainings, I
began to get information from homeroom teacher about the reading process of the Turkish
student who is unable to read accurately and fluently in English. Keeping this information in
mind, I increased my observation to catch a clue for diagnosis. (T 2)
In a similar vein, the trainings made participants think on the different orthographies of
Turkish and English languages which lead to require higher word recognition strategies in
EFL reading. One of the participating teachers stated:
When I asked the reason why English is more difficult than Turkish for a dyslexic learner, the
trainer clarified English orthography is much more demanding than Turkish because English
does not allow read as it is written. Therefore, I become aware of how difficult language
teachers’ job is. (T 12)
Besides orthographic differences, the participants recognized that spelling is a threatening
task for dyslexic learners, and misspelling is the clear indicator of dyslexia in diagnosis
process. The following quote shows that participating teachers could possibly identify a
dyslexic learner through the common mistakes in spelling:
During the trainings, I requested specific examples about spelling mistakes which could be
treated as signals of dyslexia. The trainer said that dyslexic learners tend to leave out letters,
put letters in the wrong place, insert extra ones and confuse vowel sounds in English. For
example; English learners with dyslexia might spell ‘felt’ for ‘left’ or ‘blemp’ for ‘blimp’. After
the trainings, I automatically got more interested in specific instances that would help me to
identify a dyslexic student for the rest of my teaching life. (T 8)
When asked how their classroom practices changed after trainings, three teachers having
dyslexic learners mentioned how their teaching practices changed after the trainings in
terms of the design, sequence and presentation of in-class activities as well as assignments.
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Grounded on this, reading was the main skill leading to changes in practices. Two
participants shared how they designed the layout of the materials in the following quotes:
After the trainings, I tried to prepare specifically designed in or off class worksheets for my
diagnosed dyslexic learner to ease reading as suggested by the trainer. I experienced that
especially the assignments which were supposed to complete at home alone, sometimes
become excessively challenging. Therefore, the trainer recommended to arrange the letter
characters 14 punto or upper and double spaced between lines. So, although we normally use
Tahoma font with 12 puntos in preparing materials, I started using Times New Roman with 14
puntos. (T 3)
Regarding my own experiences after the trainings, I realized that using large types and
simple, clear page with visuals where necessary allowed my student with dyslexia to read
accurately. Similarly, I started using luminous purple and yellow pens to highlight important
key words and recognized how my student was willing to use colors to underline main words
with the aim of easing reading. In the light of the trainings, a little change in the design of
materials made meaningful difference in reading. (T 5)
The trainings showed that reading fluency was regarded as the prerequisite for reading
comprehension and the interviewees talked about the necessity of explicit phonological
awareness to develop English reading fluency for learners with dyslexia. One of the
participating teachers gave a specific teaching activity to help learners in discriminating and
manipulating the sounds to improve decoding skills. The activities recommended in the
trainings were incorporated into classroom procedures as stated in the following quotes:
What we need was the specific strategies to help for dyslexic learners’ deficits and tried to
find a remedy for phonological problems we encountered. The trainer highly recommended us
to integrate auditory and visual cues to develop phonological awareness. I put this suggestion
into the practice while we were studying alone with my dyslexic student. I requested him to
circle the words including rhymes while I was reading aloud, and I used the sample words
exemplified during the trainings such as ‘bat-cat’, ‘rat-men’. What I observed was the rapid
development in the recognition of sounds (T 3)
In addition to the activities designed with the aim of developing phonological awareness for
effective reading, multisensory instruction for improving word reading and spelling skills in
English was emphasized with the orthographic awareness activities presented for learners
with dyslexia during trainings.
The following excerpt reflects two specific examples
recommended:
The trainer suggested bingo game to make dyslexic learner remember the position of the word
and increase the awareness for its written form. Therefore, I presented a worksheet with
specific vowels by excluding consonants such as _i_e (time), _a_e (take) (T 12)
As a reflection of inspiration about trainings, all of the participating English teachers shared
the importance of teachers’ support and guidance in the following excerpts:
The trainer told us the more we encourage the learners with dyslexia, the more they become
successful academically (T 5)
I believe that our support is the most valuable thing to improve these kids’ progress.
Motivating them is the key issue. (T 3)
Discussion and Conclusion
This study aimed to find out EFL teachers’ knowledge of dyslexia and examine how their
practices and classroom implementations changed after an INSET program. Although a few
participants attended short trainings on learning disabilities, they all found INSET program
necessary and were willing to attend training sessions. Supporting this, Nijakowska (2010)
indicated foreign language teachers consistently reported the necessity of guidance on how
to work with dyslexic children and they complained about the lack of knowledge on how to
accommodate instruction to individual needs of these learners. In this regard, the five-week
INSET program in this study concentrated on the teachers’ hands-on experiences rather
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than lecture-based approach including one-way knowledge transmission professional
development models given by an outsider expert.
In the current study, genetic factors were indicated as the main causes of dyslexia by some
of EFL teachers. Gilger, Pennington, and DeFries (1991) obtained similar results, consistent
with the findings of the present research showing the effect of a family trait on dyslexia. For
example, if a child’s father is dyslexic, his/her possibility of being dyslexic is 40 %. In line
with this, Bingöl (2003) also investigated the prevalence of developmental dyslexia in Turkey
and found that genetic factors were crucial considering the dyslexic relatives of dyslexic
children in her study.
The studies on dyslexia demonstrate several misconceptions among teachers
(Ashburn & Snow, 2011; Washburn, Joshi & Binks, 2011). In this research, before the
INSET program, some of the teachers had a common misconception about dyslexia and
assumed lack of intelligence as the main cause of this specific learning difficulty. The same
results were found in Jusufi’s study (2014). However, dyslexia is not in accordance with
lower intelligence (IDA, 2017; Shaywitz, 2003). In addition, the findings of the present
research demonstrated some teachers thought that learners with dyslexia had lower reading
fluency which coincided with teachers’ opinions and concerns on dyslexic children’s reading
difficulties in Jusufi's study (2014). In a similar vein, his study came up with the same
results of the present study in terms of teachers’ needs for guidance and professional help
to deal with learners with dyslexia.
Before the INSET program, the teachers were unaware of the supportive strategies specific
for dyslexic children. However, they asserted that teachers’ role was to improve learning
process and help learners with dyslexia overcome the struggles they encounter. The role of
teachers was also emphasized in Jusufi’s research (2014) addressing teachers’ need for
professional help for those learners. Therefore, when teachers become aware of this specific
learning difficulty by means of INSET programs, then they could provide guidance and
support. Similarly, participants indicated schools are responsible for identification of
dyslexic children and guidance of teachers. It is clearly illustrated that the data analyzed
put forward the necessity of pre-service and in-service teacher education on dyslexia in
Turkey. As indicated before, EFL teachers do not have course in the teacher education
programs regarding learning disabilities; their knowledge on this issue is generally limited
with the one-short seminars provided by the Turkish Ministry of Education or by their own
institutions. This shows why most of the teachers hesitated to interfere with dyslexic
children’ learning process and emphasized the importance of trainings.
When EFL teachers’ changing awareness of dyslexia after the INSET program was
considered, the results revealed that 5-week trainings raised teachers’ awareness towards
their dyslexic students. For instance, they discovered that if a dyslexic child had difficulties
in their first language, these difficulties may also interfere in the learning of a FL as
suggested by Myrberg (2007, p. 37). In the same vein, they asserted that learning a second
language could be a challenge for pupils with dyslexia as they try to learn unfamiliar words
that have different grapheme-phoneme match in their L1 (Goldfus, 2012). Therefore, the
participants gained significant in-depth insights upon the dyslexic students’ development in
reading and writing not only in L1 but also in L2. Furthermore, the teachers particularly
mentioned that consciously selected meaningful texts and activities motivate dyslexic pupils
to learn L2.
In this context, after the INSET program, there were some changes in the teaching practices,
instructions, and assignments of the participants. Initially, the teachers started changing
layout of the materials in order to make the reading texts clear and legible through using
dyslexia- friendly fonts with large spacing. In that sense, the review of literature confirmed
the guidelines presented during trainings. For instance, Reid and Green (2007) and Ott
(2007) suggested the worksheet must be organized with dyslexia-friendly fonts such as
Comic Sans or Times New Roman to make the page visually appealing with enlarged letters
and double space lines.
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Apart from the layout of the page designed for learners with dyslexia, one of the basic
changes among participants is the importance of phonological awareness. Regarding the
trainings, the participating teachers learned how to put forward activities increasing letter/
sound correspondences for effective reading. In relation to the changing awareness and
teaching practices, the review of literature supported the influence of phonological
awareness on reading for learners with dyslexia. Letter/ sound correspondences and
phonological awareness are prerequisite for effective reading (Nijakowska, 2010). The issue
is also related with what Samuelsson (2006) stated. In his view, learners with dyslexia
struggle with individual speech sounds represented by letters and phonological awareness is
necessary to discover phonemes. Similarly, Goldfus (2012) claimed poor readers lack
phonological processes to language structure and Blythe (2006) examined the potential
benefits of a computer-based phonics training program on dyslexic learners. The results
showed that the INSET programme improved pupils’ reading ability. Furthermore, EFL
teachers’ awareness of dyslexia changed considering the importance of multisensory
instruction for improving word reading and spelling skills in English. The structured
multisensory instruction which is the simultaneous integration of visual, auditory and
kinesthetic stimulus is proved to be effective in teaching reading and spelling skills to
children with dyslexia (Crombie & McColl, 2000; Ganschow et al., 1998; Miller & Bussman
Gillis, 2000; Sparks et al., 1998; Sparks & Ganschow, 1991).
Teachers involved in the dyslexia training also mentioned that their existing
knowledge about dyslexic learners changed accordingly.
After the trainings, each
participant attempted to provide more and deliberate support and courage for dyslexic
learners. They thought that these students easily get disappointed as they showed great
efforts to achieve the tasks. The changes occurred in participants’ mind-sets are parallel
with the findings of a Turkish case study exploring the effects of dyslexia friendly strategies
and teachers’ support on a dyslexic learner. The results demonstrate that the participant
highly take advantage of positive teacher support and special teaching techniques employed
(Erkan et al., 2012).
In this context, this study has many implications for educators, teachers, administrators
and educational institutions. When teachers provided with INSET prepared according to the
needs of the participants and with the guidance and support of a field expert, teachers have
an opportunity to benefit from these trainings to a great extent. Rather than one-shot INSET
programs and practices by means of knowledge-transmission given by outside experts
(Craft, 1996) who do not have any hands-on experiences, this five-week training provided
EFL teachers with specific classroom implementations for dyslexic children with ongoing
support of an experienced expert. In addition, the participating teachers gain in-depth
insights in relation to their roles regarding dyslexia and how they could interact with these
dyslexic children to provide equal and effective learning opportunities. In this regard, as
suggested by Schön (1987) via questioning, discussing, and sharing opinions and practices
with others, these teachers had a chance to make implicit knowledge explicit and
progressively gain awareness and knowledge to integrate appropriate strategies and
activities into their own teaching context and support dyslexic students. As Atay (2006)
recommended learning to teach is an ongoing process and when teachers are equipped with
sufficient knowledge, skills, and awareness, they will fulfill their jobs and provide learners
better learning opportunities. In that sense, the current study focused on raising awareness
and knowledge of Turkish EFL teachers by means of an INSET program implemented with
an experiential learning perspective and provided the participating teachers sources and
skills they required during their classroom practices regarding dyslexia. During this
experiential learning process, the EFL teachers had a chance figure out how to identify these
children in their own teaching context and find out which strategies to apply specifically for
their dyslexic students. Learning by doing, designing materials for dyslexic kids, and
implementing different activities in their own settings with an ongoing support of a field
expert have contributed to these teachers’ professional development, too.
The strength of the present study arises from the gap it aims to fill in the literature.
Although some studies mentioned the problems that dyslexic children encountered, this
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study, with a more elaborate manner, aimed to find out EFL teachers’ knowledge,
experiences on dyslexia and how these could change after a five-week training process. For
the limitations of the present study, sample size would be larger with multiple cases and
further research could be carried out for looking into the implications of the dyslexia
training through classroom observations and provide in-depth information in respect to the
classroom practices of the teachers within a longer process and provide examples for EFL
pedagogy.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Dyslexia Awareness Questionnaire
Dyslexia Awareness Questionnaire
Part 1: Demographic Information Form:
Age:
Gender:
Graduation year:
Graduation university/department:
Work experience:
1. Have you had any prior training on dyslexia?
2. Have you suspected dyslexia in students?
3. Do you need teacher training on dyslexia?
4. Are you willing to attend training session?
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Part: 2: Dyslexia Awareness Questionnaire
1. Have you ever heard about dyslexia? If yes, what do you know about it?
2. How will you know if a child might have dyslexia?
3. What might cause dyslexia?
4. Do you know if and how dyslexia can be treated?
5. Name some of the academic problems that dyslexic children have?
6. Do you have different implications specific for dyslexic children? Why?
7. What is the schools role if it encounters children with dyslexia?
8. What is the teacher’s role if they encounter children with dyslexia in their class?
Appendix B: Semi-structured Interview Questions
1. Is there a change in your awareness regarding dyslexia after the training? How?
2. Did you learn anything from dyslexia training? If yes, what are they?
3. How did you use them in your own class context?
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MYTH or REALITY: EFFECTS OF L2 PRONUNCIATION
TRAINING on PRE-SERVICE TEACHERS’ COGNITION
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Abstract
With the recognition of the global use of English, the necessity to appreciate the diversity of
English has been fostered in English language education. However, the dichotomy of native
speaker vs. non-native speaker is still prevalent in many circles: L2 learners still endorse a
native variety of English and show reluctance to accept their own English and other nonnative varieties. Despite the ongoing discussions on mutual intelligibility and on English as
an international language concept, pronunciation teaching in the second/foreign language
pedagogy is still oriented toward inner-circle norms and the international character of
English is not reflected. The present study was conducted with Turkish pre-service teachers
of English; this group was specifically selected as their beliefs affect the way they teach in
their future classes. The aim of the study is to examine the effects of a 12-week
pronunciation course on the cognition (i.e. beliefs, thoughts, attitudes and knowledge) of 50
Turkish pre-service teachers of English. During the course participants were explicitly
instructed on pronunciation and English sound system as well as on mutual and functional
intelligibility, higher level listening skills and strategies and strong sensitivity toward
different varieties of English. For each topic pre-service teachers were provided with reading
materials and videos to be discussed in class and online platforms and asked to conduct
small scale research. Data were collected through the accent perception scale designed by
Kang (2009). The 10-item scale was given as pre- and post-test and each was followed by an
open-ended questionnaire to have in-depth information about the participants’ ideas about
L2 pronunciation. SPSS version 22 was used for the analysis of the scale and open-ended
questionnaire was subject to ‘open to selective’ coding. Findings of the study revealed that
the course had, albeit to a certain degree, an impact on student-teachers’ cognition
development as regards L2 pronunciation. However, the findings also reported that a longer
period of pronunciation training is needed to better prepare pre-service teachers for their
future teaching practices.
Key Words: Teacher Cognition; L2 Pronunciation; Intelligibility
Özet
Son yüzyılda İngilizcenin tüm dünya tarafından tercih edilen ortak bir dil haline gelmesi ve
bilim, eğitim, politika, iş dünyası gibi farklı bağlamlarda iletişim dili olarak tercih edilmesi
İngilizceyi en yaygın öğretilen dil haline getirmiştir. Bu durum; İngilizceyi "uluslararası" ya
da başka bir tabirle "global" bir dile dönüştürmüştür. Farklı ana dilleri konuşan farklı iki
ulustan iki kişinin İngilizce kullanarak iletişime geçmesi, İngilizce'yi ortak iletişim dili
(lingua franca) yapmıştır. İngilizcenin yabancı dil olarak öğretildiği bağlamlarda, İngilizcenin
sadece Birleşik Krallık, Amerika Birleşik Devletleri, Avustralya gibi anadil olarak konuşan
ülkelere değil, artık diğer İngilizce konuşan ülkelere de ait olduğu kabul edilmektedir.
Bunlara Singapur, Nijerya, Hindistan gibi İngilizceyi ikinci dil olarak konuşan ülkeler ve
dünyanın geri kalanında İngilizceyi yabancı dil olarak öğreten ülkeler de dahil edilmektedir.
Dünya İngilizceleri üzerine yapılan çalışmalar da bu çerçevede ele alınmaktadır. Ülkemizde
yabancı dil olarak İngilizce öğretiminin de bu anlayışla şekillenmesi, öğretmenlerimizin bu
konuda farkındalık kazanması ve benzer yaklaşımda olması gereklidir. Bunu sağlamak için,
öğrencilere farklı ülke ve aksanlardan örnekler sunmak, İngilizcenin çeşitlerine aşina
olmalarına yardımcı olmak, ders materyallerini seçerken çokkültürlülüğe yer vermesine
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dikkat etmek ve Dünya İngilizceleri ve ortak dil olarak İngilizce anlayışını benimsemek
önemlidir. Bu doğrultuda, bu çalışma hizmet öncesi 50 İngilizce öğretmeni ile
yürütülmüştür. Kang (2009) tarafından adapte edilmiş bir ölçek aracılığı ve ikili görüşmeler
ile kaıtılmcı öğretmenlerin bilişsel gelişimi sürece incelenmiştir. Verilerin analizi
katılımcılardan bilişsel değişikliklerin olduğunu göstermiştir. Ancak, daha uzun telaffuz
eğitimi derslerinin de bilişsel boyutta öğretmenlere yardımcı olduğu gözlenmiştir.
Anahtar Kelimeler: Öğretmen Bilişi; İkinci Dil Telaffuzu; Dünya İngilizceleri
Introduction
Although L2 pronunciation has been a concern of learners and teachers for centuries,
empirical research has been rather scant. Studies conducted on English language
pronunciation teaching so far have mainly focused on the effect of different pronunciation
techniques, the course contents, and learner strategies on pronunciation instruction
(Alghazo, 2015; Baker, 2014; Buckingham, 2015; Kang, 2015). In this regard, investigating
teachers’ views, beliefs, awareness levels and knowledge about various aspects of teaching
practice is an important line of enquiry. Studies that shed light on teachers’ cognitive
processes fall under title of teacher cognition research. Borg (2003) defines teachers
cognition as ‘’the unobservable cognitive dimension of teaching – what teachers know,
believe, and think’’ and bases the assumptions of the concept on the following argument:
‘’teachers are active, thinking decision-makers who make instructional choices by drawing
on complex, practically-oriented, personalised, and context-sensitive networks of knowledge,
thoughts, and beliefs’’ (p.81). In this regard, it might as well be argued that along with
increasing the expertise and awareness of teachers in profession, teacher cognition research
can also affect the professional development of prospective teachers (Baker and Murphy
2011) as their beliefs are likely to affect the way they teach once they start the profession.
Recently, there has been a growing consensus specifying that there is a need for research
into how to teach intelligible and comprehensible (rather than native-like) English
pronunciation. The reason behind such a need is related to the fact that it is of utmost
importance for students to achieve the goal of successful communication, ensuring that
they address their own phonological needs in a way where they also appreciate their own
L1-related accents (e.g. Derwing and Munro, 2005; Jenkins, 2000; Levis, 2005). Similarly, a
great deal of research is also devoted to finding out what kind of pronunciation aspects have
an impact on intelligibility in maintaining successful communication between native
speakers (NSs) and non-native speakers (NNs) (Isaacs and Trafimovich, 2012). That said,
within the context of L2 use, what matters is L2 speakers’ ability to be understood, rather
than the nativelikeness of their accents (Jenkins, 2000; Munro and Derwing, 2011). To this
end, educating competent L2 instructors has been of scholar interest and is a relatively
important line of inquiry to better address the needs of L2 teachers. (Wright, 2010). More
specifically, all these changes have lead to a situation where the L2 teachers is considered
as a learner who is situated in a particular context and affected by different external factors
(Burns and Richards, 2009). However, little is known about how pronunciation teachers are
prepared nor is there much research investigating how pronunciation instructors are
prepared especially considering the emphasis laid on effective second language teacher
education (Murphy, 2014). Positioned in this context, the purpose of the current study is to
delve into the developmental process of pre-service teachers’ cognition about L2
pronunciation. Relevant research has revealed that studying teacher cognition is a
prerequisite to thoroughly understand the connection between teachers’ mental lives and
their actual practices (Barnard and Burns, 2012; Borg, 2006). This study, therefore, sets off
to gain more insights into the participating student-teachers’ cognition development of L2
pronunciation.
2. Literature Review
It would have to be rather unwise to gloss over the absolute importance of the English
language becoming one of the main sources of humankind to communicate with each other
or, in a broader sense of understanding, with people from varying backgrounds and cultures
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under different circumstances and/or within various contexts; therefore, it is of paramount
importance for language instructors to prepare themselves accordingly so as to transfer the
necessary knowledge to their students in order for them to achieve their desired goal of
communicating with others. Also, English has recently been the language of globalisation,
international communication, commerce and trade, music, media, hence; various
motivations for learning it has come into act, meaning English is now more of an
international commodity rather than the property of the English-speaking community. In
parallel to this, it is no longer the case that the English language is used by people from
Korea, Thailand, or Switzerland just to speak with Americans, the British, or Australians.
English is increasingly used by people from Asia to interact with those from Europe, and
people from South America to interact with people from Africa. As was shown in a BBC
documentary, The Story of English, English is frequently used amongst interlocutors when
no so-called ‘native speaker’ of English is present. Simply put, English as a lingua franca
(ELF) stands for the use of English as a means of communication amongst the speakers of
different first languages.
As the interest in different varieties as well as studies in English as a Lingua Franca (ELF)
has had a remarkable impact on the practice of English Language Teaching (ELT), there has
also been a growing consensus specifying that approaches monopolising and favouring the
inner circle varieties and norms might not be adequate (Matsuda & Friedrich, 2011), viz., in
order for L2 instructors to be better ready, it is also of paramount importance to examine
their cognition development of L2 pronunciation.
Similarly, studies carried out in relation to L2 Pronunciation teaching has suggested that
pronunciation is glossed over owing to the fact that language instructors lack the confidence
to teach it (e.g. Baker, 2011; Couper, 2016). This can be thought of as problematic because
pronunciation is considered to be an important area of L2 learning (Celce-Murcia, et al.,
2010) with intelligibility being regarded as the instructional target instead of native-like
pronunciation (Derwing & Munro, 2005; Munro & Derwing, 2015). In fact, pronunciation
research has unearthed that having an accent does not impede intelligibility, and therefore
mutual understanding through intelligible speech should be the aspirational model in the
L2 classroom (Couper, 2006). In order to achieve L2 learner intelligibility, experts advocate a
balanced approach to pronunciation instructions that includes the teaching of individual
sounds (e.g. vowels and consonants) and prosodic elements such as stress, rhythm and
intonation (Grant, 2014). However, given the difficulties most L2 instructors have with
teaching pronunciation, specialists believe that pronunciation pedagogy courses and/or
pronunciation courses accordingly should feature a more prominent role in teacher
education programmes (Burgess & Spencer, 2000; Murphy, 2014). The call for more
educational opportunities is justified by studies showing that L2 teachers generally do not
possess adequate training in pronunciation and that they often desire additional
professional development opportunities in this area (Breitkreutz, Derwing & Rossiter, 2001;
Burgess & Spencer, 2000; Foote et al., 2011). Research conducted in teacher education
contexts provides further support for this need to incorporate pronunciation into L2 teacher
preparation programmes. For example, a study by Golombek and Jordon (2005)
demonstrated how to use professional literature on challenging the native-speaker myth (i.e.
the assumption that only NSs are effective L2 teachers) in a postgraduate pronunciation
pedagogy subject assisted two non-native English-speaking teachers in their identity
transformation as being legitimate English speakers and teachers. In addition, in Burri’s
(2015) study, a pronunciation subject had a positive impact on the development of teacher
candidates’ cognition, particularly on their perception about English accents and their
beliefs about the pedagogical goal of pronunciation teaching.
2.1 The Development of Second Language Teacher Cognition about Pronunciation
SLTC, defined as L2 instructors’ beliefs, perceptions, attitudes and knowledge about the
subject matter, has attracted considerable attention and research (Borg, 2012). As Borg
(2006) argues, the rapid growth of the SLTC can be attributed to a desire to attain a holistic
picture of L2 teaching, which required greater understanding of and research into teachers’
mental lives and knowledge (i.e. cognition). Subsequently, a great number of studies
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conducted in a wide variety of L2 teaching contexts have emerged. These studies have
focused their attention mainly on L2 instructors’ cognition about grammar, reading, and
writing, underpinning the richness and complexity of L2 teaching and the many factors that
are typically involved in L2 teaching (Barnard & Burns, 2012; Borg, 2006). The few studies
exploring pronunciation issues have generally focused on teachers’ beliefs about
pronunciation instruction (Baker, 2011a; Burns, 2006; Macdonald, 2002), and the
relationship between SLTC and pronunciation teaching practices (Baker, 2014). Somewhat
astonishing, considering that the vast majority of of English teachers in the world speak a
first language (L1) other than English (Braine, 2010), only limited research has been
conducted on NNEST’s cognition about pronunciation. Wahid & Sulong (2013), for instance,
showed that some NNESTs consider NSs to be better pronunciation teachers, while Jenkins
(2005) and Sifakis & Sougari (2005) found out that most NNESTs are inclined to favour a NS
accent as the appropriate model for teaching pronunciation. Better yet, Murphy (2014)
claims that, in spite of often being reluctant to teach pronunciation due to insecurity ‘’about
the quality of their own pronunciation’’ (p.205), NNESTs can in fact be effective
pronunciation teachers. Murphy posits that the strength of NNESTs is that they go through
the process of learning the English sound system themselves and therefore have the ability
to empathise with L2 learners’ challenges of acquiring English pronunciation, which
resonates with similar work on NNEST issues suggesting that speaking English as an
additional language does not actually entail a pedagogical disadvantage, but quite the
opposite (e.g. Braine, 2010; Ma, 2012; Mahboob, 2010).
In this regard, English as an International Language (EIL) research seems to agree on the
idea that learners do not need strive for standard pronunciation, nor for the values and
behaviours of native-speakers of the English language (Byram, 1997). Hence, any discussion
about models of English in the classroom ‘involves a normative practice’ (Tupas, 2011),
which means that any preferred model would have to assume a standardized English, no
matter what it is called. Yet, the relevant research into the issue reveals that the vast
majority of these models, whether they be Standard English (Quirk, 1990; Gupta, 2006),
English as a Global Language (Crystal, 2012), English as an International Language (EIL)
(Widdowson, 1997; McKay, 2002; Tomlinson, 2006), English as a Lingua Franca (Jenkins,
2000, 2007; Seidlhofer & Jenkins, 2003), World Englishes (Kachru, 1992), are,
pedagogically speaking, Standard Englishes. In this regard, the use of EIL and its
implications for teaching have attracted much scholarly attention in recent years. McKay
(2002) was one of the first scholars to discuss the traditional assumptions and practices in
ELT in light of the global spread and linguistic and functional diversity of English in general
as well as the use of English for international communication in particular. She advocates
that the teaching and learning of an international language should be dependent on an
utterly different set of assumptions than the teaching and learning of any other second or
foreign language (McKay, 2002) and reveals that the current practices in the field of ELT
happen to be rather biased.
Furthermore, some other discussions present in the literature about teaching EIL have
investigated the social and political issues that circumscribe teaching. Halliday (2005), for
example, delves into the social and political aspects of teaching EIL from a critical
perspective, laying a particular emphasis on issues such as the power and the ownership of
English and native-speakerism. Traditionally, it has been assumed that language learners
need to learn the English of native speakers; however, Brown (2012) discusses that it is
actually not the case any longer and English now is ‘’the primary language for access to
global information’’ (p.147). He further examines the issue by comparing traditional
curriculum to emerging EIL curriculum and thereby suggests that it is a phenomenon that
needs to be taken care of meticulously. Such being the case, raising awareness of language
instructors in terms of WEs or EIL respectively is paramount as this might help break up
the clichés that have been regarded as drawbacks of many EFL classes all around the globe
and it might as well help language learners better prepare themselves for their future
interactions with people from varying backgrounds and cultures.
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In most language courses, selecting some particular variety/varieties as the instructional
model(s) is what is expected, but such a decision has to be based on various factors such as
learners’ needs, the availability of resources to be used, teachers’ knowledge and expertise
and so forth. In line with this, some researchers (Crystal, 2013; Jenkins, 2000; McArthur,
1987; Seidlhofer et al., 2006) have indicated that teaching one particular variety which is
intelligible and effective in all international contexts would be the proper approach to apply
within ELT contexts. Although the number of language practitioners, who are more aware of
the fact that English does not only belong to its native speakers, has been progressively
increasing lately, they still happen to be at a loss over how to integrate this into their actual
practices (Hall et al., 2013). As such, it would not be possible to successfully implement this
change in basic assumptions in ELT settings unless a change in teachers’ beliefs will be put
into effect. Therefore, helping teachers (e.g. both pre- and in-service) become aware of this
issue plays a key role in familiarising the teachers with the ever-changing status of the
English language and accordingly equipping them with the required knowledge so that they
can actually appreciate different varieties of English in EFL teaching settings.
In brief, for more than a decade scholars have advocated increased empirical research into
pronunciation teacher education as well as appreciation of diversity of English; however,
this call has been inadequately addressed and L2 learners still endorse a native variety of
English and show reluctance to accept their own English and other non-native varieties.
Despite the ongoing discussions on mutual intelligibility and on English as an international
language concept, pronunciation teaching in the second/foreign language pedagogy is still
oriented toward inner-circle norms and the international character of English is not
reflected. The present study was conducted with Turkish pre-service teachers of English;
this group was specifically selected as their beliefs affect the way they teach in their future
classes.
Content of the course
The study was conducted in a 12-week long undergraduate course entitled Listening and
Pronunciation offered in the department of English Language Teaching (ELT) at a private
(non-profit, foundational) university in İstanbul, Turkey. Most of the ELT departments in
Turkey use a dedicated course programme designed by Turkish Higher Education Council
(HEC). In this 4-year programme, a number of linguistic and pedagogical courses are offered
to pre-service teachers. As regards pronunciation, two pronunciation courses can be found;
Listening and Pronunciation I and II. HEC also describes possible content for each course;
however, faculty staff members are free to decide on what to teach and revise the content
based on their students’ needs. More specifically, this course was designed to help students
whose native language is not English to gain functional intelligibility, functional
communicability, increase self-confidence, and speech monitoring abilities, which entailed a
better control of their pronunciation during a communicative task, a faster recovery from a
communicative breakdown, and the overall intelligibility during spontaneous speech. To this
end, the course focused on higher level listening skills and strategies such as note-taking,
predicting, extracting specific and detailed information, guessing meaning from context, and
getting the gist through content-based activities. Pre-service teachers were provided with the
fundamentals of listening and phonetics namely vowels, consonants, stress in words,
rhythm and intonation. Throughout the course, students were also exposed to aural
authentic listening materials such as interviews, movies, songs, lectures, TV shows and
news broadcasts. In this regard, this course also aimed to equip the student-teachers with a
strong sensitivity towards different varieties of English being spoken around the world. This
being the case, collaborative learning through group and pair work was also encouraged to
help pre-service teachers with the following:


produce accurate and intelligible English,



more comfortable listening to rapidly spoken English,



produce rhythmically appropriate sentences (i.e. those that will be
readily understood both by native and non-native speakers),
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identify consonant and vowel clusters in word initial, medial, and final
and use it across word boundaries (i.e. connected speech),



improve pronunciation skills at a suprasegmental level by focusing on
word stress, sentence stress, intonation and linking,



improve listening skills and strategies of students in academic and
everyday English,



implement strategies to improve their oral communication and
listening comprehension,



be familiar with different native and non-native accents of English.

The following table displays in more details what is done each week in the course.
Table 1: Course overview
Week

Content

1

Introduction to the course

2

Consonant Clusters

3

Stress in words and phrases

4

Stressed and Unstressed syllables

5

Stressed and Unstressed syllables
Foreign words (deja-vu, etc.)

6

Features of fluent speech

7

World Englishes

8

Intonation in telling, asking & answering

9

Intonation in managing conversation

10

Pronunciation in formal settings

11

Problematic sounds for Turkish EFL students

12

Connected Speech (Ellision & Assimilation)
Method

Aim of the Study
Based on the impetus for the study discussed above, the primary purpose of this study is to
examine the effects of a 12-week pronunciation course on the cognition (i.e. beliefs,
thoughts, attitudes and knowledge) of pre-service teachers as regards L2 pronunciation.
Specifically, it was sought to investigate the extent to which student-teacher cognition
about L2 pronunciation develops during a pronunciation course and the factors affecting
the aforesaid development process. In line with the goal of the study, the following research
questions were addressed:
1- To what extent does student-teacher cognition (i.e. beliefs, thoughts, attitudes
and knowledge) about L2 pronunciation develop during a 12-week pronunciation
course?
What factors contribute to or restrict the development of student-teacher cognition about
L2 pronunciation? A mixed method approach employing quantitative and qualitative
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elements was utilised in this study in order to a- investigate the participating studentteachers’ cognition development as regards L2 pronunciation and b- find out the factors
contributing to or restricting the aforesaid development. Given the purpose of the study, the
rationale for such a design is to provide a deeper comprehension for and to triangulate
quantitative data obtained from the questionnaire and qualitative data gathered through
semi-structured interviews.
Setting and Participants
The study was conducted at a private (non-foundation, fundamental) university in İstanbul,
Turkey. More specifically, the present study was carried out in the department of English
Language Teaching (ELT). The sample employed in this study consisted of 50 Turkish preservice teachers studying at the aforesaid university. The participating student-teachers
were first-year undergraduate ELT students who were enrolled in a Listening and
Pronunciation course offered in the spring term.
Data Collection Tools
Out of 50 participants, 34 were female and 16 male. The respondents whose age ranged
from 17 to 19 constituted the largest group of the participants (55.8%), whereas, the ones
between the ages of 23-25 represented the smallest group (3.8%). The vast majority of the
participants (81.8%) were Turkish whose first language was accordingly Turkish. The
participant pre-service teachers were selected purposefully for this study as their present
beliefs affect the way they teach in the future.
For the purposes of the current study, a questionnaire (Appendix A) was adapted from the
study by Kang (2013) which consists of 10 Likert-types items followed by open-ended
questions and demographic information about the participants. The scale was given as preand post-test and each was followed by an open-ended questionnaire to have in-depth
information about the participants’ ideas about L2 pronunciation. The items of the
questionnaire were worded as statements with which the participants indicated their level
of agreement on a 6-point scale (from ‘’1’’= strongly disagree to ‘’6’’=strongly agree). As for
the qualitative data, following the end of the course and post-test, semi-structured
interviews (Appendix B) were conducted to yield insights into the cognition of the
participants; therefore, focus groups were arranged as homogenously as possible.
Data Collection and Analysis Procedures
There were two phases to the study. The first phase used a web-based questionnaire hosted
on Survey Monkey to explore pre-service teachers’ cognitions before and after the course.
Recruitment for the pre-test questionnaire took place in the second week of class after the
introduction to the course, whereas, the post-questionnaire was completed by the end of
the spring term (12th week). The second and final phase of the study took place after the
classes finished and involved a smaller sample of 15 participants. They volunteered to
participate in the interviews following an e-mail invitation sent by the researcher to the
whole group. This interview was semi-structured and probed more deeply into cognition
changes observed in the pre/post tests and any further changes resulting from the
involvement in the 12-week long course.
In order to analyse the quantitative data, the responses to both pre- and post-test were
entered to SPSS version 22.0. To find out the extent of cognition development, Wilcoxon
signed-rank test was deployed on the responses provided by the participating studentteachers to both pre and post-tests.
As for the analysis of the qualitative data, first off, the recorded interviews were transcribed
into textual forms. The transcriptions were studied many times to analyse and to categorise
them under the same theme using ‘open to selective coding’ approach (Strauss and Corbin,
1998), which helped the researcher to capture the aspects of pre-service teachers’ cognition
development. Specifically, as the first step, labels were determined considering the research
question by means of open coding. Following the open-coding, the main themes were
determined. That said, the themes fell into 4 major categories, namely, self-perceived
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improvement of pronunciation, increased awareness of L2 pronunciation, preference
towards native-likeness and challenges experienced
Findings
The primary purpose of this study is to examine cognition development of 50 pre-service
teachers as regards L2 pronunciation and to find out, if any, the factors contributing to or
restricting this developmental process. As such, data were collected from questionnaires
which were used before and after the course that the participating pre-service teachers were
registered for and from the focus group interviews. The following sections present the
quantitative and qualitative findings in detail.
Results of the Questionnaires
To begin with, Wilcoxon signed-rank test was deployed on the responses provided by the
student-teachers to find out the effects of a 12-week pronunciation course on studentteachers’ cognition development.
Table 2: Cognition Development of Pre-Service Teachers
M
Pair 1
Pair 2
Pair 3
Pair 4
Pair 5
Pair 6
Pair 7
Pair 8
Pair 9
Pair 10

s1
b1
s2
b2
s3
b3
s4
b4
s5
b5
s6
b6
s7
b7
s8
b8
s9
b9
stop
btop

5,28
5,12
3,9
3,76
5
5,04
5,14
4,58
2,68
2,78
3,86
3,72
5,26
5,4
4,26
3,9
5,02
4,84
40,4
39,14

N
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

SD
0,9267
0,96129
1,68123
1,50591
1,19523
1,06828
1,22907
1,59194
1,54444
1,4886
1,32496
1,16128
1,13946
0,90351
1,58835
1,52864
1,28556
1,0174
6,06765
5,5623

SEM
0,13106
0,13595
0,23776
0,21297
0,16903
0,15108
0,17382
0,22513
0,21842
0,21052
0,18738
0,16423
0,16114
0,12778
0,22463
0,21618
0,18181
0,14388
0,85809
0,78663

The table above displays the descriptive statistics of each response provided by the
participants to the items in the questionnaires that is used to examine the cognition
development of pre-service teachers in relation to L2 pronunciation. As can be seen from
the table, the item ‘’pronunciation is important for international communication’’ had the
highest mean score in the pre-test, whereas, the item ‘’occasionally, I deliberately avoid
sounding like a native speaker’’ had the lowest mean score, which indicates that the
participants were more inclined to favour the inner circle varieties of L2 pronunciation.
Of all the items in the questionnaire, the mean score of the item ‘’I believe that my teacher’s
production provides me with an excellent model of English pronunciation’’ was found to be
the highest in the post-test, whereas, the item ‘’occasionally, I deliberately avoid sounding
like a native speaker’’ was found to have the lowest score, suggesting that even after the 12week long course focusing mainly on intelligibility and different varieties of the English
language, the participating prospective teachers still endorse a native variety of English and
show reluctance to other varieties (e.g. outer and expanding circles) of the language.
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Table 2: Comparison of pre- and post-test
Paired Differences
M
Pair
Pair
Pair
Pair
Pair
Pair
Pair
Pair
Pair
Pair
10

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

s1 - b1
s2 - b2
s3 - b3
s4 - b4
s5 - b5
s6 - b6
s7 - b7
s8 - b8
s9 - b9
stop btop

SD

SEM

95% Confidence Interval of the
Difference

t

df

Sig. (2tailed)

0,16
0,14
-0,04
0,56
-0,1
0,14
-0,14
0,36
0,18

1,40495
1,93791
1,44222
1,83125
2,20621
1,61637
1,14304
2,26563
1,4665

0,19869
0,27406
0,20396
0,25898
0,312
0,22859
0,16165
0,32041
0,20739

Lower
-0,23928
-0,41075
-0,44987
0,03957
-0,727
-0,31937
-0,46485
-0,28388
-0,23677

Upper
0,55928
0,69075
0,36987
1,08043
0,527
0,59937
0,18485
1,00388
0,59677

.805
.511
-.196
2.162
-.321
.612
-.866
1.124
.868

49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49

.425
.612
.845
.036
.750
.543
.391
.267
.390

1,26

7,68463

1,08677

-0,92395

3,44395

1.159

49

.252

Based on the table given above, only the 4th item ‘’I really want to sound like a native
speaker’’ was found to be statistically significant (p<.05), which reveals that the vast
majority of the participating student-teachers’ awareness about native-likeness decreased
gradually during the 12-week course. It must be noted, however, that this development in
cognition was an individualistic process (Borg, 2005; Murray, 1995) with the level of each
participant’s growth varying considerably. Better yet, what stood out was that the mean of
some items, namely, 3rd ‘’I want to improve the way I sound very much’’, the 5th
‘’Occasionally, I deliberately avoid sounding like a native speaker’’ and the 7th ‘’I feel that I
currently have excellent pronunciation skills’’, increased after the treatment, whereas, the
mean of all the other items decreased, that is, this particular area of growth can be the
result of participants’ acquisition of subject content that encapsulated a balanced-approach
to L2 pronunciation.
Factors contributing to or restricting the development of student-teacher cognition about L2
pronunciation
The findings of the transcribed interviews were analysed under four main categories,
namely, self-perceived improvement of pronunciation, increased awareness of L2
pronunciation, preference towards native-likeness, and challenges experienced. The
categories and implications are described in-depth below.
Self-perceived improvement of pronunciation
First and foremost, the vast majority of the participants reported that they felt the subject
had helped them to enhance their pronunciation skills as well as to increase their
awareness of their own speech. This improvement was then often connected to the studentteachers’ emerging cognition of L2 pronunciation throughout the course as is illustrated in
the following excerpt:
… thanks to this course, I am now more aware of the importance of understanding and being
understood by others. To be precise, I could actually see the progress in my own pronunciation
and it was fun, it was very deep for me. As a teacher candidate I strongly believe that it is of
utmost importance to improve such skills. I am also planning to lay a particular emphasis on
these aforesaid aspects of the English language in my future teaching practices. (Kayra,
Interview Data, May, 8th)
As is seen from the above given excerpt, Kayra thought that taking the pronunciation
course helped her improve her pronunciation. More specifically, her perceptions of L2
pronunciation is affected and informed by the course itself, indicating a progress in her
cognition as well.
Another apparent finding revealed from the interviews was related to previously-held
opinions of L2 pronunciation and the change that the pre-service teachers went through
upon being introduced to different aspects of pronunciation as is given in the following
excerpt:
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I realized the difference between regular speech in a daily life and the actual structural
forming of sounds –then words- then finally speech. Before being introduced to new aspects
of English pronunciation, I can’t say that I thought about the relevant issues, the biggest
concern I had was simply not sound like a Turkish while speaking in English. After the course,
It was replaced with ‘‘Am I producing the sounds and words understandable?’’ (Gamze,
Interview Data, May, 8th)
Based on what Gamze stated up above, it can be argued that Gamze seemed to have been
more critical and reflective in terms of her own improvement as regards L2 pronunciation,
which might as well be an indicator of the effects of the course on pre-service teachers’
cognition development.
4.2.2 Increased awareness of L2 pronunciation
Another impact the course seemingly had on the prospective teachers is of being intelligible
when it comes down to communication and pronunciation. The following excerpt supports
this finding:
… gaining more insights into word-stress, speech boundaries, prominence and the like helped
me become more understandable in terms of both speaking and listening (Selim, Interview
Data, May, 8th).
As is illustrated in the above-given statement, the course helped the pre-service teacher
have a growing awareness about the importance of suprasegmental elements of L2
pronunciation, which are thought to be more important in terms of phonological
intelligibility (Gilakjani & Ahmadi, 2011). In other words, this finding reveals that the
course helped prospective teachers shift their perceptions as regards L2 pronunciation.
Moreover, some participating pre-service teachers explicitly stated that their perceptions
was affected by what they did during the course as is shown in the following excerpt:
… some of my perceptions have been affected. Simply speaking with no knowledge about
pronunciation doesn’t make sense to me anymore. Debating on World Englishes and writing
reflection papers made me realise how important it is to appreciate different varieties of the
language. (Aybike, Interview Data, May, 8th)
The above-mentioned statement suggests that the course that participating studentteachers were registered for helped them perceive different aspects of L2 pronunciation with
an increased awareness into the concept, making them even more competent and
knowledgeable, if none.
4.2.3 Preference towards native-likeness
Even though the participants were introduced to different aspects of L2 pronunciation, their
beliefs regarding ‘proper’ English are reported not to have changed, albeit some apparent
changes, mainly due to their own preferences towards inner circle varieties as is seen in the
following excerpt:
I can definitely say that my perception has changed throughout this course. Here is why; my
pronunciation has improved, I started to sound more native (at least I think so).The reason
why I say so is that, I used to record my voice each time when I had to present in class and I
still time to time check my old records and I noticed that I have improved for better (Ayşe,
Interview Data, May, 8th)
The above-given quote illustrates somehow opposing views as regards L2 pronunciation.
Ayşe thinks that there was a shift in her beliefs (i.e. cognition development); however, this
so-called changed was more native-like oriented, meaning she is one of those people
claiming that sounding like a native-speaker is what is aimed to be a better speaker of the
target language, which is also supported by vast majority of the participant pre-service
teachers’ responses to the open-ended questionnaire. To be precise, 86% of the participants
stated that the accent they prefer (Question 7 in the open-ended questionnaire) is one of
these native varieties. That said, student-teachers were further asked the culture they are
inclined to prefer (Question 9 in the open-ended questionnaire), it was found out that even
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a higher number of participants (94%) prefers either British or American culture as they
think these two cultures are the ones that they can relate more to. Examples of responses
to this question included ‘’proper English’’ or ‘’standard English’’.
Another finding in relation to preference towards native-likeness, although only a few
people, was that of superiority of inner circle varieties to other varieties existent in the
English language. To illustrate, the following excerpt supports this finding:
… I have always believed that imitating British English native speakers is the way to go for
because I think that the real and pure English is the one spoken in the UK; the other varieties
do not sound appealing to me at all no matter what. (Burak, Interview Data, May, 8th)
As is evident from the statement given above, Burak thinks that British English is the
standard English, failing to abandon the idea that appropriation of other varieties of the
language is also needed. To be precise, it is quite apparent that the course could not have
any impacts on some student-teachers’ attitudes towards English, which is in line with the
responses provided to the questions in the open-ended questionnaire. For example, when
the prospective teachers were asked if they wanted to imitate English native speakers or
develop their own clear accent, the vast majority of them (76%) opted for the former –
imitating native speakers, stating that such varieties sound more ‘natural’ or because they
are teacher candidates, they indicated that they have to pick up a native accent to be a
better English teacher.
Challenges experienced
Although not many, there were some participants stating that they had some challenges
and difficulties during their involvement in the course. One of the mostly stated challenges
was related to the coursebook used in the course as is illustrated in the following excerpt:
… one thing that made me have a hard time was that the coursebook that we used was
mainly focused on British English although every now and then different varieties (e.g.
American, Australian, South Africa and even Japanese) were dealt with. However, I can
frankly state that this also somehow contributed to my understanding of English
pronunciation. (Kübra, Interview Data, May, 8th)
Based on what Kübra stated, one can argue that ensuring that there is a variety of
materials in terms of English pronunciation is of paramount importance as it might
contribute to the understanding of course participants in a thorough manner as well as
reduce the number of challenges experienced by these participants.
To conclude, scrutiny of all the data and the careful analysis of the findings suggest that
there happens to be some reported changes, albeit to a certain degree, in pre-service
teachers’ cognition development processes in terms of L2 pronunciation. However, it was
also found out that the 12-week long undergraduate pronunciation course was not
sufficient to help the participating pre-service teachers to take it all to a next level and
develop their beliefs as regards different varieties of the English language, to wit; it was
obvious that there was still a tendency and preference towards native-likeness. To this end,
the findings of the present study unearth that in order to help pre-service teachers develop
their cognition as regards L2 pronunciation, a longer period of training is, au fond, deemed
to be necessary.
Discussion
Based on the findings of the present study, it might be argued that this study suggests that
for a possibly successful cognition development of L2 pronunciation, there are some
preliminary steps to be taken, the first of which happens to be pre-service training that
might, preferably, be based on pre-service teachers’ needs, to wit; in order for them to have
more insights into the issue, that is, to develop their cognition as regards L2 pronunciation,
which concurs with previous studies existent in the literature (Baker, 2011a; Burns, 2006;
Macdonald, 2002). The findings of this study also revealed that there happened to be a
change in pre-service teachers’ cognition because they were introduced to different aspects
of L2 pronunciation, which might as well argue that it is of utmost importance to familiarise
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prospective teachers with these aspects of L2 pronunciation at an early phase of their
training, which is in line with a body of research within the relevant literature (e.g. Burri,
2015a, 2015b; Celce-Murcia, et al, 2010). Although the participant student-teachers in the
current study were reported to have developed their cognition in relation to L2
pronunciation, this so-called change was limited in its scope possibly due to the duration of
the course being short. Therefore, one can argue that a longer period of L2 pronunciation
training comprising of richer content and tailored to the needs of pre-service teachers (e.g.
their future teaching practices) would have to better help pre-service teachers with their
professional needs as is pointed out by Foote et al. (2011). In an attempt to successfully
integrate such aspects of L2 pronunciation into pre-service teacher education programmes,
it would go quite awry to gloss over the key role that related course materials play and in
order for such a change to come into act, various factors such as learners’ needs, the
availability of resources to be used, and the like should be taken into account, laying a
particular emphasis on the effectiveness of the materials. In this regard, some participating
student-teachers stated that at certain points they had a hard time trying to understand
whatever is talked in the class as the relevant materials were mainly focused on British
English and that they should include activities appreciating other varieties of English,
which echoes findings of different studies in the existent literature. To this end, it can be
argued that teaching one particular variety which is intelligible and effective in all
international contexts would be the proper approach to apply within ELT contexts to help
pre-service teacher appreciate native and non-native varieties alike. (McArthur, 1987;
Jenkins, 2000; Crystal, 2003; Seidlhofer et al., 2006).
In line what has thus far been discussed, the study has a number of implications for preservice teacher-education programmes. First and foremost, current pre-service teacher
education programmes, which have been the beating heart of the ELT world both in Turkey
and around the globe, should be tailored to the needs of teacher candidates in the hopes of
better equipping them with what they might need once they start the profession. Although
there has happened to be numerous reform movements for a possible shift from traditional
pre-service teacher programmes to professional development models, the aforementioned
are still in need of more professional guidance, if none, and then are bound to changes
helping pre-service teachers our with what they need to achieve in their future teaching
practices. Such being the case, helping pre-service language teachers be more aware of
different varieties of the English language and appreciate their own pronunciation as well
as other non-native varieties should be oriented towards a ‘’more transformational model of
training’’ (Author, 2017) rather than transmission-oriented, one-size-fits-all approaches.
More specifically, a training programme specifically focusing on helping student-teachers
develop their cognition as regards L2 pronunciation would come in quite handy, laying a
particular emphasis on the length of such courses and/or programmes in order to address
the needs of pre-service teachers’ training to become teachers.
CONCLUSION
To conclude, the present study set out to explore the cognition development of pre-service
teachers in relation to L2 pronunciation. In this respect, the results of the present study
illustrate that the 12-week long pronunciation course had certain impacts on the
development of cognition as regards L2 pronunciation; however, a longer period of training
encompassing richer content and more activities focusing on different varieties of English is
required for an enhanced cognition development. Also, as is widely known, pre-service
teachers’ present beliefs, ideas, and attitudes affect the way they teach in the future;
therefore, we need not only to concentrate solely on familiarising pre-service teachers with
L2 pronunciation, but also we need to take some other aspects of the issue into
consideration such as, content of training programmes and ways of raising awareness of L2
pronunciation.
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Abstract
Teacher self-efficacy and metacognition have been explored from various perspectives in the
literature. Yet, there is lack of research in language teacher education and teaching research
on these concepts. Considering that investigation into these factors could contribute to
understanding of related concepts and lead improvement in the field, the current study aims
to shed light on teacher self-efficacy beliefs and metacognitive awareness of pre-service and
in-service English language teachers. Thus, this paper presents findings of a mixed-method
study that focuses on whether there are any similarities or differences between the two
groups in their efficacy beliefs and metacognition with regard to a number of demographic
factors such as gender, years of experience or academic achievement. The study also aims to
examine if there is a relationship between concepts of teacher self-efficacy and metacognitive
awareness. To this end, data collected from pre-service (N=97) and in-service (N=53) English
language teachers through scales were analyzed quantitatively and supported by qualitative
data that were collected through semi-structured interviews. The findings of the study
suggested that while there is no statistically significant difference between the two groups in
their teacher self-efficacy beliefs, in-service teachers had higher levels of metacognitive
awareness than pre-service teachers. Furthermore, the study revealed a strong correlation
between teacher self-efficacy and metacognitive awareness. Overall, quantitative data were
explained by qualitative data that revealed factors affecting perceived levels of teacher selfefficacy and metacognitive awareness.
Key words: teacher self-efficacy, metacognitive awareness, pre-service, in-service, language
teachers.
Introduction
In order for educational programs to achieve their goals about effective teaching based on
learners’ outcomes, a number of qualities and qualifications are proposed (e.g., Chen,
Brown, Hattie, & Millward, 2012; Stronge, Tucker & Hindman, 2004). To this end, effective
language teaching that is defined as “clear and enthusiastic teaching that provides learners
with the grammatical (syntactical and morphological), lexical, phonological, pragmatic, and
sociocultural knowledge and interactive practice they need to communicate successfully in
the target language” by Bell (2005, p. 260) makes it necessary for language teachers to have
content and language knowledge and qualifications such as planning lesson aims and
objectives, materials and resources; raising awareness of students and monitoring them
which are identified by Kurtoğlu-Eken (2007) and also involve metacognitive aspects.
Considering that 21st century skills such as critical thinking and creativity could also be
involved in effective teaching, this study highlights metacognitive aspects involved and
focuses on metacognition of language teachers. In addition to having those essential skills, a
teacher is expected to be aware of his or her skills in question. In other words, teacher selfefficacy defined as a teacher’s beliefs about his or her capabilities on achieving teaching
8
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related tasks (Tschannen-Moran & Hoy, 2001) could be a factor for effective teaching. Thus,
there could be a connection between teacher self-efficacy and metacognition, which has
been neglected in the research so far as existing research tends to address these two
concepts separately. More specifically, research in language teacher education does not
focus on any latent relationship between efficacy beliefs and metacognition as much as
research in other fields of teaching. In addition to lack of research on the connection
between these two concepts, there is also lack of research comparing beliefs and
metacognition of pre-service and in-service language teachers. However, any similarities or
differences between these two groups in the related concepts could enhance understanding
of other associated elements as well as possible effective factors. Therefore, this study aims
to investigate teacher self-efficacy beliefs and metacognitive awareness of pre-service and inservice English language teachers in consideration of a number of demographic factors such
as academic achievement and years of experience.
Theoretical background
Beliefs are accepted to have upmost importance in shaping behaviors and self-efficacy
beliefs defined as one’s beliefs about his or capabilities in achieving goals are considered as
a trigger for success (eg., Bandura, 1997; Tschannen-Moran & Hoy, 2001). In that respect,
self-efficacy differs from other self- concepts. For instance, while self-confidence is related to
a person’s complete belief in herself of himself regardless of tasks involved, self-efficacy
beliefs are related to specific tasks. Based on definition and explanation of self-efficacy, a
teacher’s belief about his or her skills and qualifications to achieve specific teaching related
tasks is regarded as teacher self-efficacy.
In a broader sense, self-efficacy is a concept embedded in Bandura’s (eg., 1989; 1997; 2001)
Social Cognitive Theory, which states that human actions are result of personal factors and
an interaction with social environment, also defined as Triadic Reciprocal Determinism (eg.,
Bandura, 1997). Therefore, sources of efficacy beliefs could be either personal emotional
states or aspects of social interaction. Bandura (eg., 1995; 1997) indicated that self-efficacy
beliefs are shaped through mastery experiences that are what a person could do well as a
result of past experiences; vicarious experiences that are actions set by observing a model;
social persuasion that is support and encouragement of others; and physiological arousal
that is a person’s mood and feelings. Among these sources, the most effective one is mastery
experiences since being a result of long term attempts and achievements, they do not fade
easily (Bandura, 1997).
In a narrower sense, being significant both for pre-service and in-service teachers, teacher
self-efficacy has been explored from various perspectives two of which are sources of efficacy
beliefs and association of teacher self-efficacy beliefs with other concepts considering multidimension of social interaction. To start with, sources of teacher self-efficacy beliefs have
been addressed in a number of studies. For instance, Tschannen-Moran and Hoy (2007)
conducted a study comparing novice and experienced teachers in Ohio and Virginia in terms
of sources of their self-efficacy beliefs and the findings suggested that mastery experiences
accompanied by support were the main source for novice teachers in the study while these
factors were less important for the experienced teachers in the study. Similarly, Clark and
Newberry (2019) examined sources of pre-service self-efficacy beliefs in the U.S.A (N=783)
through a quasi-experimental study design and revealed that all sources (mastery
experience, vicarious experience, social persuasion and physiological arousal were effective in
the participants’ perceived levels of teacher self-efficacy beliefs, but they suggested that
other contextual factors are to be investigated.
Contextual factors commonly associated with levels of teacher self-efficacy are asserted to
have either positive or negative impact on teacher self-efficacy (eg., Chen & Yeung, 2015;
Knoblauch & Chase, 2015; Tschannen-Moran & Johnson, 2011). With this regard, the
study of Caprara, Barbaranelli, Steca and Malone (2006) that was carried out with more
than 2000 in-service teachers in Italy for the purpose of exploring any possible relationship
among self-efficacy, job satisfaction and student achievement revealed that there is a
significant relationship among these elements in that any increase or decrease in the levels
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of self-efficacy beliefs affects job satisfaction and student achievement in turn. In the same
vein, Skaalvik and Skaalvik (2010) carried out a quantitative study with 2249 Norwegian
teachers on the relationship between teacher-self-efficacy and job satisfaction or burn-out.
Contrary to the study of Caprara et al (2006), the findings suggested no positive connection
among the variables. In addition to these factors, in ELT research, Sevimel and Subaşı
(2018) suggested that undergraduate education, practicum, language proficiency have
impact on pre-service ELT teachers’ self-efficacy beliefs.
Demographic factors such as gender, years of experience and academic achievement have
also been investigated for possible effect of them on teacher self-efficacy (eg., Alcı & Yüksel,
2012; Merç, 2015; Sarıçam & Sakız, 2014) and the studies have set forth opposing findings
on the function of demographic factors since their proposed effect could not be attributed
only these factors, but they play a role in analyzing group differences and providing in-depth
support for findings as personal factors.
Another personal factor that could be associated with teacher self-efficacy is metacognitive
awareness (or metacognition) that is defined as a person’s higher order skills about their
knowledge and how to apply that knowledge. Thus, metacognition is categorized as
metacognitive knowledge; declarative (knowledge of what), procedural (knowledge of how)
and why (knowledge of conditional) and metacognitive regulation; cognitive activities to
organize knowledge such as planning, monitoring comprehension (eg., Schraw & Dennison,
1994). In addition to these metacognitive activities, teachers’ metacognitive awareness
involves skills such as preparing and planning for learning, selecting and using learning
strategies, monitoring strategy use, orchestrating various strategies and evaluating strategy
use and learning (Anderson, 2002, p. 3). Promoting content learning, identifying appropriate
strategies, making moment-to-moment decisions to insure students’ learning and adjusting for
individual differences (Duffy, Miller, Parsons & Meloth, 2009, p. 3) are other proposed skills
included in teachers’ metacognitive awareness and these metacognitive skills are
particularly important in the new era due to emphasis on 21st century skills such as critical
thinking.
Considering abovementioned importance of it, metacognition has been addressed in teacher
education and teaching research (eg., Baylor, 2002; Bulut, 2018; Metallidou, 2009; Wilson
& Bai, 2010). For instance, Şendurur, Şendurur, Mutlu and Başer (2012) examined
metacognitive awareness of pre-service teachers in consideration of demographic factors of
gender, educational background and academic achievement which was addressed with GPA
scores of the participants through a quantitative study design. Data analyses indicated that
all demographic factors in the study were effective in the difference among the groups. To
this end, female pre-service teachers in the study had higher GPA scores and levels of
metacognitive awareness than male pre-service teachers, suggesting gender as an effective
factor for the group differences in the levels of metacognition and GPA scores. Furthermore,
it emerged that educational background that was addressed through type of high school
which the participants graduated from was effective in the difference.
Specific to language teacher education and teaching research, studies have been conducted
on general aspects of language teachers’ metacognition and the related concepts (eg.,
Nahrkhalaji, 2014; Öz, 2005; 2014; 2015; 2016; Sarıçoban, 2015) Nahrkhalaji (2014)
explored potential effect of metacognition on English as a foreign language (EFL) teachers’
(N=50) teaching performance and whether demographic factors were effective in the levels of
metacognitive awareness of the participants and demographic factors of educational
background and teaching experience were effective in the difference between the groups. The
effect of demographic factors was also addressed in studies of Öz (eg., 2016) and Sarıçoban
(2015) revealing no significant effect of background factors on metacognition of pre-service
EFL teachers.
Even though studies have focused on pre-service and in-service teachers’ self-efficacy and
metacognition, these studies have been carried out either in other fields of teaching rather
than language teaching or they are on teachers in the early career of teaching also stated by
Atay (2007) and Koçoğlu (2011). Furthermore, there is lack of research on both pre-service
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and in-service language teachers’ self-efficacy beliefs in Turkey or no study has compared
self-efficacy and metacognition of pre-service and in-service language teachers. However,
any similarities or differences revealed as a result of comparison of the two groups could
foster understanding of other related issues in language teacher education and teaching. In
the same vein, no study has focused on whether there is a relationship between teacher selfefficacy and metacognitive awareness of language teachers. Yet, examining these elements
for any relationship could reveal findings that could be considered in any improvement
related to language teacher education and teaching, which is particularly important in an
era when 21st century skills are highlighted. Therefore, the current study aims to address
the following research questions.
1. What are the participants’ perceived levels of teacher self-efficacy and
metacognitive awareness?
2. Is there any difference in teacher self-efficacy and metacognitive awareness (levels)
among pre-service and in-service English language teachers?
3. Is there a significant relationship between the participants’ perceived levels of
teacher self- efficacy and metacognitive awareness?
4. Is there any difference in the mean scores of the participants’ perceived levels of
self-efficacy and metacognitive awareness as a function of demographic information?
The study
Setting and participants
In light of these research questions, Hacettepe University, Ankara, Turkey was determined
as the setting of the study as it serves well for the research purpose of the study. In that
respect, while pre-service teachers’ data were collected at Faculty of Education, English
language teaching (ELT) department with participation of senior students of the department,
in-service teachers’ data were collected from English language lecturers at School of Foreign
Languages after obtaining essential permission of Ethical Commision of Hacettepe
University and the heads of the two departments. According to regulations of Council of
Higher Education (CoHE), this university admits students among top achievers of university
entrance exam, which could enable to make connections with self-efficacy beliefs and
metacognition as also stated in the existing research (eg., Alcı & Yüksel, 2012). Thus, in
accordance with convenience principle, School of Foreign Languages of the university was
determined as the setting for in-service teachers.
As for the participants, they were 96 senior students at ELT department of the
university and 53 English lecturers working at the School of Foreign Languages. Since one
of the focuses of the study is to investigate whether demographic factors affect teacher selfefficacy and metacognition, the participants were selected among volunteers by considering
this focus. Table 1 and 2 illustrate demographic aspects of the participants.
Table 1. Demographic information about pre-service teachers
Age
(M=1.09, SD= .38)

Gender (M=1.21 SD=.41)

GPA
(M=3.08, SD= .65)

Female

Male

20-26

27-35

45+

75

21

89

6

1

1.52.99
17

3.003.50
54

+3.50
25

Table 2. Demographic information about in-service teachers
Gender
(M=1.11, SD=.31)
Female
Male
47

6

Years of experience (M=2.81, SD=.78)
0-5

6-10

11-20

20 +

2

16

25

10
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In addition to years of experience, educational background was another inquired
demographic aspects of in-service teachers. To this end, completed degrees (BA; N=20, MA;
N=28 and PhD.; N=5) and ongoing degrees (None; N=39, MA; N=2 and PhD.; N=12) were
considered for statistical analyses on in-service teachers’ data.
Data collection and analyses
The current study was designed as a mixed-method study. Therefore, quantitative data
collected from the participants through valid and reliable scales on the variables were
supported by qualitative data collected through semi-structured interviews.
As for the instruments, pre-service language teachers’ self-efficacy beliefs were addressed
through a scale that was developed and validated by the researchers and adapted for inservice teachers. The rationale behind developing such as scale was that available scales on
teacher self-efficacy only involve aspects of instructional strategies, classroom management,
student engagement (eg., Chacon, 2005; Tschannen-Moran & Hoy, 2001). Yet, in
consideration of task-specificity principle (Bandura, 1997), there is a need to develop a more
specific scale that merely addresses pre-service language teachers. In that respect, the
developed scale (PLTES) included planning, teaching, assessment and professional
development areas in 9-Likert scale type 23 items referring to Bandura’s (1997) Teacher
Efficacy Scale (TSS), Teachers’ Sense of Efficacy Scale (TSES) (Tschannen-Moran & Hoy,
2001), the EAQUALS framework for language teacher training and development (2013),
Kurtoğlu-Eken’s (2007) criteria for effective language teaching and the project of European
Portfolio for Student Teachers of Languages (EPOSTL), (Newby, Allan, Fenner, Jones,
Komorowska & Soghikyan, 2007). Furthermore, while available scales can be administered
to both pre-service and in-service teachers in the same way, this scale only addresses preservice language teachers considering that involving items on pre-service teachers’ future
teaching practices could help them internalize the items better rather than assuming them
as in-service teachers. Thus, “How well do you believe you will be able to monitor classroom
learning to identify learning needs and achievement?” is an item responding to teaching
component of pre-service teachers’ scale, “How well can you monitor classroom learning to
identify learning needs and achievement?” is an item for teaching component of adapted
version for in-service language teachers. Validation and reliability analyses revealed that the
scale is valid and reliable scale (α= .93). Furthermore, Metacognitive Awareness Inventory
(Schraw & Dennison, 1994) was the instrument employed to address metacognition of the
participants. The scale that involves 52 items on metacognitive knowledge (declarative,
procedural and conditional) and regulation of metacognition (information management
strategies, comprehension monitoring, debugging strategies and evaluation) has been
commonly used, valid and reliable scale in the related literature (eg., Akın, Abacı & Çetin,
2007; Harrison, & Vallin, 2018; Hughes, 2019). While there is variation in the response
types for the items (eg., Yes/No responses or Likert-scale), 7 Likert-scale version was used
in this study and the pilot study suggested that the scale is a reliable instrument (α=.95)
Data analyses were conducted by using SPSS version 23 for quantitative data and Nvivo 12
Pro for coding of qualitative data. Accordingly, statistical analyses of descriptive statistics,
normality tests, correlation tests (Pearson and Spearman), Independent-Samples T-test and
nonparametric equivalent of it, Mann Whitney U test and One-Way ANOVA and
nonparametric equivalent of it Kruskall Wallis H test were conducted in order to analyze
data for research purposes. Also, qualitative data that were collected in semi-structured
interviews through questions on their ideas about self-efficacy beliefs (strength and areas for
further development), metacognitive awareness in learning and teaching (how to transfer
that knowledge into teaching) and factors considered as effective in the levels of self-efficacy
and metacognitive awareness were coded for content analyses and revealed findings that
provide in-depth support for quantitative data.
Overall, the findings revealed as a result of these analyses and the discussion of them are as
follows:
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Findings and discussion
Teacher self-efficacy and metacognitive awareness of language teachers
In order to explore self-efficacy beliefs and metacognitive awareness of English language
teachers, scales were administered to the participants and the data were analyzed
quantitatively though descriptive statistics. See Table 3 for self-efficacy beliefs of pre-service
language teachers.
Table 3. Descriptive statistics of pre-service language teachers’ self-efficacy
Components of teacher self-efficacy
Planning
Teaching
Assessment
Professional development

M
7.08
6.63
6.74
6.78

SD
1.19
1.08
1.10
1.26

As illustrated in the table, pre-service teachers had higher levels of perceived self-efficacy for
the component of planning and in semi-structured interviews, the participants stated that
their undergraduate education affected their beliefs about planning positively since they had
many opportunities to practice lesson planning. See the extract below for support of this
finding:
PT5- male/ GPA; 1.5-2.99
I feel efficacious particularly about lesson planning thanks to high standard
education we got at this university. I think I got trained even more than enough
because we prepared too many lessons plans and were supervised too much.
Therefore, I do not think that I will have any problems about lesson planning.
Data on metacognitive awareness revealed that pre-service language teachers in the study
were aware of knowledge and regulation components of metacognition considering nearly
equal mean values except for component of evaluation. See Table 4 for metacognitive
awareness of pre-service language teachers.
Table 4. Descriptive statistics of pre-service teachers’ metacognitive awareness
Declarative
Procedural
Conditional
Planning
Information management
Monitoring
Debugging
Evaluation
Metacognitive knowledge
Regulation of cognition

M
5.35
5.2
5.35
5.21
5.32
5.13
5.72
4.81
5.32
5.23

SD
.92
1.08
.99
.99
1.08
.86
.98
1.1
.9
.91

That the participants had higher values for their knowledge, but lower values for evaluation
could also be supported by the qualitative data. See the extract below for evidence:
PT 11- female/ GPA; above 3.5
I think I am proficient at theoretical knowledge. I mean I get knowledge easily considering my
communication with my professors throughout undergraduate years. I did not study much, but
I learned but asking questions to my professors and analyzing what is told to me. I am aware
of my knowledge not only about education but also about my daily life. I know I can use
cognitive skills well, but I think I have difficulty in transferring that knowledge and skills in
my teaching.
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Similar to self-efficacy beliefs of pre-service language teachers, in-service teachers in the
study also had higher values for planning component of the scale, which is demonstrated in
Table 5.
Table 5. Descriptive statistics of in-service teachers’ self-efficacy
Components of teacher self-efficacy
Planning
Teaching
Assessment
Professional development

M
7
6.94
6.71
6.11

SD
1.26
1.33
1.30
1.87

As could be seen in the table, in-service teachers had higher levels for their efficacy in
planning and teaching while their efficacy in professional development was lower, which was
supported by the interviews. See the extract below for the support of this finding:
T3- female/ 15 years of experience/ PhD.
I think I am efficacious in lesson planning and teaching practices, but I am trying to
do my best to improve myself with the awareness that a teacher always has
something to learn from others. My strengths are planning lessons well and being
able to be flexible and implement B plans when necessary while teaching. Like all
teachers, I think I should spend more time and effort on my professional
development because depending on new technologies and trends, one can and
should improve his/her skills at any time. As for assessment, I do not do much
because I do not have to do that as there are other teachers who work for
assessment issues in my institution. I can only evaluate my students through the
activities in the classroom and plan my lessons accordingly.
As for metacognitive awareness of in-service teachers, the data revealed that mean values of
the components were nearly equal indicating that they were both aware of their knowledge
and how to apply that knowledge. See Table 6 for descriptive statistics of in-service teachers’
metacognitive awareness.
Table 6. descriptive statistics of in-service teachers’ metacognition
M
Declarative
5.68
Procedural
5.47
Conditional
5.59
Planning
5.47
Information management 5.75
Comprehension monitoring 5.31
Debugging strategies
5.95
Evaluation
5.28
Metacognitive knowledge 5.60
Regulation of cognition
5.56

SD
.77
.83
.71
.80
.68
.87
.72
.97
.71
.67

In addition to general components of metacognitive awareness, interviews included data
about teachers’ metacognitive awareness. Thus, data revealed whether the participants
could transfer their metacognitive awareness in their teaching practices. To this end, while
some of the participants responded positively, others expressed factors affecting them for
transferring their metacognitive awareness. See the extract below as evidence.
T7-female; 11-20 years of teaching, completed degree; MA
Visualizing is important for me or leading from familiar to
unfamiliar, most frequent to least frequent, these are cognitive
skills that I use the most and I use them in my teaching, too. You
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know there is famous saying: the way you learn become the way
you teach, so I think I can transfer my knowledge and cognitive
skills in my teaching in different pace of a lesson.
Any differences in teacher self-efficacy and metacognitive awareness of pre-service
and in-service English language teachers
In addition to data collected from pre-service and in-service language teachers about their
self-efficacy and metacognitive awareness, a comparison was made between the two groups
for in-depth analyses to enhance understanding of related concepts. For this purpose,
quantitative data were analyzed statistically following normality tests. The output of
Kolmogorov Smirnov test revealed that variables had significant values, thus, did not have
normal distribution (teacher self-efficacy with Skewness of -.71 (SE=.19) and Kurtosis of -.19
(SE=.39) and metacognitive awareness with Skewness of -.40 (SE=.19) and Kurtosis of .12
(SE=.39) (p < .05). Therefore, nonparametric Mann Whitney U tests were conducted for
comparison of the two groups and the analyses suggested that while there was no
significant difference between pre-service (Mdn=6.91) and in-service language teachers
(Mdn=6.95) in their self-efficacy (U=1450, p=.70), there was a statistically significant
difference between the two groups (pre-service; Mdn=5.25 and in-service; Mdn=5.71) in their
metacognitive awareness (U=1965, p=.02, d=.3).
In existing research, there is no research on the comparison between pre-service and inservice language teachers’ self-efficacy beliefs and metacognitive awareness. On the other
hand, the studies focused on the two variables separately in other fields of teaching had
converse findings (eg., Azar, 2010; Campbell, 1996). To this end, while Azar’s (2010) study
that was carried out with pre-service and in-service secondary science teachers on their selfefficacy beliefs revealed no difference between two groups, Campbell (1996) suggested that
in-service teachers had higher levels of self-efficacy than pre-service science teachers in the
study. Similarly, metacognitive awareness of the two groups was compared in other fields of
teaching. For instance, Metallidou (2009) investigated use of problem solving strategies of
pre-service and in-service primary school teachers and found out that in-service teachers
were better at using strategies, which could partly be associated with the finding of the
current study which stated that in-service teachers had higher values for their
metacognition than pre-service teachers. This study is significant since it contributes to the
literature by providing insight into difference between pre-service and in-service English
language teachers in their self-efficacy beliefs and metacognitive awareness, which has been
neglected so far or investigated separately. Yet, these two concepts could be related, which is
another research purpose of the study.
Relationship between teacher self-efficacy and metacognitive awareness
That teacher self-efficacy and metacognitive awareness could be related concepts was
another focus of the present study considering self-efficacy also involves knowledge-based
aspects which is part of metacognition. Any relation between these two concepts is
important due to psychological and cognitive aspects involved. For this purpose, Spearman
correlation test was conducted in consideration of non-normal distribution of the variables
as also stated above. The output of Correlation Coefficient indicated that there was a strong
relationship between teacher self-efficacy and metacognitive awareness (r(149)= .65, p=.000)
Although there is no research exploring pre-service and in-service language teachers’ selfefficacy and metacognition as a whole, there is a little research focusing on either preservice or in-service teachers’ data in different fields of teaching (eg., Alcı & Yüksel, 2012;
Alkan & Erdem, 2014; Ghonsooly, Khajavy & Mahjoobi, 2014; Yıldız & Akdağ, 2017). In ELT
research, Alcı and Yüksel (2012) examined teacher self-efficacy and metacognitive
awareness in relation to academic achievement of pre-service ELT teachers in a quantitative
study conducted with 143 participants and the findings suggested that there was a
connection between self-efficacy and academic achievement rather than metacognitive
awareness and academic achievement. As opposed to this study, Ghonsooly et al (2014)
found out that there was a significant relationship between metacognitive awareness and
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academic achievement. Overall, the current study is significant since it provides evidence for
the connection between teacher self-efficacy and metacognitive awareness as a whole.
Function of demographic
metacognitive awareness

factors

in

the

levels

of

teacher

self-efficacy

and

That the findings revealed a strong correlation between self-efficacy and metacognitive
awareness and a significant difference in metacognition of pre-service and in-service
teachers made it necessary for further research into the factors possibly effective in the
stated difference. Accordingly, gender and academic achievement were associated with selfefficacy and metacognitive awareness of pre-service teachers whereas gender, years of
experience and educational background were investigated in relation to in-service teachers.
Furthermore, qualitative data set forth other associated factors.
Being normally distributed with Skewness of -.58 (SD=.24) and Kurtosis of .17 (SD=.48) for
self-efficacy and Skewness of -.17 (SD=.24) and Kurtosis of -.09 (SD=.48) for metacognitive
awareness (p=2), data collected from pre-service were analyzed statistically by conducting
parametric tests of Independent Samples t-test (Student-t) (for gender) and One-way ANOVA
(for achievement groups). The output of Student t-test revealed that there was no significant
difference between male (M=6.99, SD=.89) and female (M=6.7, SD=1.08) teachers in their
self-efficacy beliefs (t(94)= 1.1, p>.05) and metacognition (female; M=5.26, SD=.91 and male;
M=5.27, SD=.80, t(94)= .05, p>.05). As for academic achievement, the output of Bonferroni
post-hoc tests of One-way ANOVA stated that academic achievement was effective both in
teacher self-efficacy (F (2, 93) = 4. 97, p=.009, ηp2=.097) and metacognitive awareness (F (2,
93) = 4.22, p=.017, ηp2=.083) and the group who had highest GPA scores (above 3.5) also
had higher levels of teacher self-efficacy and metacognitive awareness.
Gender, years of experience and educational background were examined as factors that
could possibly cause a difference among the groups. To this end, nonparametric tests of
Mann Whitney U test (for gender) and Kruskall Wallis H test (for experience and educational
background) were conducted as the data had significant values (teacher self-efficacy with
Skewness of -.79 (SE=.32) and Kurtosis of -.02 (SE=.64) and metacognitive awareness with
Skewness of -.79 (SE=.32) and Kurtosis of (SE=.64). The output of Mann Whitney U test
revealed that there was no statistically significant difference between female (Mdn= 6.95)
and male (Mdn= 6.91) teachers in the levels of teacher self-efficacy (U= 140.5, p=.98, d=.0)
and metacognitive awareness (female; Mdn=5.71 and male; Mdn= 5.53, U=125.5, p=.66,
d=.0). As for years of experience, the output of Kruskal Wallis H test suggested that there
was no significant difference among the groups in their self-efficacy (H(3)=4.95, p=.17 with
mean ranks of 7 for 0-5 years group, 26.9 for 6-10 years group, 26.2 for 11-20 years group
and 33 for more than 20 years group) and metacognitive awareness (H(3)= 1.91, p=.59 with
mean ranks of 34.5 for 0-5 years group, 25.1 for 6-10 years group, 25.6 for 11-20 years
group and 31.9 for more than 20 years group). Similarly, their educational background
(completed or ongoing degrees) had no effect on their self-efficacy beliefs (completed degree;
H(2)=1.02, p=.59 with mean ranks of 27.4 for BA group, 25.6 for MA group and 33.1 for PhD
group and ongoing degree; (H(2)=.47, p=.78 with mean ranks of 27.8 for None group, 23.2
for MA group and 24.8 for PhD group) and metacognitive awareness (completed degree;
H(2)=1.05, p=.59 with mean ranks of 25.7 for BA group, 26.7 for MA group and 33.6 for PhD
group and ongoing degree; (H(2)=.35, p=.83 with mean ranks of 27.1 for None group, 20.7
for MA group and 27.6 for PhD group)
These findings could be associated with existing research either in a supporting or
contradictory way. To start with, that the study revealed no effect of gender on teacher selfefficacy supports the findings of Merç’s (2015) study that explored whether there is any
relationship between self-efficacy beliefs and speaking anxiety of pre-service ELT teachers
with respect to demographic function of gender and school setting. With regard to function
of gender on metacognitive awareness, the study of Şendurur et al (2011) revealed that
gender, GPA scores and educational background of pre-service teachers were effective in
their metacognitive awareness. However, while the findings of the current study on GPA
scores support this study, the finding related to gender is not in line with it as no effect was
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traced regarding to gender, as also revealed in previous studies (eg., Öz, 2015; 2016;
Sarıçoban, 2015)
As for the findings related to connection between experience and teacher self-efficacy, the
present study revealed no effect of it on teacher self-efficacy, which is not in line with the
study of Chen and Yeung (2015) which suggested that experience causes a difference in the
levels of teacher self-efficacy. Likewise, the findings of this study on the connection between
metacognitive awareness and demographic factors of experience and educational
background are not in line with existing research. For instance, Nahrkhalaji (2014) revealed
that educational background and teaching experience played a role in metacognitive
awareness of EFL teachers, which is not supported by this study as there was no difference
among groups of experience and educational background in their metacognition.
In addition to demographic factors, analyses of qualitative data revealed a number of
associated factors with self-efficacy beliefs and metacognitive awareness. To this end,
undergraduate education, practicum and mismatch between theoretical courses and real
classroom setting were commonly stated factors by pre-service teachers while high or low
level of learner motivation, work load and lack of support by the administration were
regarded as related factors to self-efficacy beliefs and metacognition of in-service language
teachers. See extracts below:
PT 3-female/ GPA; 1.5-2.99
I believe I definitely need to improve my abilities about classroom management
because even during practicum, there used to be an experienced teacher with
us (either the teacher at that school or our supervisor) and they would always
lead us. I have no experience teaching children and managing class on my
own. Although I know what is necessary to do for classroom management in
theory, I do not think that I will be able to manage it well in practice. I mean I
am not efficacious enough about that.

T11-female/ 11-20 years of experience/ completed degree; MA,
I think technological improvements affect a teacher’s self-efficacy. Well,
actually, I would say learner motivation. I know it is a cliché, but it is
definitely the case for us. We wonder why we could not motivate them.
Maybe, it is because of us or our techniques and practices are not
appealing to them. Overall, they affect a teacher’s efficacy either positively
or negatively.
In the literature, teacher self-efficacy has been considered as related to various concepts
such as burn-out or stress for in-service teachers and contextual factors for pre-service
teachers. Specifically, in ELT research, Sevimel and Subaşı (2018) examined associated
factors with teacher self-efficacy by conducting a study with 113 pre-service teachers and
found out that undergraduate education and teaching practice through practicum were
considered to have a positive effect on the participants’ self-efficacy. Yet, the participants
stated that the content of the courses they took during their undergraduate education was
not in line with real classroom contexts as it was so theoretical. Therefore, the finding of
this study supports the study of Sevimel and Subaşı (2018) and findings of previous
research (eg., Atay, 2007; Koçoğlu, 2011; Seferoğlu, 2006) for mismatch between the
amount and content of theoretical courses and real teaching practice.
As for in-service teachers, the literature mostly has connected teacher self-efficacy with
contextual factors such as school setting (eg., Chen & Yeung, 2015; Knoblauch & Chase,
2015; Ma & Cavanagh, 2018), which is in accordance with the finding of this study as inservice teachers in the current study expressed that student motivation, lack of support by
the administration and work load are among the factors influencing their self-efficacy. They
considered the same factors as inhibiting for reflecting their metacognitive awareness into
teaching practices. These findings are in line with the study of Chen and Yeung (2015), who
investigated self-efficacy beliefs of graduates of a language teacher education programs and
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found out that teacher factors (language proficiency and teaching experience), student
factors (student motivation and classroom management) and contextual factors (culture,
class size and school district) had an impact on teacher self-efficacy.
Overall, this study revealed that while teacher self-efficacy and metacognitive awareness are
significantly related concepts, there was no significant difference between pre-service and
in-service language teachers in their efficacy beliefs and metacognition. Still, there are
factors influencing especially the levels of their self-efficacy mainly undergraduate education
and practicum for pre-service English language teachers and contextual factors such as
student motivation for in-service teachers.
Conclusion
The current study investigates self-efficacy beliefs and metacognitive awareness of preservice and in-service English language teachers in consideration to any similarities or
differences between the groups in the variables and any factors effective in these variables.
Furthermore, it focuses on if there is a relationship between teacher self-efficacy beliefs and
metacognitive awareness, which is particularly important in an era when effective language
teaching requires to involve 21st century skills into language teachers’ teaching practices.
Therefore, the data collected from pre-service and in-service English language teachers
through scales on the variables and semi-structured interviews were analyzed in a mixedmethod study design and the findings revealed that there is no significant difference
between pre-service and in-service teachers in their self-efficacy and metacognitive
awareness that were found to be significantly related concepts. Undergraduate education
and practicum emerged to be positively effective in pre-service teachers’ self-efficacy while
student motivation was stated to be the most common factor influencing their efficacy
beliefs by in-service teachers. Additionally, pre-service teachers stated that there is a
mismatch between theoretical background that is presented to them and real teaching
practices, which is to be emphasized within the scope of the study. Considering previous
research findings in the same vein, the suggestion is that there could be revision in the
content of the programs. Pre-service teachers could be presented with more practical
content in which they analytically think over situations and teaching practices. Thus, they
could also reflect their metacognition into teaching. As to the findings related to in-service
teachers, it seems that their efficacy about professional development is lower than planning
or teaching and they cannot focus on their development because of contextual factors such
as heavy work load or lack of support by the institution. Thus, it could be suggested that
professional development of teachers be encouraged by the support of educational systems
and be involved in institutional policies in accordance. Therefore, there would be no
discrepancy between teacher education with highly motivated, efficacious and
metacognitively aware candidates and teaching profession with language teachers who are
in pursue of continuous professional development and it would result in effective language
teaching.
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Abstract
The major purpose of this study was to investigate the language learning strategies used by
young adolescents EFL students from different regional areas in Turkey and whether any
significant difference existed between female and male students in terms of strategy use
preference. The data for this research were provided by 1934 participants using SILL test
version 7.0 developed by Oxford (1990) as the measurement instrument. The data were also
obtained from semi-structure interviews with the participants after obtaining quantitative
data. The study resulted in the following main findings; Turkish Young adolescents EFL
learners used almost all strategies at a medium level but Metacognitive, and Social
Strategies at high level. The most frequently used strategies were metacognitive the least
used ones were compensation strategies. The results also showed that female students
used more language learning strategies than male students although significant differences
were observed in three items. Pedagogical implications of these findings were discussed in
relation to EFL context in Turkey and recommendations for teachers and future researchers
were provided.
Key words: Language learning strategies, geographical regions, Turkish young adolescents,
SILL
1. Introduction
There has been a growing body of research into the methodological criteria applicable to the
learning and teaching of English. Improvements in technology and in the dimension of the
thoughts have had the researchers reconsider the needs of the learners and the theories of
language and learning. The theory of language and language learning of Grammar
Translation, for instance, did not seem to be fulfilling the learners’ needs since
memorization of the grammatical rules and a long range of vocabulary were no longer
pleasing the language learners, and thereby societies’ needs. Having served for a certain
time, and due to the failure in communication skills, this method was replaced by another
method based on improving the communicative skills of the learners through direct contact
with authentic materials.
In the beginning of the 1970s, researchers became aware of the role of mental process
providing thinking, remembering, learning and using language, which was named Cognitive
Approach to language learning and teaching. However, foreign language learning and
teaching have been shifted from focusing on approaches, methods and materials to
individual learner differences. Through the years, a growing interest have taken into the role
of the learners brings into the language classrooms, which lead to the learner-centered
approaches in language classes. These trends have raised the interest on the learners
needs. Haycraft notes (1978) that “teaching English successfully is not just a question of
method. I have observed many classes where teacher’s techniques were superb, but where
the students were reluctant to learn because the teacher was not interested in them as
people, and the lesson developed like the workings of a machine, functioning in isolation (p.
6).” In addition, Oxford (2001) maintains that
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one image for teaching English as a second or foreign language (ESL/EFL) is
that of a tapestry. The tapestry is woven from many strands, such as the
characteristics of the teacher, the learner, the setting, and the relevant languages (i.e.,
English and the native languages of the learners and the teacher). For the
instructional loom to produce a large, strong, beautiful, colorful tapestry, all of these
strands must be interwoven in positive ways. (p. 1).
It is obvious that as language teachers we should consider far more things than the method
itself when trying to implement the objectives of any method seeming to be applicable.
Thus, it does not matter what methods we study and wish to use, it is likely that we cannot
be successful unless we have our student control over how, what, when and why they
should learn language. The idea of reconsidering the role of learners in language learning
and teaching have lead the researchers to the language learning strategies (Stern, 1975;
Rubin (1975) Hosenfeld, 1978; Wenden 1985; Wenden & Rubin,1987, O’Malley and Chamot
1990) since Rubin (1975) investigated the role of the strategies enabling the learners to
become “good language learners. These and the similar studies claim that language
learning strategies (LLS) are not innate, and they can be taught, especially to those having
difficulty in language learning (Wenden, 1987; Oxford,1990; Cohen, 1998; Chamot et al
1999; Carol, 2008). In addition, the studies have revealed that learning strategies enable
students to become more motivated, and more self-regulated (Zimmerman & Pons, 1986;
Paris & Byrnes, 1989).) since students who think and study strategically believe that they
can be more successful than those who do not use appropriate strategies in the right place,
which can directly affect their performance in classes (Khaldieh, 2000).
1.1. Theoretical Background
Research on language learning strategies has been referred to as a relatively “amorphous
and messy” area of study by Ellis (2008). In terms of terminology, the term language
learning strategies have long been used in many research studies and published articles in
the field Second Language Acquisition (SLA), although they may have been called learner
strategies, and recently, Cohen and Macaro (2007) used a new term, “language learner
strategies.” (LLS hereafter). The origin of the studies on LLS goes back to 1970s and Rubin’s
(1975) article on ‘the good language learner’ (GLL) which has triggered the interest in
strategies. Rubin (1975, p. 44-47) listed the strategies used by GLLs as “willing and
accurate guessers, attentive to both form and meaning, extroverted and uninhibited about
mistakes, willing to practise and spend time monitoring their own speech among the others.
others.” This attempt paved way to other studies affected by the progress in cognitive
psychology (Cohen 1977; Naiman et al. 1978; Reiss 1981; Griffiths, 2008).
They main focus of these studies was to investigate the reasons why some students were
less successful in language learning. Wenden, (1985, p.7) concluded that low achieving
students were ‘inactive’ learners and holding an insufficient repertoire of LLSs as compared
to good language learners. Based on the premises of earlier studies Chamot (2001stated
that “the good language learner… is an active learner, monitors language production,
practises communicating in the language, makes use of prior linguistic knowledge, uses
various memorization techniques, and asks questions for clarification (p. 29). The studies
later reached a general consensus that low achieving learners were unable to use
appropriate LLS in given contexts though they were aware of a variety of the LLS.
Reviewing the previous studies Oxford (1990) defined LLS as “operations employed by the
learner to aid the acquisition, storage, retrieval, and use of information” (Oxford, 1990, p.8)
and introduced a comprehensible taxonomy. Oxford first divided LLSs into two main
categories; direct and indirect strategies. Direct strategies are associated with mental
processing which affects directly to learning, while indirect strategies are connected to
learners’ abilities to manage and support their learning which often indirectly contribute to
learning of the target language. Oxford’s classification is considered as the most used and
influential in research on language learning strategies. This assertion is emphasized by Ellis
(1994, p. 536) as “the most comprehensive classification to date.” Oxford (1990) divided the
language learning strategies into two major groups: direct and indirect strategies. These two
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strategies are comprised into six other groups. The direct strategies consist of memory
strategies, cognitive strategies, and compensation strategies. On the other hand,
metacognitive strategies, affective strategies, and social strategies are considered as indirect
strategies. These categories underlie the Strategy Inventory for Language Learning developed
(SILL) by Oxford and have been used by a great number of studies. The direct and indirect
strategies are summarized as;
Memory strategies are grouping or using imagery, helping students store and retrieve new
information.
Cognitive strategies are summarizing or reasoning deductively, enabling learners to
understand and produce new language in different ways.
Compensation strategies are guessing or using synonyms, using language despite
difficulties.
Metacognitive strategies are thinking about thinking which allow learners to control their
own cognition–that is, to coordinate the learning process by using functions such as
centering, arranging, planning, and evaluating.
Affective strategies are regulating emotions, motivations, and attitudes.
Social strategies are learning through interaction with others. (Oxford, 1990, p. 135)
Grenfell and Macaro (2007) provided a summary of the broad claims made by
authors in the field of learning strategies as follows.
1. The strategies that learners use is accessible and can be documented.
2. A strategy is a construct that can be defined, and what it is and what it does can be
described in practical terms.
3. Strategies are important because they are associated with successful learning.
4. Some learner types are more likely to use strategies or use them more successfully
than other learner types.
5. Strategies can be taught and learners, as a result, can develop more effective
strategic behavior (p. 27).
Language learning strategies are still highly popular in the 21st century since they are not
innate and can be taught, which in turn enhances learning. There are so many studies
investigated the different variables as a factor in language learning strategy use. For
example, Griffiths and Parr (2001) reported that European students use learning strategies
related to vocabulary learning, reading, working with others more frequently than students
from other nationalities. In addition, there are reasonable number of studies on looking into
different factors affecting the use of language learning strategies, but few studies have
focused on young adolescents from different geographical area.
Thus, the aim of this study is to find out the LLS preferred by the young adolescent learning
English as a foreign language (EFL)from different geographical regions of Turkey and to find
out if gender difference is a factor in strategy usage. Keeping in mind this goal, we aimed to
find answers to the following questions.
1. What are the language learning strategies overall used by young adolescents in Turkey?
2. Is there any significant difference between girls and boys in terms of strategy use?
2. Methodology
The present study employed a mixed methods research design which comprises collecting
both quantitative and qualitative data in a single study. This design was selected because
the quantitative and qualitative data complement each other as each approach has its
limitations and restrictions Creswell (2003).
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2.1. Participants
A total of 1934 young adolescents EFL students participated in the study, with 906 (46,85)
boys and 1028 (53,15 %) girls. Depending on the age of starting elementary school their
ages ranged between 11-13 years of age. They were from different geographical regional
areas of Turkey.
2.2. Data Collection
Strategy inventory for Language Learning (SILL) (Version 7) which consists of two main
categories and six subtitles with a total of 50 items (Table 1). Oxford (1990) suggested that
SILL can be used for both English as a second language (ESL) and English as a foreign
language (EFL) students. It was translated into Turkish and tested, and two experts
reviewed it for confirming its validity for semantic, idiomatic, experiential and conceptual
equivalence. The reliability of the sum score of all 50 items was tested and the overall scale
was somewhat reliable (α =.81).
Table 1 The categories of strategies in SILL
Strategies
Direct Strategies
Indirect Strategies

Items
9 Items (1-9)
14 Items (10-23)
6 Items (24-29)
9 Items (30-38)
6 Items (39-44)
6 Items (45-50)

Memory
Cognitive
Compensation
Metacognitive
Affective Strategies
Social Strategies

Oxford (1990) also suggested the evaluation criteria that represent how frequently the
students use the strategies by determining from the average of scores students choose in
each item of question which is ranging from 1-5, which are; a. Highly used (Mean score (M)
between 3.5 to 5.0 indicates that all six of learning strategies are the most frequently used
by the participants) b. Medium used (M between 2.5 to 3.4) indicates that all six of learning
strategies are normally used by the participants) c. Low used (M smaller than 2.4) indicates
all six of learning strategies are rarely used by the participants (Table 2)
Table 2 The evaluation criteria suggested by Oxford (1990)
Categories
High
Medium
Low

Frequency

Range

Always or almost always used
Usually used
Sometimes used
Generally not used
Never or almost never used

4.5 to 5.0
3.5 to 4.4
2.5 to 3.4
1.5 to 2.4
1.0 to 1.4

3. Findings
3.1. LLS frequencies of entire participants
The mean scores of the six categories of learning strategies used by Turkish young
adolescents EFL students of EFL are reported in Table 3, where it can be seen that all
means fell between 3,17 and 3.64 on a scale of 1 to 5 out a possible 5, a range. Thus, the
participants in this study used strategies mostly at a medium level rather than a high level.
Table 3. Descriptive statistics of entire participants

Direct Strategies
Indirect Strategies

Strategies
Memory Strategies
Cognitive Strategies
Compensation Strategies
Metacognitive Strategies
Affective Strategies
Social Strategies
Overall

Mean
3,46
3,25
3,17
3,64
3,34
3,55
3,40

St.D
1,23
1,33
1,38
1,26
1,37
1,56
1,35
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According to the results, the young adolescents participating in this study had an average
mean (3.40) of overall strategy use on the 5-point Likert scale. As Table 3 shows, the SILL’s
only two of the six groups of LLS (indirect strategies) are usually preferred by the
participants, whereas all three direct strategies and one indirect (affective) strategy are
occasionally used. Thus, there seems to be a difference between the two groups in the
overall strategy use since the participants use direct and indirect strategies LLS
distinctively.
Metacognitive strategies were the highest used among learners (M= 3.64) whereas,
compensation strategies were the least used by the participants (M= 3,17). The students
were more inclined to use indirect strategies as the findings showed that the top two
strategies used by the students were metacognitive and social strategies.
This result could indicate that the more memory strategies the students used, the more
cognitive and metacognitive strategies they used and the less affective strategies they
reportedly used.
3.2. Gender Differences
When participants LLS use and their gender were analyzed, we observed that both female
and male participants showed a high preference for both direct and indirect strategies,
though they differed in three items. (two are indirect and one is direct strategy). As the p
values show, female participants (M=3,06; 3,67 respectively) use more vocabulary learning
strategies than their male peers (M= 2,94; 3,56 respectively). This indicates that female
participants are more likely to use the LLS when it comes to studying the vocabulary.
Female participants seemed to be more social that male participants though only item 45
showed a statistically significant difference
Table 4. Gender differences in strategy use
Items
4. I remember a new English word
by making a mental picture of a
situation in which the word might
be used.
7. I physically act out new English
words.
45. If I do not understand
something in English, I ask the
other person to slow down or say it
again.

Mean
Females
Males
3,67
3,06
3,99

3,56
2,94
3,88

Males

St. D.
Females

1.206

1.201

1,377

1,411

1,243

1,261

P Value
,037
,028
,034

4. Discussions
The findings of the present study revealed that the young adolescent students of English
language were using a wide range of direct and indirect strategies. However, the quantitative
data obtained from the SILL questionnaire revealed that they were showing a conflicting
approach towards the use of direct and indirect strategies. The students were more inclined
to use indirect strategies since the top two strategies they preferred (M=3,64, 3,55
respectively) were metacognitive and social strategies. This is consistent with those reported
by Dawadi (2017) who discovered similar strategy preferences and Charoento’s (2016)
findings about the low use of memory strategies. The findings are also consistent with the
findings of Griffiths & Parr (2001) since they reported that teachers “believe students use
social and metacognitive strategies quite frequently, while compensation and affective
strategies are ranked lowest” (p. 6).
The interview data made it clear that the learners were not aware of compensation strategies
though they were unconsciously using some compensation strategies such as guessing and
using gestures. However, they did not seem to be using linguistics and non-linguistics
knowledge for unknown words and phrases to find out the meaning. This support the idea
that as learners become mature, they tend to use compensation strategies such as guessing
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the meaning of unknown words while reading or listening, and using gestures in speaking
and synonym in writing (Oxford, 1990).
The students' high use of metacognitive strategies (3,64), on the other hand, do not show
that they were planning for effective and active learning, select proper strategies, monitor
their learning process. This score is likely resulted from “I notice my English mistakes and
use that information to help me do better (3,82), I pay attention when someone is speaking
English (3,95), I try to find out how to be a better learner of English (3,89). Larkin (2010)
claims that metacognition does not improve without scaffolding, rather it is essential that
learners starting from childhood need to be guided for the necessary skills to understand
how they are learning a language, and then apply this knowledge to their learning both in
and beyond the classroom.
Concerning the relationship of strategy use to gender, the findings seem to be contradicting
with previous studies. We did not find any significant difference on the language learning
strategies preference in learning English between male and female students for the overall
strategies though we observed significant differences in three items. However, Aslan (2009)
reported a significant difference of the overall use of strategies between female and male
students. The contradictions between the findings were assumed to be associated with the
characteristics of young and adult language learners since Aslan’s participants were young
adult EFL learners.
In addition, most studies have been in agreement that female learners often tend to use
significantly more strategies for language learning than male learners (Lee& Oxford 2008;
Zoubir-Shaw & Oxford, 1995). There are different ideas for possible factors but in line with
the aim of the study this difference was related to the idea that females have more social,
stronger verbal skills and greater conformity to academic and linguistic norms (Tezcan,
Deneme, 2016).) Csizér and Dörnyei (2005) also yielded the finding that female students are
more motivated than male students when they are learning a second language.
5. Conclusions
The study aimed at investigating LLS use by young adolescents EFL learners in different
geographical areas in Turkey and make a comparison between male and female learners in
terms of their learning strategy preferences. They use LLS with a medium to high frequency,
with metacognitive strategies ranking highest among all strategies, and compensation
strategies ranking the lowest.
Regarding the language learning strategies used among the1934 participants of this study;
the findings revealed an overall medium use of them is M=3,40. In addition, the participants
had a medium preference for direct strategies (M=2,5-3,40) in contrast to high preference of
indirect LLS (M=3,5-4,4) except affective strategies. Metacognitive strategies were the highest
used among learners (M= 3.64) whereas compensation strategies were the least used by the
participants (M= 3,17). As for the relationship between LLS use and gender, it was found
that females were found to be using a few more learning strategies than their female
counterparts. Therefore, it is highly crucial that teachers understand individual variations
in strategy use and employ learner-centered pedagogy. The overall medium use of LLS
implies that teachers provide young adolescents with various kinds of LLS so that they can
be familiar and use in different context since LLS can be taught.
The implications of this study can highlight the need to teach strategies to EFL/ESL
students so they can use them to develop skills and processes of the language since the
participants were using LLS in mostly medium level. Griffiths (2004) observed that what
makes difference between high and low achieving students is the using appropriate
strategies in a given task. Thus, learners will learn better if they are helped to identify the
strategies they use,” and “teachers need to know the strategies that their learners are using
in order to better understand some of the problems they may be encountering” (Macaro,
2001, p. 43).
The current study has some limitations though they do not compromise the validity of the
findings but they pave ways to future research:
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1. The data were collected using SILL and semi-structure interviews. It is likely that
respondents did not read all the items carefully, which might affect the frequency of the
strategies they preferred.
2. The participants in this study were 6th and 7th grade (11-13 age) learning English as a
foreign language.
Piaget states that this group of learner have completed concrete
operations and entered the formal operations stage. They are capable of using reasoning
skills requiring mental process which include clarification, inference, evaluation, and
application (Anderson, 1990).
3. The strategies used by young adolescents are in relation to only one variable (gender
differences), hence, the present study does not take account of all the possible factors that
affect LLS usage.
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Abstract
The emergence of web 2.0 tools resulted in a paradigm shift in language education in terms
of the instructional design and the materials. As the use of web technologies has increased,
ICT (Information and Communication Technologies) integration in language education has
become a trending research field. Thus, foreign language researchers focused on the
relationship between web 2.0 tools and language learning. In this respect, the impact of web
2.0 tools on language learning, attitudes of the learners and teachers towards web tools,
advantages and disadvantages of the web tools have been studied. However, the frequent
use of web technologies indicates the need for elaborating on the digital actions, as well.
Therefore, this study aims to categorize the web 2.0 tools for language learning according to
the digital actions that they enable learners to perform. Bloom’s Digital Taxonomy is
employed with the aim of categorizing the web tools into the related cognitive levels.
Findings show that the highest distribution level is the level of creating and the lowest
distribution level is the level of applying. The findings are discussed from pedagogical and
theoretical perspectives.
Key Words: Web 2.0 Tools, Bloom’s Digital Taxonomy, English Language Teaching
Özet
Web 2.0 araçlarının ortaya çıkması, öğretim tasarımı ve materyaller bakımından eğitim
yaklaşımında bir dönüşümle sonuçlanmıştır. Web teknolojilerinin kullanımı arttıkça, dil
eğitimine BİT (Bilgi ve İletişim Teknolojileri) entegrasyonu popüler bir araştırma alanı haline
gelmiştir. Böylelikle yabancı dil araştırmacıları web 2.0 araçları ve dil öğrenimi arasındaki
ilişkiye odaklanmışlardır. Bu kapsamda, web 2.0 araçlarının dil öğrenimine etkisi,
öğrencilerin ve öğretmenlerin web araçlarına olan yaklaşımları, web araçlarının avantajları
ve dezavantajları araştırılmıştır. Fakat web teknolojilerinin sık kullanımı dijital eylemlerin de
araştırılma ihtiyacını göstermektedir. Bu yüzden, bu çalışma dil öğreniminde kullanılan web
2.0 araçlarını öğrencilerin sergiledikleri dijital eylemlere göre sınıflandırmayı
amaçlamaktadır. Bu amaçla Bloom’un Dijital Taksonomisi web araçlarını ilgili seviyelere
kategorize etmek için kullanılmıştır.Sonuçlar en yüksek dağılımın yaratma basamağı, en
düşük dağılımın ise uygulama basamağı olduğunu göstermiştir. Bulgular pedogojik ve teorik
açılardan tartışılmıştır.
Anahtar Kelimeler: Web 2.0 araçları, Bloom’un Dijital Taksonomisi, İngiliz Dili Öğretimi

Introduction
“Web 2.0”, first coined in 2004, refers to the transition from a single-dimension Web to a
multi-dimensional platform on which users collaborate and participate. This platform
enables users to upload, edit and share content as well as make comment and receive
feedback about it through various tools. In this respect, numerous educators have done
experiments with web 2.0 tools and the field of foreign language learning is no exception.
The integration of web 2.0 technologies into foreign language education has been
investigated from many dimensions. To exemplify, past research not only focused on the
impact of web 2.0 tools on language skills (Armstrong & Retterer, 2008; Ducate & Lomicka,
2008; Kessler, 2009; Lee, 2013), but topics such as learner perceptions (Chen, 2009;
Pinkman, 2005), learner autonomy (Alm, 2009), peer interaction (Dippold, 2009; Liou &
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Peng, 2009) and motivation (McCarty, 2010) have been the interest of the researchers, as
well. Accordingly, the application of web technologies in language classrooms has been
claimed to transform pedagogy, curriculum design and the conception of language learning
(Sykes, Oskoz & Thorne, 2008; Warschauer & Grimes, 2007). However, how to integrate
technology into language education is a big question mark in the minds of the teachers. In
that respect, having a closer look at web 2.0 tools in terms of the digital actions they require
is thought to be of help. Yet, to the researcher’s best knowledge, there is a scarcity of
research categorizing the web 2.0 tools according to the digital actions. Therefore, this
research aims to fill this gap in the literature by categorizing the language learning web 2.0
tools according to the levels in Bloom’s digital taxonomy. Findings of the study are
considered to shed light upon the issue of technology integration.
Web 2.0
The transition from web 1.0 to web 2.0 has been a remarkable change since they differ in
terms of collaboration, interaction and participation. Wallace (2004, p.449) likens web 1.0
to a coursebook which merely presents information. The interaction was limited with forums
and information was controlled by hosts and content providers.The emergence of web 2.0,
however, has enabled mutual interaction between the host and the users. Unlike web 1.0,
users in web 2.0 participate in different communities and share knowledge in a collaborative
environment. Moreover, web 2.0 tools allow users to produce and share information at a
global scale. The feasibility of the tools enables users to work on the created content by
editing, linking and mixing. Therefore, as Greenhow et al. (2009) argue, users do not have to
be experts in order to create, publish, share, and remix content. The fact that today’s
learners are digital natives supports this argument and facilitates the integration of web 2.0
tools into education.
The use of web 2.0 in education, especially in English Language Teaching, enables learners
to get out of the boundaries of limited instruction time through providing them an authentic
context. Web 2.0 tools such as social networking sites, blogs and wikis allow users to create
and share information and media at a global scale. Thus, students are no longer passive
recipients of knowledge. Rather, they are active participants who create content,
disseminate knowledge, participate into various communities and get feedback from others.
Bloom’s Digital Taxonomy
Bloom’s taxonomy which was originally developed by a group of educationalists led by
Benjamin Bloom in 1956 served for years due to its functionality in categorizing the
educational outcomes, intructional activities and even means of assessment. Later, in 2001,
it was revised in line with the critisims about its strict hierarchical and one-dimensional
structure (Anderson, 2001).
However, with the introduction of technology into education, the delivery of instruction and
the needs of the learners have changed. Today, learners are expected to be equipped with
certain set of skills that enable them to search for and use the information effectively. At
this point, the significance of the educational technology gets bigger day by day. Instruction
is no more restricted to traditional teaching models and printed materials. Learners have
opportunity to get information from multiple sources thanks to the educational websites,
mobile applications, learning management systems etc. Therefore, the necessity of a
systematized categorization that indicates the cognitive processes of learning in digital
environments has appeared. In that regard, Bloom’s Digital Taxonomy has been developed
with the aim of addressing the new behaviors and actions emerging as the technology
advances (Churches, 2010). Based on the revised taxonomy, the digital taxonomy aims to
explain the cognitive processes and actions presented by the emergence of Information and
Communication Technologies (ICT). The digital actions in each level are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Bloom’s Digital Taxonomy (Churches, 2010)
As it is pointed out in Figure 1, digital taxonomy is made up of six levels used in the revised
taxonomy. Similar to the revision, the digital taxonomy specifies the verbs and the actions
that occur in each level. What is different is that the digital taxonomy shows the digital
actions related to each level. However, the levels do not follow a strict hierarchy. As
Churches (2010) points out, learning does not have to start with the level of ‘remembering’.
It can happen at any time and in any level. However, the big picture shows an ascending
order from lower order thinking skills (LOTS) to higher order thinking skills (HOTS). In this
regard, the role of the 21st century teacher is to scaffold the learning of students through
presenting them opportunities for accessing the information sources, applying what they
have learned, analyzing and evaluating the learning process together with the outcomes and
finally producing something new (Churches, 2008). All of these cognitive levels in the
taxonomy are explained as follows.
Remembering
Being the first level in the taxonomy, ‘remembering’ accounts for the retrieval of a material
in a digital medium (Churches, 2010). In digital environments, learners are surrounded
with knowledge that grows at an unprecedented rate. As a result, it is almost impossible to
remember every piece of information. Therefore, learners employ some ‘digital’ strategies to
maintain the knowledge such as bookmarking, bullet pointing (listing), googling (searching),
highlighting, tagging, adding the URL of a website and so on. These actions help learners
find, define and remember knowledge in digital environments.
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Understanding
In the revised taxonomy, the level of ‘understanding’ refers to the comprehension of the
phenomenon through explaining, paraphrasing, exemplifying, summarizing and translating
(Anderson et al., 2001). Similar to the revised taxonomy, ‘understanding’ in the digital
taxonomy is based on establishing the relationships among the phenomena. Churches
(2010) lists the following verbs that are categorized in ‘understanding’: advanced searching,
subscribing, categorizing, outlining and blog journaling. He also gives some specific
examples of web tools in the level of ‘understanding’. Mind mapping is one of them. As
shown in Figure 2, mind mapping allows learners to have a deep grasp of the phenomenon
through 6 Questions Approach. Using an online mind-mapping tool in a language class has
been proved to be a powerful technique for brainstorming the ideas, learning new
vocabulary, taking notes and improving reading (Buran & Filyukov, 2015).

Figure 2: Mind Map of 6 Questions Approach
Similar to mind mapping, employing concept mapping and venn diagram techniques helps
learners develop a better understanding through establishing the relationships, similarities
and differences between the concepts, events or ideas (Churches, 2010).
Applying
As its name suggests, ‘applying’ refers to carrying out a procedure through which the
learned material is used. Key actions for this level are running a program, playing a game,
editing, uploading and sharing a document (Churches, 2010). Specifically for language
learning purposes, actions such as voice recording can be grouped in this category. Through
these actions, learners would find the opportunity to make use of what they have learned in
digital environments.
Analyzing
Analyzing means breaking something into its components and detecting the relationship
between the parts and the whole. The process of analyzing requires the mind to be active
through organizing, comparing and differentiating the components. In digital learning
environments, these actions include media clipping, mashing, linking, cracking and reverseengineering. At this stage, Churches (2010) gives the example of a learner who conducts an
online survey and employs graphing tools. In other words, this stage presents the portrait of
a learner who deals with interrelating the parts to one another and to the overall structure.
Evaluating
Being a higher order thinking skill, evaluating refers to making judgments about the value
of ideas, concepts, materials or methods according to pre-determined standards. In the
revised taxonomy, evaluating includes behaviors of critiquing, questioning, judging,
checking, hypothesizing, testing and monitoring (Anderson et al.,2001). In the digital
version, following actions of collaborating, networking, posting, testing and validating are
included. Since the digital taxonomy is built on the revised version, learners operate at the
similar cognitive process of judging the value of the concept or the material at hand. The
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only difference is the medium through which all these processes are conducted. In that
regard, a learner who participates into discussion boards, employs video-conferencing tools,
posts comments on blogs and validates the data sources performs at the level of ‘evaluating’
in the digital taxonomy.
Creating
Taking place at the top of the taxonomy, ‘creating’ means putting the parts into together to
produce something new. This process includes planning, organizing, formulating,
generating, modifying and producing. With regard to the digital environments,
programming, filmmaking, animating, publishing, and blogging are included in the level of
‘creating’. Being the highest level of the taxonomy, ‘creating’ includes the integration of the
previous cognitive levels. To exemplify, in order to create a digital story, learners are
expected to develop a scenario with an appropriate purpose. The characters must be wellselected and the layout, background music, sound effects must be applied into a coherent
whole. All these details point at the deep comprehension, effective analysis and accurate
evaluation of the concept or the material.
Method
The aim of this study is to categorize the web 2.0 tools for language learning according to
the cognitive levels in the digital taxonomy. In this respect, both qualitative and quantitative
data have been collected within the framework of mixed method research design. Mixed
method research design is defined as a procedure for collecting, analyzing and “mixing” the
two paradigms of qualitative and quantitative studies in a single study to understand a
research problem (Creswell & Clark, 2017). The study focuses on the following research
question:


What is the distribution of the language learning websites according to Bloom’s
Digital Taxonomy?

In order to answer the research question, qualitative data hava been collected through
document analysis which is defined as a systematic procedure for reviewing or evaluating
documents—both printed and electronic (Bowen, 2009). In that scope, 40 language learning
websites have been grouped into 23 categories in https://www.egitimcantasi.com/. (The
categories are listed in Appendix I and the links of the websites are given in Appendix II).
Quantitative data, on the other hand, have been collected through content analysis which is
the process of systematically categorizing the quantitative and qualitative data based on
specific themes and categories. In this regard, Bloom’s digital taxonomy has been used as a
measurement tool for categorizing the websites according to which cognitive level they
develop in learners. A colleague participated into the process of analyzing the websites in
terms of their capabilities for digital actions and the level of interrater reliability has been
calculated to be 92,50 %. The findings are presented through tables and graphs.
Findings and Discussion
This section presents the findings regarding the categorizations of the websites according to
the levels in the digital taxonomy. Table 1 shows the percentages of the distributions related
to each level.
Table 1: Frequencies and Percentages of the Web 2.0 Tools According to Bloom’s Digital
Taxonomy
Cognitive process levels
remembering
understanding
applying
analyzing
evaluating
creating

Frequency (n)
6
10
2
5
3
25

Percentage (%)
15
25
5
12,50
7,50
62,50
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Findings indicate that more than half of the websites (62.50 %) are categorized into the level
of creating. Being the highest level in the taxonomy, creating requires putting the elements
together to form a coherent and fuctional whole. In addition to the actions such as planning,
producing, devising, designing and constructing, the digital actions as programming,
filming, animating, podcasting and publishing are included in this level. Websites for
creating digital stories, interactive content, presentations, animations, movies belong to this
category. Past research indicates the significance of meaningful contexts in language
activities which make connections to real life (Curtain & Dahlberg, 2009; Hadley, 2001;
Sandrock & Webb, 2003; Shrum & Glisan, 2010). In this regard, Web 2.0 tools provide
learners with a wide range of activities in terms of language level, learner needs and
preferences. Digital storytelling is one of these tools which is the process of writing a story
through combining multiple modes of technology such as photographs, text, music and
audio. Creating the storyline, narrating, editing and revising are the essence of digital
storytelling while the digital elements are of secondary importance as Banaszweski (2002)
states. Therefore, what the digital storytelling tools provide are the digital elements that help
learners digitize the abstract form of their imagination and creativity. In this process,
learners actively engage in meaningful context through which they use language for realworld communication (Curtain & Dahlberg, 2009; Shrum, 2015). Since they enable learners
to create a unique product of their own imagination, web tools for digital storytelling (i.e.
Storybird, Storyjumper), online posters (i.e. Genially, Canva), digital boards (i.e. Padlet),
videos (i.e. Moovly, Wevideo),online presentations (i.e. Prezi) and animations (i.e. Powtoon)
belong to the level of ‘creating’. Using these web tools, learners move from the conventional
role for knowledge consumer to knowledge producer.
The level of ‘understanding’ is the second highest level (25%) in terms of the distribution of
the websites into the digital taxonomy. Websites for note taking (i.e. Meeting Words,
VideoNot.Es), making flowcharts and mindmapping (i.e. Popplet, Creaza) have been
categorized into this level.In language classes, websites that enable learners to take notes
while watching a video, for example, develop understanding the video by integrating learners
into the process rather than leaving them as passive listeners. In reading classes, having
learners design a flowchart help them understand the chain of events better. Mindmapping, also, is a powerful technique for brainstorming the ideas, learning new
vocabulary, taking notes and improving reading (Buran & Filyukov, 2015). Concept
mapping, on the other hand, help learners visualize the cause and effect relationship of an
event. Moreover, websites for online testing (i.e. Socrative, Kahoot, Quizlet) can be grouped
in this category on the condition that the questions aim to measure whether learners
understand the topic or not.
The level of ‘remembering’ ranks forth with a ratio of 15 %. It is the lowest cognitive level
which includes the simple recall of knowledge and facts (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001).
Listing, recognizing, naming, recalling are the cognitive actions related to this level. As for
the digital actions,bullet pointing (listing in digital format), bookmarking, searching /
googling belong to the level of remembering. In this regard, especially vocabulary is one of
the most focused area in the use of web tools (i.e. Socrative, Kahoot, Quizlet). Parallel to the
findings, past research indicates the efficiency of web 2.0 tools in memorizing vocabulary
(Eren, 2015; Horst, Cobb & Nicolae, 2005; Lin et al.,2014) since they present the vocabulary
items in audio, video or visuals and thus address to multiple senses.
According to the table, 12,50 % of the websites have been categorized into the level of
‘analyzing’. Analyzing is defined as breaking the concept into its parts and finding out the
relationship between the parts and how they relate to overall structure (Anderson &
Krathwohl, 2001). Therefore, websites for screen editing (i.e. Snagit), online surveys (i.e.
Google Forms) are placed into the level of ‘analyzing’. Conducting online surveys help
learners take an analytic view towards a subject by considering the different dimensions and
viewpoints about an issue. Moreover, when elaborating on the results, learners take a
critical view, form hypothesis, make connections between the results and the events and
thus develop critical thinking. Therefore, integrating online survey tools into the classes,
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assigning learners to comment on the results would have multi dimensional benefits for
sparking both the analyzing and evaluating skills in learners.
The level of ‘evaluating’ , on the other hand, has a ratio of 7.50 %. Krathwohl (2002)
explains evaluating as making judgements based on criteria and standards through
checking and critiquing. Therefore, activities that trigger critical thinking through
questioning, hpothesizing, testing and monitoring are related to this category. In this vein,
web tools for online debates(i.e. Kialo)and blogging (i.e. Blogger)-as long as they are utilized
for self-expression and reflective writing- belong to the category of ‘evaluating’. Blogging as
a discussion tool has many benefits for language learners. First of all, it serves as a means
for learners to express themselves (Davi, Frydenberg, & Gulati, 2007). Therefore, it provides
a purposeful context for learners. Besides, it fosters critical thinking since it enables
learners to carefully formulate and defend their opinion and monitor their thinking (Oravec,
2002; Williams & Jacobs, 2004).
Finally, findings indicate that the least frequent category is ‘applying’ with a ratio of 5%.
Applying refers to situations where learned material is used through models, presentations
and simulations. In this vein, cognitive actions such as carrying out, performing, executing
and implementing are grouped in this category whereas the digital actions have been
determined as operating a program, playing a game, editing and uploading (Churches,
2010). In language classes, web tools that allow learners to play online games (i.e.
GoNoodle), record their voice and upload it (i.e. Audacity) have been categorized in the level
of applying.
The findings for the distribution of the web tools according to the levels in the digital
taxonomy are shown in figure 3. The icons of the web tools are placed into the related
categories depending on the digital actions they provide for learners. As shown in the figure,
some icons (i.e. Socrative, Meeting Words) are categorized into multiple levels while others
belong to a single level. This finding can be attributed to the fact that web 2.0 tools are multi
dimensional and versatile tools that host multiple features. The analysis of the web tools
shows that some tools (i.e. Mind Meister) are multi functional that are suitable for mindmapping, note taking, project management and dynamic presentations.

Figure 3: A Categorization of Web 2.0 Tools According To Bloom’s Digital Taxonomy
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An overall discussion of the findings point out that it is possible to make use of web 2.0
tools in every phase of instruction such as presenting the subject, practicing it and even
assessing the learning. Web 2.0 tools provide teachers with a wide range of resource for
creating online worksheets, adding interactivity to videos, designing visuals, conducting
surveys, organizing debates and more. However, employing the web tools in every stage of
instruction in a randomized manner does not guarantee successful technology integration.
As McLeod and Richardson (2013) argue, the success of technology integration within a
class is dependant upon the teacher’s pedagogical planning and implementations.Therefore,
it is crucial for teachers to be aware of both the educational objectives and the capabilities
of web tools. Then, taking the needs of learners into consideration, teachers are expected to
choose the most appropriate tool. After all, “it is not about the tools; it is using the tools to
facilitate learning” (Churches, 2010).
Conclusion
Today, it is a common viewpoint that language education cannot be isolated from web
technologies. Therefore, the integration of web 2.0 tools into education has been included in
the agenda of policy makers. Yet, the question of how to achieve an efficient integration
remains unanswered. Most of the teachers has the wrong belief that technology guarantees
success, so each day they introduce a new tool to their students, which ends in a total
chaos. Therefore, this study aims to inform language teachers about the web 2.0 tools in
terms of their distribution into the taxonomy levels.
Findings of the study indicate that more than half of the web 2.0 tools enable learners
create interactive language content such as infographics, posters, videos, films etc. Before
the stage of production, it is possible to have learners get acquainted with the subject
through using the web tools in the level of the ‘understanding’ which is the second highest
category. Findings also point out that some web tools are suitable for more than one
category, which can be accounted for the multidimensional aspect of the web tools.
A critical conclusion that can be drawn from the findings is that successful technology
integration depends on careful planning and pedagogical knowledge of teachers. Although
web 2.0 tools have multidimentional features, they may not be applicable for all of the
cognition levels. Therefore, it is suggested that teachers get informed about the capabilities
of web tools and demands of the curriculum before inserting the tools in their lesson plan.
Current research intends to inform language teachers about the web 2.0 tools in terms of
their categorization into digital taxonomy levels. Further research may focus on whether
classroom practices overlap with the objectives in terms of their distribution into the
taxonomy levels. Moreover, to what extent teachers are informed about the digital taxonomy
may be researched.
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APPENDIX I
The Categories of the Web 2.0 Tools


Creating Animations



Creating Blogs



Creating Interactive Videos



Creating Online Worksheets



Creating Digital Boards



Creating Interactive Content



Creating Comics



White Board Applications



Online Discussions



Online Testing



Digital Storytelling



Screen Capturing



Screen Editing



Interactive Presentations



Mind-mapping Tools



Audio Recording



Video Editing



Note Taking



Collecting Data



Time Graphing Tools
APPENDIX II

Links of the Web 2.0 Tools
https://www.wizer.me/
https://quizlet.com/tr
https://socrative.com/
https://kahoot.com/
https://quizizz.com/
https://popplet.com/
https://learningapps.org/
https://get.plickers.com/
http://meetingwords.com/
https://www.gonoodle.com/
https://www.audacityteam.org/
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https://www.techsmith.com/screen-capture.html
https://docs.google.com/forms/u/0/
https://blogspot.com
https://web.creaza.com/en/
https://www.blogger.com/
https://www.moovly.com/
https://www.thinglink.com/
https://web.creaza.com/en/
https://www.kapwing.com/
https://www.storyjumper.com/
https://storybird.com/
https://tr.padlet.com/
https://app.edu.buncee.com/
https://sway.office.com/
https://www.educreations.com/
https://www.wooclap.com/
https://nearpod.com/
https://www.mentimeter.com/
https://www.powtoon.com/
https://vizia.co/
https://edpuzzle.com/
https://www.genial.ly/
https://www.canva.com/
https://www.pixton.com/
https://prezi.com/
https://www.wevideo.com/
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